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Xrs P (U) On December 20, 2021, following confirmation by the Senate, it was

RE 4 my great privilege to be wom in as the Director, Operational Test and
+X ed Evaluation (DOTAE). After a lifetime in the national security sphere, | am

Fi #0 deeply honored to join the dedicated women and men who serve as the

Je independent, unbiased assessors of American warfighting capability.
=P “The DOTAE mission  detennining a system's operational effectiveness,
“i z, suitability, and survivability = supports every soldier, sailor, airman, marine,

< and guardian, along with the strategists and decision-makers in the chain of
| command.

TH (U) In order to fulfill congressional mandates and timelines, DOT&E staff

th completedthiscritical Annual Report, including the introduction, prior to my

hii taking the oath of office. | deeply appreciate their initiative and diligence.
i 1 have reviewed the reports contents and fully support all programmatic

findings and recommendations.

(U) Over the next year, | intend to closely examine DOD's operational test and evaluation infrastructure, tools,

processes, and workforce, then to vigorously pursue efforts that will prepare the operational T&E community

for the coming decade. The mechanisms by which DOD and its industry partners develop new systems are
changing rapidly and continuously, as are the capabilities ultimately produced. Test and evaluation must be

responsivetothese changes and carve new paths so thatwe can continue to inform the warfighter and perform
the work that Congress has asked us to do.

(0) 1 look forward to collaborating with all stakeholders in the research, development, acquisition, and testing
spheres. Together, we will press to achieve maximum impact of the resources taxpayers have provided, and
16 position our warfghters t fff their solemn commitment o the American people: protect ur Nation, our
freedom, andour way of life.

Webel Slbai
NickolasH. Guertin
Director

Foreword ET 3
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(U)dntroduction
Td4

(U) There are three Imperatives of Combat.
LUCE TS SE TW RYT mission;” the
second is “believe in your commanders”
For the operational test community, the
third imperative holds special significance:
“believe in your weapons and equipment”
Our soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, and
guardians, along with DOD leadership and
the Congress, count on us to tell them when
and where to place that faith. We must not
(GROEN
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(U) As we start the third decade of the 21t century the United States remains the worlds preeminent military
power, thanks to our dedicated allvolunteer force, who are committedtothei oath to support and defend the
Constitution, and the civilians who stand beside and behind our women and men in uniform. Our Armed Forces’
intellect, creativity, and countless hours of selfless service fuel Americas successful national defense. Those
unparalleled intangibles are backed by the technology the Defense Department puts i their hands, which, thus
far, has given them the edge necessary to protect our homeland and our alles, and to advance the United States’
strategic objectives.
(1) The acquisition and testing communities are responsible for ensuring that this technology continues to
provide American forces the decisive advantage they need. On the surface, the operational tester's job may
appear simple: determine a systems operational effectiveness and suitability, and the survivability of the
System and ts operator, in the contextof the intended mission. This succinct description belies the challenge in
assessing aweapon of other technology in operationallyrealistic conditions with the warfighters who will use t
{nthe expected physical environment,under the tactical conditions and battle plan anticipated, facing threats that
‘accurately replicate our potential adversaries. As the operational test community knows, ulfiling that mandate
was never simple and the future offers no respite. U.S. systems are growing more comple; our adversaries
‘are becoming more sophisticated and capable; and joint multi-domain operations, encompassing land, if, sea,
Space, and cyberspace, are now the diving operating concept. The need to execute rigorous, credible OTAE has
ot lessened in fact, it may be more critical than ever. Over the past year, competitors revealed technological
‘advances that match and outpace our own, for instance, in hypersonic missiles. In November 2021, just prior to
concluding four decadesofservice, then Vice Chairmanof the Joint Chiefs of Staff General John Hyten remarked
that “probably should create a sense of urgency.” DOTSE couldrit agree more.

(U) But where should that sense of urgency steer the operational test community? Concerns about being
able to conduct proper OTE are perennial. The Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2000 noted then that “Weapon
technologies are outdistancing ourability to adequately test systems as they are developed.” That statement
remains accurate today. The high-volume wave of new technology in DOD's acquisition pipeline, the rapidly
changing threatlandscape againstwhichwemust evaluate tan the needto field systems atthe ever-quickening
Speed of relevance will strain or exceed our current infrastructure, tools, processes, and knowledge base.

(1) Some of the most frequently cited principles and means to improve acquisition outcomes and TE efficacy
and efficiency aren't nove, either. In 1995, then Secretary of Defense William Perry laid out five themes to guide
the strategic direction for T&E. Fourof them are equally valid now as they were 26 years ago: earlier involvement
of operational testers in the acquisition process; more and more effective use of models and simulations;
‘combining, where possible, different types of testing; and conducting operational testing and training exercises
together. Quoting then Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics) Jacques Gansler,
the FY 2000 Annual Report also highlighted what is now known as the “shift left” mantra: .. serious testing
with a view toward operations should be started early in the life ofa program. Early testing against operationel
Tequirements wil provide earlier indications of miltary usefulness. It s also much less expensive to correct
flaws in system design, both hardware and software,ifthey are identified early in a program. Performance-based
acquisition programs reflect our emphasis on satisfying operational requirements vice system specifications.”
‘These sentences could have been crafted today.

(U) The nature of mostorganizations isto change incrementally thats, to evolve ~ and the Defense Department.
so exception. Butthepaceof evolution nolonger issufficientfor nationalsecuritywrit large, noroperationaltest
‘and evaluation in particular. Instead, to keep fulfiing our obligation to the warfighter,we need a T&E revolution.

(U) Where the T&E Revolution Should Start

(U) In January 2021, DOTEE released a Science and Technology Strategic Plan 10 help set the stage. A basic
blueprint for operational T&E over the next five years, the S&T Strategic Plan has five focus areas
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(U) Software and Cybersecurity TRE
(U) Software and cybersecurity T&E lead the pack. The vast
majority of DOD systems are extremely software-intensive.
Software quality, and the system's overall cybersecurity, often
are the factors that determine operational effectiveness and
survivability, and sometimes lethality. The survivability aspect
is especially critical. Many national security experts predict the
next Pearl Harbor won't manifest as bombs destroying ships but
as key strokes and hidden malware idlinga fleet in home port wl
or already at sea ~ an equally effective attack, with deniability, pe
similar tactical results at lower cost for the adversary, and an
unpredictable impact on public opinion due to the lack of visible:
camage.

ScienceandTechnology0 rer nes tr, eng oer on (@) “TIER (ER)
our weapon systems is essential to their actually being useful
in the field. Warfighters, commanders, and program managers yt
arerelyingon operational TAE to tell them what the cybersecurity
tisks, and ther potential consequences, are, andto help them devise mitigation optionsto fight through aloss of
capability. That means we must be certain that we understand the threat and can accurately emulate it during
testing, and we can represent the entire attack surface, including the network and other platforms to which the
‘system connects. The use of commercial technologies and services, such as cloud computing, adds another
layer of risk to assess: are those commercial products, services, and their supply chains secure and suitable for
military use?

(U) The need for a sea change in cybersecurity OT&E is undeniable. The sheer number of systems that should
undergo robust cybersecurity testing — that the Congress expects DOD to test = only intensifies that need.
Cybersecurity testing must be accurate yet not endanger the operator. It must uncover whether the system is.
hackable and can be compromised, and what the impacts would be. Is the operator induced to make a bad
choice based on spoofed system readings? Is certain offensive or defensive functionality lost, which, in tum,
impedes individual or unit mission accomplishment? Or, does the platform shut down entirely?

(U) Strengthening the engineering rigor of our testing is one place to start. We must expand cybersecurity
TEE to examine whole-of-platform and systems-of-systems architectures and concepts of operations that
reflect joint multi-domain operations. Broader use of automated testing methods, perhaps enhanced by
artifical intelligence and machine learning, also is necessary; relying solely on people to conduct cybersecurity
OT&E no longer is feasible due to the scale and scope of the testing requirement. Program schedules must
accommodate an iterative approach to operationally relevant testing, with time and resources for test-fix-test
cycles that begin with the minimum viable product and continue until, and perhaps beyond, a full deployment
decision. The operational testing community, and DOD at large, will have to build a much larger and deeper
bench of cyber expertise, both in house and outside the department to be tapped on demand, as well.

(U) Getting cybersecurity principles right at the early stages of system design and development long before.
‘operational testing begins~is astep the acquisition communitycan taketofoster system resilience and posture
the program for long-term success. Operational testers, and warfighters trained in offensive and defensive
cyber operations, have the requisite knowledge. DOTAE Is ready to assist any program office In incorporating
the right cybersecurity principles that will give its platform the ability to respond to the continuously and rapidly
morphing threat.

(U) Transforming T&E to ensure cybersecurity across DOD systems and supporting supply chains will require a
collaborative effort with our partners inside DOD, across the federal government, in industry and academia, and
among our international allies.

Introduction =] i
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(U) Next-Generation T&E Capabilities.

(U) The quality of TRE - and ultimately warfighting capability = depends on the quality of the T&E tools,
infrastructure, and processes we use. T&E must be able to handle whatever technologies are presented and it
‘must mirror real-world environments and scenarios, to include accurate threat and countermeasure replication,
in order to be thorough, operationally representative, and credible.

(U) The T&E enterprise is not as prepared as it needs to befor the types of systems currently, or soon to be, in the.
development pipeline. The majority of the Department's open-air test and training ranges and laboratories are
outdated and must be modernized to capture the complexities and capabilitiesoftoday’s and future operational
environments. We know already that artificial intelligence, autonomous and adaptive systems, space-based
systems, directed energy, hypersonics, and biotechnology will challenge DOD's T&E capacity, facilities, and

section of this report provides more detail regarding the critical T&E capability shortcomings that we must
address to dominate the next conflict. We almost certainly will discover additional gaps as new technologies
and operating concepts arise.

(U) In late 2020, DOT&E commissioned the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine
(NASEM,) to assess the ranges, infrastructure, and tools used for operational T&E. The main question was: Will
‘the Defense Department be able to conduct the robust operational TSE our warfighters deserve on the systems
and technologies anticipated in the 2025-2035 timeframe? NASEM completed and released to the public the
first segment of that study in September 2021 and expects to finish the second segment, which is classified, in
mid to late FY22. DOTRE will review the findings and recommendations from both portionstohelp inform DOD
efforts to develop a holistic, enterprise-wide modernization and investment plan. With 2025 around the corner,
DOT&E will press DOD stakeholders to begin implementation immediately.

evaluation, and the acquisition process overall: data management. Capturing the right data, sharing them with
the right people, and making the best data-driven decisions possible in a timely manner are fundamental to
testing and fielding high-quality capabilities at the speed of need. The utility of data collected during all phases
of T&E ~ contractor, developmental, integrated, and operational ~ can be much broader when analyzed as a
whole, however. This vast quantity of data potentially could reveal trends in system design and performance,
threat replication and emulation, test design and execution, program management, and other areas that would
reshape DOD decision-making. But our ability to exploit that treasure trove is currently limited: the Defense

welcome information on other data analytics projects that are underway both inside and outside DOD. Our
goal is to partner with other DOD stakeholders to start generating a draft data management capabilities and
architecture blueprint.

(U) Integrated T&E Lifecycle

(U) The S&T Strategic Plan's third focus area is instituting an integrated T&E lifecycle. The concept isn't new, yet,

and efficiency is to greatly reduce, if not eliminate, the traditional contractor, developmental, and operational test
silos. We need to replace that segregated, sequential approach with a process that integrates CT, DT, andOTto
maximize test efficiency and effectiveness within a mission construct, whenever possible. In practical terms,
that means designing test events to collect data that satisfy both DT and OT needs, when able. Additionally,
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program managers must involve the intended users and testers in developing system specs to ensure that
‘they're operationally relevant and testable; and contract language to ensure that testing requirements fulfill OT
needs as early as possible and the right data are collected.

(U) DOTRE currently is working with the Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering) Developmental
Test, Evaluation, and Assessments team to examine how we can expand the integrated TRE window. The goal
is to enable agility, efficiency, and expediency. With that in mind, the operational test community must expand
its partnership with DT and program offices to maximize integrated testing that provides operationally relevant
data

(U) Digital Transformation
(U) DOD is strugglingto keep up with industry's andouradversaries’ adoption ofdigital research and.|development
‘and T&E capabilities. Besides the need for new tools and data management practices, perhaps the most critical
‘shortcomings are in "digital twinning” and modeling and simulation (M&S). The test communityacknowledged
the need for M&S more than 20 years ago. That requirement has only become more urgent over time. For a
variety of reasons, live operational testing in a threat-representative environment is not always feasible. When
that occurs, we must have high-fidelity, operationally realistic M&S venues that produce enough high-confidence
data to inform a determination of operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability. These venues must be
constantly refreshed and undergo continuous verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A), particularly of
the system under test and threats portrayed.

(U) Sound VV&A, based on data collected during live (not simulated) events, is critical. The results of certain
recent live operational tests diverged significantly from the outcomes predicted by M&S. Creating accurate,
high-caliber M&S is a complicated endeavor but we must continue to invest in it and follow through with V&A
to ensure that our warfighters and commanders can trust operational T&E findings.

(U) T&E Workforce: The Essential Human Element
(U) The final focus area is the T&E workforce. T&E of complex technologies requiresa tremendous amount
of deep and broad cutting-edge expertise. DOD needs mechanisms both to attract more talent to government
service and to obtain consistent, on-demand access to experts from academia and industry. DOT&E looks
forward to working with DOD stakeholders, industry, and the Congress to improve T&E talentdevelopment,
access, and management to ensure that the T&E community continues to provide outstanding support to the
‘warfighter over the next decade.

(U) Realigning DOT&E: Strategic Initiatives, Policy, and Emerging
Technologies
(U) To help set the conditions for T&E transformation, DOT&E initiated an internal reorganization last summer.
In the spirit of integrated T&E, we folded Live Fire Test & Evaluation (LFT&E) functions and personnel into thewarfighting domain divisions to beter align our efforts. DOTAE'S LFTSE expertise and oversight capacity remain
‘the same; the LFT&E program will not be reduced.

(U) To ensure that operational TSE is prepared to fulfill the warfighter's and the decision-maker's demands for
credible, independent data and analysis, DOTAE has created a new division focused on the future. The Deputy
Director for Strategic Initiatives, Policy, and Emerging Technologies (SIPET) will proactively look forward to
identify OT&E needs, gaps, and potential solutions; craft new ways of doing business; and help Service and
agency operational test organizations solve problems. Working with stakeholders across the department,
SIPET also will develop and refine operational test policy guidance. The first areas SIPET will address include
cybersecurity testing guidance and M&S V&A guidance.

Introduction = )
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(U) By dedicating personnel to the fulltime mission of planning for emerging technology, digging into shared
TSE challenges, and big-picture brainstorming, SIPET will foster greater agility and responsiveness in the
operational test community. The intent is that, as aresult, we wil create the conditions to “shift left” more often,
more quickly, and with even better results than we achieve today.

(U) DOTSE has realigned the Annual Report tself, as well. A new Executive Summary highlights major DOTAE
products, contributions, and findings from this fiscal year.

(U) Impetus and Way Ahead
(U) Revolutionizing test and evaluation is within our grasp. It will take a concerted effort, and a steady and
substantial flow of intellectual and financial resources ~ but we can achieve it

(U) Maintaining the status quo is not an option. The Defense Department's 2021 annual report to Congress
on military and security developments involving the People’s Republic of China noted that our primary pacing
challenge “has substantially reorganized ts defense-indusirial sector to improve weapon system research,
development, acquisition, testing, evaluation, and production” For the operational test community to fulfil its
role as trusted, unbiased arbiters ofa system's performance and its effect on mission accomplishment, DOD's
TSE enterprise must stay ahead.

10 cul Introduction
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(U) The Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation (DOT&E) is senior advisor to the
Secretary of Defense on operational test
and evaluation (OT&E) and live fire test and
evaluation (LFT&E) in the DOD.
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(U) DOT&E's mission is to:

+ (U) Enable adequate OT&E and LFT&E of DOD weapon systems in operationally representative and relevant
conditions to support credible evaluation of the operational effectiveness, ‘suitability, survivability, and
lethality of DOD weapon systems in combat. Adequate TAE enables the delivery and fielding of proven
capabilityto warfighters, and allows them to plan and execute their missions while informed by the weapon
system's demonstrated performance. Adequate T&E characterizes those portions of the operational
envelope where the weapon system performs well and where deficiencies exist,sothey can befixed prior to
fielding and prior to their use in conflict.

+ (U) Document weapon system performance and any vulnerabilities in an independent and objective report to
Congress and the Secretary of Defense. Each DOTE report summarizes the assessment of the adequacy
of the testing executed in support of the evaluation, as well as the Director's assessment of the operational
effectiveness, suitability, survivability, and lethality of the unit equipped with the system under test. The
report also offers practical recommendations to fix identified deficiencies and address any gaps that
precluded a complete evaluation of system performance as it would be used in combat.

+ (U) Report on the health of the T&E resources needed to adequately execute OTSE and LFTRE, including
‘operational test facilities and equipment.

+ (U) Identify best practices, develop improved testing methodologies, and implement lessons learned through
updates to T&E policy and guidance to meet the T&E and acquisition demands of today and tomorrow.
Current efforts include, among others, improved cybersecurity testing, software testing, integrated testing,
electromagnetic spectrum operations, modeling and simulation validation, and efficient test methodologies.

(U) DOTSE responsibilities are detailed in the legislation codified in 1983 (Title 10, Sections 139, 2399, and
2400) and then in 1986 (Title 10, Section 2366). These responsibilities were established to support the
fielding of weapon systems that work in combat regardless of the competing acquisition priorities. DOT&E
responsibilities have since been augmented through a range of subsequent National Defense Authorization

and activities to DOTRE:

1. (U) The Joint Test & Evaluation Program ~ DOD's developer of non-materiel solutions (tactics,
techniques, and procedures) intended to mitigate operational deficiencies as outlined in DoDI

4. (U) The Center for Countermeasures (CCM) ~ enables T&E of U.S. and foreign countermeasure/
‘counter-countermeasure systems as outlined in DoDI 5129.47.
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(U) Operational and LFT&E is essential to

demonstrate weapon system performance

and provide DOD mission planners,

commanders, operators, and maintainers

with an understanding of true weapon

system capabilities, and data to adequately
plan and execute their mission in combat.
In FY21, DOT&E provided oversight for 237

acquisition programs and published its first

Science and Technology Strategy.
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| (U) Major Products
(U) In FY21, DOTRE provided operational and live fire test and evaluation oversight for 237 acquisition programsat various stages in their acquisition cycle." Specifically, DOTAE reviewed and approved 26 Test and Evaluation
Master Plans (TEMPs), 9of which includeda Live Fire Test and Evaluation (LFT&E) Strategy; 2 separate LFTSE.
Strategies; and 56 individual test plans;
(U) DOTSE evaluates the adequacy of the Service test strategies and plans based on the degree that they
will provide: 1) data to support credible evaluation of operational effectiveness and operational suitability,
2) coverage of the battlespace and threats, 3) adequate use of modeling and simulation (M&S), 4) complete.cybersecurity and live fire assessments, including demonstration of system survivability and lethality against
mission-relevant threats, 5) production-representative test articles, 6) operational realism, and 7) sufficient
funding required to support test execution.

(U) DOTRE published 26 reports, including 23 reports to Congress and the Secretary of Defense, and a classified
annual report on the Ballistic Missile Defense Systems. In addition to the assessment of test adequacy, DOTRE
reports summarize the Director's independent assessment of operational effectiveness, lethality, suitabilty, and
survivability of DOD weapon systems in expected combat conditions. In instances where operational and live
fire testing and evaluation have not yet been completed, DOTAE provides an interim assessment and identifies.
any risk to accomplishing the required operational performance in upcoming operational and live fire test, prior
to fielding or the next acquisition decision review. DOTAE reports summarize practical recommendations.intended to fix the identified deficiencies and improve the operational performance of the weapon system inexpected operational scenarios and conditions to minimize risk to warfighters and maximize probability ofmission success in conflict.
(U) In FY21, DOT&E published its first Science and Technology Strategy focused on addressing the following T&E
challenges: 1) software and cyber T&E, 2) next generation T&E capabilities, 3) needed integrated T&E lifecycle,
4) digital transformation, and 5) workforce expertise and partnerships. DOTAE intends for these strategic
initiatives to inform emerging T&E policy and guidance and enable agile yet credible T&E that can adequatelysupport acquisition reforms while responding to the emerging technology requirements and the increasingly‘complex and dynamic multidomain operational environment.
(U) In March 2021, in response to the FY21 Department of Defense Appropriations Act, DOTAE published a
follow-on suitability assessment of MHS GENESIS. In April 2021, DOTAE testified before the Senate Armed
Services Committee Readiness Subcommittee on the performance of the DOD acquisition, while in July 2021,
DOTSE testified before the House Armed Service Committee, Tactical Air and Land Forces Subcommittee
on the FY22 budget request for the DOD for fixed-wing tactical and training aircraft programs. In May 2021,
in response to the Senate Appropriations Committee, Explanatory Statement for the Department of Defense
Appropriations Bill, 2021, DOT&E published the Certification of Appropriateness of Services’ Planned TestStrategies for Approved Middle Tier of Acquisition (804) and Accelerated Acquisition Programs report. Lastly,
Table 1 provides the status of several completed and ongoing activities in response to the FY20 and FY21National Defense Authorization Acts (NDA)

TU) The numberof programs on DOTAEoversight fluctuates throughout the year; 237 the number of programs onDOT oversightas ofSeptember 30,2021
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| (U) Major Contributions

(U) Ensure Adequate Testing in Combat Representative Conditions
(U) In FY21, DOTEE continued to highlight and correct instances where proposed test plans were not adequate.
Based on the test plans that DOT&E reviewed inFY21, common shortfalls were associated with data collection

plans, deficiencies with M&S fidelity or validation, test resources constraints, and insufficient coverage of the
operational environment and threats, including insufficient test scope and threat realism for cyber assessments.
To address these test shortfalls, DOT&E worked with program stakeholders to improve the test adequacy of

plans.

(U) In addition, because some test shortfalls result from range infrastructure challenges, DOT&E recruited the

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine to conduct a study on the health and readiness

of the DOD test ranges and associated infrastructure for future operational and live fire testing. DOT&E

alo established a TEE resources and nfastncture working G1Oup response for cataloging and resohing
operational and LFT&E resource and infrastructure shortfalls in coordination with USD(R&E) and other DOD

stakeholders
(U) The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine published their report in September 2021

offering the following five major recommendations: 1) develop the “range of the future” to test complete kill
chains in Joint All Domain Operational environments, 2) restructure the range capability requirements process:

for continuous modernization and sustainment, 3) bootstrap a new range operating system for ubiquitous M&S

‘throughout the weapon system development and test life cycle, 4) create the “TestDevOps” digital infrastructure
for future operational esting ond searmioos range enterprise nteroperabilty, and 5) reinvent th range enterprise
funding model for responsiveness, effectiveness, and flexibility. DOTA is evaluating the National Academies’
recommendations and will work with DOD stakeholders to address each as appropriate, and as resources allow.

Executive Summary eT] 3
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{U) In parallel, through the newly-formed T&E resources and infrastructure ‘working group, and in coordination
with the Test Resources Management Center in USD(R&E), DOTSE initiated the development of more
representative electronic warfare testing at Navy sea and land ranges, a threat torpedo capable of simulating a
range of acoustic signatures, the acquisition of miniaturized instrumentation for data collection from unmanned.
aerial system threats, and continued the development of the next generation aerial target,

(U) Ensure Adequate Testing Across any Acquisition Pathway
(U) The DOD has made significant changes to its acquisition policies to support the National Defense Strategy
goal of delivering performance at the speed of relevance. To support faster delivery of proven warfighting
capability, in November 2020, DOT&E, in conjunction with USD(RRE), USD(A8S), and Service T&E executives,
supported the publication of a DOD Instruction 5000.89, which provides T&E procedures for newacquisition
pathways that include Urgent Capability Acquisition, Middle Tier Acquisition, Major Capability Acquisition,
Software Acquisition, and Defense Business Systems.” Significant efforts are underway to provide the T&E.
‘community with the tools, architectures, and methods required to optimize the benefits of integrated testing,
digital engineering tools and enable agile T&E without compromising the credibility of operationalperformance
‘evaluation. Such improvements will be documented in the Enterprise T&E Guidebook that is. being developed by
DOTRE and USD(R&E) to provide the DOD Acquisition and T&E communities the tailorable guidance they require10 ensure adequate developmental, operational, and ve fre TSE for each of the acquisition pathways.
(U) In the interim, in FY21, DOTAE assessed the appropriateness of test strategies for 86 programs approved
by the Service Acquisition Executives to pursue accelerated acquisition authorities. DOTSE reviewed 47 test.
strategies (the remaining 35 were not made available for review) and certified 33 of those as appropriate, while
observing the following: 1) test strategies frequently lack well-defined resources to plan and execute operational
testing, or to train operators, maintainers, and cyber defenders, 2) test strategies lack the rigor typically required.
‘to demonstrate operational effectiveness, suitability, survivability, and lethality, 3) adoption of integrated test
approaches with rapid test/fix/test cycles to enable agility has begun to stress the Service operational test
agencies and developmental test organizations, which are currently not resourced, staffed, or trained for the
continuous level of effort and reporting required by such approaches.

(U) Transforming T&E Concept of Operations
(U) The increasing complexity of U.S. weapons systems and the capabilities of our potential adversaries,
compounded with the parallel, increasing complexity of the environments in which combat will be conducted,
continue to underscore the importance and need for transforming T&E concept of operations. As the
‘warfighting capability continues to evolve to support the DOD's ability to fight and dominate in a multi-domain
operational environment, the T&E community will require innovative and enterprise-level approaches to enable
realistic testing, both live and virtual. To support the new T&E concepts, DOT&E has emphasized the need for
investments in: 1) tools to automate testing and visualize the test space and mission effects, 2) data collection,storage, and analytics improvements, 3) improved virual environments and MAS tools tnt are creclble andvalidated by Ive data, 4) tools and methods such as sequential testing and uncertainty quantitcation to
optimize integrated T&E, and 5) tools and methods to test autonomous and artificial intelligence (Al) enabled
systems, hypersonic weapons, directed energy weapons, space systems, and other emerging T&E challenges.
‘To adequately focus on meeting these and similar objectives, DOTRE established a new Deputate forStrategic
Initiatives, Policy, and Emerging Technologies (SIPET). Notable FY21 efforts in this domain can be grouped into
five major lines of effort:

2(U)DOTRE andUSOIREE)are assessingthe inclusion of the Acquistion ofServices Pathway nthe nxt updatetoDoD5000.89
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1. (U) Enhance Software and Cyber Testing and Evaluation

(U) In FY21, DOTEE establisheda team of software and cyberspace experts from across the organization to
orchestrate internal and external efforts to improve cyber TSE and DOD cyber strategic inilatives. Specific
objectives include: 1) improving cyber threat representation, 2) optimizing mission-focused cyber assessments,
3) increasing the avalabilty and integration of cyber expertise, 4) increasing the understanding and inclusion
of cyber OTE of defensive countermeasures in cyberspace, 5) enhancing OTSE of DOD's cyberspace attack
and enabling capabilfies, and 6) emphasizing vulnerabilty management in all phasesof a program’ lifecycle.
Initiatives to improve standardization of cyber TSE data and to assess effects from the supply chain are also
underway.

2. (U) Develop Next-Generation T&E Capabilities

(1) As Al and autonomy advance to become an integral part of the DOD mission space, DOTEE is teaming
up with the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center and USD(REE) to develop a T&E roadmap for such systems.
While Industry's approaches, best practices, and technologies are informative, they do not address the suite of
challenges and needs when evaluating DOD capabilties that operate in complex and degraded environments
and inform strategic and tactical decisions critical to national security. The roadmap aims to ensure that the
Jarger T&E community is developing the test strategies, practices, methods, Infrastructure, data tools, workforce,
and other TEE needs as Albased systems and technologies mature.

3. (U) Enable Optimal Integration of T&E Across the Program Lifecycle

(U) The DoDI 5000.89 policy emphasizes the importance of integrated testing to increase the efficiency of the
overall T&E program by planningtestevents that provide data for multiple objectives. Integrated testing provides
programs with the opportunity to identify problems earlier in developmental test, improve production readiness,
and shorten the acauisition timeline by leveraging more operationally relevant data across the acquisition cycle.
Specifically, DOTEE has partnered with USD(RE) to expedite the implementation of an integrated decision
Support key framework Intended to ensure data-based acquisition decisions. This guidance will provide a more
structured and standardized approach for program stakeholders to align decision points with the operational
and technical evaluations and events necessary to inform decisions. Using this framework, testing could be
planned in a mission context with operational end users earlier by adopting test design methodologies, such
as sequential methods. Using these methods for test planning, execution, and evaluation, individual test
events build upon each other and are refined based on previous test outcomes, avoiding redundancies without
compromising the credibilty of the evaluation.

4. (U) Enable Digital Transformation to Advance T&E Efficiency
(U) In partnership with USD(REE)-TRMC, DOTSE led the selection and execution of five demonstrations
showcasing applications of digital engineering paradigms as called for in the FY20 NDAA Section 231 study,
“Digital EnginearingCapabiltytoAutomateTEE Demonstration results, till preliminary, suggest improvements
spanning attributes stich asquality, cycle time, predictability, and costs. This work spawned a number of related
digital transformation Initiatives, to include: FY22 NDAA Section 217, “Development and Implementation of
Digital Technologies for Survivability and Lethality Testing." as well as initiatives in agile Verification, Validation,
and Accreditation (V&A), and an assessment of digital twins

(U) Separately, in September 2021, DOTAE kicked off an internal initiative to improve TEE data management by
automating the manual processes of searching and aggregating data elements from various artifacts. An initial
proof of concept will demonstrate the abily to Ingest a variety of unstructured documents and automatically
process them into a readable machine learning format, giving the TSE community theabil to quickly and easily
Identify information required to inform requirements, users, materiel developers, and acquisition decisions
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5. (U) Prepare the TRE Workforce for the Future
(U) In August 2021, DOTEE initiated a technical workforce assessment to better understand and developthe knowledge, skills and abilities the T&E workforce needs to execute its mission as DOD weapon systemsevolve. This effort is crucial to ensure the organization is optimally structured, organized, and postured forsuccess. Over the coming months, DOTSE will develop a Technical Skill and Manpower Report and StrategicWorkforce Plan detailing the challenges, opportunities, and actionable steps DOTSE can take to best positionthe TAE workforce to meet the mission of today and the future. Our greatest asset is our workforce, and thisassessment will help DOTSE provide ts people the support and resources they need to stay ahead ofevolutionsand revolutions in TAE.
(U) In addition to the workforce assessment, DOTSE partnered with Cyber Test Teams across the Services tocomplete the first year of Software and Cyber Network of ExcellenceforTesting (SCYNET) pathfinding ctviiesThese pathfinding initiatives are identifying requirements, defining the business case, and documenting lessonslearned for institutionalizing a long-term capabilty, provided In the form of university-based service providers, to‘address strategic TAE gaps. This reaktime DOD operator and university researcher connection has both solvedproblems and developed a DOD-university relationshipforfuturework and collaboration.

(U) Demonstrating the Value of TRE
(U) TE is essential to demonstrate weapon system performance and provide DOD mission planners,commanders, operators and maintainers with an understanding of true weapon system capabilites and datato adequately plan and execute theif missions in combat. Examples of this can be found in the Joint TechnicalCoordinating Group for Munition Effectiveness, Joint Test and Evaluation, and Cyber Assessment Programsections of this report. Specifically, DOTSE cyber-alated activities have helped the DOD characterize cybereffects on mission performance, identify network and system vulnerabilies, assess operational conceptsand procedures, enhance cyber team capabilies, update guidance and methodologies, faciltate operationalassessment of offensive cyber capabilties, and inform the Department on cyber considerations of initiativesand technologies such as the move to commercial cloucbased computing. DOTEE cybersecurity assessmentshave uncovered important vulnerabltes that, if corrected, will improve the Department's resilience againstcyberattacks. T&E, in general, identifies warfighting performance shortfalls that could and should be addressedprior to weapon system fielding or the next acquisition decision. This identification permits corrective action tobetaken before large quantities ofa system are procured and avoids expensive retrofit of system modifications.An example includes the full ship shock trial testing on the CVN 78 that identified several CVN 78 designshortfalls that if addressed, could improve the survivability of the CVN 78 against underwater torpedo or mineengagements. The performance trends section below provides addition detail on the value of TAE.

| (U) Major Findings % neCh EEEE—
go Tost Adocuate(U) Test Adequacy Trends El

(U) Consistent with DOTEE reports from previous| & 2
years, in FY21, DOTE reported that 62 percent (13 | % cm BFof 21) of programs conducted adequate operational | & ., |I LJ 1
testing,as detailedinFigure 1.2 Oftheeight programs | € ? aassessed a2 not adeduate o partly asequate. we. | 2 10 EN oy RE
programs reported cyber testing inadequacies due|
tolimited breadthofcoverage; insufficient collection F120 rao _vaots prams paces _Praoay
of data on mission effects and the ability to prevent,
mitigate, and recover from attacks; and lack of (U) Figure 1. Test Adequacy Trends in DOTZE Reports
3 (U) Five FY21 reports were excluded where DOTEE didnot make a test adequacy assessment.
bZi cut SCTE
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sufficient funding. Three programs reported deficiencies with M&S fidelity or model validation. Two programs
reported that the most challenging threats were not considered of the threat used was not portrayed propery.
Other test adequacy Issues included contractor support that is not combat representative, failure to collect or
deliver all required data, and system developmental delays that led to incomplete testing.

(U) In addition to test adequacy concerns, DOTAE reports identified other test execution limitations. Common
test limitations included inadequate data collection, test range environmental restrictions tha prevented a
robust operational assessment, unrealistic maintenance due to overreliance on field support representatives,
limited doctrinal training resources that prevented full use of new system capabilties, and operational testing
being limited to one environment or not covering all required threats, such as electronic attack. For eight
programs, COVID-19 hindered full test participations of ll TRE stakeholders, which affected data collection and
the availabilty of supporting assets and other resources.
(U) DOTEE:approved test plans also provide [oo
insights into known test limitations. As shown | 2% EGDerts
in Fre 2, aural was the most common|& Sesametons
type of test plan limitation, followed, in order, by |&
limitations that affected DOTE' assessmentof|5 **| INGEN [ON
effectiveness and suitability. The majority (93 |= “© | £4 oy
percent) of survivabilty limitations were due to| 3 2 El
cybersecurity. Twenty-four of the 56 test plans | 3 4| Lil] [0
in FY21 were focused only on cybersecurity and | 5 10 Ey a.
al but two identified cybersecurity limitations, | =o Ld dl Ed EL S222
Common cyber test limitations included lack of
eavaniad pberanack capatities by cpber Red|__st8Ct oa oo
Teams, inadequate coverage of al attack vectors |

ms with sal mikop ee he ory ora. (U) Figure 2. Limitations In DOTAE FY] Test Plans by
more robust supply chain assessment, missing fie
test resources such as data connection cebles, insufficient time for Red Teams to probe al possible threat
vectors, and lack of an available fullup system. Other common test limitations included M&S or model V&A
deficiencies that were sometimes dueto lack of an available fulup system.

(U) Performance Trends
(U) Figures 3through 5 show the result of DOTEE
assessments of operational_ effectiveness, ot Eecive [Ivines [IErictve
operational suitability, and sunivabilty since |! oy Ta
FY16. The figures exclude reports where DOTSE Es = =
id not make an assessment because the test | £°° 0 enJ
event was too early n the acquisition cycle, was| & wm] =
narmowin scope, or had limitations that precluded | £ °*{E8
an assessment of operational performance Dos

(U) Effectiveness i.2 Bl Ea

(U) In FY21, DOTAE evaluated 67 percent of|
programs to be operationally effective without Fave Fao Favs Fras Fro Franet
any caveats. Reasons for systems being |wmow na 5 @ wo ua
not operationally effective included: system,
software, or integration deficiencies; ang (u) Figure 3. DOTSE OperationalEffectivenessTrends
limitations that affected operator performance
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or unit effectiveness; and shortcomings when operating in particular environments, mission areas, or againstspecific threats. Programs that conducted early user testing, including operational assessments beforeMilestone C, were abl to identify operational problems early, providing a greater opportunity to influence thedesign and make corrections prior to fielding. For example, the IVAS program conducted several Solider TouchPoint events i order to test system prototypes in an operational, mission-based environment, and obtain early
feedback frommiltaryusers to support design refinements. Incontrast, DOTEE has observed the consequencesof not conducting early operational assessments. The F-35 program produced and fielded aircraft, avionicschanges, and software releases prior to completing operational test (OT) and analysis. As a result, the OTand user communities continue to discover significant problems with the F-35, through both testing and actualemployment n the field.

(U) Suitability
(U) In FY21, DOTEE assessed approximately half ot Sutove  EIMod Sutabieof programs to be operationally suitable without ¥
any caveats, a tend that has been relarvely |, |J i ES
consistent since FY16. Suitability shortfalls| &' hal Eu “were spread across Human System Integration | | BE -(HSI), reliability, availabilty, and safety. Most| 5 wl Eonotably, 80 percent of programs that assessed| 04 am
human factors reported HSI deficiencies. The| &| oxmost common causes of degraded HSI were| &02 Ea El
training deficiencies resulting from incomplete
o inaccurate documentation, poor usability, | °C” brooms "eva Prager pyaarand high workload. Operators and maintainers|wmsors 09 @ (19 Go (oofrequently reported that they would benefit from
additional hands-on training. Fifty percent of  (u)Figure4. DOTAE OperationalSuitabilityTrendsreports thatincluded adeterminationon eliabilty
found that the system was reliable enough to support the mission without caveats. Reliability shortfalls resultedfrom both hardware and software deficiencies. Alarger percentage of reports found systemsto be maintainable(71 percent) and available (77 percent) without caveats.

(U) Survivability
(U) In FY21, DOTAE assessed nine percent of programs to be survivable without any caveats, a significantly

lower percentage than in FY16. Given the
BotSona [Moe EBsuvvabe [| complexity of the multidomain operational1 environment,thecyberthreats,andthecontestedi E Bl | electromagnetic spectrum environment,EE s sunvivabilty assessments are becomingSoe Ea increasingly multhfaceted, and the fraction ofal wn programs demonstrating poor survivability hasZot ok Ed ||| increasedover time. Cybersecuritywasthemost8 = common survivabilty problem. Cybersecurity

LER] ov . hs at on issues included supply chain vulnerabilities,i [| || unencrypted software, and system-unique
Leva Frau Frets Pave” Fran Faget | vulnerabilities to a wide spectrum of cyber

eos Go 06 co 09 (3 Gn || threats. Other suvivabilty shortfalls included

(U) Figure 5. DOTEE Survivability Trends
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challenges with operating in a contested electronic warfare environment and vulnerabilities to specific kinetic
‘threats unique to the system designs.

| (U) Recommendations
(U) The following recommendations would better posture a program for success during operational testing:

1. (U) Program managers should develop robust cybersecurity TRE strategies, which include an assessment
of supply chain vulnerabilities; consideration of cybersecurity in the design phase to reduce potential attack

vectors; collection of data to evaluate mission effects and the ability to prevent, mitigate, and recover from
attacks; sufficient coverage of the system's attack surface; and early correction of deficiencies to improve
the likelihood of being assessed as survivable during operational testing.

2. (U) Program managers should develop adequate M&S, as a complement to live testing, supported by
an independent VV&A process that uses credible and relevant data. M&S is increasingly necessary

for development, integration, and mission-level evaluation due to the complexity of DOD systems, the

importance and difficulty of representing complex operating environments, and the growing sophistication
of our adversaries’ weapon systems.

3. (U) Program managers should ensure adequate rigor of HSI assessments by evaluating HS early in the
design phase and throughout development so that deficiencies can be discovered and addressed prior to
operational testing. Program managers should also plan for sufficient operator and maintainer training
‘commensurate with the level of system complexity. For many systems, the degree of hands-on and unit

collective training should be expanded, and more attention should be paid to improving reliability and
developing, refining, and validating operator and maintenance manuals prior to operational testing.

4. (U) Program managers should conduct early, operationally realistic test events, including Operational

Assessments, Limited User Tests, and Integrated Testing, where possible. When conducted early in a
program's development and when adequately resourced across the acquisition cycle, operationally-realistic
‘TE offers a unique opportunity to identify and correct problemsbefore the program matures.Earlyproblem
discovery allows the program manger to manage cost and schedule later in the process, and fix problems

early so that they are not discovered for the first time in the final operational test, the field, or worse, in
combat. For this to work, program managers must structure their contracts to require demonstration of
‘operationally relevant, mission-level goals during early testing, instead of focusing solely on specification
compliance.
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(U)Test and
yaluation Resources
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(U) T&E infrastructure must enable

credible and comprehensive performance

assessments of DOD weapon systems in

operationally representative environments.
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(U) To keep pace with the expected technological advancements in the modern battlefield, and to adequatelytest and train US. and coalition partner forces in projected multi-domain operational environments, the DODrequires significant and sustained investments in Test and Evaluation (TE) infrastructure. Specifically, themajority of the Department's open-air test and training ranges and laboratories are outdated and must bemodernized to represent and capture the complexities and capabtes of the operational environments of todayand the future.
(U) Security regulations, spectrum and range space access constraints, safety considerations, and otherlimitations, in addition to the sheer cost of live system testing, inherently mit the amount of ive testing thatis practically achievable. The cost and complexity of hardware-nthe-loop ground-est faciites effectivelypreclude their development for large-force, multi-domain test and training events. Accordingly, investments areneeded to enable solutions to augment the physical test infrastructure with credible digital environments and‘modeling and simulation (M&S) tools.
(U) Lastly, while the Department recognizes the need to enable TEE of alldomain operations, furtherinvestments will expedite the enhancement of test productivity by leveraging and optimizing the benefits ofdigital engineering tools to standardize data collection and reduction management, as well as data analytics.This section deals the specific shortfalls and recommendations in the areas of hypersonic, directed energyweapons, cyber security, nuclear modernization, electromagnetic warfare, space, autonomous and artificialintelligence (Al)enabled systems, multi-domain operations, common range infrastructure, threat. and targetsurrogates, knowledge management and big data analytics, range sustainabilty, and the TEE workforce,
(U) Hypersonic Missile and Hypersonic Missile Defense
(1) Hypersonic missiles are designed to achieve speeds between Mach 5 and 20 in the atmosphere, fly distancesthat can exceed 1,000 miles, and perform extensive maneuvers. The performance evaluation of such systemsrequires the following TRE capabilties:
+ (U) Longrange missile fight test corridors,to include overland corridors
+ (4) Range instrumentation sensors to adequately characterize critical aspects of hypersonic flight, fromlaunch, through booster separation and hypersonic vehicle flight with cross-range maneuvers, to impact
+ (U) Representative threat targets to adequately evaluate the lethality of U.S. hypersonic missiles
+ (U) Foreign missile defense system surrogates (e.g. directed energy weapons, kinetic, countermeasures) toevaluate the survivability of Us. hypersonic missiles
+ (U) Threat hypersonic missile surrogates to evaluate the effectiveness of U.S. defensive capabilties againstincoming hypersonic missiles
(CUI) Flight Test Corridors. The throughput capacity of existing long+ange missile corridors cannot supportthe expected increased demand for FY25 and beyond." The figure below shows current long-range missile lighttest corridors in green and potential corridors in yellow. The range of altematives discussed below are potentialstrategic investments to increase the flight test capacity.
+ (CUD The Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF)/Kauai Test Facility and Kwajalein Atolls Ronald ReaganBallistic Missile Defense Test Site (RTS) could each add six longrangefight testsper yearwith infrastructureand mission systems improvements, additional staff, and a standardized hypersonic. missile fight testConcept of Operations (CONOPS) and telemetry/fight termination system architecture.
+ (CUI) White Sands Missile Range could potentiallyprovideanadditional land-based impact ite forhypersonicmissile fightif remote launch sites were made available andifthe safetyconcerns associated with launchingthe missiles over populated territory, and deconfiction with civiian air traffic, could be satisfactorily

1 (CU Hypersonic missile programs are expected t increase demandbyapproximately 50 percentby FY.2 (CU) Standardizationofhypersonic missile fight test CONOPS and telemetry/fight termination system architecture isaPMRF conditional requirementto reduce thetime demandfo pre-launchoperations from an average offour montha totwoweeks.
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resolved? Remotelaunch sites in ~
Nevada, Utah, and Idaho could offer sy . |
fight corridors ranging from 300 to po
800 miles. These corridors, while a a
useful, would still be limited in ability 2
to provide room for hypersonic missile 4

crossrange maneuvers. oR
. (CU) Potential exists for a new gi 8 3

corridor from Shemya, Alaska, to \
land impact on the Joint Pacific
Alaska Range Complex (JPARC), with [EES
ground-based instiumentation on St
Poullslond an a Bothol Alaska. This “EERO rrr
corridor could provide sufficient area igure 1. Current (green) and potential (yellow) long-range
for hypersonic missile cross-range isleookcodon.
maneuvers over sparsely populated
terrain; reduce demand for ship- and aircraft-based range instrumentation; and support future operationl
training and development of a multi-domain environment. Additional corridors with launch sites at Adak,
PMRF, and Broad Ocean Area into JPARC may also be possible.

+ (CUI) Pacific Spaceport Complex Alaska (PSCA) has proposed an expansion of is test capabilties down
the Aleutian Islands to Adak, with land-based nodes at Unalaska and Sand Point. This would provide a
1,100-mile corridor from Kodiak into the broad ocean area south of Adak. PSCA can also support
experimental launches (e.g. rocket boosters, sounding rockets).

+ (CUI) With minor upgrades, an East Coast fight test corridor at Wallops Flight Facility, with impact in the
broad ocean area, and the Eglin Gulf Test and Training Range, with launch and impact in the Gulf of Mexico,
could also mitigate the fight test corridor shortfall

(CUI) Range Instrumentation. Several range Instrumentation sustainment and investment efforts are warranted
to expedite the development and fielding of hypersonic and other programs with similar requirements.
Specifically:
+ (CUI) The Missile Defense Agency's (MDA) ship-based range instrumentation assets, Pacific Tracker and

Pacific Collector, are reaching the end of their service lives and need to be replaced by FY28.
+ (CUI) The Army's Kwajalein Mobile Range Safety System, the USNS Worthy, is aging and requires periodic,

costly dry-dock maintenance.
+ (CUI) Additional imaging radar and multi-speciral optics are neededto characterize the details of hypersonic

fight profiles.*
+ (CUI) A second terminal area scoring system is needed to provide one for each coast and to meet greater

demand for lethak-effects assessments. The existing Navy Mobile Instrumentation System (NMIS) provides
terminal scoring, but only one system exists and must be moved to support East and West Coast flight
corridors.

+ (CUI) Multilevel classification data handling capabilfes are needed for pre-test planning, test execution,
and post-test analysis. All launch and impact sites need equipment upgrades, connection to secure T&E
networks, and physical seculty to handle Top Secret/Sensitive Compartmented Information (TS/SCI)
telemetry datacollected during thefight.

(CUI) Hypersonic Missiles Threat Surrogates and Targets. Hypersonic missiles are intended to destroy a range
of adversarial ground- and sea-based targets equipped with countermeasures and defended by kinetic and

3 (OUD Currently, RTSprovides theonlyland-basedimpactsie or long-rangemissiles. Land based impact necessary
because it allows recovery of remnants for ethaly assessments

4 (GU) PMIRF MATS barge and NMIS provide both radar and optics. MDA HALO and Point Mugu provide aifborne optics.
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no-Kinetic weapons systems, such as surface-to-air missiles with their associated radars and other sensors,and directed energy weapons. The DOD is currently unable to adequately represent this environment in test.Effective U.S. defense against adversarial hypersonic missiles requires early detection of incoming missiles andeffective tracking and engagement (intercept) with either kinetic or non-kinetic options. The DOD is currentlyunable to adequately represent the threat hypersonic missile in test and needs to continue to pursue thefepresentation of these environments in M&S and live fire testing.
(U) Directed Energy
(U) Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) are designed to disable large numbers of adversary targets at fast ratesusing concentrated energy in the form of high-energy lasers (HEL) or High Power Microwaves (HPM). The DODneeds the following capabilites to safely and effectively test DEW:
+ (U) Instrumentation for laser beam diagnostics, to include atmospheric effects on beam properties
+ (U) Tools for range safety, satelite deconfiiction, and predictive avoidance
+ (4) Open-air target boards for measuring laser energy on various targets
+ (U) Survivable targets and target instrumentation to evaluate HEL system effectiveness in a measurable,repeatable manner
* (U) A vulnerability data library that includes intelligence-based information regarding target failuremechanisms
(GUI) The ongoing Mobile High Energy Laser Measurement (HELM) project is supporting the advancement ofthese capabilties, but additional capabilites are needed to improve target characterization and threat surrogatedevelopment. Details are discussed in the Center for Countermeasures section of this Annual Report,
(CUD HPM lethal affects focus on disrupting, degrading, or destroying targeted electronic systems or circuits.Narrow-band HPM weapons have greater effective ranges, but prior knowledge of the target characteristics isrequired to design for optimum rao frequency (RF) energy transfer. Wideband HPM systems affect an arrayof electronic systems but have shorter effective ranges. The delivery of HPM threat surrogate systems for thesurvivability assessment of U.S. systems against offensive HPM weapons necessitates additional capabilites
(U) Cybersecurity
(U) As the cyber threat continues to exponentially evolve, so must the cybersecurity TEE infrastructure andskilled workforce to adequately assess the cybersecurity posture of developing systems and keep pace withthe volume of complex systems and aggressiveness of attacks. There is a need for a structured, coordinated‘approach for additional resources to develop tools that can automate routine processes to expedite testing,develop M&S tools to estimate cyber effects and complement testing, and work with the Intelligence Communityand tool developers to adequately represent the cyber threats. Specifically:
+ (CUD Tools capable of rapidly and accurately characterizing and visualizing (digitally modeling) the systemor network that could introduce significant test efficiencies
+ (CUD) Analytical tools capable of rapidly discerning and prioritizing mission effects of cyber intrusion
+ (CU Tools for automated adversary threat planning and emulation of routine threat capabilties couldreduce thetest timeline
+ (CUD Integrated testing inherently introduces test efficiencies requiring data storage infrastructure and datastandards
+ (CU) Analytical tools to decrease post-assessment time through integrated and standardized visualization,analysis, and reporting
+ (CUI Functional modeling where a structured model ofthe functions, activities, and processesfor the systemare represented in the model could determine mission impact of the cascading effects of a compromise ofa systems cyber component, increasing the manageable scope of cyber assessments
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+ (CUI) T&E of cyber countermeasure frameworks, processes, and capabilities to dominate the cyber domain

(CU) The National Cyber Range Complex continues to close gaps and expanditscapabilitiestoconduct system

of systems cybersecurity test and training events required for more realistic cybersecurity testing and training.

(U) Chemical and Biological Defense

(U) The Department lacks a comprehensive approach to countering Weapons of Mass Destruction including

Chemical, Biological, Radioactive, and Nuclear (CBRN) threats. Specific challenges continue to be present
with the health of the T&E infrastructure required to adequately evaluate the operational performance of the

chemical/biological threat detection systems or the survivability of DOD weapon systems againstchemical

and biological agents. To keep pace with rapid advances in technology, the Department should: 1) develop

a long-term strategic solution for the modernization of T&E instrumentation necessary to reduce risk from

predicted obsolescence in test instrumentation and data-collection systems; 2) ensure T&E infrastructureand

workforce can enable credible and comprehensive performance assessments of DOD chemical/biological

detection, protection, and decontamination capabilties in operationally representative environments in support
of all-domain operations; and 3) ensure preparation and readiness for testing of aerosolized and vaporized

non-traditional agent threats, resulting in reduced risks to force due to halting development and engineering of

non-traditional agent safety, security, protection, and decontamination procedures and protocols.

(U) Nuclear Modernization
(U) US. Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) and long-range, high altitude ground- and sea-based

interceptors are potentially subject to nuclear detonation (NUDET)-generated atmospheric and space
environments, as depicted in Figure 2. High-altitude NUDET environments could contain X-rays, gamma rays,

neutrons, blast effects, and aerothermal heating, depending on the geometry of the operational scenario.

X-rays, gamma-rays, and neutrons can kill a missile or space asset kinetically or by creating currentpulses.

in wires that can disable electronics.  High-atitude NUDET-generated X-rays and gamma-rays can ionize the.
upper atmosphere, disrupting radar and communications systems and generating high-altitudeelectromagnetic

pulse (HEMP) effects. In addition, charged-particle bomb debris can be trapped in the Earth's magneticfield,

potentiallydisabling satellites hours to years after the event.

(CUI) The DOD needs adequate nucleareffects, ground, andflight test T&Ecapabilities (detailed below) to collect

‘the test data necessaryfor the verification and validation of M&Susedtoconduct nuclear weapon effectiveness

‘and survivability assessments in a nuclear environment:

1. (U) NUDET and Combined Effects:

+ (CU) Combined Electromagnetic Pulse gi
(EMP), Internal EMP, and Transient Radiation one ls Ati

Effects on Electronics. The White Sands
Missile Range combined Fast Burst Reactor
and P538 Xraytest cellisbeing refurbished, Covnophelc OST
but there is a residual gap in generating i

sufficient 14 Mega electron-volt (MeV) fusion Endo imophaicNUOET ®
neutronstotestcombined effectson strategic Nerds oy

missiles, missile defense interceptors, and -

Space systems with requirements to operate
in a NUDET environments.

+ (CUI) Total Gamma Dose. The DOD does teCL
not have the capacity and all the capabilities LE He
needed for total gamma-dose testing of the (U) Figure 2. Nuclear Modemization
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Ground Based Strategic Deterrent (GBSD) ICBM booster and re-entry vehicles, missile defense interceptors,and nuclear-hardened cruise and hypersonic missiles expected to go through OTE in the next decade:
+ (CUD Several facilties have the capacity and capabilities needed to conduct total gamma-dose testson subsystems and small systems. These include the Gamma Range Facilty at White Sands MissileRange, Short Pulse Gamma at the Defense Threat Reduction Agency West Coast Facilty, the NavalSurface Warfare Center Crane Co-60 test facility, and the Air ForceLittle MountainTest Facility. However,arefresh of Cobalt 60 sources is needed.
+ (CUD The Gamma Irradiation Facility at Sandia National Laboratory can irtadiate re-entry vehicles,interceptors, and ballistic and cruise missiles, but does not have the surplus capacity for all DOD.programs. The DOD needs additional capacity for total gamma-dose testing of weapon systems atNUDET iradiation levels. The Little Mountain Test Facilty is being considered as an option.

+ (CUD Single Event Effects from charged particles. The DOD relies on Department of Energy and universitycyclotrons to simulate the naturak-space and NUDET-enhanced charged particle environments. Thesefacilites lack the capacity to support low-energy (< 100 MeV) heavy ion testing at the rates needed by theDOD's planned nuclear-hardened weapon system production programs.Theyalso do not have the capabilty0 represent high-energy (> 100 MeV) cosmic particles. Alternative methods need to be studied for testingandto develop a high-energy heavy-ion capability at an existing facily.
+ (CUD Combined Vibration and EMP. Current re-entry vehicle vibration capabilities need to be integrated withNUDET EMP effects to identify synergistic risks for the GBSD program. The Nuclear Modernization TEEWorking Group (NM-TEWG) is developing a proposal to provide this capability at White Sands Missile Range.

2. (CUI) Ground Test Facilities Simulating the Flight Environment Need Improvement:
+ (CUD Amold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC) Von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) - TunnelC2. Wind tunnel facilities cannot provide continuous flow acrodynamic ground test capability up to Mach12 as needed to support nuclear modernization aeroshell evaluations, requiring a new throat section forAEDC VKF Tunnel Cto close this gap.
+ (CUD AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility 16S - Stage Separation. The DOD's wind tunnel facilties areunable to perform ground testing of missile stage separation at supersonic speeds for large-scale testarticles, requiring a new short duration upper stage combustor capable of full-scale stage-separation testsatthe AEDC.

3. (CUI) Flight Test Range Instrumentation:

+ (CUD Replacement Radar Performance Monitoring Capability. Degradation of Major Range and TestFacility Base radar metric accuracy is expected because of the failure of a hosted payload on the DefenseMeteorological Satellite Program F-15 satelite. These radars are used to support strategic systems andmissile defense testing. Without a new calibration metho, the fidelity of light test data for Trident, GBSD,Hypersonics, and Ground-Based Interceptor will decrease.
+ (CUD Long-range Flight-test Telemetry. Longrange flighttest telemetry and high-data bandwidthInstrumentation, including range communications equipment at down-range sites and aboard ships, needupgrades to support the GBSD missile booster and kill vehicle Initial Operational Capability assessments.+ (CUD End Game Scoring. As discussed in the hypersonics section, a second NMI is needed for end gamescoring in the Broad Ocean Area. The Navy's sea-based NMIS must travel back and forth between theAtlantic and Pacific ranges. A second system is needed to accommodate the expected increase inflighttest rates from GBSD and hypersonic missile programs. The Department has identified this as a criticalpriority for funding in FY22, potentially providing a containerized ship-agnostic platform by FY26.
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(U) Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare

(CUI) The Electromagnetic Spectrum Operational Environment is increasingly congested and contested by
miltary and civilian systems, and constrainedbynational and Intemational regulatory changes. Electromagnetic
Spectrum Operations (EMSO) comprises the coordinated miliary actions to exploit attack, protect, and manage
he electromagnetic spectrum environment. Electromagnetic Warfare is a vital element of EMSO and includes
Electromagnetic Attack, Electromagnetic Protection, and Electromagnetic Support. The DOD has significant
but recognized shortfalls n the infrastructure required to adequately evaluate air, land, sea, and space systems
in a contested, congested, and constrained Electromagnetic Spectrum Operational Environment, requiring the
following forms of sustainable support:
+ (CUI) Upgrades to existing RF anecholc chambers, hardware-inheloop labs, hybrid (digitatrange)

environments, and open-air test ranges to improve testing of airborne EMSO systems by providing the abilty
to replicate current and emerging threats at realistic threat densities representative of near-peer threat
scenarios

+ (CUI) Modernized labs to enable rapid updates to threat emulations and simulations with realistic levels of
scenariocomplexity and threat density, 2swell as the highest levelsofmodern threatradar and ground-based
communications complexity (airborne and surface), using the atest intelligence updates

+ (CUI) Threatrepresentative emulators for advanced anti-ship cruise missiles, other cruise, ballistic, and
hypersonic missile threats, for testing against integrated air defense systems, o include the Aegis weapon
system and countermeasures
+ (cul) Availability of a self-defense test ship is necessary 10 host these systems under test further

discussed in the Target section below
+ (GUI) The capacity and certifications to conduct frequent and simultaneous GPS jamming and spoofing

across multiple test ranges
+ (CUI) Optical and RF tracking systems to simultaneously track multiple targets.

(CUI) In addition, cognitive EMSO systems (incorporating Al technologies to varying degrees), beginning to be
developed by the U.S. and its adversaries, create unique system attributes: complex, autonomous behavior
that will adapt to changing environments as the system leas. Present-day threat integrated air defense
environments already incorporate dense arrays of networked sensors working cooperatively to track and
defeat blue combat systems. The introduction of cognitive capabilties into the individual sensors, and into the
networks themselves, offers the potential to substantially enhance their lethality, while increasing the challenges
they pose to U.S. EMSO. Correspondingly, the Introductionof cognitive capabilties into U.S. systems could
enable them to increasingly adapt to changes in the threat environment. M&S, test environments (digital and
hybrid), test tools, and methods are needed to enable development ofphysics-based,threatinformed, emulators.
to increase the fidelity and resolution of testing of all EMSO systems, including cognitive EMSO systems or
threats.

(U) Space
(U) Critical DOD space assets are potentially subject to a range of adversarial attacks, including DEW, kinetic:
threats, cyberattacks, electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) fires, and nuclear weapons. To adequately evaluate the
sunvivabilty of U.S. space systems against such engagements and mitigate any identified vulnerabilities, the
Department requires space range infrastructure, instrumentation, and highfidelitythreat surrogates.
+ (CU) Directed Energy Weapons. Ground- and space-based High-Energy Laser (HEL) threats can inflict

varying levels of damage, from binding a space-based sensor to catastrophically destroying a satelite.
‘space-based High Power Microwave (HPM) weapons can disrupt, degrade, or disable satellite electronics,
and interfere with datalinks and GPS receivers. Adequate ground-based survivability testing of a satelite
under DEW attack needs to emulate the naturally occurring hostile space environment inaspace simulation
chamber, and accommodate the threat surrogate and exposed test instrumentation. Additionally, the T&E
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‘community needs validated HPM and HEL threat surrogates with controllable, well-characterized flux andfluence levels
+ (CU Kinetic Threats. Adequate ground-based survivability testing against direct-ascent and orbitalanti-satellite Kinetic threats need to recreate the attack geometry between the incoming kil vehicle orspace attack robot and the satellite, and provide an environment that can credibly assess the situationalawareness or protective measure systems contributing to the satellites survivability. The TSE communityneeds ground-based hardware-in-the-loop environments that can simulate kinetic attacks on satellites withfullmotion mission simulations using realistic attack geometries and dynamic scene generation and imageprojection for emulation of the natural space environment and space-threat observables.  Altemnatively,survivability tests could be conducted in space,butthat would requirea space-based range with space-basedinfrastructure and instrumentation and direct-ascent and orbital anti-satellite kinetic threat surrogates.+ (CUI Cyber and EMS Fires. Cyberattacks and EMS fires are major threats that could manipulate andadversely affect delivery of accurate sensors data to shooters, navigation, and command and control injoint, multi-domain operations, requiring:

+ (CUD) Hardwarerintherloop test environments with production-representative satelite hardware andhigh-fidelity representations of space system networks and ground-based command and controlnetworks
+ (CUI) Highfidelity representations of near-peer networks and Red Teams to accurately representadversaries’ tactics, techniques, and procedures, to Include adversarial ground-based or on-orbitjamming capabilties and techniques

+ (CUD Nuclear. Highraltitude nuclear detonation events can cause a wide array of damage effects, fromrandom performance errors to catastrophic failures of space system. Sateltes are hardened to operatein the natural environment and have an expected lifetime based on that environment. Satelite lifetimesdecrease in nuclear detonation-enhanced radiation belts. A strategically placed exo-atmospheric NUDET‘could add high-energy protons and relativistic electronsto the environment, which could drastically reducethe lifetimes of satellites in medium and geosynchronous earth orbits. The DOD will continue to assessspace-based assets’ survivability from high-altitude NUDETS using MAS. Current M&S efforts are validatedwith test data collected from radiation of Goupons and components. Systerevel test data are needed formore accurate and credible M&S.

(U) Autonomous Systems and Artificial Intelligence
(U) Autonomous and Akbased systems are critcal enablers in delivering the warfighting capability requiredto achieve superiority in a multi-domain operational environment. These software-intensive and data-drivensystems can lear over time and develop emergent behaviors while integrating with human operators tooptimize their contribution to mission success. Al and autonomy will introduce new problems and exacerbateexisting ones. TBE of systems that behave flexibly is challenging for many reasons, including covering thelrge operational spaces and generalizing results 1o untested scenarios, accounting for how evolving designs,operational use, and environments will alter system effectiveness, or difficulty in defining and measuringsuccessinthe first place. Specific challenges include:
+ (U) Nonlinear, time-varying, and emergent behaviors reduce confidence in fully assessing effectivenessacross a range of scenarios/environmens.
+ (U) Ethical concems related to lethal decisions may preclude warfighting capabilty i testing does notconfirm exceptionally high confidence n its behavior. Testing for compliance with ethical constraints onbehaviors is an open research issue.
+ (U) Survivability evaluation of software-ntensive systems against adversarial attacks also requires additionalresearch.

36 ) Resources
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(U) To address these challenges and adequately evaluate autonomous and Al-enabled systems, the Department

should:

+ (CUI) Move toward an adaptive, cyclic continuum of testing similar to the software pathway for Al-enabled
capabilities

+ (CUI) Establish clear and common policies on responsibilities and authorities to accomplish the above:

+ (CUI) Extendexisting and develop new T&Emethods, guidance, and tools (e.g., testautomation,data analytics,

MBS) to deal with complex, stochastic, emergent behaviors and Al/autonomy-specific vulnerabilities
+ (CUI) Develop common architectures, frameworks, and modular subsystems, with builtin cognitive

instrumentation and human-system interfaces

+ (CUI) Expand the development of test capabilities, which combine digital M&S tools with hardware/

Software-intherloop, to support high-idelty representations and high-density multi-domain operational
Scenarios, slong with instrumentation to support detailed behavioral racking and playback

+ (CUI) Establish full lifecycle data management with data curation for learning systems to prevent data
poisoning, minimize the impact of adversarial attacks, and ensure response across all operational scenarios

+ (CUI) Acquire threat counter counter-autonomy surrogates for testing survivability of U.S. autonomous
systems

+ (CUI) Recruit, train, and retain a workforce with the skillsets for OT&E of autonomous systems with

embedded Al

(U) Multi-Domain Operations
(U) The rapid proliferation of advanced technology and anti-access and area denial threats have challenged U.S.

freedom of action on the battlefield and increased risks to mission effectiveness and kill-chains effects. To

achieve and maintain superiority, either sustained or temporary, in an increasingly dynamic, system of systems,
joint multi-domain operations environment, U.S weapons systems are being developed and/or upgraded to

connect sensors and shooters effectively, efficiently, and securely across all domains using unified command
and control networks.

(GU Todays test and training environments are optimized for single-domain evaluations. T&E in multi-domain
environments requires sustained investments that willbe defined by scenario complexity, mission space needs,
representative warfighter networks, multi-level classification, threat emulation, and a complex array of joint

‘supporting battle management test assets. Specifically,the Department lacks sufficient, scalable simulated and

‘open-air multi-domain test bed/infrastructure to assess weapon systems in a realistic combat environment with

‘command and control networks that connect sensors to shooters across the air, land, maritime, cyberspace,

and space domains, requiring the need to establish all-domain operational testing and training environments.
Additionally, the Department needs long-range mission space that can be rapidly activated and configured to
support complex mission scenarios involving air (e.g. aircraft, ballistic, and hypersonic missiles), land (e.q.,
counter-fire, long range fires), sea (e.g., combat, supply, unmanned surface and subsurface vehicles), cyber

(military and commercial networks), and space systems (e.g. SATCOM, navigation, sensors, radar). A T&E
environment and corresponding tools that allow for credible assessment of combined kinetic and nor-kinetic
effects across all domains is critical to optimize and correctly evaluate DOD mission effectiveness in the current

and future battlefield. The following shortfalls need to be addressed:

+ (CUI) Expand open-air range space for system of system assessments of aif land, and sea combat systems.
with emerging long-range fires, hypersonic missiles, and DEW

+ (CUI) Develop long-range overland corridors with maneuver space that terminates in existing DOD test and
raining ranges

+ (CUI) Develop multi-domain T&E networks that are collaborative and synchronized across ranges with
multilevel classification capabiltes and bandwidth neededoassess sensor to shooter performance
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+ (CUI) Implement data analysis capabilites that enable data fusion and access across multiple test rangesand domains
+ (CUD Apply technologies to expand multi-domain reaktime casualty assessment during force-on-forceevents

(U) Common Range Infrastructure
(CUD The DOD's test and training range infrastructure have not kept pace with the technological advancements
expected to be found in the modern battlefield. This includes open-air ranges and their abilty to emulate thecurrent and emerging threat environmen, the status and availabilty of appropriate air, ground, and sea-basedrange instrumentation, capabilty of hardware-in-the1oop laboratories, installed system test facilities (e.g.anechoic chambers), and the status and credibilityof necessary digital environments. Innovative solutions arealso warranted to address range space and RF spectrum allocation challenges, security challenges involvingmultiple levels of classification, challenges associated with limited test assets, and challenges with replicatingthe threat density, threat capabilties, and command and control networks found in a multi-Gomain operationalenvironment. More specifically:

+ (CUI) The expected increase in demand for long-range fight tests (e.q., hypersonics, Army long range fires,
'GBSD) will stress existing fight test corridor capacity, outgrowing the available space to test.

+ (CUI) The spectrum for current and emerging systems has been limited due to reallocation of someofthe
spectrum to meet commercial needs.

+ (CUI Security constraints prohibit testing of many aspects of our systems’ performance in open air
+ (CUI) The emergence of cognitive and reprogrammable threats has made the operational environment moredynamic, further challenging the open air and training ranges to keep pace.
+ (CUD The increasing multi-domain nature of our new systems requires system of system testing, resentingchallenges with the availability of those systems to supporta realistic operational test and warranting aneed for accredited system surrogates.
(CU To mitigate some of these challenges, the Department should: 1) coordinate the development of credibledigital environments and digital twins, 2) connect test and training ranges with air and surface threat systemsvia secure networks (in conjunction with Digital Integrated Air Defense System software) and realtime battleshaping, 3) virtually link ground test simulation facilities and hardware-in-the-loop testing to augment open-airtesting, 4) pursue common secure networks (fixed, deployable, distributed) actos test and traning ranges with
adequate bandwidth, operating concurrently at multiple levels of security (SBU, SECRET, TS/SC) in support ofoperational testing to leverage common live-virtuak-constructive integration and reaktime monitoring and controlof the test, and 5) establish a common or interoperable open-air test and training range infrastructure with
common data standards, models, and data collection to faciltate test and training battle shaping requirements.Additional recommendations in addressing specific shortfalls associated with testing hypersonic, directed‘anergy weapons, space, cybor, nuclear, electromagnetic spectrum, and other emerging technologies can be
found in respective subsections of ths report.

(U) Target/Threat Systems
(CU) The DOD lacks sufficient emerging threat and target surrogates across all domains, necessary to conduct
authoritative end-to-end, open-air testing of U.S. weapons systems in an operationally representative, contestedenvironment. Inability to stress our systems in testing against advanced threats and targets, as they wouldbe in combat, increases risk to the warfighter and the abilty of the U.S. to dominate the conflict. Threat and
target surrogate shortfalls required to adequately evaluate the performance of hypersonic missiles and directed
energy weapons (either offensive or defensive), the survivability of our weapon systems and infrastructureagainst nuclear and EMS fires, and the survivability of critical space assets are discussed in the respectivesections in this report. This section is focused on threat and target surrogate shortfall needed to evaluate theperformance of our systems in contested air and sea domains.
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(cul) Air Domain:
+ (CUI) Aerial near-peer targets that accurately represent the current and emerging threat capabilites: speed,

maneuverability, altitude, size, radar cross section, IR signature, countermeasures, electronic attack and
protection, offensive capabilities to include threat missile employment, and CONOPS. The Department
should continue to advance the development and fielding of fifth generation aerial targets.

+ (CUI) Ground-based near-peer threat surrogates for integrated air defense radars, other air defense sensors,
and electronic attack systems that target US. aircraft sensors and missile seekers. The Department should
develop or procure reprogrammable ground-basedairdefense radars and electronic attack threat surrogates
capable of representing the capabilities of new and emerging near-peer threats.

(CUD Sea Domain:
+ (CUI) Adversarial hypersonic missile and advanced Ant-Ship Cruise Missile threat surrogates, and a

self-defense test ship to evaluate the effectiveness of U.S. combat ships self-defense systems and ship
survivability

+ (CUI) Threat representative submarine targets with countermeasures for adequate evaluation of the Mk48
and Mk 54 torpedoss' effectiveness, lethality, and survivability

+ (CUI) Threat surface combatant ship targets for adequate evaluation of US. anti-ship missile systems’
effectiveness, lethality, and survivability

(U) Knowledge Management and Big Data Analytics
(U) Knowledge management is a process for transforming information and intellectual assets into enduring
value by connecting people with the knowledge they need o act. Creating an effective knowledge management
system for meeting TAE needs requires: 1) big data analysis capability to enable efficient search and analyses
of large amounts of data, 2) data architectures that make information accessible, and 3) skilled data managers
to keep the data organized and accessible.
(CUI) Integrated and interoperable data collection and test range instrumentation are not optimal for deployed
operational testing. They are intrusive, requiring the suspension of tactical operations to conduct data harvests
and excessive periods of time to conduct data reduction and quality control. They are not embedded with
the advanced data logging and monitoring subsystems of evolving weapons, platforms, and network-enabled
systems; they are also not integrated with nor provide reaktime monitoring and control during deployed test
operations.
(CUI) The DOD requires an enterprise T&E knowledge management system that securely leverages commercial
big data analytic and cloud computing technologies to improve data searchability and evaluation quality, and to
reduce decision timelines. It needs a system of systems, secure, cloud-based, parallel processing capability for
the storage and analysis of large-scale TAE data. It also needs an enterprise approach for TRE of knowledge
management systems and implementing an effective mechanism for analyzing data at scales heretofore
unimaginable.
(CUI) The Department has initiated multiple pilot projects to test the capabilities of knowledge management and
big data analysis systems against real test data and to inform the development of an enterprise architecture for
the test community. These pilot projects have Informed and validated the architecture and identified a number
of problems with tested systems, thereby providing an immediate return on investment and improving the
resulting systems for the warfighter. However, additional efforts are needed to keep pace with the volume and
‘complexity of TAE data needs.
(U) The Department needs to continue to pursue an evaluation infrastructure, including data architecture,
analytics, and skilled Operational Test Agency workforces to meet the data volume and complexity of TE
needs. The Department also needs to establish data analytics to enable data fusion and access across multiple
test ranges and domains.

Resources [=] EL)
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(U) The Operational Test Agency Workforce
(CUI) The T&E workload has increased dramatically over the last few years due to the rise of software-intensive.
systems, moder technologies such as autonomous/Akenabled systems, hypersonics, and directed energy, as
well as the increasingly complex and dynamic multi-domain operations environment, which includes advanced
maritime, aif, land, cyber, space, and electromagnetic spectrum threats. Combined with the demands of
innovative, adaptive acquisition framework initiatives, these T&E complexities and changes are straining the
TE workforce, degrading its capacity, agility, and expertise to respond at the necessary scale, frequency, and
depth. Specifically, the Department must focus on attaining sufficient TRE workforce expertise in cyber and
software, electromagnetic spectrum, big data analysis, space systems, military operations, machine learning
and Al, integrated T&E designers, CBRN, hypersonics, and directed energy weapons.

(CUI) Despite these external demands and challenges, Operational Test Agency plans indicate the workforce.
will remain largely constant from FY20-28, with two exceptions: 1) The Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation
Center intends to add six Full-Time Equivalents (FTES) from FY22 through FY24, and 2) The Defense Information
Systems Agency is funding an increase of 25 FTES for Joint InteroperabilityTest Command in FY22. To address
‘the noted workforce issues, the Operational Test Agencies should:

(0) Executeadetaled TRE workforce analysis to deni gaps In expertise, capachy, and recruitment needs+) Develop and sustan the execution of the raining curicua in specific technical areas, with periodsrefresh, 0 support THE needs
+ (U) Continue to build partnerships with and create reach-back mechanisms to access ‘subject matter experts

within key universities, research organizations, and industry as a meanstofill knowledge gaps for identifiedtechnical areas
+ (U) Culivate and maintain partnerships with key federal (eg. intemal DOD partners, the Inteligence

Community, non-DOD federal labs) and international/coalition partners to share lessons learned, ensure
‘operational assessments fulfill requirements, and leverage mutual areas of interest in TRE investments

(U) 56 and Radio Frequency (RF) Spectrum for T&E
(U) National spectrum policy supports turning over more spectrum resources to commercial users in frequency
bands currently used to support testing and training. This spectrum sell-off is competing with the Department's
increased need for additional spectrum as network-centric systems expand. While the Department continues to‘work with agency partners to develop transition plans to accommodate spectrum sales and joint use policies,
‘there are several concerns that may limit the Department's operational test capabilities:

+ (CUD Low-band InterferencewiththeGPS. In April 2020,theFederal Communications Commission approved
the application of Ligado Networks to build and operate a low-power terrestrial communications network
in the L-Band. The frequencies assigned by the Federal Communications Commission for this network
are adjacent to the assigned frequencies for the downlink signals of the GPS. Studies conducted prior to
the approval show that operation of this network may impact the accuracy and timing of GPS receivers in
areas adjacent to network base stations. Such interference may impact DOD T&E assets, to include targettone and dronemounted tet Instrumentation. To measure the actual extent of such terference. Ligado
Networks needs to provide the Department with the specifics of the equipment, to include transmitter siting,
power levels, and waveform data.

* (CUI) Aeronautical Radionavigation Altimeters. In February 2020, the Federal Communications Commissionreallocated the 3. to 3.98 Giz frequency spectrum for SG Cand applications. Ths poses a potential
concem for the Department's T&E infrastructure, as range instrumentation often uses commercial off-
the-shelf equipment (e.g, support aircraft, helicopters, and unmanned air vehicles). These systems may
experience electromagnetic interference from commercial 5G network towers and/or Internet of Thingsnetworks on or near a test or training range used for operational testing. The Joint Test and Evaluation
program is currently evaluating the effects of 5G C-Band interference on military and civilian radar altimeters.
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+ (CUI) 56 S-Band Spectrum Sharing. Many test and training ranges rely on systems which may suffer
interference from 5G signals in the S-Band and, conversely, these systems have the potential to interfere
with the 5G cellular service. To identify the level of interference, mitigation techniques, and CONOPS for
sharing ths portionof the spectrum, it is important to establish a mobile test bed to emulate 5G signals that
can be transported to various test ranges. This capability could also be used totest for interference in the
portions of the spectrum repurposed by the Federal Communications Commission for 5G.

(U) Wind Farms
(U) The Department has well-established procedures to identify and mitigate any adverse effects of onshore
wind turbines on test, training, and operational activites. The proliferation of offshore wind farms on both
the East and West coasts, however, raise new concems that the cumulative effects of multiple offshore wind
farms may significantly affect ar corridors and the performance of mission essential radars on test and training
ranges, as well as surface and subsurface operating areas and transit routes. Offshore wind turbines may also
introduce noise and vibration into the surrounding waters, while the cables carrying the generated power to the
onshore collection points may introduce electromagnetic interference along their paths. Noise, vibration, and
electromagnetic interference could impact the accuracy of naval sensors (operational and developmental). The
DOD and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management should collect sufficient data to determine any effects of
offshore wind turbine noise, vibration, and electromagnetic interference on testing, training, and operational
activities to identify potential mitigation techniques.

(U) Other Test and Evaluation Resources Concerns
(CUD In FY21,the Services have considered tradeoffs in their FY23 budget that in some cases, if implemented,
would degrade their ability to execute adequate operational testing and evaluation. Preliminary proposals
include reduction to flying hours, degrading the aircraft availability to support OTE. The proposals also
considered options that would require program offices to pay for maintenance of core test capabilities, which
directly contradicts existing range funding concepts. Lastly, the proposed reductions would adversely affect
threat simulator development and other major T&E investments. While the proposed budget reductions were
neither officially implemented nor certified by USD(R&E) when this report was finalized, proposals like these, in
the environment where adversaries continue to increase their technology and TAE capabilties, are il-advised
and should be avoided to prevent the degradation of the performance of our weapon systems in combat.
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(U)Aérosol and Vapor Chemical Agent

Detector (AVCAD)

(U) At least one of the two pursued Aerosol Vapor ERCUTEE IL

BCRAORCCC AOR CUE] =oSr

10 be operationally effective in detecting chemical vapor
and aerosol threats without requiring significant design 3
and engineering changes. At least one of the vendors |
needs to implement additional design and engineering |
changes to demonstrate the potential to meet operational S |

suitability requirements. Both vendors have taken action to we a a

mitigate cyber-induced vulnerabilities identified during the Srithe Sect
Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration Assessment. incorporated

| (U) System Description

(U) The AVCAD is an aerosol and vapor chemical warfare agent and non-traditional agent detector. The Services

plan to employ AVCAD as a handheld detector, a fixed site monitoring device, and on manned vehicles, ships,

and aircraft to detect and alert personnel to the presence of chemical agents and support force protection

decisions. The AVCAD i designed to be powered by battery or the platform on which ft is integrated.

| (U) Program
(U) The AVCAD program is a joint Acquisition Category lll program in the engineering and manufacturing

development phase of acquisition. DOTAE approved the Milestone B Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)
in January 2019 and subsequent changes to this plan in October 2021. The Operational Assessment started

in October 2021 and is expected to end in March 2022. The MilestoneC acquisition decision is scheduled to

occurin FY22.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) Smiths Detection Incorporated ~ Edgewood, Maryland. Chemring Sensors and Electronic Systems

Charlotte, North Carolina.

| (U) Test Adequacy

(U) In FY21, the AVCAD Program Office, in conjunction with the Army Test and Evaluation Command, executed
the following Gevelopmental test events: chemical agent. detection, false alarm performance, coastal
environment, reliability, and military standards compliance, as wellas early user testing to identify system design

and operational deficiencies. The Program Office, in conjunction with a joint Service test team, conducted

Re ET Is
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integrated developmental and operational test tomitigate ts risk to meeting operational suitablyevents to evaluate chemical warfare agent detection requirements. The design continues to. haveperformance. The Program Office also executed performance deficiencies with debris clogging theseveral demonsirations to assess changes made to sensor inlet which cause operational mission failures.the systems and to the preventative maintenance Previous attempts to correct the problem have notand check procedures. Testing was completed in proven successful. The programs proposed solution,accordance with DOT&E-approved TEMP and test which involvedoperator maintenance andopeningtheplans. system, introduced additional performance problems.
Smiths Detection is assessing other options to clear| (u) Performance debris fiomthesystem.
(CUI) The Chemring Sensors AVCAD may be able toi meet its operational sutabilty requirements with(U) Effectiveness the proposed design changes that need to be further(CUI) The Smiths Detection AVCAD must address Verified in operational test. The initial AVCAD designseveral shortfalls to mitigate its risk to meeting allowed air and water to enter the system, leadingoperational effectiveness requirements. The Smiths to. reliability failures. Chemring Sensors madeDetection AVCADdemonstratedthecapabiltytomeet changes to the design, which led to the premature

the vapor detection requirement for most mission aging of a membrane designed to prevent air andareas, but not longterm detection of low-level vapor Water infiltration. Chemring Sensors continues to
‘and aerosol chemical agents or non-traditional threats assess options to address the premature aging of the.Within the required time to prevent casualties. The membrane.
Smiths Detection AVCAD demonstrated acceptable }
false alarm rates in the presence of operationally  (U) Survivability
relevant vapors and aerosols that are nt chemical (1) An intial Cooperative Vulnerabiltyand Penetration
‘warfareor non-traditional agent threats. Assessment identified cyber-induced vulnerabilities(CUD The Chemring Sensors AVCAD will ned affecting system survivabily in a cyber-contested
to nes adil design and engineering enVironment. Both vendors modified their systemschanges to mitigate is risk to meeting operations] 10 Mitigate these vulnerabilities, An Adversarial
effectiveness requirements. While the Chemring Assessment was conducted in November 2021 toSensors AVCAD demonstrated the capabilty to mee; I9entify and address vulnerabilties prior to low-rate
some of the operational requirements to detect "tial production.
chemical agent vapor threats within the required
time to prevent casuakis, it did not demonstrate | (UJ) Recommendationthe required capability to detect other required vapor
threats or aerosol threats. The Chemring Sensors 1. (U)The Program Office should continue to addressAVCAD was not able to demonstrate the acceptable the identified shortfalls to improve systemfalse alarm rates in the presence of operationally performance rior to IOTSE and successfullyrelevant vapors and aerosols that are not chemical or demonstrate operational effectiveness, sutabilty,non-traditional warfare agentthreats. and survivability in’ support of the fulkrate

production and fielding decisions
(U) Suitability

(CU) The Smiths Detection AVCAD will need to
implement additional design and engincering changes

ES [1] AVCAD
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(U) Pigital Modernization Strategy (DMS) -

Related Enterprise Information Technology
[1111107

(U) The DODChief Information Officer (CIO), Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), and Services
have been implementing programs, projects, and initiatives intended to achieve Digital Modernization
Strategy (DMS) objectives. Many DMS initiatives - RE ———

Ee EEEECCLCELCEC EL a sii
overarching systems integration process, test | TTD "
strategy, and program executive organization Pp i

to manage cost, drive schedules, and monitor Jro 2
performance factors. The untested, and therefore

unknown, operational ~ performance of DMS £ oN
programs,projects, and initiativesposeasignificant | = I\ py) ES

operational risk to the DOD enterprise, particularly || AN ans 0
FUER CEEYCEE ” arr

environment. Future deployment decisions need hay a

to be informed by adequate OTE. an

| (U) System Description

(U) The DOD DMS summarizes the Department's approach to information technology (IT) modernization,

focused on the Joint Information Environment Framework intended to improve networking capabiltes for
fixed and mobile users, institute new enterprise IT services, modernize technology through coordinated refresh

efforts, Implement a new joint cybersecurty capabilty, and improve access to data. DOTEE is monitoring
the DM programs, projects, and ntiatives that pose a significant operational isk o the DOD enterprise in a
cyber-contested envionment. These efforts align with the DVS objectives that
- (0) Deliver a DOD enterprise cloud environment that leverages commercial technology and innovations
+ (U) Optimize DOD office productivity and collaboration capabilities, e.g. Enterprise Collaboration and

Productivity Services (ECAPS) CapabilitySet 1 (Defense Enterprise Office Solution (DEOS)), Microsoft Office

365 (0365), and ECAPS Capability Sets 2 and 3

+ (U) Deploy an end-to-end Identity, Credential, and Access Management (ICAM) infrastructure to support

DOD systems.
+ (1) Transform the DOD cybersecurity architecture, including the Joint Regional Security Stack described

in this Annual Report, and initiatives to provide enterprise endpoint security for devices (e.g, desktop and
mobile devices)

+ (U) Strengthen collaboration, international partnerships, and allied interoperability through a Mission Partner

Environment (MPE)

DMS [eT 3
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i for the Commercial Virtual Remote (CVR)(U) Programs, Projects, and environment rather than utilzing the DEOSInitiatives contract. DISA deviated from the DEOS Phase
1 test approach and focused on fielding the(U) The DMS isnot a programofrecord. In July 2020, DoD 0388 joint tenant environment. The SECSthe DOD CIO established the Digital Modernization Program Office and Joint Interoperability TestInfrastructure (OM) Executive Committee (EXCOM) Command (ITC) failed to wade he Decchaied by the DOD CIO, US. Cyber Command,  NIpRNET Phase 1 Testand Evaluation Master Panand Joint Staff J6 to provide guidance, direction, (TEMP) and have yet to develop. DOS SISRUET

and oversight of the development, ‘execution, Tew. DISAis coordinatingacontractforECAPSsynchronization, and utization of DOD plans for CapabilitySet2for Business Video and Voice thatenterprise IT programs, projects, and other funded will be available for future DOD Component use.intiaives intended to mat the DMS oblectves. THe (uy int, Gredemin and Access Management
DMI EXCOM does not have traditional milestone (ICAM)~ Basedon thedraft DOD Enterprise IAMdecisionauthorities. The DOD CIO, DISA, andServices implementation Plan, comprises 301 eternatend 10 achieve DMS objectives by implementing Pp Tel BER,ST,Smeeroams, projects. and ntiatives aioned undr Mi (2P0IIee managed by DOD Components
SXcouappioved snd Gompoemtinted ploion perDISA is th principal integrator for DOD formation, 0STeeed beets can aceeseIfresourcesnetwork enterprise capabilties, enabling iniatives, 71 290 19.8 he lead for CAM governance,
oe  aument Componentnded IOGaMS, ye ines of authorityremain unclarbased on theprojects and nativesin supportof the DMS include; 10.165 ofuth remain unclear based on the
+ (U) Enterprise Collaboration and Productivity CIO intends to clarify the roles, responsibites,Services (ECAPS)-InFY20, the DODestablished and lines of authority for DOD enterprise

the DEOS acquisition program (ECAPS Capability ICAM capabilities, but has not yet identified aSet 1) to provide NIPRNET office productivity completion timeline. The DOD OI0 establishedand collaboration capabilities. In FY21, the Global Directory as the centralized. identityDOD, Services, and DISA established DOD 0365 and authentication service for the DOD 0365
‘commercial cloud environments as replacements. environment and other cloud-based DOD systems.

Pr 1] DMS
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DISA is developing several ICAM capabilities to and integration testing of the DOD 0365 joint tenant
support the DOD enterprise and integrating Global environment; however, the testing was ad hoc and
Directory with these capabilities. JITC is funded limited in scope.

aetcsion ifort (1)ICAM ~DOTBEconductedanadhocyberscurty
uni Key Imiasructure, aetaled in this Sssessment ofGlobal Directory in March 2021, The
a assessment was, however, not a comprehensive

; 5 evaluation due to the accelerated fielding schedule to
+ (U) Endpoint Security is an initiative to better io BLT TE LE enices.

secure endpoint devices. The DOD CIO and DISA PP"
published an Endpoint Security Strategy in 2021 (U) Endpoint Security ~ DOTSE conducted ad hoc

that projects deployment of endpoint security cybersecurity assessments of pilot desktop and
capabilities by FY25 to leverage commercial mobile device endpoint security solutions in 2021

innovation, support cloud adoption, and enable to reduce risk and gain better understanding of the
Zero Trust. capabilties to inform future assessments and fielding

+ (U) Mission Partner Environment (PE) = The decisions.
Ait Force is acquiring strategic, operational, and
tactical MPE services tailored to meet mission~(U) MPE - The AirForce bese oseniilywith an

ay Meformation. aharing needs, which Operational TestAgency to perform independentTa
Wil consolidate. and recaplize 28 physical 107 the MPEcapabiltes.
Combined Enterprise Regional Information (u) Enterprise Cloud Efforts ~ DISA fielded milCloud

Exchange Systemsacross the DOD. The Ar Force 2.0 without conducting operational testing of this
conducted an MPE lab-besed demonstration in capability. The milCloud 2.0 contract preciudes DOD
October and November 2021, during EXERCISE cybersecurity testing of the hosting infrastructure
BOLD QUEST 21. and some aspects of the environment. Moreover, the

. (U) Enterprise Cloud Efforts are initiates DODhasyettoconduct comprehensive, independent,
intended to leverage commercial cloud innovation threat-representative cybersecurity testing of any
forthe DODenterprisetodeliver infrastructure and commercial cloud and its hosting infrastructure (to
Services. DISA fielded military cloud (milCloud) include DEOS and DOD 0365), which will require
20 in FY19. Due to the unresolved Joint appropriate agreements between the DOD and the
Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) protestin commercial cloud service providers.
2020, the DOD withdrew from the JEDI contract in
FY21 and is developing a Joint Warfighter Cloud
Capataty malicload endor contact. Tne bob | (U) Performance
CIO published the DOD OCONUS Cloud Strategy in ) here has been tle operationally realistic testing
AAT. performed on DMS programs, projects, and initiatives,

precluding an evaluation of their operational
1 (U) Test Adequacy effectiveness, suitability, or cyber survivability. Many

DMS efforts lack an overarching systems integration
(U) ECAPS- DOTE conducted ad hoe cybersecurity process, test strategy, and program executive
assessments on DOD O365 tenant environments to organization to manage cost, drive schedules,
{form joint DOD CIO and U.S. Cyber Commandfielding and monitor performance factors. Many DMS
decisions in 2021. Due to the accelerated fielding initiatives also use commercial cloud environments,
Schedule driven by CVR disestablishment in June but threatrepresentative cybersecurity testing on
2021, these were not comprehensive but still helped the commercial side of cloud environments is not
identify a range of significant security concems that currently beng conducted by the DOD.
the DOD CIO addressed. JIT conducted functional
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| (U) Recommendations 5. (U) Develop a TEMP for ECAPS and DEOS, andmore generally for each funded DMS enterprise IT(U) The DOD CIO, DMI EXCOM, Services, and Director initiative.
OfDISA should: 6. (U) Continue to mature ICAM governance and1. (U) Conduct adequate cybersecurity testing of establish an overarching ICAM program executiveall DMS enterprise IT programs, projects, and 1 integrate the system efforts and oversee cost,initiatives in accordance with current DOD and Schedule,andperformance.DOTSE cybersecurityTEguidanceand policy. 7. (U) Manage the key ICAM capabilties, and alther DMS initiatives, with trained program2. (U) Perform threat-representative cybersecurity os 3 progtesting of miltary and DOD commercial cloud Managers and supporting offices.envionments, 10 include the commercial 8. (1) Develop an overarching ICAM test strategyInfrastructure operatedby cloud service providers. that encompasses the key issues and concepts103. (U) Use operational test data, analyses, and betestedreporting to inform DMI EXCOM decisions. 9. (U) Designate an Operational Test Agency for MPE4. (U) Fund JITC to fully support DMS enterprise IT and all other DMS nitatives.initiatives, testing, and test-related forums.
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(U)POD Healthcare Management System

Modernization (DHMSM®)

(U) Military Health System (MHS) GENESIS isoperationallyeffectiveforbasicoperations in conventional

clinics, but not for certain specialty clinics

and business areas. One of the configuration pg
PIEeRSE] Eig 2
demonstrated potential for improving MHS Fl JE hy
GENESIS operational suitability. While training [irl 2058 a
remains an area of major concern, with 72 percent RL he X >

of respondents rating it poorly, hands-on practice in =a en
a mock environment also demonstrated potential —— 8

ENLEERERCANEE SEC EEA] | mer &@ a
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GENESIS is not yet survivable in a cyber-contested pig gow wm
environment. EEA

1 (U) System Description

(U) MHS GENESIS is a modernized electronic health records system intended to create a single health care
record for each patient that can be utilized by the DOD, Department of Veterans Affairs, or U.S. Coast Guard.
DOD medical staff use MHS GENESIS to manage delivery of en route care, dentistry, emergency department,
immunization, laboratory, radiology, operating room, pharmacy, vision, audiology, and inpatient/outpatient

services, and to perform administrative support, front desk operations, logistics, billing, and business.

intelligence. MHS GENESIS comprises three major elements: 1) the Millennium suite of applications, which
provides medical capabilities, 2) the Dentrix Enterprise, which provides dental capabilities, and 3) the Orion
Rhapsody Integration Engine, which enables the majority of the external information exchanges.

| (U) Program
(U) MHS GENESIS is an Acquisition Category | program intended to replace the legacy healthcare systems,
including the Armed Forces Health Longitudinal Technology Application, Composite Health Care Syetom, and
Essentris systems. The Project Management Office (PMO) is deploying MHS GENESIS in milltary treatment
facility “waves” in designated medical operational centers and intends to field MHS GENESIS to 205,000 MHS

personnel, providing care for 9.4 million DOD beneficiaries worldwide. MHS facilities encompass 54 hospitals,

377 medical cincs, and 270 dental clinics. At the end of July 2021, MHS was fielded to about 30 percent of its
intended recipients, with another deployment wave that started at the end of September 2021.

(U) In 2020, the Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) conducted FOT&E on MHS GENESIS, resulting in

a declaration that MHS GENESIS is partially operationally effective, but not suitable. Consequently, the FY21

Defense Appropriations Act directed a follow-on suitability assessment of MHS GENESIS change management
and training and a subsequent report by March 2021
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(U) Major Contractors persisted. The follow-on 2021 suitability assessment
demonstrated that a new change management+ (U) Leidos - Reston, Virginia initiative called “Pay It Forward designed to provide

+ (U) Cemer-Kansas City,Missouri. experienced military treatment facility personneli 2* (U) Henry Schein, Inc. ~ Melville, NewYork. onsite to support new users during each fieldingwave, proved successful, although interviews and
survey results showed that this initiative was not| (U) Test Adequacy available to many users during fielding. The 2021

follow-on assessment alsodemonstratedthat raining©) From February 12 through March 5, JTC [ooen aesessriontojor concern, with 72 percent ofconducted the congressionally mandated evaluation [cCE18SERSTATSorter WHE72peroentof
of MHS GENESIS change management and ain, tiring remains. ineffective, while a new trainingreconde alsoospaporoxed.test PIP. ntative that allows users to get hands-on practice inHealt Agency (OHA) on MD merece! ante mock environment demonstrated improvements.
health care providers (e.g. new end users) at Nellis iAi Force Base, Nevads, and Camp Pendicton, (0) SUrVIvability }
California. JITC also administered an electronic (U) Despite ongoing cybersecurity improvements,
survey to users in selected clinical and business MHS GENESIS is not yet survivable in a
areas. The testing was adequate to evaluate current cyber-contested environment.
change management strategies and determine
whether training had improved to a level that enabled i
new users 10 operate the system without substantial | (U) Recommendationsoutside assistance. Testing also enabled the closure 1. (u) DOT&E's 2020 recommendations to the Underof eight previously identified incident reports, but Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness),many of them remain open. DOTSE submitted an the PMO, and DHA ail apply.independent assessment of the MHS GENESIS
change management and training to the House and 2. (U) JITC should continue its verification of theSenate Defense Appropriations Subcommittees in Incident report fixes and plan for an FOTAEMarch 2021. to verify corrective actions and resolve any

outstanding incident reports.
3. (U) DHA and the PMO should expand the "Pay It| (v) Performance Forward share raven ooo

n 4. (U) DHA and the PMO should expand the(U) Effectiveness new training initiative that allows users to get
() Based on the FOTAE completed in 2020, hands-on practicein amock environment. TheMHS GENESIS is operationally effective for basic Ineffective computer-based traning should either
operations in conventional clinics, but not for certain 5 shortened, focusod on moro relevant skils, orspecialty clinics and business areas. acre:

5. (U) DHAand the PMO should engage with vendors(U) Suitability and JITC to conduct cybersecurity testing on
dor data storage solutions to assess the risk(U) Based on the FOT&E completed in 2020, MHS enor 4GENESIS was not operationally suitable largely [© Mission and identify vulnerabiiies that may

because training and configuration management poseSepia mali Informetionandwere unsatisfactory, dissemination of system change Porsonally identifiable information.information was inadequate, and usabilty problems
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(UE=85 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)

(U) The F-35 program made some progress in FY21 in IOTAE, but the necessary verification and validation of
the Joint Simulation Environment (JSE) continuedtodelay readinesstoconduct the 64 JSE test trials, required
for completing IOT&E. An official estimated date for r me

the execution of IOTAE trials in the JSE is still to be i ay
LECTIN

(CUI) The Program Office continues to field immature,
deficient, and insufficiently tested Block 4 mission

systems software to fielded units. The operational
test teams identified deficiencies in weapons, fusion, |
communications and navigation, cybersecurity, «
and targeting processes that required software i
modifications and additional time and resources, ys

which caused delays in Block 4 capability release. 3 - 4

The Program Office has implemented process 4 V4
[LETEE EE eee
issues.

| (U) System Description
(U) The F-35 JSF is a tri-Service, multinational, single-seat, single-engine strike fighter aircraft produced in three
variants:
+ (U) F-35A Conventional Take-Off and Landing
+ (U) F-35B Short Take-Off/Vertical Landing
+ (U) F-35C Aircraft Carrier Variant

(CuI) Per the JSF Operational Requirements Document for System Development and Demonstration, the

F:35 Is designed to operate and survive in the Initial Operational Capability (10C) and I0C-plus-10-years threat
environment (out to 2025, based on the first 10C declaration by the U.S. Marine Corps in 2015). It is also
designed to enhance lethality In this environment compared o legacy mulirle afcaft. As of February 2019,
al tee US. Services have declared IOC for Combatant Commander use nit operations to attack fixed and
mobile land targets, surface combatants at sea, and air threats, including advanced aircraft and cruise missiles,
day or night, in all weather conditions and in heavily defended areas.

(CUI) Using an active electronically scanned array radar and other sensors, the F-35, with Block 4, 30 series
software currently employs precision-guided weapons (e.g., Guided Bomb Unit (GBU)-12 Laser Guided Bomb,
GBU-49 Dual GPS/Laser Guided Bomb, GPS-Guided Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), GPS-Guided Small
Diameter Bomb (SDB) 1, and Navy GPS-Guided Joint Stand-Off Weapon); aro-air missile (eg, A Intercept
Missile (AIM)-120 Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) and AIM-9X infrared guided, air-to-air

missile); and a 25mm gun.

a fe ES
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(CU The F-35 Block 4 Modernization Capability AIM-9X Block Il, B61, and Advanced AntiRadiation
Development Document specifies required Guided Missile-Extended Range (AARGM-ER)) and
capabilities and associated capability gaps thet drive severalinternational partner weapons. Table 1 shows.
incremental improvements in capability from 2018 the linkage between development phases, hardware,and beyond. Block 4 modernization will add new block designation, mission systems software, and
hardware, software, US. weapons (to include SDB ll, operational testing.

UNCLASSIFIED ~
Table 1. Linkage of Development Phase with Hardware, Block Designation, Mission

stems Software, and Operational Testing
F-35 Major Mission

Development| Avionics| Capabilities| Systems Operational Testing
Phase Hardware Software

+ Marine Corps Fielding Reports and
FasB10C1 Bock2 | Block20Software | (S100 oe

- + FormalOUEcanceled
+ Air Force FieldingReports and F-35A

Block3i | BlockiSoftware| IC [
| + ServiceandJOTTtestevents || + Pre-IOTAE Increment 1 (Jan-Feb |

2018) Cold Weather Deployment
| Forscoretesting toevaluatethe

eo Block 3F/IFRE™ | sutabilty oftheF-35 air system and
alert launch timelines in an extreme
cold weather environment.

Block 3F + NavyService FieldingReports
+ Pre-IOTSE Increment 2 (Starting
Mar2018)Block| | we ww| Forscoretestingof limitedtwo-

| gaa shipmissionscenarios, F354
deployment, F-35C deployment to a

carrier,andweapons deliveryevents.
+ PortionofFormalIOTEE (bcc201630R0204 bi

+ Portion of Forma IOTAE:Electronic
S080 82 Attack (EA) trials (Jul 2020)cz Block4,30 Series aS. Operational

| Software fix nesded for I0TE
1 ORO6042 |eaponseventin June2021

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Table 1. Linkage of Development Phase with Hardware, Block Designation, Mission

Systems Software,and OperationalTesting Ts
IE Major Mission
Development| Avionics| Capabilities | Systems Operational Testing

Phase | Hardware| Software
Dedicated operational tests plannedTR2 |Block4,30Series| 30R07,30R08+ |pitt EREaiy

bd I I Dedicated operational tests planned
| | TRS |Bockadoserles)  4OROX for gach releaseofcapability
[Notes: oo |

| *For-score IOTAE events are highiighted in bold.
++ Thefinal planned version of Block 3Fsoftware was 3FR6
os The program changed software nomenclature forth inital increments of Block 4 rom “3” used during
SDDto "30RXX" for development and “30PXX" for fielding software. The 30 series of software is compatible
with the Block 3F aircraft hardware configuration and s being used to address deficiencies and add

Service-prioitizedcapabilites. |
Acronyms: G202 - Continuous Capability Developmen and Delivery; 10 - Ital Operational Capabilty, |
JOTT - JSF Operational Test Team; OUE - Operational Uilty Evaluation; SDD ~ System Development and
Demonstration;TRX ~ Technical Refresh [version #, referring to the suiteof core avionics processors.
_— ce ——— UNCLASSIFIED]

| () Program (U) Test Adequacy and

(U) The F:35 Joint Strike Fighter is an Acquisition| Performance
Category ID program. DOTEE approved the F-35
Overarching Block 4 Test and Evaluation Master Plan
(TEMP) and Increment 1 Annexes on May 18, 2020. (U) IOT&E Progress
The Annexes (one classified and one unclassified) +38 Praga is mos
cover the Block 4 developmental and operational (_), 1" 39 Pro0 sesh completion of 8multi-year I0TSE. The JSF Operational Test Teamtesting of software versions 30R03 though 30R06. nde? ITEC TOEJST TRARRRL TO,Car
Increment 2 Annexes, which cover Block 4 software ci >Series of weapons trials (both bombs and missiles);version 30R07 and late, are in final coordination and i Ss2 cybersecuity testing of the air vehicle, tainingstaffing a of the time of this report. DOTAE approved systems, mission data reprogramming laboratory, andthe fourth revision of the System Development and &Y*'aTe,TSSIonSadPOTTING Sb:

ore, 0°" {he conduct of deployments to ships and austere environments;
in Mar and testing that compared F-35 performance to that

of fourth-generation fighters against traditional and
(U) Major Contractors more modern surface-to-air threats curently fielded
(U) Lockheed Martin, Aeronautics Company ~ Fort by potential adversaries. Open-air test missions
Worth, Texas. Pratt & Whitney,a subsidiary of evaluatedthe F-35inmultiple roles:offensive counter-
Raytheon Technologies - East Hartford, Connecticut. air (OCA), defensive counter-air (DCA), cruise missile

defense (CMD), suppression/destruction of enemy air
defenses (S/DEAD). reconnaissance, electronic attack
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(EA). close ai support, forward air control (airborne), integrating the complex hardware and many softwarestike coordination and armed_ reconnaissance, models, including Lockheed Martin's *-35 InABox”
combat search and rescue, antrsurface warfare, and digital model of the aircraft nto the JSE has provenait interdiction. Test trials were conducted in varying to be a difficult undertaking. The JPO and NAVAIRthreat environments using two-, four, and eight-35 team underestimated the required level of effort toaitcaft mission scenarios. During the S/DEAD and integrate and accredit a simulation of this complexity,EAtral, the F-35 faced operationally representative When it was initially transferred to the govermentsurface-to-air threat environments represented by team in 2015, the JPO projected the JSE to beRadar Emulators (RE). Open ai test tials were completed in 3017, but the schedule sipped nearly
completed in June 2021, with the execution of the  year-foryear over the following six years, despitefinal AIM-120 missile trial accomplished using an significant progressin evelopment. AS of December
F35C aicraft Deficiencies in earler versions of 2021, significant work is required to complete thethe aircraft software prevented this event from development, validate the models, and accredit thebeing accomplished sooner. The program delivered simulation before scored tials can begin.
software version 30R06.42 with the fixes in June
2021, enabling the operational test team to complete (1) An independent technical assessment, conducted

the trial. Suitability andcyber data collection required BY Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, the
for the IOTE test plan were completed by the end of ~~Camedie. Mellon University Software Engineeringon Institute, and the Georgia Tech Research Istiute,

was completed in May 2021. The team concluded
that the JSE effort needed addilonal financial and(U) JSE Development Progress personnel resources, along with strong support from

(U) The only remaining moduleofthe [OTEtest plan al stakeholders to support IOTSE requirements
isthe 64 trials in the JSEat Naval Air Staion Paturent  DOTAE requires the JSE to complete the planned

River Maryland. These tials include 11 DCA,22.CMD, Verification, validation, and accrediation process
and 31 combined OCA/A/DEAD trials in operationally to ensure the JSE wil accurately represent airraft
representative, dense, defense indepth scenarios performance and the threat environment, so the JSEwith the latest threat systems that are not avallable results inform an adequate effectiveness evaluation.
on open ai ranges. Al tree F-35 variants will be
involved nthe executionof th tras. (U) Block 4 Development
(U) Although the JSE team made steady progress (U) The JPO designed the curent developmentin maturing the simulation and improving overall process, referred fo as Continuous Capabiltysystemstability, significant workremainsto complete Development and Delivery (C202). o. provide newthe necessary verification and validation process, capabilties and updates in six-month increments,which compares JSE component and system-level but it has not worked as envisioned. The programperformance to F35 fight test data to accredit continues to field immature, deficient, andthe JSE for operational test trials. The JSE team insuficienty tested mission systems software tocompleted a schedule review and risk analysis to flded units without adequate. operational testing
updatethe integrated masterschedule, but an offical Although the program designed C202 aroundestimated date for execution of for-score IOTEE tials commercial “agile software” dovelopment concepts,inthe JSE s stil o be determined. itdoes not adheretothe published best practices that

include clear articulation of the capabiltes required(U) The JSE schedule has suffered multiple delays in" qr. winmum Viable Product. teavacy hsm)
since 2015, when the Joint Program Office (JP) gomprehensive characterization of the product, and
transferred development and overall management fu delivery of the ‘specified operational capabilities.
of ihe simulation from Lockheed Martin, in an ig program did not deliver programmed capablesenvionment fered oa theVerfaton Simulation 1 gprs. 1° PrOgTminet copanities
(VSI), 0 th combined JPO and Naval Al Systems prsmenn.
Command (NAVAIR) government team at Naval Ar
Station Patuxent River, Maryland. Constructing and
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(CUI) The program has not sufficiently funded the operational test units and fied units in CY20 that
developmental test (OT) teams to adequately test, required software modifications. The operational
analyze data, or perform comprehensive regression test teams identified deficiencies in weapons, fusion,
testing to assure that unintentional deficiencies are communications and navigation, cybersecurity, and
not embedded in the software prior to delivery. For targeting processes during testing in FY21
example, weapon capabilities associated with the
AIM-120 missile thet were workinginanearlierversion (1) The program adjusted the overal timeline and
of software wer ater broken in 30RD7 software when S20Ue710of capablydevelopmentBasedo on
the development team attempted to add capabilfies J
for another weapon. In addition, integration labs Playbook,version 16.1, that was presentedbythe JSF.
must undergo a continuous verification, validation, EXeculiveSteering Board inSeptember2021.
and accreditation (V&A) process using fight test (cul) The JSF program continues to cary a large
data to provide adequate lab infrastructure. Finally, number of deficiencies, and conducts. recurting
additonal instrumentedDTaircraft must be provided reviews with Service requirements. representatives
10 test the wave of new capabilties, configurations, tq prioritize resources to address them. As of the
and fixes to technical debt from System Development eng ofFY21, the program had 845 open deficiencies,
‘and Demonstration (SDD). six of which were designated Category 1. Although

The current G2b2 process has. resulted in Ital development n Block 4focusedon addressing
uo sing of piatien dcovns af emia) _ defences that were dated during SDD whaarighting deficiencies after filing to the combat developing some new capabiltes,the overall number

units, and marginalization of meaningful operational  ©f open deficiencies has not significantly decreased
Testig and da analyacs. Developmental testing Since the completion of SDD due to the continued
of software is often truncated early, so baseline discoveryofnew problems.
system characterization is inadequate and structured (U) The program had to stop work on some
‘operational testing is executed simultaneously With evelopment efforts in late CY20 and CY21toredirect
software deliveries to the field units. The PIOGTaM funding to the development of the new TR-3 avionics
planned to reduce flight testing with the C202 configuration due to significant cost overruns and
process by leveraging more testing in Lockheed  raqyctions. Further delays in the TR-3 development
Martins laboratory and simulation environments, but and. integration may affect production. delivery of
10 date that plan has not been successful due 10 the. ircraft and may limit the initial capabilfies of aircraftlimitationsofthosetest environments. The Lockheed gered in the TR'3 configuration. Delays in Block
Martin laboratories and simulations are not capable 4 capabilites and weapons integration activities may
of replicating operationally representative flight gislimit the initial capabilities of aircraft delivered inconditions or target complexities and densities. the TR configuration.

(U) Because the current six-month C202 timeline has (uy The integrated test teams at Edwards Alr Force
proven unsustainable, and in order 10 stabilize MAO Base, California and Navel Alt Station Patient River
hardware configuration changes prior to he ransition  Maryiand, responsible for developmental igh testing
tothe Technical Refresh(TR)-3 configuration, the JPO of gi F-35 variants, conducted testing with software
ia extending the development timeline to oneYear versions 30RD (elgnt erations: 30RU6.01, 30R06.02,
increments with software version 30ROB that wil  30R06.05.  S0R0.031,  J0R06.04,  30R06.04,
begin developmental testing in December 2021 30R06.042, 30R06.043) and 30R07 (four erations.
(CUI) Although designedtointroducenew capabilities 25 Of the end of September: 30R07.00, 30R07.01,
or fix deficiencies, the C2D2 process has often  3UR07.02.30R07.03)
introduced _stabilty problems and/or _adversel .
er ne Tes rome ma (U)Block 4 Operational Testing
operational test units and the field units discovering
xtreme rth safer Snloun aperatonsy UyTieUS OperationalTesTam(OTTcompeted
deficiencies (classified) were identified by the oct missions meisded:
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+ (U) Four Close Air Support test missions flown  latelot production aircraft entered the fleet. The
withF-35Aand F-358Baircraft sharp reduction in availabilty since June 2021 hasrp

+ (U) Four DCA test missions flown with F-35A and been predominantly driven by spare parts not being
F35C aircraft available when needed. The lack of spares inventory,

+ (U) Three OCA test missionsflown with F-35A and and limited componentdevel depot repair capacity,
F35C aircraft contribute to the shortfall in spares supply. For

Ee oobi aet os) h Fase Xample, in May 2021, on average, 15 percent of(0 TusYSEADet isons flown with F354 SeWa S02, onmers19 pert, of
September, that percentageroseto 25 percent

(U) The UOTT completed some of these test missions 0
by collecting limited data during largeforce training (92) A sinificant shortage of full functional
exercises over the test and training ranges in Alaska ©5Shineshascontributed to reduced aircraft
and off the Pacific coast. Although required by the ~~ 2Valabiity. This shortage has been exacerbated byDOTE-approved test plan, Open Ar Battle Shaping 8 126K of depot repair capacity. For example, orthe
(0ABS) instrumentation was not available for these “eek ending June 14, 2021, 38 aircraft across thetraining scenarios, whichlimited the ilyofthe data €Mite F-35 fleet were down awaiting a functioning
collected. Adequateevaluation of Block 4 capabilites. £791 31somePortover the week. By the week
against air- and surface-to-air threats continues to S19 September27, 2021, 52 aircraft were awaitingfetuite the use of OABS Instrumentation and threaty 2 fUnctioningengineat some point. Almost ll aircraft
os an requiring an engine are F-35A variants. Although the

program and the Services manage engine spares by
(U) Per the Block 4 TEMP and associated Annexes, prioritizing combat-coded units over test and training
operational test (OT) aircraft are required to support Units, the shortage of spare engines has adverselyboth developmental and operational testing. affected deployed combatunitsaswell
Modifications 10 these aircraft must be funded,
scheduled, and completed just after developmental (CU) On average, fleetwide, 39 percent of the
test (OT) aicraf modifications to enable integrated 21Cr2ft were not avaiable at a given time, with 15
DT/OT, DT assist, and relevant missionevel testing PES. 4040 101 mavtenance, 16 percent down
of future capabiles. Without these modifications, 21nd spare parts and 8 percent undergoing depot
Block 4 OT s likely to be inadequate. saeicAerionce

(U) The F35 fleet remains below Joint Strike
(U) U.S. Fleet Performance Fighter Operational Requirements Document (ORD)
() In FY21, the tend in aircraft avallabilty rates MESS in some areas for overall elailty and
plateauied during the year and began getting worse in "AnD:
thefinal monthsof the period. (U) Maintenance data gathered through June 2021

from the U.S. fleet of al three variants show that the{cU)The12manhfleet deaverageof 61 PCat 55an .355 are not mestng. and he F353 not
boingdygroly Co oy projected to meet, the full set of ORD reliability and
Fleetwide monthly availabilty has been above 50 1ogresmeeeis of Mature aferaft. The
percent every month since December 2018, and oon. nas accumulated the fight hours designatedExperienced»programigh peck of 70 pees 1 for maturity (75000 hours), making i ligt for an
January 2021, vefore regressing staring in June 25SEsSment against the ful ORD requirement. In
2001.10 roach 59 parce Sopra 2o1 Tae, June 2021, the F35A fee alone exceeded 200,000Shows 0. Feet arcraft mati oy tooaton tr ght hours, the total hours designated for the entire

3 ici fleet for maturity. The F-358 fleet also reached its
158 Yaa pad ending Sephenber 533 75,000-hour threshold in June, making it eligible for an
(CUI) Improvement in aircraft availabilityprior to June ~~ 8ssessment against the full ORD requirement as well.2021 was a result of a program initiative to increase The F-35C has not yet reached its individual variant
spare part availability and the lower percentage threshold of 50,000 hours and was consequentlyof aircraft needing depot modifications as more assessed against interim goals. The tables below
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Table 2. U.S. F-35 Fleet Aircraft Availability

September 2021!

BLeyfor mission tasking (target 65%)
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2. %AVA = 100%  (xNon Mission Gapable for Supply (NMCS) + (xNon Mission Gapable for Maintenance (NMCM) +
%0ut of Reporting (0OR))

3. US. Alrraft assignedatthe endofSeptember 2021
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show reliability and maintainability performance performance (less maintenance burden). Observed
compared to ORD requirements or imputed interim values in the tables are aggregated in three-month
goals, based on data adjudicated through June 2021. rolling windows, where monthly reports are generated
For the reliability metrics, higher numbers reflect based on the last three monthsofdata. This process
better performance (a more reliable system) and for enables trends to be observed more clearly than
‘maintainability metrics, lower numbers reflect better reports generated by onlya single month of data.

cul ]

Table 3. Reliability Measure: Mean Flight Hours Between Critical Failures
(MFHBCF)ema REELaemTL

F-35 Reliability: MFHBCF (hours) (Higher values are better)
Values as ofORD Threshold Values asof June 30, 2021 June 2020

T interim | Observed| Observed Observed
Variant Goal to MFHBCF Valueas. 'MFHBCF7 woe|S| ons| ons| rem |Come| STE

Threshold | Rolling |of Goalor | FIOM HOUS| Too
’ 'MFHBCF Window) Req't Window)

Cras [700|a |amin| wa son|resem| tes |
NA 93% 58737Fasc |sooo| 14 |ams| 137 | ea | te | mies| tar

Drivers (bfrequency):System Troubleshooting,Wies/Tubes/Duster Optic, Ataching Hardware, Arcraf MerryDevice, Data Secuity Processor, LO Repais and Cue, Tote Grp, DAS, Cockpt Displays, Position Light Lenses oP
Vent Fan, Electrical System.

{mmm cul
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Table 4. Reliability Measure: Mean Flight Hours Between Removal (MFHER)

F-35 Reliability: MFHBR (hours) (Higher values are better) i
ORD Threshold Values as of June 30, 2021 Values ge of

oo |June2020| vor interim | Observed| Observed Observed |Variant| Goalto | MEHR| Valueas wo |  MPHERir From ows| MeetORD| (3Months| Percent | CUMING| 3 10ry,
‘Threshold Rolling of Goalor | 79 Rolling
MFHOR | Window)| Regt window)

FSSA [75000 | 65| 202172 | WA| se | ax | 1650Faso 7500[eo|7s | wa | as | en | sere | 93F35C_| 50000| 60| 42449| so 48 ax 31.383 50
|Drivers (by frequency): Main and NoseLandingGearTires, Ejection Seat Assy, Seat Survival Kit, Crash Survivable |

| Memory Unit, Engine Nozzle Segments, Parachute and Harness, Throttle Grip, Cockpit Displays, DAS,BrakeAssembly, |
| Position Light Lenses.
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Table 5. Reliability Measure: Mean Flight Hours Between Maintenance Events

(MFHBME)

F-35 Reliability: MFHBME (hours) (Higher values are better)

Valuesasof
ORD Threshold Values asof June 30, 2021 June 2020

ner | Observed | Observed Observed
Variant Goalto | MFHBME | Valueas | MFHBME

FI | pan|SE| ior|Gone| Parent |SU| anne
hi Threshold | Rolling of Goalor Rolling

| i MFHBME| Window)| Reqt Window)
EN wn 20 | oe | teem | 2
Fos[sow| ts| swt|wa | rs | woo | sw| ta |

[Fos [soo | 1s |seats | 146 | 1a | oem| mam| 15]
onvers frequency: Ataching Hardware (lade Nu lates) Troubleshooting, LO Realsand Cure, Man and ose |

Lancing Ger Ties, Seis, Acrat Memory Devic, Postion LihtLenses EOTSWindows, hrtle Gr Engine Fan
Motil, Enghe Nozzle Segments
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| Table 6. Reliability Measure: Mean Flight Hours Between Failure, Design
Controllable (MFHBF_ DC)

F-35 Reliability: MFHBF_DC (hours) (Higher values are better)

Values as of |
| ORD Threshold oo Valuesasof June 30, wa ] ~June2020 |

; nari | Observed | Observed Observed
Variant Goalto | MFHBEDC| Values MEH.DG

Suma| iro| (Morte| parent |CL| 3 nhs
i Threshold| Rolling | of Goalor | "0 Rolling

MRHBE.oC | Window)|  Redt indow)
[rom[room| oo | [os | esx| esem|we |

= wa Teo | wen|ww| on
sow| so |aw| as | na|mex | mam | we

rivers (oy frequency): Trublshosting,Atacing Hardware Wheels and Tres, Sal, Postion Light Lees Arcraf
Memory Devic, EOTS Windows, Engine Fan Mee, Engine Nozdle Segments, Man LandingGear tuts, 28 DO
attr

RSS cul 61
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Table 7. Maintainability Measure: Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)
F-35 Maintainability: MTTR (hours) (Lower values are better)

Values as of Values as of
June30,2021 | Observed Valueas | June 2020 (3

ORD Threshold| Months Rolling | Percent of Threshold| Months Roling
Window) ik Window)

= 5 = =AE I iOE I — «
Drivers (by Sum Elapsed Maintenance Time): Attaching Hardware (includes Nut lates), LO Repairs and Cure,Wires/Tubes/Fiber-Optics, Maintenance Panel/Refueling Door, Engine Assembly Rel, Position Light Lenses,Canopy Assembly, 3 Bearing Swivel Module
er— cut

cur
| Table 8. Maintainability Measure: Mean Corrective Maintenance Time

for Critical Failures (MCMTCF)
F-35 Maintainabillty: MCMTCF (hours) (Lower values are better)

Values as of Values as of
June 30,2021 | Observed Value as June 2020

[| Yoder| ORBTiwssioM [oa woting | Perortat Tinemkt] Me Rolling
L Window) ~ Window) ¥

= an -w = = wo
Drivers (by Sum Elapsed Maintenance Time): Wires Tubes/Fiber-Optics, LO Repairs and Cure, Attaching| Hardware, Encine Assembly Re. Fuel Valves, Engine Starter/Generator, Position Light Lenses, Canopy‘Assembly Seals, Maintenance Panel/Refueling Door.

(U) Operational Suitability Testing (U) The UOTT continued developing plans to conduct
2 30-day demonstration of fight operations without(U) The UOTT conducted suiabilty testing per the ALIS connectivity. As. required by DOTAE, sheannual DOTEEapproved suitably test plan in FY21. demonstration and corresponding results must be

The test team conducted interviews with maintenance scheduled for completion prior o the approval of thepersonnel and plots on training, technical orders The next meramont of Ter onsuse of AUIS, software updates, maintenance of the
low observable characteristicsofth aicraft, support
equipment and tool, and safety sues.
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(U) ALIS and Operational Data Integrated operational test occurred apart from cybersecurity
Network (DIN) testing of the Mission Planning Support Environment

described below, testing of ALIS software updates
(U) Theprogram continued making planstotransition took place at the Integrated Test Force facility
from ALIS to ODIN, but progress stagnated due 10 at Pauxent River, Maryland and the Operationally
program funding constraints and the need to address Representative Environment at Edwards Air Force
pressing ALIS obsolescence and cyber challenges. Base, California. The Quarter 1 (Q1) approval for
The JPO altered the ALISto-ODIN (A20) strategy fleetreleasewas granted in June 2021andfielding is
in early 2021 to a phased approach, replacing the ongoing. The Q2 release was delayed due to issues
previous strategy of a rapid transition to and fielding found in flight test. It was subsequently loaded into
of ODIN. The result was a significant delay to the the US, Central Point of Entry and Nellis Air Force
planned ODIN development timeline and a merger Base OBK tobeginan operational assessmentprior to
of the ALIS and ODIN organizations into one. The release to thefleet. The Q3 development is complete
key to A20 success lies in the definition of the new and ORE/Flight Test will be done in November. The
data architecture, fixing cybersecurity deficiencies in 4 release is in development. Both developmental
ALIS, and ensuring that any new ODIN hardware and and operational testing for ALIS and ODIN continue
Software solutions build in cybersecurity from the tobe under-resourced, increasing risk to fielding and
start of development support. While the quarterly software development

cycle that started in 2019 will continue into 2022, the.
(U) In June 2021, the JPO elected to down-select gramplansto transitionthe software release cycle
one ODIN hardware solution to. address urgent foo ERCE LS
obsolescence needs, choosing the Lockheed
Martin-produced ODIN Base Kit (0BK). Thirtyfour (CUI) The rate of spare parts with Electronic
BK were procured in FY21 and are curently being Equipment Logbooks arriving at warehouses ready for
fielded. Fourteen are replacing the oldest ALIS issue has historically been lower than the JPO goal
Standard Operating Unit (SOU) v1, sixteen support of 90 percent. Recent JPO data show that this rate.
future site stand-ups, and four are spares for the increased to between 80 and 90 percent, resulting in
fleet. Initial performance measurements indicate the 2021 average impact of electronic equipment list
the OBK runs ALIS significantly faster than existing issues to NMC rate to be within the acceptable levels.
the SOU v1 and v2 hardware. Additionally, the OBK Howeverthe overall shortageofspare parts continues
is significantly smaller and lighter than the legacy todrivethe NMC-S ratehigherthan program goals.
SOU hardware. The OBK alone weighs 65 pounds. )
It requires an uninterruptible power supply, which  (U) Cybersecurity vuinerabilties and attack vectors
weighs an additonal 69 pounds, An optional battery ound during testing of ALIS will need to be addressed
expansion can be included, which weighs 68 pounds. bY the program as data structures transition from
Tha total OBK hardware weighs between 134 and 202 ALIS to ODIN. Rigorous testing of data integrity will
pounds, much less than the 891-pound SOU. Thesize also be necessary to ensure a secure transition,
of the OBK is significantly less than the SOU as wel, testing that needs to be planned and documented for
Toughy a 75 percent reduction in volume. The path,  DOTAE approval. These steps will be citcal to the
forward is to make all new ALIS or ODIN software _SUCCessofA20whilealsosupportingoperational unit
compatible with minimal retrofitto the OBK hardware. day-to-day activities.
ALIS wil be required to be compatible with both the.
existing SOU and OBK hardware until all of the SOUs ~~ (U) Cyber
aereplaced,whichiscurently expected inate 2023. (1 le some yberseculyrelated system

(U) Quarterly ALIS software development in Fy21 discrepancies have been resolved, cybersecurity
focused primarily on cybersecurity improvements, testing during FY21 continued to demonstrate that
software stabilization, improved processing times, some vulnerabilities identified during earlier testing
and some usability improvements. The cybersecurity periods remain in the system.
authorizing oficial are closely monitoring PrOSIess (cu) versecurty testing to date identified
on cyber risk reduction. Afthough no formal crapiltios that must be addressed to ensure
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secure ALIS, training systems, United States Operations Plan in late 2021 or early 2022, which willReprogramming Lab (USRL), and ai vehicle (AV) test standardized procedures for lack of connectivityoperations scenarios.
(U) The UOTT cyber test teams conducted a |

CooperativeVulnerabityandPenetration Assessment | (U) Recommendations
onthe Mission Planning Support Environment (MPSE) i}at Marine Corps Alr Station Yuma, Arizona in July (1) The F-35 JPO, Services, and Lockheed Martin as
2021 and an Adversarial Assessment on the MPSE at aPPropriate should:
Eglin Ai Force Base, Florida in September 2021. Both :wets condcted In accordance with DORE approved (ar,omen devlopmentandtest plans. timely completion of the required IOTE trials.
(U) The UOTT Worked with the JPO and stakeholdersos Oa ay, hen coat, 0new arsan trequalified test personnel, and adequate resources for J Ciuc 0TROIS1 dtd TE he JOEconducting cybersecurty tesing on AV components gad) Tor SLES 0lee
and supportsystems.

3. (U) Adequately fund the development and
(U) More testing is needed to assess the cybersecurity. sustainment of robust laboratory and simulationof the AV. Actual aircraft, as well as appropriete environments, data management and analysishardware- and softwarein-the-loop faciliies, must architecture, and adequate VVEA plans thatbe used to facilitate operationally representative include the use of data from representativeair vehicle cyber testing. To this end, the F-35 JPO open-air missions in support of developmentalartanged for an operationally representative F-358 and operational testing.AV at Naval A Staton Paturent Rive, Marland 19 4) complete developmen of the requirements

faciltatetesting for the Block 4 USL while ensuring adequate() The F35 JPO intends to use a Security lab infrastructure to meet the aggressive
Development Operations and agilesoftware construct~~ development timelines of C202 and theWith frequent software updates to the field in support Operational requirements of both 30 and 40 series
of the ODIN path forward. The Block 4 construct of Block4F-35 aircraft.
30 and 40 series operational flight program software 5. (U) Per the DOTAE TEMP, Increment 1 approvalis also providing more frequent updates to the memo:
combat forces than SDD. An increased frequencyire sesdyn rey ©Uf na doy angwe me
capacity of oybersecuriy test teams is thoroughly capabilites, life mit, and instrumentation,evaluate each update. Under these new constructs, TryAB,the importance of cybersecurity testing of theApaame ofShaswigof + (U) Complete 0 30-day demonstration of fight=o pm operationswithoutALIS connectivity.
(CUD Per the F-35 JPO, the AV is capable of + (U) Align the components of the F-35 airoperating for up to 30 days without connectivity systemdeliveryframeworkforeachincrement10 AUIS Via the Standard Operating Unit. In ight of ofcapability to allowenough fimefor adequatecurrent cybersecurity threats and vnerabilties, testingofthefully representative system thatalong with peer and near-peer threats to bases and is plannedtobefielded.communications, DOTE required the F-35 program
and Services to conduct testingofaircraft operations 6. (U) Continue to pursue maintenance system
Without access to the ALIS SOU for extended periods improvements, especially for common processesof time, with an objective of demonstrating the distributed among many diferent NonMission
SOUspecified30daysofoperations. Theprogramis ~~ Capable Maintenance drivers, such as lowcurrently planning for a test of the ALIS Contingency Observable repair and adhesive cure times.
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7. (U) Improve spare posturing, especially for F135 11.(U) Ensure both developmental and operational

engines,to reduce downtime for aircraft waiting testing for ALIS and ODIN are adequately

spare parts by developing altemate sources of resourced to reduce the high risk associated with

repair (including organic repair). fielding an immature and inadequately tested

8 (U) Continue to expedite fixes to Electronic ~~ 'eplacement
Equipment Lists. 12. (U) Conduct more in-depth cyber testing of the AV.

9. (CUI) Determine how to make the transition and provideadedicated AVcyber-test asset.
from curent ALIS data structures to ODIN data 13.(U) Correct program-wide deficiencies identified
structures with cybersecurity builtin from the duringcybersecurity testing in atimelymanner.

start. 14.(U) Develop and routinely report software
10. (U) Accomplish rigorous testing of data integrity ‘sustainment and stability metrics that show how

‘while the transition from ALIS to ODIN continues, well the program's overall software development
as this will be critical to the success of A20 capability for the air vehicle and logistics
while also supporting operational uit day to day sustainment system is progressing.
activities.
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(Uydoint Biological Tactical Detection System

(U) The Joint Biological Tactical Detection System 3 E
(JBTDS) must overcome major challenges to /
meet the operational effectiveness requirement = iH
to detect and identiy biological warfare agents in || |
the air. JBTDS requires improvements to detector |== I< k
and identifier reliability, battery power indicator = A
accuracy, and the transit load configuration to uf
meet operational suitability requirements. The ~
I0T8E planned to support the final operational Q
effectiveness and suitability assessment is
PEE)

lw System Description
(U) The Services intend for JBTDS to detect biological warfare agents in the air, by utilizing either a triggerwhen a biological warfare agent is detected, or though on-demand collection nitiated by the operator. The
system consists of an integrated man-portable biological warfare agent detector and sample collector, base
‘station, meteorological station, GPS, sample extraction kit, anda handheld biological warfare agent identifier
with consumable cartridges. The detector and sample collector can be connected to the base station using
a Service-provided, closed, or restricted local area wired or wireless network to enable remote monitoring andreporting

| (U) Program

(U) The JBTDS is a joint Service Acauisition Category Ii program. DOTEE approved a revision to the Milestone8 Tost and Evaluation Master Plan in Novembor 2020. The Milstone C low rate nil production decision fascheduled for 4QFY22. The IOTEE is planned for 4QFYZ3.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) Chemring Sensors and Electronic Systems - Charlotte, North Carolina. Biomeme Philadelphia,Pemnsylvania.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U)InFY21, the Army conducted JBTDS test events to assess the readiness for low-rate initial production. Theseincluded detection limits tests for 6 of 10 agents, identification limit tess for 7 of 10 agents, environmentaland military standards compliance tests, false alarm rejection and reliably tests, the first of wo operational
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sspears = support Service bilogial (U) Suitability
surveillance and site exploitation missions, and an
Aversans Assesament. These tests, conducted in (U) The JBTDS program wil need to successfully
emaa tvs DOTAEapproved test plana, were 20s identied shortialls to mitigate the risk to
Sdequate to characterize the intended aspects of Meeting operational suitably requirements. During
system performance and identifyareas for additional {1¢ Operational assessment, the JBTOS detector
baenly collector demonstrated improved reliability while

the identifier demonstrated poor reliability. The

y Army test unit expressed concern over their current
| (U) Performance JBTDS load configuration due to the time required

to pack and load the systems for transport and due

(U) Effect $ tots transport and storage footprint. The identifier
© Effectiveness requires improvements to accurately detect and

(U) The JBTDS programwill needto address identified indicate remaining battery life during operation,
performance shortfalls to mitigate its risk to meeting Which, if not addressed, wil continue to drive the need
operational effectiveness requirements. During the for more frequent battery changes and addtional
operational assessment, military personnel were Spare batteries. One of the test units noted that the
able to employ JBTDS to detect simulated biological Packaging associated with system consumables
threats and trigger the automatic collection of a generates burdensome waste that needsbecollected,

sample for analysis. Operators were able to manually stored, and properly disposed.
rigger the collection of an air sample and employ
the sample collection/extraction kit to transfer the (U) Survivability
‘sample to the identifier for analysis in thefield. Poor (U) Data analysis is ongoing precluding a survivability
performance of identifier cartridge lots significantly  agsessment of JBTDS in a cybercontested
affected the capability to support force protection enironment at this time.
decisions. In certain environments, the detector false
alarm rate did not meet the requirement, which could
lead to lost confidence i the system.

OE
station and hand- ee—
[rn
rere.
LETS)

consumable
cartridges fl

Identifier Base Station
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| (U) Recommendations 3. (U) Improve systemreliabilityto meet operational

requirements.
(U) Thecontractorsshould: 4. (U) Fix the battery life indicator for system
1. (U) Improve the performance of the identifier ~~ COMPONENtstoaccuratelyestimatethe remaining

cartridges to accurately identify biological warfare battery life.
agents and enable appropriate force protection 5. (U) Modify system consumable packaging todecisions. minimize waste.

2. (U) Reduce the system false alarm rate to meet
‘operational requirements.

ES 1 JBTDS
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(U)Joint Regional Security Stack (JRSS)

(U) Previous assessments demonstrated that C
the Joint Reglonal Security Stack (JRSS) was not ,
GHC REETE EEE TEER RELi

respond to operationally realistic cyber threats. | Wl I
Pursuanttothe FY21 National Defense Authorization eed

Act (NDAA), in July 2021, the DOD Chief Information & i
Officer (CI0) decided not to deploy JRSS on | [Mf =
SIPRNET and sunset NIPRNET JRSS within the next 1] ol 1

five years while pursuing a Zero Trust cybersecurity | 2
EILEEN Ee

| (U) System Description
(U) JRSS is a suite of cybersecurity capabilities intended to protect the Department of Defense Information
Network (DODIN). The DOD intends to use JRSS to enable DOD cyber defenders to continuously monitor
and analyze DODIN traffic to minimize the effects of cyberattacks while ensuring the integrity, availabilty,
confidentiality, and non-repudiation of data. The suite of capabilities integrated as part of JRSS are to support

both defensive cyber operations and network operations for bases, posts, camps, and stations.

| (U) Program
(U) JRSS is not a program of record and does not have a Test and Evaluation Master Plan. The Defense

Information Systems Agency (DISA) manages the technical plementation of JRSS, while the DOD CIO chairs
the JRSS Senior Advisory Group (SAG) that governs programmatic aspects of the system. The Services joinly
fund JRSS and manage their own use of its capabilities. JRSS is currently operational on NIPRNET. A SIPRNET

version was planned, with several being installed in 2016, but not used operationally. Pursuant to the 2021
NDAA, the DOD CIO elected to sunset JRSS within five years rather than transition t to program of record

(U) Major Contractors
(U) DISAis the lead integrator for JRSS. The paragraph below lists the current Original Equipment Manufacturers

(OEMs) of the JRSS capabilities.

+ (U)A10 - San Jose, California
+ (U) Ansible- Durham, North Carolina.
+ (U) Away~ Phoeni, Arizona.
+ () BMC Houston, Texas.
+ (U) Cisco ~ San Jose, California.
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+ (U) Citrix - Fort Lauderdale, Florida. + (U) Microsoft ~ Redmond, Washington.
+ (U) Corelight (Zeek) - San Francisco, California. + (U) Niksun - Princeton, New Jersey.
+ (U) Confluent (Kafke) ~ Mountain View, California. + (U) OPSWAT - San Francisca, California
+ (U) CSG International - Alexandria, Virginia. + (U) Palo Alto - Santa Clara, California.
“= (U) Dell - Round Rock, Texas. * (U) Quest - Aliso Viejo, California.
+ (U) Elastic ~ Mountain View, California. + (U) Raritan - Somerset, New Jersey.
+ (U)EMC - Santa Clara, California + (U) Red Hat - Raleigh, North Carolina.
+ (U)F5 - Seattle, Washington. + (U) Red Seal - Sunnyvale, California.
+ (U) Fidelis - Bethesda, Maryland. + (U) Riverbed - San Francisco, California.
+ (U) Gigamon - Santa Clara, California. + (U) Safenet - Belcamp, Maryland.
+ (U) HP = Palo Alto, California + (U) Symantec ~ Mountain View, California.
+ (U) 18M - Armonk. New York. + (U) Trend Micro ~ Irving, Texas.
+ (U) InfoVista — Ashburn, Virginia. + (U) Van Dyke - Albuquerque, New Mexico.
+ (U) Inquest - Arlington, Virginia. + (U) Veeam - Columbus, Ohio.
+ (U)ITIPIE - Springfield, Virgina. + (U) Veritas - Mountain View, California.
+ (U) Juniper ~ Sunnyvale, California. + (U) VMWare - Palo Alto, California.
+ (U) Micro Focus - Rockville, Maryland.

Io yy 5 hme|BIPICIS -Base, Post, Camp,Station. [RNSTTTrie d SC -Carrier SupportingCarrier ro| re) Fame JBCE-JointBase-Customer age [ISCASa . z JRE - JointRouter- Customer Edge [NULEOY£7 ees 3 3 ste JRSS-Joint Regions Security Stacka oo aii. MPLS _MultProtasol Label Switching
rss MB BE ec Network Enterprise Center
SeurtyStack  acsP) mx NPR-NonclassifedInert Protocoli 5 Router Network

Other Regional JRSS
Security StacksCommercial Traffic i

Inter-Agency Traffic
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| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Survivability
(U) The October 2020 CVPA yielded findings that+ 2020,eeroveatsoe. anne som he PHO could use to. improve system security

InteroperabilityTestCommand (JITC)tocontinuously A follow-on Adversarial Assessment has not yet
monitorthe ve system and producerisk assessments 0°cuTed due to Red Team availabilty and the
of new capabilities to determine the necessary level Pending migration to System Integration and Event

of test. These monitoring and risk assessment Management (SIEM) 20.
processes are still maturing, causing new challenges
for JITC and the test community. JRSS upgrade | (UJ) Recommendations
Schedules have not been made available to assist in
planning isk assessments, and the JRSS Program 1. (U) The DOD CI0and the DOD Components should
Management Office (PMO) has not commited to transitionfiom JRSS to a Zero Trust cybersecurty
considering operational test data in deployment or architecture, involving layered and data-centric
migration decisions. JITC is also working to identify security as quickly as possibie.
LE

and make available a master schedule, which
(1) In October 2020, JITC and the Army Combat shows the final capabilty developments currently
Capabilities Development Command Data and anticipated, as well as major strategic milestones
Analysis Centerconducted a Cooperative Vulnerability for sunsatting JRSS. The schedule should be.
and Penetration Assessment (CVPA) of selected reconciled with progress and milestones for the
JRSS stacks. This event was adequate to inform the incoming replacement capability. As updates
PMO of findings to help improve system security, but are available to this schedule, the PMO should
did not supporta decision Share and coordinate directly with JITC and JRSS

stakeholders to support risk assessments and
continuous moritoring activites, as well as DOD

| (u) Performance Component planning, until the incoming capability
is fully adopted.

(U) Effectiveness 3. () JTC and the DOD Components should
0) Prvious operational assessments of JRSS have COlaborate 1 dent and implement meaningful
demonsratedthatJRSScapabiltes do nothelp cyber ers In JTC continuous monitoring reports
defenders thwart operationally realistic cyber threats. 4. (U) The JRSS PMO and JITC should implement a
No operational teat events were conducted In 2021 method to ensure that any new capabilties and
that provided data on JRSS operational effectiveness. UpGrades are evaluated via risk-based analyses to

support the continuous monitoring test strategy.
(U) Suitability 5. (U) The JRSS PMO, DOD Components, and JITC
(U) Previous operational assessments of JRSS Should proceed withthe planningofan Adversaial
have shown that operator proficiency is a persistent Assessment against JRSS, inclusive of the new
shortfal, indicating the JRSS traning processes SIEM 2.0 capabilty.
and system usability need improvement. JITC has 6. (U) DISA should assure adequate test funding to
produced two quarterly reports on some aspects of support a successful operational ransition from
JRSS for the continuous monitoring approach, which JRSS to the incoming replacement capably
have not indicated problems with stack availabity.
No operational test events were conducted in 2021
that provided data on JRSS operational suitability.
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(U)Key Management Infrastructure (KMI)

at Gt ostTellin GD
(U) The National Security Agency (NSA) Senior | JN b Ponsy PEHCIANKE
Acquisition Executive approved the Key Management | Rul Poa
Infrastructure (KM) Increment 3 Milestone B fly
in November 2020. The NSA awarded the KMI §—axeci]
Increment 3 development contract in January 2021. INSURE TYROS
The Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) pk 1 1 2
intends to conduct early KMI Increment 3 release | [Ferd Wa ME oxed 2 £5gottaprERNE RCE ToS EERE

EEEyCL attc

| (u) System Description
(U) KMI replaces the legacy Electronic Key Management System (EKMS) to provide a means for securely
ordering, generating, producing, distributing, managing, and auditing cryptographic products, to include
encryption keys, cryptographic applications, and account management tools. KMI consists of core nodes that
provide web operations at sites operated by the NSA, as well as individual client nodes distributed globally,
to enable secure key and software provisioning services for the DOD, the Intelligence Community, and other
Federal agencies. KMI combines substantial custom software and hardware development with commercial
off-the-shelf computer components, which includea client host computer with monitor and peripherals, printer,
and barcode scanner.

| (U) Program
(U) The NSA is delivering KMI Increment 3 in eight planned Agile releases that will enhance existing capablties
and subsume EKMS Tier 0 and Tier 1 cryptographic product delivery nto the infrastructure. The KMI Program
ManagementOffice (PMO) produced an initialdrafttest and deployment schedulefor the Increment3 acquisition
in September 2021 that supports Release0 infrastructure and initial capability enhancements; however, theschedule has yet to be updated with the Tier 0 and Tier 1 infrastructure requirements. The KMI PMO began
Increment 3 capability development in July 2021

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Leidos ~ Columbia, Maryland (Prime).

i [Sr KMI
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| U) Test Adequac as the operational KMI. This may limit the KMI Test
lv quacy Infrastructure users’ability to identify problems prior

(U) The KMI Increment3Test and Evaluation Master to deploying a new KMI release to the operational
Plan, approved by DOTSE in August 2020, defines system; however, the PMO intendsto refresh the KI
an adequate operational test strategy for the KMI Test Infrastructure and the production system to be
program release testing through IOTAE scheduled for the same In Increment3

| lleFY25. JITGis developing the operationaltest plan
in late 2021 to support early KMI Increment 3 release ;
testing that will commence nate 2022. | (U) Recommendations

1. (U) The KMI PMO should reassess the release
U) Performance cadence to reduce delivery and test concurrency

lv tomaketheschedule more achievable.
The preliminary performance assessment will1) Tos prsines iecompletion of the. early Ki 2 (U) JITC should employ a multrelease test plan

Increment3releasetestingin late 2022. The KMitest het Would cover up to four releases over two
community is concemed about the overly aggressive Years: since the test team will not know what KMI
KMI Increment 3 schedule. and soncureney with capabilities willbe eachrelease uni 45-60 days
test planning, execution, and reporting. In addition, priortotesting.
while the KM Test Infrastructure provides a safe 3. (U) The NSA should maintain the KMI Test
laboratory for evaluating KMI software builds, it is Infrastructure configuration to be the same as the
currently not maintained in the same configuration operational environment.
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(URublic Key Infrastructure (PKI) Increment 2

(U) The DOD Public Key Infrastructure aii ]
[OC SE eV re |
demonstrating the capability to facilitate secure A NN |
electronic information exchanges between 5 aN
DOD users and network devices. PKIs Token | Is 4 2
Management System (TMS) is not operationally | (4 hi HT)
suitable due to significant problems with SIPRNET | EAN)
token ordering processes and accountabilty, with | \ 2
over 143,000 unaccounted for tokens worth over | / /
$1.4 million. The NIPRNET Enterprise Alternate || N2s7Aresof 22
Token System (NEATS) is not secure against | ir ee

Lar

| (u) System Description
(U) PKI Increment 2 provides the hardware, software, and services to generate, publish, revoke, and validate
NIPRNET and SIPRNET public and private key certificates. Specifically, PKI Increment 2 delivers the NEATS,
Non-person Entity (NPE), and TMS capabilities. Commanders at all levels use DODPKIto provide authenticated
identity management via personal identification numberprotected Common Access Cards or SIPRNET or
NEATS tokens to enable DOD members, coalition partners, and other authorized users to access restricted
‘websites, enroll in online services, and encrypt/decrypt and digitally sign email. Military operators, communities
of interest, and other authorized users use DOD PKI to securely access, process, store, transport, and use
information, applications, and networks. Military network operators use NPE certificates for workstations, web
servers, and devices to create secure network domains, which facilitate intrusion protection and detection

| (U) Program
(U) The National Security Agency (NSA) has developed and is deploying PKI Increment 2 in four spirals on
SIPRNET and NIPRNET. The NSA delivered the SIPRNET TMS in Spirals 1,2, and 3 prior to late August 2018.
Spiral 4 is intended to deliver NEATS and NPE NIPRNET and SIPRNET capabilities. DOTAE approved the PKI
Spiral 4 Test and Evaluation Master Plan Addendum In October 2017. The NSA developed the NEATS with
the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC), and NPE with operational support from the Defense Information
Systems Agency (DISA), which provide PKI support for the DOD. NPE and NEATS use commercial and
government off-the-shelf hardwareand software hosted at DISA and DMDC operational sites. DOTSE approved
the PKI Increment2 FOT&E plan in October 2020 and Cybersecurity Annex in November 2020. DOTE published
‘the PKI Increment 2 Report in September 2021 in supportof a full deployment decision projected in mid-2023.
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(U) Major Contractors (U) The PKI Program Management Office (PMO)
interfered with test data collection and investigative

+ (U) General Dynamics Mission Systems ~- processes, which is antithetical to the DOD's
Dedham, Massachusetts (Prime for TMS and independent operational testing approach. While
NPE). such actions did not ultimately affect DOT&E's

+ (U) Global Connections to Employment =Lorton, and JITC’s ability to assess the system, PMO test
Virginia (Prime for NEATS). interference is a problem that DOTSE addressed in a

+ (U) SafeNet Assured Technologies ~ Abingdon, Separate memorandum to NSA leadership to prevent
Maryland. such actions from happening in the future.

+ (U) Giesecke and Devrient America ~ Twinsburg, 1

Lhe | (U) Performance

(U) Test Adequacy (U) Effectiveness

(1) The Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC)  (U) NEATS, NPE, and TMS are operationally effective,
conducted the PKI Increment 2 FOTSE from late with a caveat that all three systems experienced
November 2020 through March 2021, in accordance problems accessing the Certificate Revocation
with a DOT&E-approved test plan. Testing was List using the Robust Certificate Validation System
adequate to verify system fixes, assess operational within the required timelines, which potentially
effectiveness and suitability of PKI capabilities for allows users to access restricted systems using
long-term sustainment and transition, and inform a revoked certificates. Additional, the NPE auto-rekey

full deployment decision for PKI Increment2. functionality on devices using the Enrollment
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over Secure Transport (EST) protocol performed 1 (U) Recommendations
inconsistently and remains not operationally effective.
asanenterprisecapably. 1. (U) The PKI PMO, DMDC, and DISA should

establish a reproducible and accurate token
(U) Suitability ordering and accountability process for TMS,
(U) NEATS and NPE are operationally suitable, ~~ COTect Software compatibility and longterm
With a caveat that the DMDO NEATS help desk Sustainment problems, and improve training and
responsiveness is not satisfactory and the "lp desk support.
application experienced unexplained brief outages 2. (y) The PKI PMO and DMDC should remediateon the clint that affected token processing. TMS the identified NEATS vinerabilties found duringis not operationally suitable because the Cental cyber aesessments over the past two years to
Management of Tokens system and processes ‘secure this systemand supportingenvironment.resulted ina lack of token accountabilty, with over
143,000 unaccounted for tokens worth over $1.4 O (U1 The NSA and JTC should conduct
‘million. JITC also uncovered critical token ordering comprehensive, Independert, operational
and logistics problems with TMS. The PKI Disa ~~ COPabilly testing= with advanced
Integration Lab (DIL) designed to test new token ~~ reatrepresentative cybersecurity cooperative
variants and device certificates does not support 3nd adversarial assessments of NEATS toUser needs. The PKI Ifecycle sustainment plan Provecybersurvivabiltyprior tofull deployment
and transition plan remained not finalized or ready ~~"Md-2023
for assessment five months after the test. TMS 4. (U) The PKI PMO should fix EST protocokrelated
capabilities are not ready for long-term sustainment autorekey problems before fielding and
and transition. coordinate with other device manufacturers to

assist with NPE EST protocol configuration to
(U) Survivability improve usefulnessand reliability.
(U) NEATS is not secure against moderate capability 5. (U) The PKI PMO and DISA should ensure the PKI
nearsider and advanced capabilty outsider threats. DIL supports Service and Agency TMS and NPE
JITC conducted NPE and TMS cyber survivability functional testing and remoteaccess.
testing in July 2021; however, the systems’ cyber
survivabilty status remains undetermined, pending
‘completion of operational cybersecurity test analyses
and classified reporting in fate 2021.
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(U)120mm Advanced Multi-Purpose

(ONCEEEE EER ELL VEEL IE RE ia |
ANE HL ER

ELE rE Ce nae=
LSEECESRL E]
round to destroy or degrade intended targets 1 |
ECL EET ELA STE EUG Preliminary lL] He J
analysis suggests that the AMP round is reliable | . Am 1

CE A
lacser Reet oo]
J TRC TE
to support the Army’ fullrate production decision |
scheduled for 4QFY22. —— -

| (U) System Description
(U) The 120mm AMP round, termed XM1147, is a line of sight, fullbore multipurpose munition employed by
Abrams tanks. The AMP round consolidates the capabilities of four rounds: the M830 High Explosive Anti-Tank
round, M830A1 Multi-Purpose Anti-Tank round, M1028 Canister round, and M908 Obstacle Reduction round,
into one round, intended to add new capabilities for breaching walls and against dismounted Anti-Tank Guided
Missile (ATGM) teams at extended ranges.

| (u) Program
(U) The 120mm AMP is an Acquisition Category lll program. The program entered Milestone C in December
2020. DOTEE approved the 120mm AMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan to include the LFTSE Strategy in
December 2020, and the IOTE plan in August 2021. The Joint Program Executive expects to make a fulrate
production decision in 4QFY22.
(U) Major Contractor
(U) Northrop Grumman Defense Systems ~ Minneapolis, Minnesota.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U) The Army Test and Evaluation Command (ATEC) conducted an IOT&E in accordance witha DOT&E-approved
test plan from September 7-26, 2021 at Yuma Proving Grounds, Arizona. Testing was adequate o evaluate
the 120mm AMP operational effectiveness and suitability. In FY21, ATEC continued the 120mm AMP live
fire lethality testing to evaluate its lethal effects against hard targets, to include bunkers and walls, and light
and heavy armored vehicle targets. Live fire lethality testing also supported the evaluation of the 120mm

Pour cul i
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AMP sensitivity to kinetic threat impact and crew (UJ) Suitability
vulnerability to consequent onboard, 120mm AMP 1OTEE lysis i " Judi final
energetio reaction. Live fre testing was conducted in 1) OTE dataanalysiss ongalng,Licino)
BCoRISHGEWATEDOTRESpplovad be po suitability. Preliminary analysis suggests that the

120mm AMP round is reliable. Final assessment
| (u) Performance of operational sutabilty will be summarized in the

120mm AMP IOT&E and LFTREreport to be published

(U) Effectiveness iR8aEVR
(U) 10T8E data analysis is ongoing, precluding a final (UJ) Survivability
assessment of the 120mm AMP round operational  (U) The 120mm AMP round is survivable in a
effectiveness. Live fire testing and modeling is  cyber-contested environment. The fuze cannot be

ongoing, precluding a final assessment of the programmed in advance, even with access to the
120mm AMP lethality. Preliminary assessments round, and the only means for communicating with
indicate that the Abrams tank unit can effectively the 120mm AMP round is via the Ammunition Data

engage anddestroyor degrade intended targets with Link when the round is chambered on the Abrams
the 120mm AMP at operationally realistic ranges. platform.
Required 120mm AMP lethal effects against ATGM
teams at extended ranges are dependent on the i
Gapabiltes and limitations of the laser range finder | (U) Recommendation
and second generation forward-looking infrared sight )
system. Final operational effectiveness and lethality 1 9Sen be detailed in theSescsament wi be summarized in he 120mm AMP 1207AMP OTEE and LITEreport  30FY22
10T&E and LFT&E report to be published in 3QFY22. bhey Seman ” 2
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(U)762mm Advanced Armor Piercing
(ABVAP), M1158

ETFe 4 =
(CU) The M1158 Advanced Armor Piercing | M 353-08 amen(ADVAP) ammunition met the lethality EoSessa ny 4 dol Contdrequirements, demonstrating increased lethal 11] 2
effects against protected and unprotected | { |
personnel targets, and a wide arrayof operationally i
relevant light material barriers, as compared to

the currently fielded M8OA? and M993 rounds. |
The M1158 LFT&E was adequate to support the | ii
full-rate production scheduled for September 2025. .

| (U) System Description
(CUI) The M1158 ADVAP is a new 7.62mm round that improves upon the armor piercing (AP) capability of the
legacy M993 AP round and adds the enhanced anti-personnel features of the MB0A1 Enhanced Performance
Round. The projectile is designed to provide dismounted infantry with an overmatch capability against a broad
spectrumoftargets. The M1158 round is compatible with the M240 series of machine guns; the Mk48 machine‘gun; and the M110, Mk 17, Mic 14, and M14series rifts

| (u) Program
(U) The M1158 ADVAP is an Acquisition Category lll program. The Army began low-ate initial production in
May 2019 to support an urgent material release in October 2019. The Army approved the M1158 MilestoneC and Type Classification Standard in January 2020. DOTAE approved the Milestone C Test and Evaluation
Master Plan in May 2020. In December 2020, the Army completed lethality testing to support the full material
release decision in March 2021 and the full-rate production decision planned for September 2025.

(U) Major Contractors
(GUD Picatinny Arsenal ~ New Jerssy. Olin Winchester- Independence, Missouri.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(CUI) The Army completed LFT&E in December 2020 in accordance with DOT&E-approved

test plans. Testing
was adequate to evaluate M1158 lethality in support of the full material release decision scheduled for
September 2025.

M1158 [] El
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noe M240 series machine gun to incapacitate an armed
| U) Performa adversary in the open or behind lightly armored or

(CUI) The M1158 roundmet the lethality requirements, urban barriers.
demonstrating increased lethal effects against
protected and unprotected personnel targets, and a ,
rangeofoperationally relevant light material barriers, | (U) Recommendation
2s compared to the curently fielded MBOAT and 1 (1) The Amy should update the small arms
M993 rounds. Additionaldetalls Indludng aIGEt  warfihter raining based on th recommendationdescriptions, lethality performance, and limitations gexec te(dec oote
are available inthe classified LFTAE report, published
in October 2021. Specifically, the report summarizes
the abilty of a shooter equipped with M1158 and an

E) for] M1158
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(U) Abfams M1A2 System Enhancement Package
version 3 (SEPv3) Tank with Trophy Active
120CLATT ISVSCET HEAD)

(CU In FY21, the Army initiated testing of the Trophy Active Protection System (APS) installed on
five Abrams M1A2 SEPV3 tanks to inform the iain :
RCRLS A]
Preliminary analysis indicates that the Trophy APS
effectively detects, identifies, tracks, and intercepts ny
most of the incoming threats in basic range © BtmE Th
conditions and engagements. The Army needs to aR -
address the Trophy APS-equipped Abrams tank's A CARE,
LESSEEREEUS LE Se] = ; 2]
causing operational suitability concerns. Abrams al " Reco]
ELSLa armor configurations have RUCELICLIE] Wiz AbramsSystmEnbanci ra ve 2
10 provide adequate force protection against the Wik Eyection System
debris generated by a successful intercept. . cle at bh b,Rti

| (U) System Description
(U) The Abrams M1A2 isa tracked, land combat, assault vehicle equipped with a 120mm main gun, enabling
maneuverability across the full range of military operations to destroy the enemy by fire. The Army intends to
equip the Abrams M1A2 with a 5,000 pound Trophy APS to offer additional defense and improvedsurvivability
against anti-tank guided missiles and rocket-propelled grenades. The Trophy APS is designed to search, detect,identity track, and then intercept such threats with herent Kinetic countermeasures.

| (U) Program
(CUI) The Abrams M1A2 is an Acquisition Category IC program. In response to directed requirements from the
Army G-8 issued in October 2016 and again in March 2018, the Army is installing the non-developmentalTrophyAPS on the Abrams M1AZ intended to equip four Armored Brigade Combat Teams wih the APS capablyThe Ary has not documented any Trophy APS operational requirements, which has affected he test planing
process and the assessment of adequate warfighting capability. Software upgrade delays from General
Dynamics Land Systems caused the Army to reschedule the urgent materiel release from December 2021 to
June 2022.

(U) Major Contractors

(U) General Dynamics Land Systems — Sterling Heights, Michigan. DRS/Rafal - St. Louis, Missouri

Abrams (1) 83
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| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Suitability
(CU) The Army Test and Evaluation Command js (CUD Preliminary analysis indicates that Army has

ein the pms MiiAD SE quppeq 10 overcome sever! challenges to cemansrte the
with Trophy APS at the Aberdeen and Yuma Test  OPerational suitability of the Trophy APS-equipped

Centersthrough January 2022 in accordancewiththe 1anKS. The M1A2 SEP v2 and v3 overall weight
DOTAEapproved test plan. The RedstoneTeo Genter STOW Wh full combat 10ad and Trophy APS are

is providing support at both sites. Set EssoERle BY unent Belly seqtiniventransporters and require more than one recovery
(CUD) Testing includes 37 inert and live threats vehicleto support thei tactical recovery. The Army
fired against a fully functional Abrams SEPY3 tank intends to restore the abilty to recover a Trophy
equipped with Trophy APS to assess if the system is APS equipped Abrams with a single vehicle with an
able to intercept the incoming threat and reload the upgradetothe M8 recovery vehicle.
countermeasure. ht i

urvivabilit
Wetnemspeeded OD) Y i
classified report published in June 2020 to support  (U) The survivability of the Trophy APS equipped
the urgentmateriel release scheduledfor June 2022. Abrams SEPV3 tank is largely proportional to the

operational effectiveness of the Trophy APS to
search, detect, Identify, track, and intercept the

1 (U) Performance incoming threats. Survivability is also dependent on
the capability of the Abrams base armor to absorb

i the threat by-products generated after a successful
{Uy Effectiveness inercest Prin vale indiotes fot Arar
(U)Preliminary analysis indicates that the Trophy APS SEP v2 and v3 base armor configurations have the
effectively detects, identifies, tracks, and intercepts potentialtoprovide adequate force protection against
‘mostof the incoming threats in basic range conditions the threat and countermeasure debris generated by a
and engagements. The system as installed on SEPY3 successful intercept.
appearsto retain operational effectiveness limitations
noted in the Abrams SEPY2 APS test report published "

300. oat sseeement of ne patomance | (U) Recommendation
of the Trophy APS equipped Abrams SEPV3 tank wil 1. (U) The Army should develop a requirements
be detailed in a classified report in 2QFY22, after the document for the Abrams M1AZ tank with Trophy
‘completion of live fir testing, to support the urgent apg.
materiel release scheduled for June 2022.
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(UYAN/TPQ-53 Counterfire Target
Aéquisition Radar

[CV RYARESERCg er nnaAid
52 of 189 currently fielded Q-53 target acquisition | amas)
radars using hardware and software upgrades. IN
Developmental test data demonstrate an improved | i
LSESECEECU TEN] i ba bic
Q-53 reliability compared to the legacy variant. rl
The Q-53 extended range radar is vulnerable [a b [24 20
in a cyber-contested environment. The Army i < ing x
plans additional Q-53 hardware and software | i
upgrades to improve its survivability in a contested = Au -[renee
operational testing planned for FY25. — -

| (U) System Description
(CUI) The @-53 is a mobile, counterfire target acquisition radar designed to detect, classify, and track projectiles.
fired from mortar, artillery, and rocket systems. The Q-53 radar is fielded to the target acquisition platoons in
Brigade CombatTeams,target acquisition batteries in Field ArtilleryBrigades, and Division Artillery headquarters.
Field Artillery units employ the Q-53 to locate and suppress, neutralize, or destroy ‘adversary rocket, artillery, and
mortar systems through effective counterfire engagements. Air Defense Artillery units integrate the Q-53 radar
to warn friendly forces and engage incoming threat indirect fires. The Q-53 is operated by a crew of five soldiers.
and transportable by C-17 aircraft.

| (U) Program
(U) The @-53 is an Acquisition Category IC program that entered full-rate production in December 2015.

(CUI) The Army has since implemented hardware and software upgrades to improve|reliability and address partsobsolescence to extend the range over which the radar can acquire rockets, arilery, and mortars. The Army
intends to field these upgrades to 52 of 189 fielded systems in 2QFY22. The Amy plans addtional hardware
and software upgrades using a Distributed Digital Receiver Exciter (DDREX) to improve the Q-53 survivability in a
contested electromagnetic spectrum environment. The program will start the DDREX development in FY22 andconduct the frst operational test in FY25,

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Lockheed Martin Missile Systems and Training - Syracuse, New York.

AN/TPQ-53 ET ES
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U) Test Adequac (cu) Preliminary developmental test results
| v) Adequacy demonstrate an improved Q-53 reliability compared

(U)The ArmyconductedaCustomer Test5from July to the previous variant evaluated in 2015. The

1210 August 2021 of theextendedrangeradarusing radar demonstrated a elbilty of 111 hours mean
civilian operators to provide a baseline performance time between system abort using trained civilian

for comparisonwith thefuture DDREX radar. operators, exceeding the requirement of 91 hours.
y For comparison, the previous variant evaluated in

(U) The Army conducted a Cooperative Vulnerability 2015 gemonstrated the reliability of 62.5 hours using
and Penetration Assessment (CVPA) on the O83 gqiier operators
extended range radar in October 2020 and again in
February 2021 given the software upgrades. Using Survivabili
Tre OVER ding, the Ary planned and Secuteq (0) Survivability
an Adversarial Assessment in July 2021. Tests were (CUD The Q-53 extended range is vulnerable in a
Conducted in aceordance with DOTAE approved test _ CYber-conested environment but th effects of thoseSom winerabites on the G53 mission have not yet been

avalited.
(Cul) The Army started the Soldier Touchpoint
using two systems with soldiers from the 210th i

Fits Artie Bigade m Apr 2021, expected 10 be | (U) Recommendations
‘completed in March 2022. (U) The Army should:

(CUI) The Army has not yet started developing the

355 DOREX Test nd Gvlson Master lan 151 (U)Breuteanoperational assessmentonthe
support the operational test in FY25. 0 Ppraion

2. (U) Continue to improve and assess the radars
| (u) Performance reliability.

i 3. (U) Develop the Test and Evaluation Master Plan
(U) Effectiveness for the planned ODREX upgrade.
(U) The operational effectiveness of the Q-53 4. (U) Plan and execute an IOT&E, CVPA, and

extended range radar using hardware and software Adversarial Assessment for the DDREX

upgrades cannotyetbe evaluated. upgrade and associated software and hardware
es In an cpastounly wren on

(Cul) Preliminary developmental test results stressing environment with threat munitions and
‘demonstrate an improved Q-53 accuracy at greater countermeasures.

ranges compared to the previous Q-53 variant

‘evaluated in 2015.

(U) Suitability
(0 The operational sutabilty of the Q-53 extended
range radar using hardware and software upgrades

‘cannot yet be evaluated.
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(UyArmored Multi-Purpose Vehicle (AMPV)

LO
any significant risks to demonstrating Armored |
Multi-Purpose Vehicle  (AMPV) operational [sedi we | ee
effectiveness as it proceeds to IOT&E scheduled to uf 0
begin in March 2022. The Army needs to continue fli = Pe
10 address several deficiencies to mitigate the risk hs _
FO RC a y has
as it proceeds to IOT&E. Final assessment of Toe (Uf 0 ¥
AMPY operational effectiveness, suitability, and = Le
RLES EaECLs
SEESNIE Ey
POETSIe —— —

| (u) System Description
(U) The AMPV is a tracked, ground combat vehicle that provides logistical resupply, casualty evacuation and
treatment,command post operations, and heavymortarfiresupport. Therearefivevariants: the General Purpose.
(GP), Mission Command (CD), Medical Treatment (MT), Medical Evacuation (ME), and Mortar Carrier (MC). TheArmy intends for the AMPV to address the M113 Family of Vehicles (Fov) shortcomings in survivabilty andforce protection; size, weight, power, and cooling; and theabilityto incorporate future technologies, such as theArmy Network,

| (U) Program
(CUI) AMPV is an Acquisition IC program that entered Milestone C in January 2019. The Army conducted a
LUT in September 2018 in accordance with the DOT&E-approved test plan. In January 2021, the Program Office
re-baselined the program schedule due to BAE System's production start-up issues and the impact of COVID-19,
delaying the full-rate production decision from 3QFY22 to 1QFY23. Based on BAE System's recovery plans, theprogram manager anticipates delivering the vehicles required for operational testing no later than Novernber
2021. I0T&E is scheduled to begin in March 2022 to support the Army's full-rate production decision scheduledfor 10FY23.
(U) In May 2021, DOTSE approved changes to the Milestone C Test and Evaluation Master Plan toefficiently
leverage previous live fire testing data, reducing the number of vehicles from 10 to 7 to support theFull-up
System Level (FUSL) LFTAE program
(U) Major Contractor
(U) BAE Systems ~ York, Pennsylvania.

J ET [7
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suitabilty as it proceeds to I0TEE. The Program

| (U) Test Adequacy Office is addressing. reliably failures. identified
(OU) In January 2021, the Army completed during the 2018 LUT and is subsequently upgrading
aystemevel live fire testing on prototype vehicles in production qualification and initia operational test
accordance with DOTAE:approved test plans. FUSL vehicles. Whi the mean time between system
testing started in May 2021 and is expected to be aborts continuesto improve, the mean time between
completed in March 2022. The Amy executed 11 effective function failures s below the Amy-required
out of 35 FUSL events using five out of the allocated threshold. The program manager has been working
Seven production vehicles to evaluate system and with BAE Systems to understand and mitigate these
crew vulnerabilty to IEDs, mines, and direct and failure modes priorto I0TAE
indirect fire threats. The Army is planning a test fo
evaluate the effectiveness of the Automated Fire (CU) Select failure modes noted at the LUT areA reoccurring during production testing. The following

five areas continueto have high rates of failure:
(U) The planning of OTE, scheduled for March )
2022, is ongoing. rhe Army conducted a Cooperative 1 (CUI) Frequent rear ramp malfunctions
Vuinerabilty and Penetration Assessment (CVPA) 2. (CU) Computer display malfunctions causing
in September 2021 in accordance with the DOTZE the screens to blank out fo the commander and
approved test plan. DOTSE intends to publish a driver
combined [OT&E and LFTSE Report in 4QFY22. 3. (CUI) Poorhatch and ramp seals allowing for dust

and water to penetrate the vehicle, which can
1 (U) Performance potentially damage internal equipment

4. (CUI) Eroneous fault codes continue to be
displayed, causing the crews to doubt the validity

(U) Effectiveness of the portrayed failures; recuring issues may
(U) The 2018 LUT did not reveal any significant risks impact overal suitability evaluation and solder
to. demonstrating AMPV operational sffectiveness perception
as it proceeds to I0TAE scheduled to begin in March (CUI) Mortar ammunition accessibilty; fixes to
2022. During the 2018 LUT,the AMPV demonstrated correct ammunition access. problems identified
increased capablty over the MI113 Fol. All elements uring the LUT createda new restriction to access
of the test unit equipped with the AMPV variants ‘ammunitionstorage for someofthe rounds
demonstrated the abilty to successful accomplish
thir reir asks and purposes, APY mablyis (1) Survivability
comparable to the mobility of the Abrams tank an
adie Fighting Vehicle, which enables fo maintain (0) TeAPYdemansvatedhe parentallomeet
its positon in the tactical formation. Of note, the =PIE O7SEC SinerIYELE
GP variant increased the fist sergeants abity 2 Sl sive) gun fhe ies, toot
to conduct logistical resupply with Its increased 1: and shape charge jets (when equipped wit
mobilty and interior space. The medical treatment "eater
and ambulance variants provided a level of medical (CU) Emerging cyber sunivabilty testing has
treatment capability currently not available to the identified vulnerabilities that the test team will

brigade combatteam attempt to exploit during the I0TEE. Coordination
with the Army has enabled the test team to potentially

(VU) Suitability conduct remote access threat vectors against the
(U) The Army needs t address several deficienciesto Platform during both the CPA and during the OTE
mitigate the risk to demonsirating AMPY operational
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i 2. (U) Continue to apply corrective actions and
| (U) Recommendations identify the root cause for the observed failure

(0)The Armyshould: modes.
1. (U) Continue to validate through FUSL testing

design changes intended to mitigate vehicle and
crew vuinerabiltes found in ve fire testing
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(UYAfmy Integrated Air & Missile Defense

[Err 7
a= ry oy

OR TETYEARES 7 i
(AIAMD) program will enter IOTSE in January gat
2022. Final assessment of AIAMD operational | = Ce
[ECE TEREEVR ETETA ET ia Lae
published inaclassified report,after the completion || TJ; i o4
of IOTEE, to inform the full-ate production decision |B jyen/ =A [| 2
ECCI EE EE PPA X = a

| (U) System Description
(U) AIAMD is a command and control system that integrates Engagement Operations Centers (EOC), Sentinel
air surveillance radars, and Patriot missile system radars and launchers across an integrated fire control network
(IFGN). The EOCs provide the operating environment for soldiers to monitor and direct sensor employment and
the engagement ofaithreats. Hardware interface kts connect adapted Patriot and Sentinel components to the
IFCN, either through an EOC or through an IFCN Relay. IFCN Relays also provide mobile communications nodes
to extend fire control connectivity and distributed operations. Air Defense Artillery forces will use the AIAMD
system to provide the timely detection, identification, monitoring, and (f required) engagement of air threats in
Support of active defense of the homeland, critical assets and locations, and forces.

| (U) Program
() AIAMD is an Acquisition Category ID program. DOTEE approved the Milestone C Teat and Evaluation Master
Plan in April 2019 and the IOTSE test plan in October 2021. The Army intends to enter fulbrate production in
December 2022.

(U) Major Contractors
+ (U) Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation = Huntsville, Alabama.
+ (U) Raytheon Missiles and Defense ~ Huntsville Alabama and Andover, Massachusetts
+ (U) Lockheed Martin Corporation - Dallas, Texas.

EY 1] AIAMD
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start of IOT&E from September 2021 to January| 1 Test Adequacy 302. Suvsonanresesof hesoaconeces
| (U) The Amy Test and Evaluation Command or mitigated significant problems. The Program
| (ATEC) completed a DOT&E-approved cybersecurity Office also modified the software to improve

Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration automatic classification of anti-radiation missiles
Assessment in August 2021 and an Adversarial and engagement functionality for a stressing theater
Assessment in November 2021. The remaining ballistic missile profile. The program remainsontrack
phases of I0TEE consistofasustained live aif phase, to complete OTE per the Milestone C Acquisitiona sustained software/hardwareintheloop phase, Program Baseline. Final assessment of AIAMD
and missile flight tests at White Sands Missile Range, operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability
New Mexico. will be detailed in a classified report after IOTAE to
(CU) AEC il ret th modelingnso P20Tt prccton dciion schedtools required for the software/hardware-inthe-loop
phase to provide an integration and interoperability R
environment for full threat density and composition | (U) Recommendation
scenarios. ATEC plans to mitigate modeling and

simulation limitations byusing test officerintervention 1+ (CUI) The Army should continue to improve thefor reabtime casualty assessment and relying on Modeling andsimulationtools,aswellas validation
postmission analysis to characterize engagement Processes,oprovide adequate realtime casualtythos. assessment and characterization of system

effectiveness in an operationally representative
threatenvironment,

1 (U) Performance

(CUI) Deficiencies in some critical capabilities
identified during software testing, in the system
integration laboratory, caused the Army to delay the
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(UYAssured—-Positioning, Navigation, and

hyEEN)

(U) Assured-Positioning, Navigation, and Timing |IRtr) “oy, Am
(A-PNT) products, including the Dismounted A-PNT eg Ry Sinise
System (DAPS) and Mounted A-PNT System ,
(MAPS), continued with prototyping efforts and -
conducted early operational testing in FY21. MAPS S a =
and DAPS will enter Program of Record status as § CEE Corr)
Major Capability Acquisition programs in FY22 and
FY23 respectively. In early testing, A-PNT products. = ==
performed better than legacy PNT systems in ar _-
GPS-degraded or denied environments. _ A Re

| (U) System Description
(U) A-PNT products are intended to provide ground maneuver forces with access 10 trusted PNT information in
GPS-degraded or denied environments, such as operations in dense vegetation, built-up urban and mountainous
terrain, and in the presence of electromagnetic spectrum interference or enemy GPS jamming and spoofing.
The four primary product families include:
+ (U) MAPS - Vehicle-mounted system providing PNT to multiple onboard client systems.
+ (U) DAPS  Soldierauorn system providing PNT fo dismounted operations:
+ (U) Resiliency and Software Assurance Measures ~ Software upgrades to legacy military GPS receivers.
+ (CUI) PNT Modernization - Transitioning Alternative Navigation (ALTNAV) and complementary PNT

technologies for integration into MAPS and DAPS systems.

(CUI) MAPS GEN II, DAPS GEN 1.0, and GEN 1.2 are all Military Code (M-Code) GPS-enabled systems and

support the Army’ transition to M-Code GPS. MAPS GEN Il and DAPS GEN 1.2 are ALTNAV satelite-cnabled.

| (U) Program
(CUI) In 2019, the Commanding General, Army Futures Command issued individual Directed Requirements.
for the DAPS, ALTNAV, and MAPS efforts directing the rapid prototyping, operational assessment, and limited

fielding of advanced PNT technologies. The Directed Requirements outlined a "buy, try, and decide” process

{o inform an enduring requirement and follov-on programs of record. The PNT Program Manager is utilizing
‘several Other Transaction Authority contracts and a phased prototyping approach to satisfy the Army Futures

Command Directed Requirements.
(U) DAPS GEN 1.0 and DAPS GEN 1.2 are following the Urgent Capability Acquisition pathway and will result
in a limited equipping of two Infantry Brigade Combat Teams in FY22. In early FY22, DAPS will enter Program

E) cul Je
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of Record status at Milestone C as an Acquisition accordance with a DOT&E-approved test plan. The
Category I, Major Capability Acquisition program. MAPS LUT will support entry into Program of Record
A DAPS Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) status at Milestone C as an Acquisition Category Il,
is currently in draft and expected to be approved by Major Capability Acquisition program.
DOT&E ahead of the planned Milestone-C decision inFY23. (U) Cybersecurity testing of DAPS GEN 1.0 and GEN

1.2 systems, and the MAPS GEN I, is scheduled to(U) MAPS GEN Il will replace the existing GPS beginin FY22.
receivers and antennas in most of the Army's ground
vehicle variants. MAPS GEN Il will enter Program
of Record satus at Miesone © as on Acauenon | (U) Performance
Category II, Major Capability Acquisition program. A
MAPS MS-C TEMP is currently in Army staffing and (UU) Effectiveness
‘expectedtobe approvedby DOTRE in early FY22.

(CUI) Not enough data are yet available to provide an
(U) Major Contractors ‘operational effectiveness assessmentofeither DAPS

of MAPS. Early operational testing of the DAPS GEN
* (U) DAPS GEN 1.0 - Integrated Solutions for 1.0 and 1.2 systems indicates that both systems.

Systems, Inc., Auburn, Alabama. performed better than the legacy Defense Advanced
+ (U) DAPS GEN 1.2 - TRX Systems, Inc, Greenbelt, GPS Received (DAGR) system in GPS-degraded

Maryland. environments. Early operational testing of the MAPS
+ (U) MAPS GEN Il - Collins Aerospace subsidiary GEN Il system indicates that it too performs better

of Raytheon Technologies, Cedar Rapids, lowa. than the legacy DAGR system in GPS-degraded
environments.

| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Suitability
(U) Throughout FY21, the Army Test and Evaluation (U) Not enough data are yet available to provide anCommand and PNT Program Manager conducted Operational suitabilty assessment of either DAPS or
Several test fxtest cycles with eachofthe MAPS and MAPS. Early operational testing indicates that withDAPS solutions to complete prototyping efforts and additional development and testing, the DAPS GEN
prepare for entry into Programof Record status. This 1-0 and GEN 1.2 systems should be able to achieve
testing included chamber, systems integration lab, thei relabilty requirement. GEN1.0 users indicated
and open-air range testing. the desire for the DAPS to have a stand-alone

capability and user interface separate from the Nett
(CU) In August and October 2021, the Army Warrior ensemble. GEN 1.2 users indicated the need
conducted an operational assessment of the DAPS for longer internal battery life when disconnected
GEN 1.0 and GEN 1.2 systems at Ft. Huachuca, fromtheconformal battery.
Arizona, and White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico
in accordance with a DOT8E-approved test plan. The  (U) Early operational testing indicates that the MAPS
operational assessment was scoped to determine GEN Il system should be able to achieve its reliability
the. performance capabilties and imitations of fequifement. Integration estingrevealedthatadhering
the GEN 1.0 and GEN 1.2 systems and support 10 the GPS interface standard does not guarantee
limited equipping decisions in accordance with their compatibility and software updates to the client
respective Directed Requirements. Results from the Systems will be necessary. Significant integration
operational assessment will also inform a vendor effort remains with complex armored vehicles such as
selection to enter Program of Record status at the Stryker Fire Support Vehicle, Bradley Fire Support

MilestoneC. Team Vehicle and Infantry Fighiing Vehicle, Abrams
Tank, and Paladin self-propelled howitzer. Extensive

(CUD In September of 2021, the Army conducted a integration engineering and testing is. planned for
Limited User Test (LUT) of the MAPS GEN Il system  Fy22-23.
at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, in

JESTER =} RE
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(U) Survivability | (U) Recommendation
(U) No data are currently available to provide 2 1 (1) The Army should start identifying and securing
‘survivability assessment of either DAPS or MAPS in a MAPS and DAPS I0TE locations that will allow

sltrcontsstatienmicament for GPS-disrupted and denied testing, as well as
sufficient maneuver space for a Battalion-sized
combat formation to conduct operationally

realisticmissions in accordance with their Mission
Essential Task List.
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(U)YBfadley Family of Vehicles (BFoV)
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)

(CU) The Army corrected the Bradley M2/M7A4 safety hazard presented by overcharging turret
batteries identified in the October 2020 FOT&E, —
improving system safety and operational | |
performance. Units equipped with the M2/ Bn
M7A4 are operationally effective, demonstrating dm |
CECIEEUAVAEE |
infantry platoons and companies. The M2/M7A4 | — AL
Bradley is operationally suitable. The M2A4 is | by albie |
vulnerable in a cyber-contested environment andto | a a |
select kinetic and chemical energy threat attacks. | | Yaa
Force protection remains a significant concer for || y
COU CLIT EE GIE EGTELE

| (U) System Description
(U) Bradley Family of Vehicles (FoV) isa tracked fighting vehicle designed to provide protected transport ofsoldiers and direct fires 10 support dismounted infantry, disrupt or destroy enemy itary forces, and control
land areas. The Bradley FoV Engineering Change Proposal (ECP), termed M2/M7A4, includes changes intended
to restore ground clearance, suspension reliability, and lost mobility, and to improve situational awareness. The
M2/M7A4 maintains the survivability enhancement features found on legacy vehicles, to include the Bradley
Urban Survivability Kits, Bradley Reactive Armor Tiles, and Add-on Armor Kit that the Army developed and fielded
in response to Operational Needs Statements during Operation Iraqi Freedom.

| (u) Program
(CUI) The Bradley FoV' program is an Acquisition Category IC program. The Army delegated the acquisition
decision authority to the Program Executive Officer, Ground Combat Systems, who intends to make a materiel
release decision for the ECP in December 2021. This will result in the conversion of existing M2A3, M3A3, and
Operation Desert Storm ~Situational Awareness versions of Bradley Fighting Vehicles into the M2A4 version,
‘and the conversion of M7A3 Bradley Fire Support Team vehicles into the M7Ad version. The current plan is to
field the M2A4 and M7A4 to four brigades, including one brigade combat team set, to support the EuropeanDeterrence Initiative.
(U) DOTE approved an updated a Test and Evaluation Master Plan, including an LFTAE Strategy for the ECP, in
July 2020, and the Bradley FoV EGP FOTSE plan in September 2020.

Bradley cul Ea
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(U) Major Contractor (U) Suitability
(U) BAE Systems Land and Amaments ~ Sterling (CUI) The Army corrected the Bradley’ turet battery
Heights, Michigan. deficiency, improving system safety and operational

performance. Given also the improved reliability
demonstrated in Production Verification Testing, the

| (U) Test Adequacy NETS race is apertonlly suitable. Theheat
(CUD In October 2020, the Army Operational Test generated in the crew and troop compartments byeeaieOTE ot ot ocd Texas, he vehicle engine, exhaust, and electronics is stil a
The Army Operational Test Command suspended onoer thatneeds to beresolved to preventthecrews
the FOTAE two days early due to the ture batteries Om experiencing first-degree bums when touching
overheating and discharging toxic fumes into the  eduipment,thermal weapon sight images issues, andeocommana caeingasafety hazard Inermittent electronic shutdowns of tactical displays
ee These have shown to affect dismounted soldiers’

physical readiness to fight, interrupting ther ability to
(U) The Army Test and Evaluation Command was effectivelylocate, identify, and engageenemyforces.
stil able to collect sufficient data by using data
from the pilot est. Testing was adequate to mform _(U) Survivability
the program manager's decision to delay a materiel (gy) The M2/M7Ad is vulnerableinacyber-contestedrelease decision and work with the vendor to develop coiEATEC LACEBeBERET
and testa solution to resolve the turret battery  inviduals with access to the vehicle. Similar to
deficiency the M2/M7A3, the M2/M7A is vulnerable to select
(GU) From September 1317, 2021, the Army Kinetic and chemical energy treat attacks, and force
Conducted a Gunnery Soldier Touch Point with an Protection remainsa significant concern for common
M2A4 and M7A4 at Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona to Underbody threats. The Army is developing the Under
determineifthe ECPaffected the Bradley Fire Control Belly Interim Solution to improve force protection
‘Systemsandif thevendor corrected the urrt battery {19M Underbody threats. A more comprehensive
buy SyLe

e classified survivability annex of the Bradley
(CUI) The M2A4 LFTEE program, conducted in two M7Ad FOTE report publishedin June 2021.
phases from May 2018 to June 2021 to evaluate
force protection and survivability against kinetic (Ul) Recommendations
threat engagements, was adequate and conducted in (U) The Army should address the two remaining
Fesomameith DOVEisbpkientpe: recommendations identified in the Bradley M2/M7A4

FOTAE report published in June 2021:
| (u) Performance 1. (0) Continue efforts to mitigate the excessive

heating in the crew, troop, and engine
(U) Effectiveness Compartments to improve the scldiers’ physical
© Units equipped with the MaMTAG ae| ccdnessofont
operationally effective, demonstrating improved 2: (U) Mitigate the identified vulnerabilestokinetic
capabilty over the M2A3 in mechanized infantry and cyber treats.
platoons and companies. The M2/M7A4 improves 3. (CUI) Test the Under Belly Interim Solution on
leader situational awareness, allows the unit to combatoaded, productionrepresentative M2Ads
maintain tempo while moving over restrictive and to assess its effect on force protection against
complex tern, and allows crews to react to enemy buried improvised explosive devices and mines.
direct fire contact. The unit equipped with the M2/
M744 are also operationally effective at engaging
and hiting targets in offensive and defensive
engagements
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(U)}€émmand Post Computing Environment
(GPCE)

(U) Preliminary analysis of the operational test data indicate that the Command Post (CLIT
Environment (CPCE) Increment 1 is operationally —_—
effective in supporting commanders and staff |
PIL CR ee TRA?
mission command, and provides corrections IEEE FEE
for deficiencies fielded with CPCE Increment 0. | [RECS eo
CPCE Increment 1 is not operationally suitable, = -
demonstrating problems with reliability, training, ee]
and usability. CPCE Increment 1 is survivable, ES: Command Post
and demonstrated an enhanced defensive posture Conant,
within a cyber-contested environment. The hs »
DEee ey
deployment decision in 1QFY22. CRB Si Li

| (U) systemDescription
(U) The CPCE Increment 1 is a server-based software system that provides server hardware and mission‘command software to support commanders and staff using general purpose client computers, located within
battalion, through corps Tactical Operations Centers. CPCE Increment 1 is the Army's planned evolution of the
fielded CPCE Increment 0, and is intended to improve the soldier's user experience, interface with more data
‘sources, and corrected fielded deficiencies. The CPCE Increment 1-supporting server hardware consistsoftwo
variants: a Tactical Server Infrastructure (TSI) Large, a full server stack designed to support headquarters atbrigade level and above, and the TSI Small a laptop-based server designed to support battalion headquarters.
and provide back-up capabilities for higher echelons. The CPCE Increment 1 software provides a common
operational picture, a suite of web-based collaboration tools and messaging capabilities to facilitate the.commander and staff to plan, prepare, execute, and assess Army operations. The Army designed PCE
Increment 1 to share information with joint and coalition partners utilizing the Multilateral InteroperabilityProgramme standard

| (U) Program

(U) The Army designated the CPCE program as an Acquisition Category If program and delegated Milestone
Decision Authority to the Program Executive Officer, Command Control Communications - Tactical. The
Army conducted a CPCE Increment 0 IOTSE in November 2018. On June 13, 2019, DOTRE published a CPCE
Increment 0 IOT&E report, which assessed the system as not effective, not suitable, and not survivable. The.
Army conducted a full deployment decision and approved a CPCE Increment0 software fielding in July of 2019.In accordance with the PCE Increment 0 Full Deployment Decision Acquisition Decision Memorandum, the
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Army conducted a developmental test in November Test report intended to support the Army's 1QFY22
2019 and demonstrated correction of several IT&E full deployment decision.

deficiencies. i
(U) The Army completed a partial verification and

(U) DOTSE approved the CPCE Increment 1 Test validation of data instrumentation priortothe CPCE
and Evaluation Master Plan in November 2019 and Increment 1 Operational Test due to problems with
approved the CPCE Increment 1 Operational Test their data collection, reduction, and assessment

Plan in June 2021. The Army completed a June 2021 process. DOTRE approved the operational test plan
GPGE Increment 1 Operational Test in accordance with the condition that the Army would complete the
with the DOTRE approved test plan, and intends verification andvalidationeffortfollowingtesting, and
to conduct a full deployment decision in 1QFY22. that during testing, data instrumentationwouldcollect
DOTEE is completing a CPCE Increment1 Operational useful operational test data to support an adequate
Test report to support ths fielding decision. assessment.

(U) Major Contractors
acone| (9 Fesfomance

Arsenal, New Jersey. Systematic USA/SystematicAS
area Vegipooner (U) Effectiveness

(U) Preliminary analyses indicate that CPCE Increment
| (U) Test Adequacy TE rire renames: svar oman

and staff to share a single common operational
(U) The Amy conducted a GPE Increment 1 picture and common operations data across staff
Operational Test, which included an Adversarial elements, and experience an improved ability to
Assessment, at Fort Carson, Colorado from June share information with joint and coalition partners.
7:24, 2021, and a Cooperative Vulnerability and Commanders and staff experienced improved
PenetrationAssessment, at Fort Bragg, North Carolina mission execution and situational awareness, but
from April 5-9, 2021. Operational testing, executed also experienced difficulties in using CPCE Increment
by elements of the 4th Infantry Division and allied 1 to execute the full Army operations process.
partners operating within a command post exercise Soldiers’ problems were related to poor collective
environment, was adequate to evaluate the CPCE and individual training, software functions requiring

Increment 1 operational effectiveness, suitability, and improvements, and troubleshooting. Soldiers were
survivability. The Army conducted the operational not able to share plans between current and future
test in accordance with a DOT&E-approved test plan operations cells, and had difficulty sharing plans.
and intends to use the results to support the planned between different servers supporting staff elements.
1QFY22 CPCE Increment 1 full deployment decision. When staffs could not employ CPCE Increment1, they
0) ice the discantnuston of Network Integration 2/51 © revious methods, such as callaboraion
Evaluations, the Army has shifted operational testing uslngpaper maps, to complete the selon.
of mission command systems to larger events, vice i il

canes commaonal te 1 2a soon te my (U) Suitability
‘combined the CPCE Increment 1 Operational Testwith ~~ (U) Preliminary analyses indicate CPCE Increment
the Joint Warfighter Assessment 21. Theoperational 1 is not operationally suitable, demonstrating the
test included several limitations, mostly related to following problems with reliability, training, and
the command post exercise environment of the Usability:
test. These limitations included collocated servers (cup GPE Increment1 demonstratedareiabil
for all headquarters, reduced manning of SYSIEM ha raure eam Tome Bote Eom
administrators, and employment of a fber OIC Eyncion Failure (MTBEFF) for the TSI Large,network instead of tactical communications. The bu te hore vBEFE for the To1 Small mn:
full description of adequacy and limitations Will Be ame or mace cliontoporkstations ware nt able 1g
includedin the pending CPCE Increment1 Operational connect to @ server and use essential functions.

98 1 CPCE
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‘The demonstrated reliability does not meet the compared to CPCE Increment 0. CPCE Increment 1
derived requirement for CPCE Increment1 to be maintained a strong cybersecurity defense posture
fully mission capable for 90 percentof a 72hour when employed with trained Army cyber defense
mission, which would require an MTBEFF of 683 soldiers using integrated cyber defense tools. The
hours. CPCE Increment 1's lack of reliability full description of CPCE Increment 1 cybersecurity
reduces its support of mission command and survivability against an operationally realistic
increases the unit requirements for maintenance cyber threat will be included in a classified annex
‘support and field service representatives. to the pending CPCE Increment 1 Operational Test

+ (U) Training afforded to soldiers did not prepare '¢POrt intended to support the Army's 1QFY22 full
them to make full use of advanced features, deployment decision.
troubleshooting, and employment of CPCE
Increment 1 in a collaborative manner. Soldiers igion hie mmr To we i | (U) Recommendations
basic features, but struggled to execute advanced (1) The Amy should:
capabilties to complete complicated actions, .
such as troubleshooting and working with GPCE 1 (U) Correct the deficiencies identified in the CPCE
Increment 1 knowledge managers to share Increment1Operational Test.
information across servers with other staff 2. (U) Improve training afforded tosoldiersto allow
elements. CPCE Increment 1 new equipment full useof CPCE Increment1 advancedcapabilities
training offered two levels of soldier training, but and improve the system administrator's ability
did not include a collaborative staff exercise as to install, operate, and maintain CPCE Increment
provided during CPCE Increment0training. 1 hardware and software. This training should

+ (U) Soldier system administrators experienced includeacapstone staff exercise toreinforce the
iicuy wigGHOE rama 1 took pone Colborets us of PCE eran
to configure and maintain CPCE software and 3. (U) Conduct a complete review of instrumented
hardware. These maintainers found CPCE data collection intended to support mission
Increment1 difficult to troubleshoot and viewed command and network systems. This review
CPCE Increment 1 as more manpower intensive should lead to a set of best practices and
than their previous version of servers. Soldier an enduring set of data instrumentation that
system administrators did not receive formal provides flexible and responsive support of bothnew equipment training, but were provided developmentalandoperationaltestrequirements.
overthe-shoulder training from contract field
servicerepresentatives.

(U) Survivability
(U) The CPCE Increment 1 demonstrated enhanced
survivability in a cyber-contested environment as
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(Wark Eagle
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and industry, is currently using rapid prototyping ~*~ oe
BC EA
long range hypersonic weapon, termed Dark Eagle, j= Ber i
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and environments to support this decision. faa te

| (U) System Description
(CuI) Dark Eagle is a prototype surface-to-surface, long range hypersonic weapon system composed of one

launcher and two missiles with canisters. The missile is composed of the Common Hypersonic Glide Body
(C-HGB) and a two-stage rocket booster developed by the Navy. Commanders will use the Dark Eagle to defeat
anti-access/area-denial capabiltes, suppress adversary Long Range Fires, and engage other high payoff and
time sensitive targets. The initial Dark Eagle Battery will include Battery Operations Center and four Transporter
Erector Launchers (TELS), each including two missiles.

| (U) Program
(CUI) The Dark Eagle is a rapid prototyping program. In March 2019, the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the
‘Armydirected the accelerated deliveryof aprototype ground-launched hypersonic weapon with residual combat
copay by FY23.
(U) Indeveloping the Dark Eagle, the Army is working with other ServicesthroughaJointService Memorandum of

Agreement on hypersonic design, development testing, and production. The Navy programis the Conventionel
Prompt Strike program. The Army program is the Dark Eagle ground launch capability. The Navyis the design

‘authority for the two-stage rocket booster and the C-HGB, while the Army is responsible for C-HGB production
and the design of the grouncHlaunch capability. STRATCOM will identify targets and develop missions for
strategic deployment of the oint hypersonic capabilites.
(CUI) The Army Rapid Capabilities and Critical Technologies Office selected two prime contractors to build and

integrate components of the Dark Eagle prototype. In August 2019, the Amy awarded an Other Transaction
Authority (OTA) agreement to Dynetics to produce the first commercially manufactured set of prototype C-HGB
Systems. The Army awarded a second OTA agreement to Lockheed Martin as the Derk Eagle prototype system
integrator
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(CUD The Armyplans to fieldthe firstbattery withfour targets. Neither program has yet performed arena
TELs anda Battery Operations Center with an inert testing on the operationally representative warhead,

| wining canister by 4QFY21. New equipment training which is fundamental to the development of the
(NET) and soldier handing and familiarization with lethality model,
the system began in 4QFY21. In addition, the Army
and Navy plan to conduct three Joint Flight Campaign
(UFC) test shots between 2QFY22 and 2QFY23. | (U) Performance
JFC-1 will consist ofamissile fired froma launch pad,
JFC-2 will consist of a missile fired from a launcher (UJ) Effectiveness
with soldier involvement, and JFG-3 will consist of a
missile fired from a launcherbysoldiers. (CUD NotenoughdataareyetavailabletoevaluateDark

Eagle effectiveness of the residual combat capability
(CUD) The Army plans to achievea residual combat scheduled to be achieved by 4QFY23. Lethality
capability by 4QFY23 when the Army fields one battery testing to date has not provided direct evidence of the
with the Dark Eagle system, the updated technical weapons lethal effects against intended targets due
and tactical Fire Control System is available, and the to lack of operationally representative targets in sled
units rained. The Army intends to achieve an initial and flight tests. Incorporating representative targets
operational capability in FY25 with the delivery of the into the Joint Flight Campaign tests would provide
second battery. both lethality and effectiveness data and support

validation of weaponeering models;
(U) Major Contractor
(U) Lockheed Martin and Dynetics Technical Solutions (J) Suitability
= Huntsville, Alabama. (CU Not enough data are yet available to evaluate

the Dark Eagle suitability of the residual combat
| (U) Test Adequacy capably scheduledtobeachieved by 4QFY23.

(U) The Dark Eagle has not yet developed a Test (LU) Survivability
and Evaluation Master Plan or equivalent document (CUI) The survivability of Dark Eagle has not yet
10 define the TAE strategy needed to support the been evaluated in the following environments:
determination of either residual combat capability or  cyber-contested, contested electromagnetic
initial operational capabilty. spectrum to include GPS-contested or denied, and
(CU The Dark Eagle program has thus far been megrated air defense. In coordination with the
relying on the Navy and their Conventional Prompt had, he Army intends to evaluate the effects of 3GPS-contested environment and the sunivabilty of
Strike program to evaluate weapon lethally. In park Eagle against kinetic and noninetic threatsbyDecember 2019, the Navy performed a sled test of ba Y
the Conventional Prompt Strike warhead, also used by
the Dark Eagle, at the Holloman Air Force Base High
Speed Test Track, which provided data for validating | (U) Recommendations
the lethality modeling and simulation (MES) tools
against materials and targets of interest. The value (U) The Amy should consider the following
of the data acquired was limited, as it focused recommendations as the program transitions to a
on data for lethality model validation, and did not program of record:
test against. operationally representative. targets. oni
‘similarly, in March 2020, the Navy conducted a Flight Brin8 Pe Sor Re) Tanti
Experiment, in which a Conventional Prompt Stike~~ ProtoUpes for production, fielding, operations,
miosle was fred fom the Pacific Mell Range SnsustamentundertheMidd Tier Acquistion
Facilty Barking Sands test range 10 the Kwajalein een
Atoll. The fight test provided warhead performance 2" 2deauate Dark Eagle TAE strategy.
data, but also lacked operationally representative

Dark Eagle Fe) iC
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2. (U) Develop a T&E strategy that includes verifies andvalidates required M&Stoolstocreate
integrated testing, operational testing, live fire credibleweaponeering and missionplanningtools
testing, and cybersecurity assessments to in support of the proposed operational fielding
credibly demonstrate the required Dark Eagle dates.

effectiveness,sutabily lthalty,and survivability. (1) Collaborate with the Navy and Air Force to
3 (U) Incorporate operationally representative identify and leverage common practices, test

targets and environments into Conventional corridors and infrastructure, test data, and M&S
Prompt Strike/Dark Eagle flight tests and other capabilityacross thefamilyofhypersonicweapon
lethality and survivability tests. systems.

4. (U) Collaborate with the Navy to develop and
execute the LFTRE strategy that adequately

07] =] Dark Eagle
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(U)Electronic Warfare Planning and
Management Tool (EWPMT)

JECLLRE
J EV EE EEee
effective at conducting electromagnetic spectrum :
management operations, demonstrating the J sf

LRCT LEE SE VE he
Decision Making Process. The EWPMT is &.
operationally suitable, demonstrating few reliability  * n h a.

failures, and is survivable to outsider threats in a We 13

cyber-contested environment due to the employed x
networkdefense t00ls. The AMY intends10 8SSeSs |pe
PrgiasigesinmiuguiopieiiwonglsTT
assets in two planned FOTAE events scheduled in
ERs

| (U) System Description
(U) The EWPMT is a software application used by the Commander, Electronic Warfare Officers, and

Electromagnetic Spectrum Managers to plan, coordinate, integrate, and synchronize Cyber Electromagnetic
Activities (CEMA) from battalion to theater level. The Army intends for EWPMT to provide local and remote
operational control and management of organic and assigned electronic warfare assets and integrate with
the Terrestrial Layer System (TLS) and Mult-Function Electronic Warfare- Ar Large (MFEW-AL) to execute
electronic support and electronic attack.

| (U) Program
(CU) EWPMT is anAcquisition Categorylil Automated Information System program intisted in response to US.
Army Europe and 8th Army CEMA Operational Needs Statements and part of the Army's efforts to rebuild its
electronic warfare capabilities lost after the end of the Cold War. The development and testing of the EWPMT
Is guided by a Simplified Acquisition Management Plan (SAMP) Instead of a traditional Test and Evaluation
Master Plan (TEMP). The EWPMT SAMPintegratestheTEMP, System Engineering Plan, and the Cyber Security
Strategy. DOTAE approved the SAMP in August 2021. EWPMT Increment | fielding is expected in FY23.
Currently, no other EWPMT increment is anticipated. EWPMT will conduct FOTSE in FY23 in conjunction with
TLS IOT&E and FY24 in conjunction with MFEW-AL IOT&E.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Raytheon Space and Airborne Systems ~ Fort Wayne, Indiana.
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U) Test Adequac the commander’ Miltary Decision Making Process.

| ( ) q y Operators used the EWPMT to plan electronic warfare
(CU) The EWPMT program conducted an Army missions and provide situational awareness of the
Interoperability Certification, Army Geospatial electromagnetic environment. Electronic Warfare
Enterprise certification, a developmental test event, Officers nominated targets digitally from the EWPMT
and IOTAE. The certifcation tests were conducted to the Advanced Feld Artery Data System
from January through March at the Central Test
Support Facility in Fort Hood, Texas. The Product (UU) Suitability
Manager Elecroic Warfare Integration conducted (cu) The EWPMT Is operationally sutable

developmental testing and a Cooperative Vulnerabilty  gomonrating few reliabilty failures. Trainingand Penetration Assessment in May 2021 to confirm CURESTH,ETI ER TAA
speci system capables, determine cyber [CC lire wi the. appropriate skitswinerabilties and train solders in preparation for yn VICHICE 2OICDTUEUE CEROPIRE SO
the IOTAE. During the developmental test ever, the jc ocr Ie © SheretheRPT Foe Armytestunt had significant challenges instantiaing and [1OPSY, Sertficaion certfed. EWPMTa3maintaining their netwarks. and mission command Too DEES MI SRI neiokeandmission
systems. Aga result the unit employed EWPMTasa corit(Gy SIT DEAT SLeerlll Fame
stand-alone system that could not fully integrate With ang gisplay Standard and Shareable Geospatialthe mission command systems, miting the ype and Foun ation exchange forests.
amount of data collected.

(U) In August 2021, the Army conducted an loTae  (U) Survivability
at Fort Carson, Colorado, in accordance with the (CUI) The EWPMT is survivabletooutsider threats in
DOT&E-approved test plan. The 2nd Stryker Brigade a cyber-contested environment due to the employed
Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division conducted network defense tools, and demonstratedresiliency
10TEE in conjunction witha command post exercise. against hostile cyber operations. Cyber testing
The IOT&E included an Adversarial Assessment to discovered vulnerabilities thatamalicious insider can
evaluate the EWPMT's cyber defensive capabilities. exploit.

| (U) Performance | (U) Recommendation
1. (U) The Army should continue coordination with

(U) Effectiveness the MFEW-AL and TLS programs to demonstrate
(CU) The EWPMT is operationally effective at control and managementofthesesystems during
conducting electromagnetic spectrum management EWPMT' FOTAE.
operations, demonstrating the capably to support

i Bl] EWPMT
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(U) Extended Range Cannon Artillery (ERCA)

a ]
RTCLTySEto)
is a Middle Tier of Acquisition program intended to .
integrate new cannon and projectile technologies 2
with previously developed M109A7 artillery

systems. Soldier Touchpoints with hardware,
software, and ammunition sub-systems are

planned for FY22 to inform modifications to the
current design. Early operational assessment is
planned for FY23 to inform the transition to a Major

Defense Acquisition program at Milestone C, also

LiavE A A——

| (U) System Description
(CUI) The ERCA system is an upgraded self-propelled howitzer that leverages the base platform of the fielded
M109A7 and includes a new cannon, breech assembly, and turret enhancements. The ERCA upgrades will

accommodate the additional space, weight, and power requirements necessary to increase the lethal range
using new projectiles and propellant.

| (U) Program
(CUI) ERCA is Middle Tier of Acquisition program intendsd t integrate new cannon and projectile technalogles
with previously developed M109A7 artillery systems in an effort to reduce ERCA acquisition costs of building

a new platform. The Program Executive Office, Ground Combat Systems approved the Simplified Acquistion
Master Plan in 2018. The test plan includes integrated testing of two Soldier Touchpoint events scheduled
for 3QFY22 and 1QFY23, an Operational Tempo event in 3QFY23, and an Operational Demonstration/Soldier

‘Touchpoint in 3QFY23. The Army will use these test data to inform the transition toaMajorDefenseAcquisition
program a Milctona C in FY25. The Army plana to execute an operational ausseomont begining in 4QPY2S,
fer the Milestone C decision. The ERCA IOTSE and LFTSE are curently scheduled for 25.26. The current
acquisition strategy includes 230 ERCA Increment 1 systems and aFirstUt Equipped in FY. Parallel with
platform development, the Army is developing and testing improved ammunition and propellants necessary to
‘achieve the longer ranges and precision fires that are the comerstonesof the ERCA program.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) To be determined. Defense Industrial Base for the prototype developmental efforts.
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| (U) Test Adequacy Management Information System, and Paladin Digital
Fire Control System).

(U) There have been no operational test or live fire
activities in FY21. The Army is still developing the (U) Suitability

pret Mode Surimsry/Mission Pople (CUI) The operational suitabity of ERCA cannot yet
(CU) The planned Soldier Touchpoints scheduled be evaluated. ERCA leverages the PIM platform,
for FY22 will be limited to scale soldiered events Including a new cannon tube and breech, and
in realistic operational environments executed assorted turret mechanical, physical, and electronic
without the full unit size and command and control architecture upgrades that could introduce changes.
architecture seen in full operational testing. to operational suitability comparedtothe PIM. Since
Operational Tempo events scheduled for FY23 wil the Army envisions ERCA firing a greater volume of
be civilianded events conducted in an operational founds than the PIM, the effectofgreater weight andmanner to assess the systems ability to perform configuration changes will have to be considered in
key capabilities such as movement and firing, in theoperationalsuitability assessment.
the rigorous distance and frequency of a realistic |
mission pulse. The Operational Demonstration, also (UJ) Survivability
scheduled in FY23, wil integrate soldier crews nan (CUI) The survivability of ERCA in a contested
operationally realistic environment. envionment, to include a cyber-contested

environment, cannot yet be evaluated. ERCA will have
the same basic ballistic and cyber architecture as PIM| (U) Performance although witha greater overal physical signature and
new software,

(U) Effectiveness
(U) Software upgrades, as well as space, weight, and

(CUI) The operational effectiveness of the ERCA power changes support the need to conduct both
system in providing timely and accurate artillery fires cyber security assessments and live fre testing. The
cannotyetbeevaluated. The operational effectiveness ERCA LFTAE strategy will focus on new and modified
of ERCA wil depend on the abilty of the unit to components to the PIM program while leveraging
conduct more frequent survivability movement and previously captured PIM data when appropriate.
repositioning as compared to the Paladin Integrated
Management (PIM). Since the Army envisions ERCA v
{ing a renter vale of rounds than toe Pi, he | (U) Recommendation
burden on ammunition resupply assets will ls0 have 1 (1) The Army should update the approved 2018to be considered in the operational effectiveness occur te UICCTERSSE
assessment. There are several efforts unde) oor,i includeanadequate ERCA TRE strategy
in the Field Artillery Autonomous Resupply PIOJeSt that includes an operational assessment with
which address ammunition resupply, ranging fiom a goes, an inital operational test with soldiersmodular robotic arm capable of safely manipuiaing yin ib 0CoE SECCANE TLIVE SOCeR
igh payloads, to an automated inventory system cu0STREETESSuma,
leveraging artificial intelligence, and an inventory
visibility tool to provide ammunition tracking and
interface between existing systems of record (Army
Field Arilery Tactical Data System, Total Ammunition
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(UyHandheld Manpack and Small-Form Fit (HMS)
Programs — Leader Radio and Manpack

(U) Light infantry companies equipped with the Leader Radio and Manpack are not operationally
effective when operating the voice and data 5
LECT SER ERROR CATE |
of operations. The system of systems that | » id i |
comprise the tactical network are not operationally | LY
suitable due to the increased logistics burden | raat |
[CUEURTISS (SESSLEREE wily 4
EERSTECECEVERTIRE] FARE 5
Manpack is survivable against some cyber tie a
threats. Both are vulnerable in an electromagnetic hi =A
ETREEEP PTIEL7a al 3
LUV EIA MEAT WER IRI Baling o>
Leader Radio and Manpack. L

| (U) System Description
(U) The Handheld, Manpack, and Small Form Fit (HMS) program consists of the Leader and Manpack radios
intended to equip infantry companies with a capability to send and receive voice and data to command
and control the unit and execute the commander's intent. The Leader Radio is a two-channel, handheld,
‘software-defined radio providing SECRET and CUI tactical voice and data communications. The Manpack is
a two-channel, software-defined radio employed by general purpose radio users to operate two simultaneous
waveforms. The Atom network management software configures the networks formed by the waveforms.
running on the Leader Radio and Manpack.

| (U) Program
(U) The Leader Radio and Manpack are Acquisition Category IC programs under the Product Manager HMS and
Program Executive Officer (PEO) Command Control Communications —Tactical (C3T). DOTAE approved the
Leader Radio Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) and the Manpack TEMP in 2020. The Army approved the
Leader Radio and Manpack for fullate production in August 2021

(U) Major Contractors
+ (1) LaMaris Technologies - Melboume, Florida
+ (U) Collins Aerospace ~Charlotte, North Carolina.
+ (U) Thales Group ~Clarksburg, Maryland.
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1 U) Test Adequacy detailstheabilityoftheunit to conduct their mission
(U) Test Adequacy command using the HMS products as well as the
(U) The Army conductedan I0TAE and an Adversarial performance of the individual systems. The Atom
Assessment (AA) of the HMS Leader Radio and software was operationally effective for network
Manpack at Fort Bragg, North Carolina to support management planning.
the fllzate production decision. The IOTEE and rg
AA were not conducted in accordance with the (U) Suitability
DOTAE:-approved test plans. The HMS IOTEE WaS (1) The cyctem of systems that comprise the tactical
adequate to evaluate the operational effecNENEss on Lor aurea
of the Leader Radio and Manpack but not reliably,  inorgageq logistics burden levied on the unit, Theavailabilty, maintainabilty training, and the abilty of qrCA. PICTMICE HER Be ANE The
aunit to install hetactical network using Atom. The cel CECCE,COMERSers fot Be1d
HMS IOTE and AA were not adequate 10 address garape batteries charged with their organicthe cybersecurity of HMS radios against an outsider qiC PICTRC, SHEARS TO Troan
threat o the ability of the unit to prevent, mitigate, i CCIGEL coma squipment. Cables discnnected
and recover fiom a cyberatiack. The IOTAE and AA 1, CITOMUS SUBTE,Bans dacortiectod
consisted of 21 forceanforce missions conducted a 1s of situational awareness. The Manpack wasover three, 72-hour scenarios. Additonal details are ico) Yoo DTU BVATIces, TheHanpacic was
provided in the HMS IT&E report published in July ign soldiers scored Atom usability as marginal due
2021 to software immaturity, which the Army is working to

correct. The HMS I0TSE did not provide adequate
| () Performance data toevaluatethereliabilityoftheLeader Radio and

Manpack

(U) Effectiveness (U) Survivability
(U) Infantry companies equipped vith the Leader (CUI) The Leader Radio is vulnerable in a contested
Radio and Manpack are not operationally effective cyber environment, specifically against physical
when operating the Tactical Scalable Mobile ad-hoc access and nearsider threats, while the Manpack is
network (TSM) voice and data network provided by survivable to such threats due to its implemented,
the HMSequipment. TheTSM network demonstrated enhanced protections. Both are vulnerable in the
limited connectivity and range in dense vegetation, contested electromagnetic spectrum operational
diminishing this operational capability. Platoons and environment.
Squads may have more connectivity and use of TSM
due to shorter range requirements. When connected, 0tne To proiaed ennanced satonl awreneos | (U) Recommendations
by providing soldier positon location information (u) The army should:
and clear voice communication. The radios’ legacy
communications worked well for company-evel 1. (U) Designatactical network thatprioritizes range
‘communications and reach-back to battalion for most for voice and positon location information.
missions. 2. (U) Develop atactical power management plan.
(U) The Leader Radio provided TSM at short ranges 3. (U) Continue to improve integration with combat
that did not meet distance requirements and had a gear for both the LeaderRadio and Manpack.
batterylife that cid not supportmission lengths. The 4 () Conduct follow-on operational testing to
Manpack also had TSM range limitations and short evaluate the areas where the HMIS I0TAE did not
battery fe but did provide Mobile User Objective poyige the data for an adequate evaluation ofSystem satelite communications that worked count REC 0
well. The HMS IOTEE report published in July 2021
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(Ulnfantry Squad Vehicle (ISV)

(Cu) The Infantry Squad Vehicle (1SV) is operationally effective for employment asa troop carrier
and can accomplish air assault missions in a permissive environment. The ISV is not operationally

effective for employment in combat and - -
engagement, security cooperation, and deterrence a i |
(ESD) missions against a near-peer threat. The TB 1} |
ISV is not operationally suitable because of poor = 0. 4
reliability and deficiencies in training, maintenance, I Gn |
safety, and human system integration identified in ® —

IOT8E. The program has a corrective action plan Nl
to address failures identified in testing that should - x y
be verified prior to the full-rate production decision |

ER CLEE nl
in a contested environment. Ei 4

# = 4

| (U) System Description
(U) The ISV is designed to provide mobility on the battlefield for a nine-soldier light infantry squad with their
associated equipment. The vehicle is required to be external and internal transportable byaCH-47F helicopter
and airdropped by C-17 and C-130 aircraft. Airborne and air assault Brigade Combat Teams intend to employ
the SV during austere and offset entry operations to provide rapid cross-couniry mobilty to conduct nal entry
and offensive operations. Infantry Brigade Combat Teams require the ISV to conduct engagement, security,
deterrence, and decisive action missions,

| (U) Program
(CUI) The ISV is an Acquisition Category Ill program. The full-rate production decision is planned for May 2022,
tended to support the program objective of 649 vehicles out of the 2,400 Army Acquisition Objective.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) General Motors Defense - Detroit, Michigan

| (U) Test Adequacy

(U) DOTRE approved the ISV ITE operational test plan in July 2021. The Army Test and Evaluation Command
conducted the IT&E in August 2021 at Fort Bragg, North Carolina in accordance with the DOT&E-approved test
plan.
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(U) The test unit did not complete 2 of 10 missions dismounted eight soldiers per vehicle to accomplish
because the unit deployed to support a real world missions before recovering their ISVs. This action
mission. Pilot test missions supplemented the reduced their combat force, exposed the ISVs and
evaluation. The Army will conduct an Aftborne I0TSE divers to opposing force attacks, and increased the
Phase Il operational test in 2QFY22. tisk of additional combat losses.

(U) During missions, personal weapons were not
| (U) Performance easily accessible on the move, degrading the abilty

of the squad to quickly react to enemy actions and
ambushes. While the ISV can mount a swing arm

{U) Effactivensss for an M240 machine gun, the ability for the soldier
(U) The ISV is operationally effective as a troop carrier to efficiently employ the weapon on the move was
for tactical transport. During IOTE,a rifle company a challenge because the soldier’ fied of fire was
successfully employed ISVs over wooded and hindered by trees, foliage, and other obstructions
‘cross-country terrain to maneuverto their objectives When extending the swing mount. Protracting the
and complete missions. The ISV is quiet, agile, and swing mount also interfered with. seated soldier
roves an enhanced offomd mobil capably ees fomvatice
for a nineman infantry squad with their personal cat
weapons and equipment. The ISV allows an infantry PR etvisesSu Squad leaders,
unitto move over extended distances rapidly, reducing 2"o leaves:iol rote Ings Ge as agi4 on the move, degrading their ability to gain an
sige maintain situational awareness at extended range
(U) Infantry Brigade Combat Teams equipped with the Mission between 62 to 300 miles. The ISV does not
1SV demonstratedthe ability to accomplishair assault have a requirement for a mounted communication
missions in permissive environments. ISVs can be capability, so each platoon depended on their
internally transported by CH-47F, and sling loaded  manpack and leader radios.
with the UH-60 and CH-47F helicopters. The ISV is ”
easy to rig, derig, and can rapidly move soldiers and haltsHEt supplies, and water foraunit to
equipment off the landing zone to suport fOOWon Crp elf to cover a range of 300 ies withobjectives. The ISV does not have ballistic armor, a 20750 520 oir © Sena of 316 files wih
major considerationfor employment info non-secure 27210 tio 5 unt eduped withthe 1S
locations, rendering the unit susceptible to threats at J rad 4 orang ’ longergan urations will need to conduct mission planning,

cross levek-equipment across the unit, or may require
() The ISV is not operationally effective for additional ISVstosustain operations.
employment in combat and ESD missions against a }
near-peer threat, a identified in the Validated Online (UJ) Suitability
Aras Trion) he vei sche fo (CUI) The ISV is not operationally suitable because ofcapability to deliver effective fires, provide reliable poor developmental test reliability and deficiencies
communication, and force protection. The rifle in training, maintenance, safety, and human system
company equipped with the ISVs did not successfully integration identified in IOTEE. In developmentalavoid enemy detection, ambushes, and engagements testing to date, the ISV demonstrated 435 Mean Miles

during amajorityoftheir missions. Inorderto traverse getyeen Operational Mission Failure (MMBOME)cross country foutes and wooded terrain, the UNt versus its required 1,200 MMBOMF. Based on thia
as ford1 reduce efspeed, esuing IWS clabiy the IV has a 50 percent rabably of
movement, of maneuvered on improved routes, completinga300-milemissionwithoutan operational
negating any element of surprise. During missions, missionfailure. The majority offailureswere exposed
the unit experienced numerous casualties, delaying in the rugged, hilly terrain of Yuma Proving Ground,mission accomplishment and degrading its combat Arizona. The major failures included lossof steeringpower for follow-on missions. The unit concealed capabilty cracked and bent seat frames, and engine
their ISVs and divers close to the objective and cracks and overheating. The ISV was more reliable
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in the less challenging flat, wooded, terrain of Fort the ISV open design exposed soldiers to potential
Bragg, North Carolina. During IOTAE, the vehicle injuries from trees,branches, sticks, andother debris.
demonstrated 1,070 MMBOMF. The program has.
developed a corrective action plan to address failures (U) Survivability

intssthyent ely Tesionyis (CUI) The ISV is not survivable in a contested kinetic:
(U) While 1SV operator training was sufficient for the threat environment. The vehicle does not have a
drivers to operate the vehicle, ISV maintainer training ballistic and underbody survivability requirement to
was limited due to incomplete maintenance manuals Protecttheuitagainst threats definedin the Validated
and training material. The program plans to provide OnlineLifecycle Threat report. An SV-equipped units
contractor logistics support and improve maintainer Susceptibletoenemythreats and actions. The ISV has
manuals and training prior to transitioning to organic. Some design features to reduce units’ susceptibility
Support in FY23. Because of the open design and 10 enemy detection, such as speed and small visual
handling characteristics of the ISV, additional training 2nd aural signatures. Units employing the SV may
time is needed for drivers to operate the vehicle ina Need to consider integrating organic reconnaissance
variety of terrain conditions, as well as night driving, 3nd firepower assets to enhance their survivability to
and to prevent rollovers. Unit leaders assessed threats.
collective training as lacking tactics, techniques, (cL) The Isv is survivable against moderate level
and procedures to employ the ISV in their combat cull ity because the veele can be repaired
formations. While soldiers performed diagnostic 1otg full operational capabilly. The vehicle Is
and maintenance tasks within their capability, most yy nerabie in a cyber-contested environment throughmaintenance was performed by Contractor field ine commercial supply chain Impacting the abilty of
senlGeiepiesentatives a unit equipped with the ISV from accomplishing its
(U) The abiltyofthe soldier to egress from center and Mission.
rear seated positions in the ISV was hindered by the
mite space and narterence fam sored mission | (1) Recommendation
equipment during missions. The seating positions for
the soldiers are cramped and uncomfortable. During 1. (U) The Army should develop a plan to address
I0TSE, over 60 percent of the soldiers expressed recommendations identified in the ISV IOTAE
dissatisfaction with the ISV ride comfort. The vehicle report published in FY22 prior to the ISV fullrate
rear seats contributed to lower back discomfort. production decision scheduled for May 2022.
When the company used the ISVs in wooded terrain,
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(U)lntegrated Tactical Network (ITN)

[OLECEETEEREe es
JCC
CEREUS CCT te Th ies |
ETSEET(FN es ny sa -
to develop and rapidly prototype the TN to address| 7 =i po]
LECe A NE - Carter
Brigade-level exercise, ina contested environment, oy N . a
Beee Fe ms
full complement of Capability Set (CS) 21 ITN Em
pag Eel

| (U) System Description
(U) The ITN is an effort to rapidly prototype and field equipment to modernize Army tactical communications.
The ITN is an integration effort that combines program of record (traditional acquisition) and commercial
off-the-shelf systems to create network connections that add layers of data and voice capabilities to a Brigade.
“The ITN will eld n fou, two-year capability sets, starting with CS21. The Army plans for the ITN to change and
‘evolve as new capabilities become available for future capability sets.

| (u) Program
(U) The ITN a Middle Ter of Acquisition program inthe rapid prototyping and fielding phases. Starting inFY22,
Product Line Capability Set Development will be the office of primary responsibility to integrate the systems
identified by the Army's Network-Cross Functional Team into the ITN. The Army drafted a TE strategy for CS21in 2019, but did not submit t to DOTE for approval. The ITN CS23 hada preliminary design review in April 2021
and plans to havea critical design review in 3QFY22. The TAE strategy for CS23 isin draft

(U) Major Contractors

+ (U) 4K Solutions: MBK ~ Midland, Georgia.

+ (U) GATR: T2C2 ~ Huntsville, Alabama.
+ (U) General Dynamics Mission Systems: TACDS = Fairfax, Virginia.
+ (U) Hoverfly Technologies Company: VHA ~ Orlando, Florida.
+ (U) Lockheed Martin: VHA - Bethesda, Maryland.
+ (U) FLIR Systems: VHA ~ Wilsonville, Oregon
+ (U) KLAS Telecom: TRIK ~ Herndon, Virginia.

112 cul il
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+ (U) Pacstar: Baseband Teminals - Portland, contested electromagnetic spectrum environment
Oregon. The Amy is developing a TSE strategy to address

+ (U) PAR Government: WINTAK and ATAK software these limitations.
~ Raleigh, North Carolina (U.S. Government-owned
software).

+ (U) Samsung: EUD (Galaxy 57) - San Jose, | (U Performance
California.

+ (U) Siera Nevada Corporation Integrated Mission (1) Effectiveness
Systems: TRAX - Hagerstown, Maryland. (CUI)The Armyneedsto overcome several challenges

+ (U)Silvus:Streamcaster4400, Streamcaster 4200 to demonstrate [TN operational effectiveness.
=LosAngeles,California. Brigade leaders indicated that having multiple

+ (U) Tampa Microwave:ScoutTerminals=Tampa, communication paths provided redundancy they
Florida. had not had previously but the battalions could not

+ (U) Trellisware: TW-950, TW-875 ~ San Diego, extend the Tactical Scalable Mobile ad-hoc network
Galifornia to the companies and brigade. This highlights the

+ (U) Verizon: Cellular plan for MBK ~ New York, Complexityofthe ITN,asthe Tactical Scalable Mobile
New York network is not intended to extend from battalion to

. _ brigade. The unit was untrained and unable to use
paargectnolodles: SF 9820S = 4a mideradios to accomplish that link. The uit

] could not federate data from multiple sources to
© (U) Thales Group: AN/PRC170 = Clarksburg, create a single, digital, common operating picture.

Matylsas The network managers did not have the knowledge,
+ (U) ViaSat: AN/PRC-161 ~Carlsbad, California. training, or documentation needed to plan the network

organically and relied on contractor field sevice
representatives to plan and configure the network.| (U) Test Adequacy Sor opie for comin of ta TH t ion

(U) The Any intended to use a combination of test SUCCeSs was neutral,
events to serve as the operational demonstration }
supporting rapid fielding. The CS21 TSE strategy  (U) Suitability
planned for Soldier Touchpoint in January 2020 but (CU) The Amy needs to overcome several
eal world events for the Tst Brigade/82nd Atbome challenges to demonstrate ITN operational suitability
Division (1/82) prevented the Army from conducting The ITN-equipped unit was not able to maintain
that event. The Army conducted a technical test in the TN equipment due to thei lack of training and
November 2020 and the Handheld, Manpack, and experience, The training of the ITN equipment was
Small Form Fit IOTEE in January 2021. In March interruptedbyreal-world deployments and COVID-19
2021, 1/82 conducted the Brigade Capstone event restrictions. The 1/82 leadership indicated that even
during a Joint Readiness Training Center rotation yt adequate training, t may notbemanned with the
to demonstrate the CS21 ITN in an operationally correct personnel (either in number or expertise) to
realistic environment. The Capstone event did not operate and maintain the network. The large amount

have a DOT&E-approved test plan and did not provide of adtional equipment without any. increase in
adequate data to evaluate the use of the ITN at the  gtaffing stretches the abil of units to use the ITN
Battalion or Brigade echelons. Several key pieces tactically. The TN-equipped Brigade does not have
of equipment were not used in the Brigade exercise, adequate power generation to operate the additional
precluding an assessment of their utility. The Amy equipment and does not have any spare capacity to
did not collect objective data during the Capstone absorbany lossofpower generation
to make up for the cancelled Soldier Touchpoint.
Gapstone data consisted of unit observations and (J) Survivability
surveys. The Army hasnot conducted an Adversarial a
Assessment of an assessment of the Tm aU) The sunivailty of the ITN in a cyber. andelectromagnetic spectrum-contested environment
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cannot be assessed until the development and 2. (U) Study the manpower needed to operate and
execution of an adequate TEE strategy. ‘maintain the [TN equipment.

3. (U) Continue to develop and rapidly prototype the
I (U) Recommendations ITN to address identified problems.

4. (U) Develop a TAE strategy for C23 ITN
(0) The Army should: designed to enable an assessment of operational
1. (U) Conduct a fullytrained Brigade level exercise effectiveness, operational  suitabilty, and

in a contestedenvironment,equipped with the full survivability.
complement of CS21 ITN equipment.

i [1 Ll
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(U)Integrated Visual Augmentation System

(WAS)

[EIRCCAERPETESC Ree
(IVAS) prototyping effort demonstrated growth || / fe
in capabilities with a first militarized design for || R f a
Capabilty Set (CS) 3 and improved comfort and || | A) uc
field of view with CS 4 but has not yet demonstrated | | Lge oo]
the capability to serve as a fighting goggle. The || | 4 4 ial
Army delayed the IOT&E planned for September BR ri]

2021, allowing for time to fix performance | #5 2 sc]
deficiencies identified in CS 3and CS 4testing, The || 2 1 x
Army should develop an adequate T&E strategy La LAY 1a

that quantifies improvements to CS 4 deficiencies || _ B yy
prior to I0T&E and fielding. ct

| (U) System Description
(U) The Army intends for the IVAS to increase close combat lethality by providing improved communication,
mobility, situational awareness, and marksmanship. The IVAS includesa heads-up display (HUD), body-worn
computer (puck), networked data radio, and three conformal batteries for each soldier. The IVAS HUD provides.
a see-through display and augmented reality capability with integrated thermal and low-light imaging sensors,
a builtin compass for navigation, and Tactical Assault Kit situational awareness software. The Intra-Soldier
Wireless provides Rapid Target Acquisition capabilities connecting the Family of Weapon Sights ~Individual
mounted on a soldier's weapon to the sight picture in the HUD. The IVAS radio enables all IVAS-equipped
Soldiersopass data within the Company.

| (U) Program
(U) IVAS is a Middle Tier of Acquisition program in the rapid prototyping and fielding phases intended to
equip over 100,000 soldiers with the system, using an iterative approach of four Capability Sets. In December
2020, after the compltion of CS 3 testing, the USDALS) approved the IVAS program to transition from rapid
prototyping to rapid fielding, authorizing the Armyto procureupto 10,000 CS 4systems while also requiring that
correction of problems noted during CS 3 testingbeverified prior to IOT&E and CS 4fielding. The Army employs
the rapid prototypingeffortto continue system development

(U) The Army split the IVAS CS 4 into two increments (CS 4a and CS 4b) and completed the testing of both
increments in July 2021. The IVAS Program Manager has not yet developed an adequate TAE strategy that
quantifies improvements to CS 4 deficiencies, a prerequisite for IOT&E and fielding.
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(U) Major Contractor 0 C5 4 eminated same causes of increased; ight emissions and demonstrated a formation of a0) Microsoft ~ software development in Redmond, gor “TISSES 00Semeriuated o formationof#
Washington and hardware developed in Mountain oPSEed MeiersEh» on trproverent
View, Salieri user acceptance has improved with CS 4, soldiers

still have slightly negative to neutral opinions on| (U) Test Adequacy The acoepabilty of Go 4. Solder continue 10 lack
confidence in their abity to complete the most(1) Between October 2020 and November 2020, essential warfighting functions effectively and safelythe Army conducted Soldier Touch Point (STP) 3 at while wearing the IVAS in all mission scenarios. VAS.Fort Picket, Virginia with CS 3 to support the rapid CS 4 has reduced weight and a redesigned gasket to

fielding decision. Details are provided in the IVAS CS improve comfort by relieving pressure afound the face
3 Operational Assessment report published in March but, compared to current equipment, CS 4 hardware2021. In April 2021, the Army conductedSTP4at Fort discomfort still leads to headaches, nausea, pressure
Bragg, North Carolina with CS 4a prototypes. STP 4 on the face, and neck strain.
included a 48-hour company mission scenario and
‘multiple comparative events to compare performance (UJ) Suitability
of solders equipped with the IVAS 0 soldiers (cite va boca needsfo continue to fx the
equipped with their current equipment. Following fgiyyres identified in testing to mitigate the risk toaddilonal fixes, the Army demonstrated CSdb in User eying operational suitability requirements in IOTAE.
Jury 4.3 at Fort Bragg, North Carolina in July 2021. p00S1Ds liability incidents led to a decreased
The Army conducted a Cooperative Vulnerability and itty of AS sensors, radios, and Rapid Target
Penetration Assessment on hardened CS 4 SYSIeMS  cquisition. Mission shields fallingoffand accidental
at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico in Ma) ieconnects of the Typhoon cable connecting the2021, followed by a developmental test with SIGETS 40" sr poi esuiit sycoms coene5 pe
focused ondiscorering IVASCS cyber andelectronic 001 PIX uIed1h S45 shore,COda
warfare vunerabities. CS 4 testing informed the ng essential function failure requirements and hadArmy decision about IVAS readinessfor IOTEE. Tow probabilty of completing a 72-hour mission

Scenario without incident. During User Jury 43, CS
1 (U) Performance 4b demonstrated improvements with the Typhoon

Gable and mission shield. The fixes to those fallure
modes improved relabity. VAS CS 4 demonstrated a(U) Effectiveness mean batterylife of 8.2hoursand confirmedthe need

(GUI) The IVAS program needs to demonstrate fixes fora battery charging and power resupply plan.
to sensors and display, Rapid Target Acquisition
integration, reliability, human  factors/comfort, (1) Survivability
and field of vision to mitigate the risk to achieving (CU) The IVAS program needs to continue tooperational effectiveness in IOTSE. IVAS CS 3 mitigate the vulnerabiities idontified in testing to
proved useful for navigation and mission planning improve survivabily in a cyber- and electromagnetic
but IVASequipped units experienced movement spectrum-contested environment. The penetration
delays, were not able to distinguish enemy from team noted 12 findings on CS 3 involving. the
friendly forces, had limited situational awareness, and supporting network components of VAS
struggled to efiably engage the enemy.
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| (U) Recommendations Tactical Assault Kit integration to improve overall
lethality and user acceptance.

LyTiemyshou 3. (U) In coordination with Microsoft, develop a
1. (U) Develop an adequate TAE strategy to quantify reliability growth plan to continue to correct failure.

improvements to CS 4 deficiencies prior to IOTAE. Te
2. (CUI) Continue to mitigate deficiencies identified 4 (U) Complete a battery and power management

in test and prioritize improvements to sensors’ Plan to determine how soldiers will charge
display, reliably, Rapid Target. Acquisition, batteriesoensureadequate powerto completea
comfort/human factors, field of vision, and F2hou wissionscenario.

[7 1 17
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(U)NoInt Air-to-Ground Missile (JAGM)

(U) The Joint Airto-Ground Missile (JAGM) is 12

operationally effective, suitable, and lethal against 5 -

a wide array of operationally representative targets (§
when launched from the AH-64E Apache attack
Le RNEt “
decision in 3QFY22, the Navy needs to complete 4
the second phase of operational testing intended
to demonstrate JAGM operational effectiveness, L)
suitability, and lethality as fired from the Marine's
AHAZ Viper attack helicopter. gl : g

| (U) System Description
(U) JAGM is an air-to-ground, precision-guided missile with two new seekers that replicate and combine the
capabilities of the existing laser-guided HELLFIRE Romeo and radar-guided Longbow HELLFIRE missiles. Army
and Marine Corps commanders intend to employ the JAGM from helicopters and unmanned aircraft to engage
enemy combatants n stationary and moving armored and unarmred vehicles, within complex building and
bunker structures, in small boats, and inthe open.

| (U) Program

(U) The JAGM is an Acquisition Category IC joint program led by the Army's Program Executive Office Missile
and Space, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. DOT&E approved the updated Test and Evaluation Master Plan on
‘September 9, 2020. The Army completed IOT&E | in 3QFY20 but did not make a production decision due to a
delay in 10TAE I required for the evaluation of the JAGM when launched from the Navy's threshold platform.
The Navy is scheduled to complete I0TE Ilin 1QFY22to support a full rate production decision In SQFY22.
(U) Major Contractor
(U) Lockheed Martin Corporation, Missiles and Fire Control Division ~ Orland, Florida.

| (U) Test Adequacy

(U) The JAGM IOTEE I was adequate to assess operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability of JAGM
when launched from the AH-64E Apache attack helicopter, the Amy's threshold platform. The Amy Test and
Evaluation Command conducted testing in accordance with a DOT&E-approved test plan. The IOT&E | included
new equipment raining force-on-force missions, and ive ire engagements

iE = ry
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(U) FTE conducted in accordance with (U) Suitability
DOTaEapproved test plans, was adequate to
evaluate JAGM lethality against all required ground (1) The JAGM fired from the AH-64E Apache attackes helicopter is operationally suitable, exceeding

prelaunch and inflight reliability requirements.
(U) The JAGM IOTEE I, intended to assess JAGM The Amy continues to conduct relabilty test
performance when launched from the Marine's AH-1Z engagements as part of their lt acceptance process.
Viper attack helicopter, has been delayed due to The Army has conducted environmental testing
platformsoftwareperformance challenges. The Navy in a controlled chamber environment but has not
is continuingto address interoperability concems and completed lve fire testing in an extreme cold weather
is scheduledtoconduct OTE Il in 1QFY22. environment, such as Alaska. Live fre testing in an

Arctic environment may reveal reliability concems
thatare masked in a static chamber test environment.

| (U) Performance
(U) The program has completed some developmental
and integrated testing on the AH-1Z. The Navy has

) Effectiveness hot completed operational testing needed to velty
(U) The AH-64E Apache attack helicopter units firing the JAGM's operational suitability.
the JAGM are operationally effective, exceeding
required hit performance requirements against awide (U) Survivability
array of operationally representative targets. The  (U) The survivabilty assessment of JAGM against

Armydevelopedaneffective andintuitive pilotvehicle  ingider and nearsider cyber threats is available
interface for aircrews. The flexbilty of the JAGM'S in the classified JAGM IOTEE report, published
dualseeker providesaircrews a greaterabilty o2dapt. in August 2020. The Army has not assessed the
to the changing battlefield environment. The dual JAGM's survivability against an outsider threat or the
guidance capability mitigates the effects of battlefield survivabilty of the JAGM' supply chain.
obscurants such as smoke, dust, and foliage that
limit the performance of legacy ‘semiactive laser  (U) The Navy is scheduled to conduct additional

HELLFIREmissiles. cybersecurity testing in 20FY22 to assess the
survivability of the JAGM as integrated on the AH-1Z

() The Navy has not yet completed operational Viper. Cybersecurity test plans are in development
testingofthe JAGM launched fromthe Marine's AH-1Z and have not yet been submitted to DOTE for review
Viper attack helicopter, the Navy's threshold platform. and approval.
There have been numerous software issues with the
integration of the JAGM onto the AH-1Zs platform :
systems. The JAGM software has remained stable. I (U) Recommendations
ne Neyble tegration fue re ITH0 1pyhe

The JAGM demonstrated adequate lethality + (U) Conduct cybersecurity testing to assess
rey a ee mony) the sunivabilty of the JAGM supply chan and

in the open, martime. targets, and. olassified Potential vinerabilies to en outsiderthreat.
counterinsurgency targets. The height of burst is 2. (U) Correct deficiencies with the height of the
higher than expected when engaging personnel inthe burst sensor and adjust tactics, techniques, and
‘open and appearsunrelatedtosurrounding objects or procedures to ensure lethality against personnel
vehicles intheopen.

JAGM 1 LE
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3. (U) Demonstrate JAGM effectiveness and lethality 5. (U) Conduct missile flight testing in the Arctic to
against emerging threats, including those with assess performance of sustained extreme cold
countermeasure systems. temperatures.

4. (U) Continue to improve reliability through lot
‘acceptance and reliability testing.

LPL) cul Re)
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(U) Joint Assault Bridge (JAB)

(CUI) The Joint Assault Bridge (JAB) is operationally effective and suitable, and designed to protect the
crew against operationally relevant kinetic threat RS gh ;
engagements. Some mission critical systems are | ST cad |
vulnerable to direct and indirect fires, preventing
the crew from launching and retrieving the bridge
after such engagements. To mitigate these
vulnerabilities, the Program Office implemented a
vehicle survivability upgrades that will be verified a 7 0
through testing in 1QFY22. The Army entered the Ah Aa

JAB fullrate production in March 2021 with an

intent to retroft all vehicles with these survivability
Upgrades, if proven effective:

| (U) System Description
(U) The JAB is an M1A1 Abrams chassis-based, armored vehicle-launched, bridge system intended to provide
Armored Brigade CombatTeams (ABCT) withawetordry gap-crossing capability to enable freedom of maneuver
on the battlefield. The JAB replaces theM104Wolverine and M48/M0 in the ABCT Brigade Engineer Battalions
and Mobility Augmentation Companies. The JAB design, based on the M1A1 Abrams chassis with M1AZ heavy
suspension, heavy assault scissor hydraulic bridge, and additional armor kits, intends to provide enhanced
mobility, supportability, and crew survivability, as well as the use of common battlefield communication suites.

| (U) Program

(CUI) The JAB is an Acquisition Category Il program. The Army delegated the acquisition decision authority

to the Program Executive Officer, Combat Support and Combat Service Support. The Army entered fulkrate
production in March 2021, with a production ate of two systems per month, fora total of 297 systems.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) Leonardo DRS Technologies, Inc. = St. Louis, Missouri. Anniston Army Depot ~ Anniston, Alabama.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U) The Army conducted the second I0TE at Fort ily, Kansas from November 13-23, 2020 and the LFTAE at
Aberdeen Test Center, Maryland from November2017through March 2018 in accordance with DOT&E-approved
test plans.

JAB cul ili)
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fo ns Je iadSe in (U) Survivability

the Army implemented survivabilty upgrades .
to the bridge launching mechanism and ycraulc (OU) fheJO1designedto protect ii
fons piven) wilyo Shes iag asystemsarevulnerabletodirectFY22 i rd: ith the DOT&E- roved test.
on he SPPIOVEAIESt ond indirect fires, preventingthe crew from launching

ke and retrieving the bridge after an engagement. The
Program Office implemented vehicle survivability

| (U) Performance upgrades to mitigate some of those vulnerabilities.
The Army plans to validate these upgrades during
testing in 1QFY22. The effect of those upgrades on

(U) Effectiveness JAB survivability will be detailed in an update to the
(U) The JAB isoperationally effective. Engineer units JAB IOTAE 2 and LFTAE report that was published
equipped with the JAB demonstrated the ability to in March 2021,after the Army completes the live fire
provide ABCT wet or dry gap-crossing capability, verification testing.
supporting the accomplishment of doctinal combat (1) 11 at merale in a cyber-contested

iissions: SAS rans ished gd ieyisyed]bridges environment. Specific vulnerabilities and their effect
within the time requirements and kept pace with on mission accomplishment are described in the

Ls Ld classified survivability annex of the JAB IOT&E 2 and
FT 1(U) Suitability LFT&E report published in March 202

(U) The JAB is operationally suitable, demonstrating. 2
“dequate avaiabityto the maneuver commanderfor | (U) Recommendations
‘every planned operation. (U) The Army should:

(Cul) The JAB demonstrated 52 mean cycles testing
betwaon operational mission fairs, exceeding he 1 $7 er rou testing athe 40 suiatity
requirement of 21 mean cycles between operational pp
mission failures. The JAB also demonstrated 341 _
mean miles between operational mission failures, 2. (U) Improve JAB usability by developingawayto
exceeding the requirement of 157 mean miles allow the launcher tongue to reconnecton rough
between operational mission failures. ground.

(U) On rough terrain, JAB crews had difficulty
reconnecting the launcher tongue to the bridge.

iP cul FY
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(U)Jeint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) Utility
(UTE) and Fire Direction Center (FDC)

(U) Afield artillery unit equipped with the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) Fire Detection Center (FDC).
with companion trailer and JLTV Utility (UTL) towing
FURL OREREee
for a maneuver unit. During the developmental ||
and operational testing (DT/OT), the JLTV FOC
and UTL towing the Howitzer were reliable for the

unit to accomplish fire missions. The JLTV UTL.
and FDC experienced suitability shortcomings in Pl cm Br 3
EECLT EeOC aR WP
(LET EY TE A i Ra
prior to fielding to artillery units. The program =
intends to re-compete the JLTV contract and make
BS
and Howitzer interface in FY22. - em ——

| (U) System Description
(U) The JLTV Family of Vehicles is the partial replacement for the High Mobilty Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV) fleetfor the Army, Marine Corps, and Air Force. The Services intend for the JLTVto provide increased
crew protection against improvised explosive devices and underbody attacks, improved mobility, and higher
reliability than the HMMWV to support various military operations. The JLTV Family of Vehicles consists of
the Combat Tactical Vehicle, with three mission package configurations (General Purpose Variant, Heavy Guns.
Carrier Variant, and Close Combat Weapon Carrier Variant) and the Combat Support Vehicle, with one mission
package configuration (UTL Prime Mover Variant).

| (U) Program
(U) The JLTV is an Acquisition Category IG program. The program is in fukate production and fielding vehicles
10 Army, Marine Corps, and Air Force units. The program developed a JLTV FOC Integration Kit and an M119A3
Howitzer interface for the UTL variant in FY20. This engineering change proposal will allow artillery units to
employ the UTL, in lieu of the HMMWV, as an FDC, the prime mover, and ammunition carrier for the towed
M119A3 Howitzer. The program intends to make a production decision for the FDC Integration Kit and Howitzer
interface n FY22.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Oshkosh Corporation ~ Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Jv T] Ps
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1 (U) Test Adequacy degraded the units ability to establish a security
perimeter during the DT/OT.

(U) The Army Test and Evaluation Command executedthe Fires DT/OT in August 2021 at Fort Campbell, (J) The unit recommended the communication
Kentucky. The integrated testing was conducted in Speakers be relocated to. the rear of the JLTV
accordancewiththe DOTAE-approvedtest plan. YTL to improve audibiity of firing commands and

communication with the FOC. The JLTV UTL had
sufficient ammunition carry capability and good ride

| () Performance aualty. The talate had ample space for use as a
ready rack for projectiles and fuses in preparation for

(U) Effectiveness fring.
(U) A field artillery unit equipped with the JLT Foc (U) Suitability
and JLTV UTL towing the MT19A3 Howitzer can () The JLTV FDC and JLTV UTL towing the Howitzer
support fire Support operations for a maneuver unit. were reliable for the unit to accomplish fire missionsDuring the DT/OT,theplatoon used the JLTV FOC to. diuring the DT/OT. = The JLTV. experienced one
perform tactical fire direction and employ the UTL operationalmissionfailure duetoafueldrawproblem
to emplace the M119A3 to execute 75 fire Missions. The JLTV FDC and UTL demonstrated suitability
The JLTV demonstrated similar mobility as shown sportcomingsin training,safety, and human factors.during the 2018 JLTV MultiService Operational
Test and Evaluation. The vehicle provided good  (U) Based on soldier feedback, more hands-on time
acceleration, enhanced offroad mobility for the raining is needed for emplacing and displacing the
platoon to successfully complete 31 tactical moves Howitzer with the JLTV UTL. Soldier egress from
over 1,273 miles. The M119A3 Howitzer has less the rear of the JLTV ULT using the vehicle steps is a
‘mobility than the JLTV UTL, resulting in the platoon Safety hazard because the steps failed to stay in the
reducing the operational tempo to prevent damage to stowed position; the location of the steps made their
their Howitzer use dificult and interfered with Howitzer’ tow bar.
(U) During the DT/OT, the platoon employed the JLTV's  (U) The location of the peer-to-peer communication
adjustable suspension to lower the height of the speakers needs to be improved for soldiers to hear
vehicle to faciltate loading/unloading ammunition and understand information communicated from
and reduce the egress height from the vehicle the crew in the cab to the rear of vehicle. The JLTVeg ig
during emplacement. Adjusting the suspension  UTL provides poor visibility for the crew in the rear
was time-consuming, increasing emplacement and of vehicle to observe their surroundings and react
displacement times, and delaying movement. The quicklytotactcal situation changes.
platoon considered suspension adjustments during .
operations and modified theirtactics, techniques, and 3) Te sortecover Si be ysbi ising.
procedures to account forthe additonaltime. Delays &7! 13k? an opening in front for ease of access
In movement can affect the ably of an arulery unit #1ee!0 cameufiage nating,loading unloading
10 quickly react to changes in the tactical situation, ¢>9%51! Operating as a secondaryFOG for chart
and increase units’ susceptibility to threats. Bb

(U) The JLTV UTL lacks sufficient storage for all (U) Survivabilitg
mission equipment. The tarp and bow structure of (Cu) The JLTV survivability assessment in a

thecargo cover does not have thecapabilityto safely contested kinetic threat environment is detailed in
stow equipment on top of the cargo cover while the 201g classified LFTSE report, Th JLTV has a
moving. The platoon stored their camouflage nets  jarge visual signature. An artilery unit equipped withand force protection equipment inside the cargo area tne JLTV wil need to consider modifications to theirof the JLTV, reducing the available space for other tactics, techniques, and procedures to reduce theirsupplies and soldiers. This deficiency increased the guqceptilty to enemy detection
time for the unit to erect camouflage netting and
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(CU ITVartillery units are vinerabletocyberattacks| (U)) R endation
diected at milftary network command and control 1 © Recomm
systems similar to other combat units. Such 1. (U) The Joint Program Office should develop a
attacks will impact situational awareness, position plan to address recommendations identified in
location information, and denial of service, requiring the JLTV UTL and FDC Operational Assessment
developmentoftactics,techniques, and procedures. report published in December 2021, before the

fieldingofthe JLTV to artillery units.
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(Weng Range Fires

(U) The Army continues topursue the developmentof my Long Range Fes
the Precision Strike Missile (PrSM) and advances to | [SN on
the Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System (GLMRS)
to improve precision fires range and maneuverability
PURO SRE] Y_ 3
Test planning is ongoing, precluding a preliminary ho
‘evaluation of the performance of either system. oya?oe

(U) To mitigate the risk to IOT&E and facilitate an i ob
adequate evaluation of the operational effectiveness ERRR

of precision-guided missiles, the Amy should OUgeLr ettpte td
continue exploring long-range fight corridors.

| (U) System Description
(U) The long range precision fires modemization portfolio currently includes the PrSM and the
GLMRS, both surface-to-surface missiles that will provide commanders with options in an all-weather,
cluster-munition-compliant capability to attack critical and time-sensitive area and point targets. The PrSM
will complement the current suite of GMLRS rockets and replace the Army Tactical Missile System. The
GMLRS includes three fielded variants: Dual-Purpose Improved Conventional Munitions, Unitary, and Alternative
Warhead (AW)
(CUI) The proposed Extended Range (ER) GMLRS Unitary and AW variants expand the rocket motor diameter
to increase range, modify the control section for enhanced maneuverability, and incorporate a side-mounted
proximity sensor to enable higher height-of-burst
(U) Army units wil fire the PrSM and ER-GMLRS rockets from the wheeled M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket
System and M270A2 launcher

| (U) Program

(GU) The PIM s a Pre-Major Defense Acquisition 8 Program. The Army plans to field four increments of the
PrSM missile, Increment 1 being the baseline capability with a threshold lethal range of 400 kilometers. Future
increments wil focus on increasing range and engagement against moving and hardened targets. In June 2021,
DOTE approved the MilestoneB Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) supporting the Milestone B decision
oon 27 September, 2021. The Army expects to have the production-representative missile design completed
prior to Production Qualification Test flights in October 2022. The Army plans to execute a Limited User Test to
support an urgent materiel release decision and the fielding of an early operational capability in FY23, followed
by IOT&E in support of a full materiel release scheduled for 1QFY25.
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(CU) The ERGMLRS is an engineering change (CU) The ER-GMLRS TEMP Annex, approved by
proposal 10 the GMLRS Unitary and AW rockets. DOSE in August 2020, includes a test program
DOTSE approved the ERGMLRS TEMP Amnex in with 14 test rockets (with spares) and modeling
August, 2020. The scheduled IOTAE has shifted two and simulation considered adequate to evaluate the
yearsdue tothe impactsoffixing design deficiencies ER-GLMRS operational effectiveness and lethally.
and associated hardware and software availabilty The TEMP does not include firing of the ERGMLRS
delays. The Army planstoconduct IOTSE beginning Unitary delay mode because the flight termination
in August 2023 in support of an engineering change system, required when fring i the continental United
proposal, fullrate production decision, States, does not iti the Unitary missile configuration.

While this remains a challenge, the Army is exploring
(U) Major Contractor fring a Unitary delay mode. I0TEE Is scheduled for
(U) Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control - Grand FY23

Prairie, Texas; assembled In Camden, Arkansas. ( The TEMP also includes a cybersecurity
assessment composed of a CVPA and an AA that will
leverage a system of systems architecture, including

| (U) Test Adequacy the two launchers with the updated fire control
(CU) In FY21, the PrSM program executed one system.
engineering developmental test shat, while the
ERGLMRS conducted four. The PrSM program
intends to complete the three remaining planned | (U) Performance
engineering development test shots in FY22. In June
2021, DOTAE approved the PrSM Milestone B TEMP (UJ) Effectiveness
with the following recommendations: 31 (U) The testing planning for both the PrSM and
+ (U) The Army should execute a maximum range,  ER.GMLRS is ongoing, precluding the preliminary

sensor to shooter, surface-o-surface shot aS gyalyation of thei operational effectiveness at thiss00n as the DOD establishes a long-range flight gy.
corridor in the Continental United States to
adequatelyevaluate the operational effectiveness (CUI) The Army experienced both hardware and
and lethality of long range precision fires against software deficiencies with the ERGMLRS during
operationally representative targets. the first three engineer development test shots, but

+ (GUI) With the exception of the maximum range Lockheed Martin has identified and resolved these
shot, the Army should execute the operational Problems.
test shots In the presence of operationally
representative countermeasures using the most (UJ) Suitability
updated missile and firing platform software 10 (U) The testing planning for both the PrsM and
evaluate the effect of GPSjamming on PSM ER.GMLRS Is ongoing. precluding the preliminary
operational effectiveness and lethality. evaluation oftheir operational suitability at this time.

+ (U) Given the anticipated software changes
between limited user testing and 10TaE, and (U) Survivability
Io ensure the Cooperative Vulnerability and (oy) the testing planning for both the PrSM andPenetration Assessment (CVPR) adequately !orm me. Advarsanl Assavement Gut ny ERGMLRS is ongoing, precluding the preliminary

od a ants | CYluation of ther survvabilty in a norvperisive
Support of teise sing an OTSE to STVSITT, fo cide 3 cbarcntsted and aable carly Homtieaton of am ners, contested electromagnetic. spectrum environment.

Ne “subsequent fixes prior to 0Tae.  1"e Amy has not yet executed thei plan to evaluate
J; ponte the PrSMIn a GPS-Contested/dened environment, nor

FRipEorta fen have they yet completed the modeling and simulation
uns to evaluate the survivabilty of the PrSM in a
nonpermissive kinetic threat environment.



cul }
| (U) Recommendations 3. (U) Synchronize the advanced field artillery

tactical data system software releases and the
(U) The Army should: development of the M270A2, as well as a new fire

1. tenserminedott SSmites at
PISMMiestone 8TEMPDOTSEapprovalmemo. =e Emm EOE Plsider employ nal operationally

FL) I0Sver 5 pia 3 dost ig) SECIS representative countermeasures in integrated
Unitary delay mode in an operationally realistic testing,
environment
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(UyMO917A3 Heavy Dump Truck (HDT)

(U) The Army will employ the M917A3 Heavy
Dump Truck (HDT) to construct and maintain air pr,
and ground supply lines. The Army completed live || SE a rr -1] ;
fire testing of the armored M917A3 in November Ns Hi
2020 and will issue a full material release for the pu AEA
armored and armor-capable variants in March A ..! “ean | 20
2023. The armored M917A3 HDT demonstrated hab bb!
the expected survivability against operationally
relevant kinetic threat engagements. Additional
details are summarized in a classified HDT LFTRE
report published in September 2021

| (U) System Description
(U) The M917A3 HDT is a 22.5-ton capacity dump truck that will replace the M917 and F5070 HDT, both ofwhich are beyondtheir intended economic useful life. U.S. Army Horizontal Construction Companies, Equipment
Support Platoon, Asphalt Teams, and Quarry Teams employ the M917A3 HDT throughout all operational
theaters to construct and maintain air and ground supply linesby hauling, spreading, and dumping materials to
build roads, landing strips, logistical facilities, helipads, parking areas, and motorpools.

(CUI) The M917A3 will be built in two variants: armor-capable and armored. The armored variantconsists.
of undercab armor, B-kit opaque and transparent armor, a fuel tank fire suppression kit, and Jankelenergy-absorbing seats to protect the crew from kinetic threat-elated accelerative injuries. The Army plan fo
purchase 164 M917A3s. Up to 30 percent will be armored. The armor-capable variant was designed to receive
‘these upgrades if needed in the future.

| (U) Program
{U) The M917A3 is an Acquisition Category ll program in the post Milestone C stage of the acquisition cycle.
DOTRE approved the Test and Evaluation Master Plan in August 2020. The full material release decision isplanned for March 2023

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Mack Defense ~ Allentown, Pennsylvania.
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relevant Kinetic threat engagements. Additional

1 v) Test Adequacy details including threat descriptions and survivability

{U) The Army executed livefire testing of the armored performancecanbefound intheclassified HDT LFT&E

M917A3 HDT from July 2019 to November 2020 at report. Specifically, the classified report assesses

Aberdeen Test Center in Aberdeen, Maryland. Testing test adequacy, force protection, mission functionality,

included: 1) armor coupon testing to determine how and recoverability of the armored M917A3 HDT when

well the cab armor solutions protect the crew against exposed to enemy forces equipped with smal arms,
penetrating bullets and fragments, 2) exploitation overhead artillery, side IEDs, and underbody mine and

testing of the armored cab to determine if welds, IED threats.

‘seams, gaps between armor plates, and attachments

1o the armor introduced vulnerabilities, 3) fuel tank .
fire suppression testing to assess the fuel tank fire | (U) Recommendation
suppression kits ability to extinguish fuel tank fires ™ A wo

moetaerate © Vo irl022
and 4) fullup system-level testing to assess force |Tae anor to Improve the HDT survivabilty,
protection from side and underbody IEDs and mines. 1g include force protection, against operationally
Testing was adequate and conducted in accordance [ciavant Kinet threat engagements.
‘with DOT&E-approved test plans. DOTE published a
classified HDT LFTE report in September 2021

| (u) Performance

(U) Survivability
(CUI) The armored M917A3 HDT demonstrated
the expected survivability against operationally
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(U)Maneuver-Short Range Air Defense
(M=SHORAD) Increment 1

(CU) The Maneuver-Short Range Air Defense |] |
(M-SHORAD) Increment 1 operational assessment, |
conducted from October — December 2020, ay
highlighted several challenges the Army - = h
fT EE Rpee =
effectiveness, suitability, and survivability of ry =
M-SHORAD Increment 1 in providing maneuver it |formation with short range air defense coverage. : jo |
The Army fielded one platoon of four vehicles as | K
part of an Early Fielding in March 2021 and plans | |
to field a total of 144vehicles by the end of FY24. LL -

| (U) systemDescription
(CUD) The M-SHORAD Increment 1 integrates sensor and shooter capabilities onto a Stryker Infantry Carrier
Double V-Hull A1 vehicle to defend supported maneuver elements against Group 3 unmanned aircraft:systems,
fixed wing, and rotary wing aircraft threats. The Multi-Mission Hemispheric Radar provides onboardsensing,
‘while the platoon-level Sentinel radar provides external sensing through the Forward Area Air Defense-Command.
and Control network. Shooter capabilities include a Reconfigurable Integrated-Weapons Platform that mounts
a Stinger Vehicle Universal Launcher, modified M299 Hellfire launcher, M230LF 30mm cannon, 7.62mm coaxialmachine gun, and anelectro-optical/infared camera sensor. The M-SHORAD Increment 1 also integrates ArDefense Interrogator (ith Identify Frend or Fos Mode 5) and Blue Force Tracker Situational Awareness systemsand displays.

| (U) Program
(CUI) The M-SHORAD Increment 1 is an urgent capability developed as an Army-directed requirement intended10 purchase and field 144 M-SHORAD Inoromant 1 vehicles by the end of FY23. The Army expects to complete
fielding of the first battalion (32 vehicles) of M-SHORAD Increment 1 to the Sth Battalion 4th Air Defense.
Regiment in Ansbach, Germany by 3QFY22, establishing an early operational capability. The Army also plansto conduct an expeditionary operational assessment in 4QFY23 in Germany, which s currently not scoped fo
demonstrate M-SHORAD Increment 1 operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability.

(U) Major Contractors
+ (4) General Dynamics Land Systems ~ Warren, Michigan
+ (U) Leonardo DRS - Arlington, Virginia.
+ (U) Moog - Elma, New York.
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classification, identification, and probability of kil
1) Test Adequacy Sane marenired ret.
(CU) In October ~ December 2020, the Amy
conducted the MSHORAD Increment 1 operational (U) Suitability
assessment, scoped to measure capabity against (Cu) The Amy needs to overcome several
the ArmyChiefof Staffs directed requirement,and not cpallenges to demonstrate the operational suitability
to determine operational effectiveness, suitability, and o¢ ye M.SHORAD Increment 1. While the system

survivability. The operational assessment included  yomonstrated a high operational availability during

twelve Longbow Hellfire missile fight tests nd 2 the operational assessment, it did not demonstrate
cybersecurity assessment composedof a Cooperative 5joquate reliability. System aborts often occurred in
Vulnerability and PenetrationAssessment, and an coical moments, requiring reboots of all air defense

Adversarial Assessment. Neither the operational iggion critical components. Mission Essential
‘assessment nor the cybersecurity assessment Were pacycage Software version1.7wasreleasedtoaddress.
executed inaccordancewith the DOTEE approvedtest system aborts but has not undergone operational

plan, partially due to the COVID-restriction-induced testing for suitability. The operational assessment

lack of a rotary wing target. COVID restrictions Were demonstrated that M-SHORAD Increment 1 could
‘coordinated with all stakeholders. keep pace with the maneuvering Stryker Brigade

(U) In December 2020, the Army completed the LFTAE Combat Team. Additional details are offered in the
in’ accordance with DOTAE-approved test plans. classified Initial M-SHORAD Operational Assessment
Testing was adequate to assess the survivability ePort published in August 2021.
of the platform to kinetic threats, to include any
force protection implications, and the lethality of the (LJ) Survivability
M-SHORAD Increment 1 kinetic effectors. Testing (CUI) The Armyneedstoovercomeseveral challenges

focused on the newly integrated mission equipment to demonstrate M-SHORAD Increment 1 survivabilty
package, including missile suites and internal fire in a non-permissive environment, to include a
control components. cyber-contested environment. The Army has not yet

tested the survivability of the M-SHORAD Increment
1 in a congested and contested electromagnetic

| (u) Performance spectrum environment.
i (CUI) While the cybersecurity testing was limited in

{U) Effectiveness ima
(CUI) The Army needs to overcome several challenges of the system during emulated cybersecurity attacks,
for the M-SHORAD Increment 1 to demonstrate nor the abiltyofsoldierstorestorethe systemto the
operational effectiveness in providing supported baseline operational condition following an attack, it

maneuver formation with short range air defense yielded valuable information to improve the system.
coverage. The unit equipped with the M-SHORAD Additional details are offered in the classified Initial
Increment 1 demonstrated the ability to meet the  M-SHORAD OperationalAssessment report, published
directed requirement to detect, track, and identify in August 2021.
targets.
(U) The classified Initial M-SHORAD Operational 1 (U) Recommendations
Assessment report, published in August 2021,
details the known performance of the onboard radar, (U) The Army should:
the electro-optical/infrared sensors, the Weapons 3 (1) address M-SHORAD Increment1 deficiencies
systems, and the command and controlsoftware that identified curing the operational assessment
allow soldiers to execute air defense missions. The Cactmanted i he claseied inal MSHORAD
report also includes specifics on detection, tracking, never1 Operational Assessment report
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2. (CU) Revise the scope of the 3QFY23 envionment, with countermeasures andexpeditionary operational assessment to accreditedthreattargetrepresentation.
support an adequate assessment of M-SHORAD
Increment 1 operational effectiveness, suitabilty,
and survivability in an operationally representative
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(U)yMobile Protected Firepower

(U) Limited User Test (LUT) and LFT&E data analyses are ongoing, precluding an evaluation of

Mobile Protected Firepower (MPF) risk to RAR
meeting operational effectiveness, suitability, and |[7
survivability requirements. The Army will use the| a “
LUT and LFT&E data to select either BAE or General

EEEE PERESET S Gi:
for the MPF program in support of a low-rate initial Hoke
production scheduled for 3QFY22. At that time, Ji
the program will transition from the Middle Tier of aq

Acquisition phase to an Acquisition Category IB

program, with the Milestone C decision scheduled EeSater
[EE 1a%P HS pa

| (U) System Description
(U) The MPF is an armored track vehicle with a 105mm main gun that provides the Infantry Brigade Combat

Team (IBCT) with a mobile, protected, direct fire capability against light armored vehicles, hardened enemy
fortifications, and dismounted personnel. The MPF will be able to fire a broad spectrum of currently fielded

‘munitions that can achieve lethal effects against a variety of targets in support of IBCT missions. The MPF

design includes armor, smoke grenade launchers, blow off panels, and automatic fire suppression intended to

enhance survivability against direct/indirectfire, rocket-propelled grenades, and underbody threats.

| (U) Program
(U) MPF was originally designated as an Acquisition Category 18 program intended to enter the acquisition fe
cycle at Milestone 8, but in September 2015, the Army Acquisition Executive approved MPF as a Middle Tier
of Acquisition program. DOTAE approved a Milestone B Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) in August
2019. The competition for the Middle Tier of Acquisition phase of the MPF includes two vendors: BAE Systems

and General Dynamics Land Systems. The Army wil select one of the two vendors during a Source Selection
Evaluation Board convening in 1QFY22 to support low-rate initial production. The program is developing the
MPF Milestone TEMP to describe the TEE activities for the production and deployment phase in support of
the Army Acquisition Executive's Milestone C decision scheduled for 3QFY22.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) BAE Systems - Sterling Heights, Michigan. General Dynamics Land Systems ~ Sterling Helghts, Michigan.
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| (U) Test Adequacy | (U) Performance
(U) As partof the Middle Tier of Acquisition phase of (U) The LUT and LFTE data analyses are ongoing,

theprogram,theArmyTestand Evaluation Command precluding an evaluation of the MPF'spreliminary
conducted a two-phase LUT utilizing prototypes operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability.
focusing on gunnery and maneuver. Testing was Details will be provided in the MPF Operational
conducted from September through November 2021 Assessment report expected to be published in
in accordance with a DOTAE-approved test plan. Prior support of a low-rate production decision in 3QFY22.
to the LUT, the Army conducted a Soldier Touchpoint
event to collect early user feedback and familiarize :the crew with prototype vehicles | (U) Recommendation
(U) The Army completed LFT&E for both vendors 1- (U) Recommendations will be detailed in the
in’ September 2021. Testing was adequate and MPF Operational Assessment report in 3QFY22conducted in accordance with the DOT8E.approved after the completion of the LUT and LFTAE data
Milestone B TEMP and test plans. LFTSE included analyses.
armor exploitation and ballistic hull and turret testing
to inform vendor down-select, and provide early
identification of potential survivability improvements
priorto Milestone C.
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Large (MFEW-AL) program entered MilestoneC in

May 2021 without conducting operational testing.

RAa TRRR
testing precludes a preliminary assessment of a E!
MFEW-AL operational effectiveness, suitability and Ree Q |

REA mf Wy

ee

| (U) System Description

(U) The MFEW-AL is an airborne electronic warfare payload, which will be mounted onto the MQ-1C Group IV
Gray Eagle Unmanned Aircraft Systems to provide the Army Battlefield Commander with electronic attack and
electronic warfare support capability. The MFEW-AL is part of a larger electronic warfare framework, which

includes the Electronic Warfare Planning and Management Tool (EWPMT), to build a common operating picture

of the electromagnetic operating environment. The MFEW-AL is designedto detect, identify, locate, deny, disrupt,
‘and degrade enemy communications and non-communications (radars) in support of Multi-Domain Operations.

| (U) Program
(U) The MFEW-AL is an Acquisition Category ll program. The Army Program Executive Office Intelligence,
Electronic Warfare, and Sensors is the milestone decision authority. The MFEW-AL budget has been reduced

multiple mes and is unfunded in the Army's FY22 Base Budget, submitted in May 2021
(CUI) The Army approved a MilestoneC decision in May 2021 without conducting operational testing.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Lockheed Martin Systems Integration = Owego, New York.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U) The MFEW-AL Program Office is tilzing a Simplified Acquisition Management Plan with an included T&E
strategy as its primary program management document. The Army is continuing to develop the system's
engineering plan and design of experiment for the MFEW-AL, but the Simplified Acquisition Management Plan
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| has not yet been submitted to DOTSE to determine to electronic warfare officers and have not yet| the adequacyofits T&E strategy. included the Amy's MQ-1C community. In addition,| tactics, techniques, and procedures havenotyet been| (The developmental and tegratedesting ed veloped to ensure he MFEW-AL 1 operate n atomauntthe MFEW-ALonafield representative MQ-1C  prenichi, © ELE TeMESA

Gray Eagle has been delayed due to inconsistent
funding, limiting the abilty to proceed to operational (1) 5 itabilit
testing. The program uses surrogate platforms, to ©) Yinclude the UV-18A “Twin Otter” and a special use (J) The lack of program maturity and operationalMQ-1CGrayEagleto continue developmentaltesting. {e5ting precludes a preliminary assessment ofMFEW-AL operational suitability. The prototype(U) The MFEW-AL Program Office continues to look  MFEW-AL design includes known reliability concerns.
for opportunities to participate as an enabler in The lackof an EWMPT increased theuser workload toMuiti-Domain Operations environment test events to analyze and produce operational relevant information
reduce costs. In May2021, the MFEW-AL participated from the MFEW-AL.
in an exercise supporting an Infantry Brigade
Combat Team operating in a simulated MultrDomain (UJ) SurvivabilityOperations environment. This. approach reduces o
testing cost but limits the number of accomplished {U) The lack of program maturity and operationaltesting precludes a preliminary assessment oftest objectives because the MFEW-AL is not the i,MFEW-AL survivabilityin acyber- andelectromagneticfocus of the testing. The MFEW-AL is curently tone curvabity inacyber
using a surrogate ground station for developmental 7S
testing and is expected to use the EWPMT in IOT&E
scheduled forFY24. | () Recommendations

(U) The Army should:| (u) Performance
1. (U) Determine funding requirements to complete

the integrated testing required to prepare for(U) Effectiveness operationaltesting
(U) The lack of program maturity and operational 2. (U) Submit a Simplified Acquisition Managementtesting precludes a preliminary assessment of Plan to DOTE for review and approval of fs TEEMFEW-AL operational effectiveness. The Infantry strategy.
Brigade Combat Team demonstrated the capabilty 3 (uy iganiy the user communityfor the MFEWALto conduct limited electronic attack and electronic (ug or, ELIE CTEITYTHESMEERA
warfare support in a controlled test environment. "feedback are comprehensive.While the preliminary testing has demonstrated some :
capabilities that support program requirements, 4 (U) Coordinate with the Army's UnmannedAircraft
the gathered data lack the operational relevance to ‘System community to ensure tactics, techniques,
support an assessment. For example, Soldier Touch and procedures are developed to supportPoints, intended to assess the utility of MFEW-AL operational employment ofthe MFEW-AL
information to the ground forces, have been limited
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(UYRQ-7Bv2 Block Ill SHADOW - Tactical

unmanned Aircraft System

(U) Units equipped with the RQ-7Bv2 Shadow -

EL UTR ESEESeOO ELSEEU RES SE Toa

ability to acquire targets at greater distances |= Lar r=
and accuracy than Shadow Block | operators. Iss
The Shadow Block Ill is operationally suitable,
demonstrating significant improvement in mean
time between system abort as compared 10 the
‘Shadow Block I. The Army began fielding RQ-78v2 |

ETEEPIeI

| (U) System Description
(U) The RQ-7Bv2 Shadow Block Ill is an upgrade to the RQ-7 Shadow Tactical Unmanned Aircraft Systems

intended to provide commanders with increased situational awareness, improved wide-area target acquisition,
and highvalue target tracking to shape the operational environment. The Shadow Block I will replace 184 of
440 Shadow Block| aircraft in Shadow formations.

| (U) Program
(U) The RQ-7Bv2 Shadow Block lll is an Acquisition Category IC program. The Army Acquisition Executive is the

milestone decision authority. DOT&E approved the Test and Evaluation Master Plan, which includeda fielding

update, on September 9, 2020. The Army completed an FOT&E and an Adversarial Assessment in 1QFY21 to

‘support a materiel release decision in November 2021

(U) Major Contractors
+ (U) Unmanned Aerial System: Textron Systems — Hunt Valley, Maryland.
+ (U) Sensor Payload: L3 Harris WESCAM ~ Burlington, Ontario, Canada.
+ (U) Engine: UAV Engines Limited ~ Lichfield, England, United Kingdom.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U) The RQ-7Bv2 Shadow Block Ill FOT&E was adequate to assess operational effectiveness, suitability, and

sunivabiltyinsupportofa materiel release decision inNovember 2021. The Army Test and Evaluation Command
‘conducted testing in accordance with a DOT&E-approved test plan. The FOTSE included new equipment
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training, force-on-force missions, mannec-unmanned concept emphasizes engine replacement over repair,teaming (MUMT), HELLFIRE live missile engagement with engines returning to the English manufacturermissions with AH-64D and AH-G4E attack helicopters, for repair. This concept may not support sustainedand an Adversarial Assessment. combat operations.
| (U) The Shadow Block Ill New Equipment Training| (U) Performance was suitable In preparing operators and maintainers| More hands-on training and additional instructorsEff - could further improve unit training. MUMT workload(U) Effectiveness was minimal for Shadow operators but excessive(U) Units equipped with the Shadow Block Ill are (fated as not possible) for AH-64E aircrews underoperationally effective. Shadow Block Ill operators Some conditions.can acquire targets at greater distances and accuracy

than Shadow Block | operators. Shadow Block il (UU) Survivability
target location errors are acceptableatall operational (u) The Shadow Block Ill is vulnerable in aranges. The ShadowBlock ll can perform MUMTWith cyber.contested environment and in a contested
the AH-64D and AH-64E up to the ability for Apache electromagnetic spectrum environment. Shadowslfrewstotake control ofShadow Block emote. Block Il i suscopuble to visual and audio grand
MUMT increases the survivability and lethality of getection ‘makingitvulnerable to certainkinetic threatApache aircrews and the operational effectiveness of engagements. The effect of thoce elnerablies co
Ra. the ShadowBlockIllsurvivability and residual mission

" bility is detailed in the classified annex of the(U) The Army has not updated Shadow tactics that Sapa!capitalize on the improved capabilitiesofthe Shadow RQ-7B2 Block lil Shadow FOTE Il report published
Block ll. Lack of innovative tactics led the test unit "M2 2021.
10 operate the Shadow Block ll in the same manner
as the Shadow Block I, reducing the effectiveness of Recommendatiol
the Shadow Block Il. The Shadow Block i also has a lv hshigher fuel consumption rate than the Shadow Block~~ (U) The Army should:
1, which may reduce available supporttocommanders
and increase required Shadow platoon maintenance. 1+ (U) Determine the cause of target location errors,even though they are acceptable at all operationalitabili ranges, to further improve the operators’Uy suai understanding and confidence in the Shadow(U) The Shadow Block lis operationally suitable, and glock is capabilitesdemonstrated a mean time between system aborts of
200 hours, mesting ts requirementof20 hours This 2 1) dose the operational effects of theis asignificant improvement (130 percent increase) uy Ul ra hood pan hod i 2 Cdfrom the Shadow Block| mean time between system vel | Conmeien = prove 2d Blockaborts of 8.7 hours during operational testing. The ~~ 2Valabilty to commanders.‘ShadowBlock ll demonstrated a meantime between 3. (U) Isolate the cause of engine sputteringessential function failure of 48 hours, equal to Observed during testing and determine an
Shadow Block I. The Shadow Electro-optical Infrared effective mitigation to avoid mission delays.LaserDesignator payload demonstrated a mean time 4, () Evaluate the Shadow Block Ill maintenancebetween payload system abort of 130.1, meeting s concept and assess feasible repairs for
10-hour requirement. maintenance personnel.
(U) The Shadow Block I engines were a recurring 5. (U) Develop, codify, and update TTPs in theproblem, with the test unit replacing six engines Shadow aircrew training manualto include tasks
during FOTEE. Engine problems included excessive that include mitigating the effects of electronic:
sputter prior to launch, oi leaks, coolant leaks, and warfare, execution of MUMT operations,throttle issues. The Shadow Block Ill maintenance
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and effective use of the Shadow Block I's equipment quantities and availabilty during
improvements. such training to improve Shadow Block Il units

6 (U) Revise New Equipment Training fo allow readiness folowingthe training.
for more hands-on experience and increase

icy cul RQ-7Bv2
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(4) Soldier Protection System (SPS)

(U) The Army started early fielding of the Second 0 gli =
Generation Modular Scalable Vest (MSV Gen Il) ou
and Third Generation Vital Torso Protection (VTP | i agi |NDE RenRave] 2b |number of soldiers. Eight of the thirteen VTP Gen % Ek |Ill designs passed First Article Testing, proceeding i
to the next phase of live fire testing that is currently i 2ongoing. The Army intends to field VTP Gen Ill | CBS
systems 10 the broader Army starting in 4QFY22 foy
through 4QFY25 after the completion of testing. i ti
The Next Generation Integrated Head Protection XY
System (IHPS) is under development, with First & "
Article Testing planned for 3QFY22.

| (u) system Description
(U) The SPS is a suite of personal protection subsystems intended to, at a reduced ‘weight, provide equal or
increased levels of protection against small-arms and fragmenting threats compared 10 existing personal
protection equipment. The SPS subsystems are designed to protect a soldier's head, eyes, andneckregion; the
vital torso and upper torso areas (including the extremities); and the pelvic region. The SPS is amodular system
and provides soldiers the capability to configure the various components into different tiers ofprotection
depending on the threat and the mission. The SPS consists of three major subsystems, shown in Figure 1.

| (U) Program
(U) The SPS program is an Acquisition Category lil program comprised of three major subsystems depicted
in Figure 1. Each of the three major subsystems are developed, tested, and fielded independently. The Armyentered the TEP fullrate production in September 2016, the IHPS in October 2018, and the VTP in December
2019. Each subsystem has follow-on engineering change proposal efforts: MSV Gen Il is replacing the initialMSV in TEP; VTP Gen i replacing previous generations of VTP; and the Next Generation 1HPS is replacing the.
IHPS. The Army is not planning aformal acquisition decision for the VTP Gen Iii, despite the significant designchanges from VTP Gen I. The Amy started an early fielding of MSV Gen Il and VTP Gen Ii lates in 4QFY21 toa select number of soldiers as authorized by the Army G8 on February 16, 2021.
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(U) Major Contractors + (U) HPS Vendor

+ (U) TEP Full-Rate Production Vendors/Designs F on Protection, /Cerstyne: = Ipine,

(multiple vendors to stimulate competition and
achieve best price through Fair Opportunity (UY NG IHPS Vendor:
awards): + (U) Avon Protection /Ceradyne ~ Salem, New

+ (U) Amor Express ~ Eden, North Carolina Hampshire.
(MsV, BPP). + (U) Gentex Corporation - Carbondale,

+ (U) Bethel Industries Inc. - Jersey City, New Pennsylvania.

Jersey (MSV, BPP).
+ (U) Slate Solutions - Sunrise, Florida (MSV). | (U) Test Adequacy
+ (U) Point Blank Enterprises, Inc. (Protective

Apparel & Uniform) ~ Pompano Beach, Florida (U) The Army is currently executing Lot Acceptance
(8S). Testing on the eight VTP Gen Ill plates that have

+ (U) Carter Enterprises Industries Inc. = passed First Article Testing. The Army completed

Srookiyn, New York (80). First Article Testing on a production of a single XXL
. ~ Virginia S120 of the IHPS in 2QFY21. Both test series were
Oe totes unlimited = VOIR. conducted at Aberdeen Test Genter, Maryand in

Vir accordance with DOT&E-approved test plans. Test
+ (U) VTP FullRateProductionVendors: planning for Next Generation IHPS is ongoing and

+ (U) Engense Amor Systems - Camarillo, scheduled to begin in 3QFY22. The Army plans to
California (ESBI). complete additional testing in 1QFY21 to enable the

. (0) Florida Armor Group ~ Miami Lakes, ComparisonoflegacyVTPand SPSVTP Gen li plates
Florida (ESBI). against nonstandard threats.

+ (U) Leading Technology Composites = (U) The Army's ballistic testing of the VTP Gen Ill
Wichita, Kansas (ESAPI, ESBI) plates is being performed in accordance with the

+ (U) TenCate Armor ~ Hebron, Ohio (ESAPI,  DOTAE-approved strategy but does not include an
XSBI). assessment of potential injuries to soldiers wearing

+ (U) Avon Protection/Ceradyne ~ Irvine, body armor. In order to adequately assess soldier

California (XSAPI, ESA], X81). protection in the future, the Army must accredit the
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available mannequins for evaluating injuries and fully include a comparison between the legacy VTP andverify, validate, and accredit the Army's modeling VTPGen Il performance.
andsimulationtoolsto accurately evaluate VTPas aAm ssouR sheVID S53 - 1yr 10 IPS dati submited for Firs Aes

Testing in FY21 met ts ballistic requirements.

U) Performance ;OJ | (U) Recommendations
(U) Survivability (U) TheAmy should:

(U) Five of the thirteen VTP Gen ll designs (a 1. (U) Improve modeling and simulation capabilies
combination of ESAP| ESB, XSAPL and XSBI so that penetration threat breakup, and fragment
designs) did not meet the ballistic First Article behavior can be assessed on ceramic hard armor
Testing requirements. Final assessments of the VIP plates for a rangeofconditions not tested.
performance will be published after the completion of 2. (u) Reiniiate their efforts to accredit a mannequin
testing in 2QFY22 to inform the SPS fielding decision as an evaluation tool for assessing injuries fromto the broader Amy in 4QFY22. This assessment wil penetrating threats in boc armor testing.
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(U) Stryker Family of Vehicles (FoV)

(CUI) The Army must address several shortfalls to improve Stryker Common Remotely Operated
Weapon Station - Javelin (CROWS-J) operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability. Low

probability of target identification and software and a.
reliability problems contributed to crews’ loss of |
confidence in the system. Stryker units equipped |
with the CROWS-J demonstrated a seven percent oo T— EL]
chance of completing a 24-hour mission without a
an Essential Function Failure. The CROWS-J is 5 3
vulnerable in a contested environment. In June | 13
Pre CR ER C
PIETERETTOE Weirrites “Heemapenta
Weapon System (MCWS), with the intent to begin | a]
ERETIPea 7S |

| (u) System Description

(U) The CROWS-J and the 30mm MCWS are lethality upgrades to the existing Stryker FoV. The Army intends

for the CROWS-J to address the obsolescence of the Fire Control Unit, replace the current Remote Weapons

System, enable remote fring of s Javelin missile, improve Thermal Imaging Module optics, and integrate smoke
grenade launchers. The 30mm MCWS integrates the XM813 cannon (30x173mm) onto a Stryker Double V Hull,

equipped with a primary day/night optic intended to enable lethal effects against targets at a range of 3,500

meters while maintaining comparable mobility characteristics of the baseline vehicle.

| (U) Program

(U) The Stryker FoV, including its lethality upgrades, is an Acquisition Category IC program. DOTSE approved the
Test and Evaluation Master Plan annexes for the CROWS-J in September 2019 and 30mm MCWS in June 2021
(CUI) The Army intendsto field the CROWS-J to 2nd Brigade,4th Infantry Division (ID) in 2QFY22 under an Urgent

Material Release, and continue fielding subsequent brigades under a Conditional Material Release, beginning
with 1st Brigade, 2nd ID in 3QFY22. The Army intends to field the CROWS~J to nine Stryker Brigade Combat
Teams, with 66 0 87 systems per brigade.
(CUD The Army executed a muliendor competition fromAugustDecember 2020 to select a design solution
for the 30mm MCWS. Oshkosh Defense won the source selection in June 2021. The Army intends to begin
fielding the First Unit Equipped (1-2 ID) under a Conditional Material Release in 4QFY22 and conduct FOTEE
With the unit at Yakima Training Center, Washington in 3QFY23. The Army will initially field three Stryker Brigade

Evy ST Eo
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Combat Teams with 83 MCWS per brigade. The  (U) Details on CROWS-J operational effectivenessdecision to field subsequent Stryker Brigade Combat and suitably are available inthe DOTEE unclassifiedTeams is planned for FY24. CROWS) FOTAE report published in November 2021.The classified annex to the CROWS-J FOTSE report
(U) Major Contractors details the assessment of the CROWS~J survivability

ina contested environment.+ (0) CROWS:
+ (U) Kongsberg Protech Systems Kongsberg,

Norway, Jommstonn, pomeyvenis_ vmry | (U) Performance
System).

+ (U) Raytheon & Lockheed Martin - Tucson, (U) Effectiveness
Aizoria Components) (CUI) The CROWS upgrade to the Stryker FoV is not©) General Dynamics Land Systems ~ orion cifacive. Whi the abily of the StkerStaring Heights, Michigan, Aiton, Albama DTCCFeel:Toletho sil ofthe Styler
(integrator) and engage targets has improved compared to the+ (30mm Mews: 2019 arly User Assessment, the low probabily of- (U) Oshkosh Defense, LLC ~ Oshkosh, target identification, combined with software and

Wisconsin relabilty problems, contributed to the crews’ loss ofconfidence in the system. The probabilty of target
identification at Javelin missile range (2,500 meters)| (U) Test Adequacy was 85 percent for day and 59 percent for night, not

ihe minimum therm urement of(U) The Army conducted a FOT&E between May and —— probability of hamsain aJune 2071 0 suppor a CROWS fing decison. 10! rym /The Army conducted the FOTEE in accordance with
the DOTAEapproved test plan (CUD Software problemspreventedthe Javelin missile) from communicating with the CROWS-J sight on 5 of4) Testing wee adequate to evdlusis te crews 2 CTIIING HE oe CRONE SortOY do deny and engage targets Using the yy neCROWS,crewswereableto use the JavelinImproved GROWS-) sights, crew served WESpans.  y; oucensefully engage targets 100 parcen of Theand Javelin misses. Crews completed standard {7 TSSSAY ovGRGefarets 100 percent ofthequalficaton gunner, red 12 ve and 12 simulated [(c°.17Imiveied sight oymboogy fo CROWSJJavlin missles, and conducted target identficaton ess arenond?against threat and friendly vehicles.

(CUI) Crews can use the CROWS-J to successfully(In June 2021, the Army completed CROWS: ne 1.Sen29 se te CROWS) 10succesotulyfretostinginaccordancewithDOTEE-SpOOV 5 cin 13 rama coer. lls wor ae
hull asset, was adequate to evaluate force protection © 921 On standard Stryker gunnery tables.during a kinetic threat engagement, including direct iand indirect his to the extemal sowed Joven (2) SUtabilitypy (CUD The CROWS is not operationally suitable

Poor _relabity contributed to a high Essential
(U) The Army Test and Evaluation Command Function Failure rate, demonstrating a sevenpercentconducteda CooperativeVlnerabity and Penetration chance of completing a24hour mission. The peorAssessment and Adversarial Assessment flom June operational availabilty wil present risk curing combat7-24, 2021 at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland in and operational employment. The Amy i continuingaccordancewiththeDOTEE-approved test plans. to pursue root cause analysis to resolve relabity

issues.
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(1) The New Equipment Training conducted during Recom! i
the FOT&E was relevant and efficient in preparing 1 Lv mendations

crewsto perform mission functions. (U) The Army should
U) Survivabilit 1. (U) Address the CROWS-J recommendations

ov y } documented in the CROWS-J FOTSE report
(GUI) The GROWS is vulnerable In a no-permissive, published in November 2021
kinetic threat environment and a cyber-contested

environment. The effect of those vulnerabilities on 2 on Pan tosondut a test to very theain ode oc potest 511s endedto milgate th Jarln mse
available in the classified survivability Annex to the communication isiures,

CROWS. FOTEreportpublished in November 2021. 3. (U) Consider full integration of the CROWS-J
The sumivabilly in a contested elecitomagnetic evaluation into the 30mm MCWS FOTEE in
‘spectrum environmenthasnot been evaluated. 3QFY23 to fully evaluate CROWS-J operational

effectiveness, suitability, and survivability.
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(UyAdvanced Anti-Radiation Guided
Missile - Extended Range (AARGM-ER)

(U) The Navy conducted the first Advanced — -
Anti-Radiation Guided Missile ~ Extended Range
(AARGM-ER) developmental free flight test from
an F/A18 in July 2021 and completed mission
planning and munition handling demonstrations. ef
The AARGM-ER IOTRE is scheduled to begin in
FY23.

[CE re
the first test flight, the Navy has implemented = svg
AARGM-ER guidance, navigation, and control > A
ECCLESSUERRT EEREI a
in testing.

| (u) systemDescription
(U) The AGM-88G AARGM-ER is an air-to-ground missile designed to be employed by the F/A-18, E/A-18G,
and F-35 to passively detect and guide on radio frequency emissions from a radar site and then transition
to an active millimeter wave terminal radar to detect, track, degrade, and destroy radio frequency-enabled,surface-to-air missile systems. AARGMER reuses the same milmeter wave radar 43 AARGM, and mroduces
a larger diameter but shorter rocket motor for increased range, F-35A and F-35C internal weapons bay fitment,and a new warhead.

| (U) Program
(U) AARGM-ER is an Acquisition Category IB program. DOTSE approved the AARGM-ER Milestone C Test andEvaluation Master Plan (TEMP) in May 2021. The Navy committed to submitting a cybersecurity test strategy
for DOT&E approval no later than June 2022. The Navy held a Knowledge Point-4 program review in July 2021
‘that supported entry into the Production and Deployment phase and the award of the low-rate initialproduction(LRP) contract
(CUI) Though the Navy has deviated from the schedule, approved in the|May 2021 TEMP, the program intends to
complete the test events described in the TEMP. Specifically, the five remaining developmental free flight tests
were originally scheduled from November 2021 through March 2022, but are now scheduled to be completed
from November 2021 through June 2022. The four integrated developmental/operational test ree flight events
were moved from April 2022 through June 2022 to October 2022 through March 2023, and the eleven IOTSE
free flight events were moved from October 2022 through May 2023 to April through December 2023. The last
four operational test free flights, which will have live warheads, cannot be completed until LRIP 1 assets are
delivered in September 2023. The Navy also rescheduled the AARGM-ER warhead arena ground testing from
May 2021 through August 2021 to November 2021 through January 2022. Operational cybersecurity testing‘was moved from July 2022 through December 2022 and is now scheduled for October 2022 to December 2023

AARGM-ER BT i
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for the Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration control, the missile yawed 30 degrees north of the
Assessment, and January 2024 for the Adversarial intended path and crossed the path of the F/A-18
Assessment. launch platform at a distance of sightly less than

300 feet. Modeling and simulation had predicted
(U) Major Contractor a crossover distance of 400 feet. Afer the missile

recovered control, its behavior was consistent
i orarven Defense Systems ith modeling and simulation-predicted missile

: performance. Due to the anomaly, the missile had a
peak altitude 25 percent lower than predicted,a peak

| (U) Test Adequacy speed 14 percent lower than predicted, and a shorter
range than predicted. The Navy has since modified

(U) The Navy conducted the first AARGM-ER the AARGMHER guidance, navigation, and control
developmental free flight from an F/A18 in July software to delay the pitchup maneuver until the
2021 to demonstrate the AARGM-ER threshold range missile is 250 feet from the aircraft, which wil allow
requirement. The Navy also completed mission for acrossover distance of approximately 1,000 feet
planning and munition handling demonstrations. from aircraft, eliminatingthisproblem nfuture fights

Productionrepresentative hardware and software while stil allowing the missile to meet the threshold
are not scheduled to be available until the final range requirement. The Navy anticipates no required
developmental free-fight test. The integrated testing changes to AARGM-ER hardware to resolve the issue.
should provide enough data to validate the modeling The software modifications have not yet been verified
and simulation using the production-representative in testing.
configuration and gain confidence in the final missile
configurationprior todedicated operational test. (U) Mission planning and munitions handling

demonstrations to date have provided limited data,
with no noted performance issues.

| (U) Performance

(U) Not enough data are curently available to provide | (U) Recommendation
a preliminary assessment of AARGM-ER operational

effectiveness, sultabilty, or survivabily. 1. (GUY The Program Office should verify that the
problem discovered in the first free light has been

(CUI) During the first developmental fight test, correctedbeforeproceedingto integrated testing.
shortly after missile release, the missile experienced
an unexpected pitch up, beyond the predicted angle
of attack, that caused it to depart controlled flight
for 0.7 seconds. During this short period of lost
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(U) Aegis Modernization Program

(U) In August 2021, the Navy conducted three live Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) Block 2 fire
events against adversary anti-ship cruise missile Say
surrogates using the Baseline 9.2.2 variant of the |INIT
private dicpeieerridee ill. 0]
16 (ACB 16). Preliminary evaluation of Baseline || DE

aETEy "
warfare performance is consistent with legacy CBr Bswma!
Je TRC NET CR ra 1X
complete the ACB 16 testing on all delivered | >
FR Ny
ACB 16 operational effectiveness and suitability | + 8
I ER AC] 8 : |
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Additionally, the Re— WC
Navy has yet to conduct any Hit pruall Se TEae

Baseline9.2.1. em— ———

| (u) System Description
(U) The Aegis Combat System s an advanced weapon control system comprised of sensors, control elements,
and weapons to detect, track, engage, and destroy adversary targets. The Aegis Combat System key
components include: 1) an Aegis Weapon System that includes the AN/SPY-1 three-dimensional mult-function
radar, 2) a Phalanx Close-In Weapon System, 3) a S-inch diameter gun system, 4) the Vertical Launch System
that can launch Tomahawkmissiles, Standard Missiles-2,-3, and 6, ESSMs,and Vertical Launch Anti-Submarine:
Rockets, and 5) an AN/SQQ-89 undersea warfare suite, which includes the MH-60R helicopter. The Navy's Aegis
Modernization Program updates the Aegis Weapon System to Improve Aegis Combat System integration and
capabilties on CG 47-class Aegis guided missile cruisers and DDG S1-class Aegis guided missile destroyers to
advance their support to antt-air warfare in self-defense and defense of cartier strike groups or expeditionary
strike groups, antisurface warfare, ant-submarine warfare, strike warfare, and integrated air and missile
defense.

| (U) Program
(U) The Aegis Modernization Program is not an acquisition program. The Navy has updated Aegis through
quadrennial ACBs that comprise hardware and software modificationstoimprove capabilty. Thelatest upgrade
is the ACB 16. The Navy intends four incremental deliveries within ACB 16: Baseline 9.20, Baseline 9.21,
Baseline 9.22, and Capability Package 22-1. The evaluation of ACB 16 will be accomplished as a cumulative
collection of operational test data from all baseline variants, with completion expected in FY23. The AGB 16
evaluation will inform deployment decisions and determine delivered capabilty for ACB 16 and its variants.
(U) The Navy developed an Aegis TEMP revision in FY19 in coordination with DOTSE, which included the test
strategy for the first three ACB 16 baselines, but the Navy never provided it for DOTSE approval. The Navy

LES cul El
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now intends to incorporate an additional phase of in FY19, on Baseline 9.2.0 due to emergent ship
development, Capability Package 22-1 (previously repairs on the test ship. The Navy is working to
referred to as Baseline 9.2.3), into the TEMP revision reschedule this Adversarial Assessment in FY22.
for DOT&E approval. Additionally, the Navy needs to evaluate differences in

‘subsequent ACB 16 Baselines to determine the scope(0) The Navy inten to deliver intial capability ofthe giCOLACU LEBaEetoesbofer Z
next Aegis ACB, AGB 20, in FY24 in coordination with
the DDG 51 Flight ll ship's IOT&E. Operational testing (U) An adequate evaluation of the ACB 16 operational
of ACB 20 will continue until at least FY27 due to the effectiveness, suitability, and survivability is at risk.
lack of availabilityto test some capabilities, including While the Navy has been coordinating with DOTE, it
integrated air and missile defense. has yet to provide the ACB 16 test strategy within an

Aegis TEMP update for DOT&E approval. Additionally,(U) Major Contractors the Navy has yet to conduct any operational testing
on Baseline 9.2.1.+ (4) General Dynamics Marine Systems Bath ron

Works - Bath, Maine.
+ (Huntington gals Incustes ~ Pascagoula, | (U) Performance

Mississippi.
+ (1) Lockheed Martin Rotary Mission Systems - (UU) Effectiveness
bm (U) Not enough data are yet available to assessato Mesos andbts-Mahar, {J 10hdete reyet alae toseven

of the Baseline 9.20 capabilly is summarized
in a classified Early Fielding Report published in

| (U) Test Adequacy Merch 2020. Preliminary evaluation of Baseline
9.22 testing suggests anti-air and anti-surface

(U) In August 2021, the Navy conducted three Ve warfare performance is consistent with legacyESSM Block2fire events against adversary antiship Aegis capabilty. Preliminary assessment wil becruise missile surrogates using the Baseline 9.2.2.  symmarized in a classified Early Fielding Report in
Additonal testing included Baseline 9.2.2 tracking  Fy22 after the completion of Baseline 9.2.2 testing,
capability against small boats in both day and night and the final assessment will be published in an ACB.conditions, and a live fire event that utilized the 16 OTgE report in FY23 after completion of Baseline
Close-In Weapon System, 5-inch diameter gun, and 9.2.1 and Capability Package 22-1 testing.
25mm gun systems to defeat small boats in a night
exercise. All testing was. conducted in accordance (()) Suitability
‘with the DOT&E-approved test plan. The Navy intends »
to complete Baseline 9.2.2 testing in FY22. The Navy  (U) Not enough data are yet available to assess
cancelled planned operational testing of Baseline ACB 16 operational suitability. Preliminary analysis0.2.1 in FY20 due to the unavailability of the test iGhlihts reliability concerns with the Aegis Display
‘ship, with the plan to conduct an operational test System,
£4Sosins: 9.2.1 and Capability Package 22-1 in v) Survivability

(U) Not enough data are yet available to assess
() In November 2020, the Navy canceled an cyber survivability of any Baseline variant of ACBAdversarial Assessment, the subsequent test 16" supivabilty of the Baseline assessment 9.2.0
in 8 cybersecurity evaluation to the Cooperative og jngralied on the CG 47-class Aegis guided missileVulnerability and Penetration Assessment completed
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cruiser in a cyber-contested environment will be and suitability of ACB 16, including additionel
published upon completion of the Adversarial ~~ capabilies provided in each software delivery.

jAssesmint. 2. (U) Schedule an Adversarial Assessment on an
ACB 16 Baseline 9.2.0 ship as soon as feasible to

U ions identify and mitigate any cyber vulnerabilities on
| ( Recommendatio ships currently employing ACB 16 n the Fleet.
(U)The Navy should: 3. (U) Determine and correct cause of reliability

1. (U) Submit, for DOTAE approval, a revised TEMP fesudswithie Agi Display Systems
that details an adequate test strategy and test
resourcestoassess the operational effectiveness
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(UYAIM-9X Air-to-Air Missile Upgrade Block II

() The Navy fielded the Air Intercept Missile
[QUIVER EE EVD NGREERRESPERVE Ss eH) w(OFS) 9.411 in September 2021 after successfully |
demonstrating its operational effectiveness and
suitability in FOT&E. AIM-9X Block Il OFS 9.411 ( -
LCAPEEY TE rr  =—_g
probability of Kil requirements, demonstrating
improved performance in the presence of infrared
countermeasures. The survivability assessment of
‘the AIM-9X Block Il OFS 9.411 in a cyber-contested
environments ongoing. Sim Pr

| (U) System Description
(U) The AIM-9X Block Il iis the latest generation short-range, infrared-tracking, air-to-air missile. Highly
maneuverable and day and night capable, the AIM-9X threshold requirement platforms are the F-15C/D and the
F/A18A+/C/D/E/F aircraft. Objective requirement aircraft are the F-16C/D, EA-18G, F-15E, F-22A and F-35A/B/C.
(U) OFS 9.411 is the latest AIM-9X Block Il update and consists of a software-only enhancement providing
new and improved algorithms intended to improve probability of kill and performance in the presence ofinfrared countermeasures. Future improvements to AIM-9X Block Il include additional pre-planned hardware
improvements and obsolescence upgrades.

| (U) Program
(U) The AIM Block is an Acquisition Category IC program. DOTS approved the OFS 9.4 revision of theTest and Evaluation Master Plan in April 2020. The Navy's Operational Test and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFOR)
completed AIM-9X Block II OFS 9.410 FOTSE in January 2021 supporting the fielding decision of the AIM-9X
Block II missiles with OFS 9.411. OFS 9.410 and 9.411 are functionally the same software with the same missile
capabilities. OFS 9.411 is the fielded version.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Raytheon Missiles and Defense - Tucson, Arizona,
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| acquisition and probability of Kil requirements.
| I uv) Test Adequacy Details are provided in the classified AIM-9X Block

(U) Operational andlivefiretestingofthe AIM-OX Block 11 9.410 OFS FOTEE report published in September
i missile with 9.410 OFS was adequate to support the 2021.
evaluation of the operational effectiveness, lethalty,
and suitabilty of the AIM-9X. Testing was conducted (U) Suitability

| inaccordancewith the DOT&E-approved testplan. (y) AIM.9X Block If with 9.410 OFS is operationally
(U) AIM-SX Block | OFS 9.410 FOTEE consisted of 20 Suitable on F-15, 16, and F/A-18 ifcraft. Mean time
AIMOX live-missile firing attempts, 7,170 modeling between captive-carry failure has improved for all
and simulation (MES) runs, and 561 captivecarry three aircraft, especially the F/A-18, which was rated
sorties including 1095 Captive Carry Reliability operationally unsuitable in 2015.
Program hours. OPTEVFOR accredited the AIM-9X

digitalM&S in May 2021 (U) Survivability
[Assesment of wats latalty ocoures 1) FUSE iormation anAMEX Sock 0 $41

ybersecuriy survivability will be documented in the
between 2001 and 2003 during Block | testing. gjaccigieq report on AIMSX cybersecurity, which willLFTAE is also conducting supplementary MSS UNS pe released in 2052. ;
to assess eight additional target types, and results
of these analyses will be reported at the end of
2021. DOTE will determine test adequacy of these | (U) Recommendation
activities at their conclusion. OPTEVFOR completed
cybersecurity testing in the summer of 2021, and 1. (U) The Services should complete lethality and
reporting is expected inearly 2022 cybersecurity testing and consider the two

additional recommendations detailed in the
classified AIM-9X Block Il OFS 9.410 FOTSE report

| (U) Performance published in September 2021

(VU) Effectiveness

(U) AIMSX Block I with 9.410 OFS ls operationally
effective, meeting or exceeding the probabilty of
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(U)GH-53K King Stallion

(CUI) The Marine Operational Test and Evaluation Squadron (VMX-1) began IOT&E on July 30, 2021.
The CH-53K has thus far demonstrated significant is A
effectiveness, suitability, and survivability
[ECEC ETS -
aircraft. Specifically, the CH-53K has demonstrated Vy 7
improved handling qualities in adverse flying
conditions, increased external load capacity, and
improved maintainability, as well as survivability Bi
BEToMhSR Sen Fd Sve
Final assessments of operational effectiveness, ry
suitability, and survivability will be provided after
the completion of IOT&E in February 2022.

| (U) System Description
(U) The CH-S3K is a new-build, fly-by-wire, dual piloted, three-engine, heavy-lift helicopter slated to replace the
aging CH-S3E. The CH-53K is designed to carry 27,000 pounds of useful payload (three times the CH-53E
payload) overa distance of up to 110 nautical miles while maintaining a shipboard logistics footprint equivalent
to that of the CH-53E. The Marine Air-Ground Task Force equipped with the CH-53K is intended to conduct
heavy-ift missions, support forward arming and refueling, provide assault support in casualty evacuation, andonduct recovery and maritime special operations, as well as alfborne control forassault support

| (U) Program
(U) The CH-53K is an Acquisition Catagory IE program. DOTAE approved the Milestone G Test and Evaluation
Master Plan (Revision C) in February 2017 and the Alternative FTE Strategy (Revision C) in May 2010. IOTEE
‘started on July 30,2021 and is intended to support the full-rate production decision scheduled for 2QFY23.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Sikorsky Aircraft (a Lockheed Martin subsidiary company) - Stratford, Connecticut.

| (U) TestAdequacy

(CUI) In FY21, the Integrated Test Team (ITT) completed sufficient developmental testing to support the start ofIOT&E. The ITT will continue developmental testing to reduce or eliminate current aircraft operating restrictions.
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(U) The Marine Operational Test and Evaluation testing, defined in the DOTAE-approved Altemate
| Squadron VMX1 began IOTAE on July 30, 2021 with ~ LFTSE Strategy, hasnotyet been fully funded.
| four System Development Test Articles that do not

have the full defensive electronic countermeasureDeowy system Dich merees wang in | (U) Performance
an EDM aircraft configured with a full DECM suite

| is planned for 2QFY22. FOTEE is planned with (UJ) Effectiveness
low-rate initial production Lot2 aircraft to include the
continuation of DECM testing and the evaluation of (CU) The CH-53K has demonstrated significant
aircraft improvements. improvements In. effectiveness over the CH-S3€,

including improved handling qualities in adverse
(U) Integrated and operational testing completed flyingconditions and increasedexternal load capacity
to date has been conducted in accordance With especiallyat higher elevations and temperatures. ITT
DOT&E-approved test plans. Cyber security testing is testing intended to mitigate current aircraft operating
scheduled for February 2022. restrictions will further improve CH-53K effectiveness.

(U) In 3QFY20, the Navy resumed livefire testing of (CUI) Engine degradation due to sand ingestion limits.
CH-53K on the Ground Test Vehicle (GTV), starting aircraft operations in those conditions. The Navy
with fuel cell and sponson testing against threshold developed a procedure that will give fight crews the
threats under cruise and hover conditions. Phase abilitytobetterassesstheloss ofengine performance
II GV testing of flight controls and the fuel and in sand and dust. VMX1 will evaluate the procedure
hydraulic systems began with on-board testing in during IOTSE.
December 2020 and was completed in March 2021.
Phase lll GT testing to dynamically evaluate high (CUI) The United States Marine Corps does not have
risk shots, including of gearboxes, structure, flight 2 forklift that can load a 10,000-pound load into the
controls, the drive system, and the engine boy fie CH-S3K, a requirement for the aifcraft. VMX-1 will
suppression system in a hover condition, began in demonstrate the CH-53K capability to carry a pallet
May2021 and completedinDecember2021 loaded to that weight, but will use manpower to

hand carry sufficient cargo on and off the aircraft
(U) Live fire testing of the armor panels nstalledonthe during IOTAE. The lack of effective ground support
aircraft against operationally representative threats equipment to load and unload the CH-S3K will
began inApril 2021and concluded inSeptember 2021 limit fight crews from operating the CH-53K to its
With testing of the armored cockpit seats. maximum capability.
(U) Tail rotor blade ballistic testing took place in i
December 2020. Sikorsky will endurance test the (J) Suitability
threat-damaged test articles to representative (CU) The CH-53K has demonstrated significant
30-minute fiyhome loads In 20FY22. suitability improvements over the CH-53E, especially

in the ability to maintain the aircraft. Low reliability of
(U) The Program Office has continued to defer several majorcomponentswill result in morefrequent
Phase Il of the LFTE program until after initial unplanned maintenance actions and increased spare
operational capability. Phase ll of the LITA program parts demand, especially spare. engines. tat nave
is essential for a complete survivability assessment deteriorated during operations in sand and dust.
of the CH-53K against operationally relevant threats.
Ts phase includes component tests or the man (U) Survivability
otor assembly and tail rotor hub against threshol
threats originally scheduledtosupport the Milestone (CU) The CH-S3K is more survivable than the

© decision and additional components added or Predecessor CH-SSE aircraft against operationally
modified during aircraft development. While ive fire "elevant kinetic threat engagements, and is expected
testing to date has been conducted in accordance 10 Pavean aforbie:3
with DOTAEapproved LFTAE plans, Phase l Ive fre The oversl wnerasiiy |s lrger fun oraioly

survivabilty key performance parameter by the time

CH-53K () pi
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‘the aircraft is deployable. Any deficiencies identified 2. (U) Develop mitigations to address any design
in this phaseoftesting will need to be resolved after deficiencies identified in testing and plan to verify
initial operational capability. those mitigations in FOT&E.

3. (U) Develop and fully fund Phase Il of the LFT&E
i program as described in the DOT&E-approved| (U) Recommendations pias is

(U) The Navy should:

1. (U) Develop an FOT&E program to evaluate
deployment capabilities that will not be tested inore
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(U)BMIV-22B Joint Services AdvancedVertical

Lift Aircraft — Osprey — Carrier Onboard Delivery

(Cul) The Navy Fleet Logistics Multi-Mission | |
Squadron VRM-30, equipped with the CMV-22B, |

is operationally effective for carrier onboard |
delivery, medical evacuation, Naval Special Warfare |

support, and search and rescue. The CMV-228 - |
CEEEEEEVICRUCR vibi) La Zo 1

partially met reliability requirements, it did not = 4 |

meet the maintainability or operational availability |
requirements. The Navy will declare CMV-228 |

initial operational capability in 1QFY22.

| (U) System Description

(U) The CMV-228 Osprey is a titrotor vertical/short takeoff and landing aircraft intended to replace C-2A
Greyhound, the carrier onboard delivery aircraft. The CMV-22B is based on the MV-228 design equipped with

increased fuel capacity, fuel jettison, integrated public address system, high-frequency (HF) radio, and cabin

and cargo lighting. The Navy Fleet Logistics Multi-Mission Squadrons (VRM-30 and VRM-40) intend to use the

CMV-22B to conduct the airborne resupply/logistics for seabasing missions, vertical onboard delivery, vertical
replenishment, medical evacuation, Naval Special Warfare support, missions of State, and search and rescue

support,

| (U) Program

(U) The CMV-228, as part of the overall -22 Program of Record, is an Acquisition Category IC program, which
entered full-rate production in 2005. The CMV-22B has been incorporated with the current V-22 production line

‘and deployed to the fleet. It will achieve initial operational capability in FY22 and full operational capability in
£23. OTE approved the GMIV-228 Test and Evaluation Mastar Plan and the Altemative LFTLE plan in March,
2020

(U) Major Contractors
(U) Bell-Boeing Joint Venture: Bell Helicopter ~ Amarillo, Texas. The Boeing Company — Ridley Township,

Pennsylvania.

JS
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| (U) Test Adequacy an F-35 power module. An areaof concern is thelack of a winch with sufficient power to faciltate(U) The Air Test and Evaluation Squadron (VX) the onoad/offload processconducted FOTAE OFDI fiom January 11, 2021. (CU) Demonstrated  parachop operations,to July 16, 2021 under the auspices of Navy deploying two, six-man sticks of jumpersand a‘Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force Combat Rubber Raiding Graft. Crow chiefs noted
(COMOPTEVFOR). VX-1 conducted OT-D1 during the it was more difficult to view the drop zone due toComposite Training Unit Exercise (COMPTUEX) using lackofwindows.
R30 aircraft and personnel, Testing was adequate (cu) Demonstrate medialevacuation apabilty,10 Supper an sssessmant of CMVAEZE SDSratorsl  aiougn rors ongoingboc
effectiveness, suitability, and survivability and due to the lack of pressurizationinthe CMV-228,conducted in accordance with the DOTAE-approved and some fights will maim below 3,000 feet ortest plan. certain respiratory issues.
(U) COMOPTEVFOR conducted the CMV:228 * (CU) Demonstrated the search and rescueCooperative Vulnerability and Penetration Support capabilty, even though the LRU-1AAssessment and Adversarial Assessment fiom survival raft did not fully inflate during aerial
July 5 = 16, 2021. Testing was adequate and deploymentfromtheaircraft.Gonducted in accordance withthe DOTAEPRIOWEY  (ou1, 1, CM:228' HF radio performance, which
jiese pita is required for over-the-horizon communications to
(U) The Navy conducted live fire testing of the Support ‘Blue-water”operations beyond range of land,‘CMV-228 4ply wing auxiliary tank fuel cells, hydraulic Was inconsistent, demonstrating a 12 percent success.lines, and enhanced fire suppression powder panels Tate for long-range, two-way communications.at China Lake, California from October through i2 (CU) The CMV-228's public address systembr —Finn bda at demonstrated a 76 percent success rate, which varied
Ive iretest plan. Qualification estingofthe improved 53,$2219 locaton of the passengers in the cabin2:ply fuel cellsis ongoing. Live fire testingof the 2:ply
fuel cels is scheduled for early to mid FY23, (CUI) The lighting system in the cabin and cargo bay

reduced workload during night operations, allowing| (U) Performance the cargo bay to be loaded quickly and efficiently.
] (U) Suitability

(U) Effectiveness (CUI) The CMV-228 is notoperationally suitable. The
(CUD The Navy Fleet Logistics MultiMission CMV-22B met maintainability requirements duringSquadron VRM 30 equipped with the CMV-228 1s COMPTUEX but not curing flee operations. While
operationally effective for carrier onboard delivery, the CMV-228 partially met reliabily requirement, itmedical evacuation, Naval Special Warfare support, did not meet the 75 percent operational availabiltyand search and rescue. The CMV:228 met the key equirements. Preliminary analysis indicates. theperformance parameters for an unvefueled range of  CMV228 did not meet the Direct Maintenance Man1.150 nautical miles and the ability to safely launch Hour perflight hour requirement of less than 20 hours.
and recover from the aircraft carrier in weather Per flight hour or the Mean Flight Hours Betweenconditions down to a 200-foot ceiling and one-half Operational Mission Failure-System requirement ofmile visiilty, and at ight. Specifically, the Navy Greatethan 12.2 hours between failures. Scheduled
Fleet Logistics MultiMission Squadron VRM 30 maintenance inspections accounted for over 25ota percent of the Direct Maintenance Man Hours, which, affected the aircrafts maintainability and availabilty.TCU) Transported cage in Joint Modulsr ioe utcorion systam ancaumted for 25 pate:rtermodal Containers, HOVNG Gale SMCIY ot ig crerrional insion faites, who vastouhinin moving cargo on and off the carrier, including pysantaae

EE TT ai aRmesmma re.
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(CUI) Training systems were adequate to teach VRM. ndations
30 personneltooperate the CMV-228. | (© Recommenda

3 (U) The Navy should:
(U) Survivability 1. (CUI) Develop an improved winch to faciltate
(U) Not enough data are yet available to provide a gafer, more expeditious loading and unloading of
preliminary survivability assessment of the CMV-228. ei

(CUI) Preliminary results indicate that direct kinetic 2. (CU) Improve HF radio performance for
threat hits to the wing auxiliary tanks do not cause overthe-horizon communications.
structural damage, and the enhanced fire Suppression 3. (cui) Improve the reliability of CMV:22B
powder panels dispersed more agent than the legacy components, especially within the ice protection
panels, reducing the likelihood of threatinduced  gystam,to improve aircraft availabilty
onboard fires. There were a higher than expected N y
number of tests where coring or tearing of the fuel 4 (CU) Assess the maintenance schedule to
bladder resulted in unmitigated fuel leaks, including improve mits ity sud diciatt aval,
the potential to leak fuel into the cabin based upon the 5. (CUI) Provide CMV-22B-unique training systems
over-cabin placement of the new tanks. Data analysis to optimize the training syllabus and reduce Direct
is ongoing to evaluate the CMV-228 survivability ina Maintenance Man Hours.
cyber-contested environment.

CMV-22 1 il
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(U)Gonventional Prompt Strike

(CUI) The Navy is currently using Middle Tier of
Acquisition Rapid Prototyping and Rapid Fielding
acquisition authorities to develop and initially

field the Conventional Prompt Strike (CPS)
Weapon system onboard a Zumwalt-lass surface
combatant in FY25. Not enough data are yet i
BEReo
for the CPS program to transition from rapid

prototyping to fielding. Testing should incorporate i
operationally representative targets and
environmentsto inform anearlyfielding decision. m————

| U) systemDescription
(1) CPS is a conventional, boostglide hypersonic weapon system. The CPS allupround missile includes
a two-stage solid rocket motor booster and a Common Hypersonic Glide Body (CHGB) containing a
kinetic-energy-projectile warhead. The Navy intends to launch CPS from Zumwalt-class surface combatantsand Virgniaclass submarines to attack high-value and time-sensitive targets. The Army plans to employ thesame allup-round from mobile land-based launchers as part of the Long Range Hypersonic Weapon (Dark
Eagle) program.

| (u) Program
(CU) The Naw's CPS acquisition strategy is designed to develop fieldable prototypes and transition to
production in three phases. Phase 1 is a Middle Tier of Acquisition Rapid Prototyping program intended todovelop and demonstrate a prototype cold-gas launched hypersonic missile system. Phase 2 1s a Middle Tier
of Acquisition Rapid Fielding program intended to field the hypersonic missile system onboard a Zumwalt-class
surface combatant in FY25. Phase3 intends to transition the program to a Major Defense Acquisition Programat Milestone C with the intent to conduct I0TAE and field the hypersonic missile system onboard the remaining
Zumwalt-class combatants in FY26 and FY27, and Virginia-class submarines starting in FY28.

(CUI) The Navy received an approval for Phase 1 Rapid Prototyping and expects an approval for Phase 2 RapidFielding in FY23. The Army plans to deliver a land-based hypersonic prototype capabilty in 2023, using the
Navy developed missile. The Navy CPS program is responsible for the design and development for the C-HGB
and the missile booster; missile booster production; integration of the Army-produced C-HGB with the missile
booster to create an all-up-round; and design, development, and production of the Navy's sea-based weaponcontrol system and launcher.
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| (1) In 2019, the Navy developed a Master Test representative warhead, which is fundamental to the
Strategy (MTS) for the initial phase of the program. development of lethality MAS.
In May 2021, DOTAE certified the MTS for the Phase
1 Rpid Prototyping strategy as appropriate to
demonstrate the capability of the cold-gas launched | (u) Performance

|" prototype hypersonic missile system. DOTSE is
working with the Navy to update the Phase 1 MTS (UJ) Effectiveness
to include programmatic. changes and additional
performance metrics, and to develop an expanded (CUD) Not enough data are yet available to evaluate
scope Milestone B Test and Evaluation Master the CPS effectiveness capabilities required for the
Plan-equivalent document for the Phase 2 Rapid CPS Program to transition from Phase 1 to Phase
Fielding on Zumwaltclass. 2. Demonstrated capabilties and limitations will

be published in an Early Fielding Report after the
(U) Major Contractors completion of Phase 2 testing, while CPS operational

effectiveness across afull rangeof combatconditions.
(U) Lockheed Martin Space Systems = Denver, yj be published after the completion of IOTEE in
Colorado. oy

(CUI) CPS testing to date has not provided direct
| (U) Test Adequacy evidence of the weapons lethal effects against

(CU The Army and the Navy wil start the Phase1 intended targets due to. lack of operationally
ain 25 as JointFight Campaign events TePresentalive targets in sled and fight tests
and leverage these limited testing opportunities Incorporating representative targets into the Joint
fo" effectively determine performance and identify FIN Campaign tests would provide both lethaliy
missionelevant limitations of the common ond effectiveness data and support validation of
components of the hypersonic weapon systems, Weaponeefing models.
Collection of joint test data is necessary to identify
and leverage common practices, test corridors and (J) Suitability
infrastructure, test data, andmodeling and simulation (U) Not enough data are yet available to evaluate
(M&S) capability across the family of hypersonic the CPS sultabily capabilites required for the CPS
weapon systems. program to transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2. The

ram intends to complete an initial Life Cycle
(CUI The Navy intends to executePhase2operational Burr prt race product support and:
demonstrations, but limited flight test opportunities o7r 71 2h © ESPP
pose a risk to demonstrating the required operational
capabilty in support ofthe fieldingof the hypersonic (()) Sry ability
missile system onboard a Zumwalt<lass surface
combatantinFY25. (CU) The survivability of CPS in the following

environments has not yet been evaluated:
(CUI)In December 2019, the CPS program performed cyber-contested, integrated air defense, and
a sled test of the CPS/Dark Eagle warhead at the contested electromagnetic spectrum, to include

Holloman Air Force BaseHighSpeed TestTrackwhich  GPS-contested/denied. During Middle Tier of
provided data for validating the lethality M&S tools Acquisition rapid prototyping and rapid fielding, the
against materials but not operationally representative Navy plans to evaluate the effects ofa GPS-contested
targets. In March 2020, the CPS program conducted environment and the survivability of CPS against
Flight Experiment in which a CPS missile Was Kinetic and non-kinetic threats by MES only, adding
fired from the Pacific Missile Range Facility Barking risk to understanding the survivability of the system
Sands test range to the Kwajalein Atoll. The flight in an operational environment unless the MBS is
test provided warhead performance data, but lacked adequately verified, validated, and accredited
operationally representative targets. The program
has not performed arena testing on the operationally

CPS cul LCE]
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1 (U) Recommendations tools in order to create credible weaponeering and

mission planning tool in support of the proposed
(U) The Navy should: operational fielding dates. Any delay in the start

of this effort will substantially increase the risk to
1. (U) Complete an update to the CPSPhase 1 MTS assessing the lethal effects of the CPS weaponTo account for recent programmatic changes and greeBECTESEER FLUEto include the required performance metrics.

4. (U) Collaborate with the Air Force to identify2 (0) Incomorate operationally representative 31 teyorage common practices, test corridors
targets and environments into CPS/Dark Eagle and infrastructure, test data, and M&S capabilityflight tests and other lethality and survivability across the family of hypersonic weapon systems.
tests,

3. (U) Fully fund and execute the LFT&Estrategy that
adequately verifies and validates required M&S

i cul [ER
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(U)CYN 78 Gerald R. Ford-Class Nuclear

Aircraft Carrier

(U) Poor or unknown reliability of systems critical for flight operations, including newly-designed
catapults, arresting gear, weapons elevators, and radar continue to pose the most significant risk to.
CVN 78 demonstrating operational effectiveness ee een

and suitability in IOT&E scheduled for 2QFY23.

(CUI) The CVN 78 integrated combat system (ICS)
has yet to demonstrate that it can effectively

complete its self-defense mission againstthetypes

of threats for which the system was designed.

(U) CVN 78 Full-Ship Shock Trial (FSST) results -

identified several design shortfalls not previously |
discovered by modeling and simulation (M&S) or

component-level testing, that, if addressed, could
improve the survivability of the CVN 78 against

underwater threat engagements.

| (U) System Description
(U) The CVN 78 Gerald R. Ford-class aircraft carrier is a new class of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers based

on the CVN 68 Nimitz class hull, with significant design changes intended to enhance CVN 78's ability to

launch, recover, and service aircraft while reducing the manning capacity by approximately 20 percent. CVN 78

includes a new nuclear power plant, increasing the electrical power capacity to power among other systems,
electromagnetic catapults, and arresting gear. CVN 78 also incorporates a more efficient flight deck layout with

additional aircraft fueling stations, redesigned weapons elevators, weapons handling spaces, and magazine

stowage to reduce manning, improve safety, and increase weapon throughput. The CVN 78 ICS incorporates

Severs changes, making we
+ (U) Dual Band Radar (DBR) that combines the phased-array SPY-4 Volume Search Radar and the SPY-3

Multi-Function Radar, which will be replaced with the SPY-6(V)3 Enterprise Air Surveillance Radar (EASR)

1d the AN/SPG.55 Anrsnip Missle Defense Radar on VN 75
+ (U) Ship Self-Defense System (SSDS) Mark 2 Mod 6 combat management system, which will be replaced

ith the nw capably bul SSDS Mark 2 Baseline 12 on CYN 75.
+ (U) Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) USG-28 tracking, data fusion, and distribution system.
+ (U) SLQ32(V)6 electronic surveillance and warfare system equipped with Surface Electronic Warfare

Improvement Program Block 2, which will be equipped with the Soft Kill Coordination System on CVN 79.
+ (U) Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM)Block 2 and the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) Block 1; RAM Block

2 will be replaced by RAM Block 2A and 28 on CVN 79.
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+ (U) Phalanx Closedn Weapon System (CIWS) (U) Major Contractors
Camah mite ies, Nop tasgun integrated with SSDS an OVN 79 to achieve aU) Hurintr Ingalls industries |fully integrated shipself-defense against anti-ship S"IPbUlding= Newp Vigcruise missiles (ASCMs).

©) The CVA 78 cass ship also have ennences | (U) Test Adequacy
sunvvably features, including improved protection (1) 1 December 2020, the Navy concluded theformagazinesandother vita spaces, shockhardened Sit pefence. Test ‘Ship phase. of ‘GUN oa. ogmission systems and components, and installed and optional test by. conducting a Jet. sgainesportable damage contol, firefighting, and dewatering o(ucre ric Sl cumogates. The Navy somoletod
systems intended to expedite response 10, and yg of the four planned Self-Defense Test Shiprecovery from, ie, flooding, and bate damage. CN. (gg in the DOT&Eapproved test plan, and those78 includes a new Heavy Underway Replenishment  yrat ere completed deviated from the approved testsystem capable of transferring cargo loads of Up 10. plan, Testing was not adequate o assess he combat12000 pounds. systems capability against supersonic. ASCMs and

subsonicmaneuvering ASCMs, and thereare nofuture
test events planned against these threats that could1) Program provid scons date. DOTEE wil iss an ner(U) The CVN 78 GeraldR. Ford-class is an Acquisition assessment of CVN 78 self-defense capabilities inCategory IC program. DOTAE approved the Test and FY22.

Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) Revision 8 in 2007
but disapproved TEMP Revision Cn 2015 because it) rl &hitedassessmentofovH 78combat

a Tria Cottnt Sov ial teethVile TMB Sten in Siaim aiming | DOT eIeSSinnTON seat or ie use10 BOTSE for spprovl and js sil drating Yom? 7 708 1000conte systems pwtormanes ditatoSaks TnimrbR validity MitesSo oskoin ofve on 1g cu
EE a a ciamiheantly fom th Caps 78 over areon baie Vo rE to dnote Ste SER)fo SeTaWe sas Sronsitycb Ss cunim sui te Siy | NEV) toesSpirent Jo SYN 7S tspeamas

deck, embark anair wing, and serve as the East Coast 12 SORenS Jeverage from DDG 1000 testing
carrier qualification platform for fleet naval aviators. XP" ay
CVN 78 is now in a planned incremental availabilty  (u) The Navy tested the combat system aboard CVN
that will be followed by I0TE starting n early 2023 7g during Combat Systems Ship's Qualification Trialsand subsequent deployment. CUN 79 delivery is (GSSQT) and Combat Systems Operational Rehearsalscheduled for 2024, at which ime it expected 10be Events (CSORE). This testing was not covered by aableto support F-35 operations. CVN 80 construction DTA:approved test plan
beganin 2017.

(U) From June to August 2021, the Navy completed
(U) The Navy has yet to provide funding for the M&S FST to assess CVN 78's combat shock‘survivability.sulte required0evaluateCVN 78' Probabiltyof Raid The. tral was. adequate to. evaluate. the. SnipsAnniilation requirement against subsonic ASCM operational survivability after exposure to an
targets. The Navy agrees an unmanned test asset is underwater treat induced shock. Thetrial consistedreduiredto adequately andsafelytestthe self-defense of 5 series of three nearby underwater explosionscapability of CVN 79 against ASCM surrogates. The of increasing severity up to two-thirds of the designNavy committed to providing the resources required level requirement/specification. The ship wasto retain this capability via a planned maintenance manned and operational during each shot. Testingavailabilityof the Self-Defense Test Ship (9. Paul F. included a demonstration of the ship's ability toFoster)as wellas the procurementand installation of continue its primary missions after Shock. Where
the necessary CVN 79 combat system elements on shocichardened ship systems and equipment couldthistestship.
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not continue operating after shock, tial cards were several cases prevented the system from executing
writen to identify shock deficiencies for correction. ts mission. Additionally, CIWS showed poor tracking
In accordance with the approved trial plan, the ship performance of unmanned aerial vehicles. During one
was not outfitted with live ordnance or an ai wing, of the CSSQT missile events, CEC tracking had gaps
‘andmost JP-5 aviation fuel was removed. of an undetermined cause, but they ultimately did not

affect the outcome of the engagements. The SSDS
(U) The Navy expects to begin IOTEE in 20FY23, gycoegsfully performed engagement scheduling and
following planned incremental availabilty at NeWpOrt u¢anon assignments.
News Shipyard. The Navy is planning to conduct
10TAE in accordance with draft TEMP Revision E and (U) Sortie Generation Rate (SGR)
DOTEE reports to Congress dated November 30, 2018
and November 26, 2019, but the TEMP Revision Eand ~~ () CVN 781 unlikely to achieve its SGR requirement
required test plans have not yet been submitted for Te 1rget SGR threshold is well above achieved
approval by DOTEE. historical rates and based on unrealistic assumptions,

including fair weather and unlimited visibility, along
(U) While the Navy has proposed several strategiesto with the expectation that aircraft emergencies,
test the cyber survivability of VN 78, none of these failures of shipboard equipment, ship maneuvers,
strategies have been finalized, adequately resourced, and manning shortfalls will not negatively affect
orformallyapproved by DOTRE. fight operations. Poor relabilty of key systems

that support sortie generation on CVN 78 could
cause a cascading series of delays during fight

| (u Performance operations that would likely negatively affect CVN
78's ability to generate sorties. The reliabiltyofthese

(U) Effectiveness critcel subsystems represents the most risk to the
successful completion of CVN 78 IOTE.

(U) Combat system
(CU The CVI 78 integrate combat systom has yet)o-ooSpectrum Compatibility
to demonstrate that it can effectively complete its (U) Developmental testing identified significant
self-defense mission against the types of threats for electomagneti radiation hazard and interference
which the system was designed. Missile performance problems. The Navy implemented some mitigation
currently limits the abilty of the combat system to Measures and conducted follow-on characterization
destroy ASCM surrogates. During the operational testing during Independent Steaming Events (ISEs) in
tests on the Self-Defense Test Ship, the combat developmental test, but some operational limitations
system satisfactorily detected, tracked, and engaged and restrictions are expected to persist into OTEE
the targets. Several problems, some previously and deployment. The Navy will need to develop
identified during LHA 6 testing In 20152016, capability assessments at differing levels of system
contributed to failures of ESSMs and RAMs to destroy use to inform decisions on system employment.
all targets.

(U) Suitability
(CU) During CSORE, DBR created longiived, dual
tracks that the combat system engaged. In a (1) Reliability
reahlife scenario, this would unnecessarily deplete (u) The low reliability ofthe following four new CVN 78
the ship's missile inventory by employments against systems stand out as the most significant challenges
nom-existent targets. During CSSQT, the combat expected toaffectthe ship'sfightoperations:
system demonstrated good DBR tracking on ASCM
surrogates. Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement~~ (U)Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System (EMALS)
br
BT eaten eg, (U) During the 8357 catapult launches conducted
med game In sacking an rack drops which {ough ISE 18, EMALS achieved a relabily of 272

pnt Shatin) awareness, The Clwg Mean cycles between operational mission falures
experienced numerous reliably fares that in (MCBOMF)whers acycleis the launch of one aircraft

[RL] =] 10
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This reliability is well below the requirement of4,166 be provided in an interim, classified CVN 78 FSST
MCBOMF. The reliability concerns are amplified by the report expected to be published 2QFY22 after all data
fact that the crew cannot readily electrically isolate and observations have been adequately reviewed andEMALS components during fight operations because analyzed.
of the shared nature of the Energy Storage Groups and
Power Conversion Subsystem inverters on board CN (U) TheSibof Do ine Piatsortesied
78. The process for electrically isolating equipment ~~nVironment has not yet been evaluat Many
is time-consuming. Spinning down the EMALS motor HnsumeoninsiWere testedto various degrees
and generators sloneisa 1.5 hour proces, precluding bothdevelopmentaltestingandiy

i Ai "S08 EMAILS reairpenance dung Fight operons. platform-level testing has not yet occurred, and some
(U) Advanced Arresting Gear (AAG) ‘systems specific to CVN 78 have yet to undergo any

a operational cyber survivability assessments. These{U) During 8157 recoveries, AAG achieved a relisbilty  ggqessments will need to be conducted as part ofof 41 MCBOMF, whee a cycle is the recovery of a avn ya Jaret
single aircraft. This reliability estimate falls well
below therequirementof 16,500 MCBOMF. (U) The survivability of CVN 78 in a contested andi! ,, congested electromagnetic spectrum environment(0) The relabilty concer are amplifiedby he AAG 209 CIC EbTGAte,Speck enitonment
design, which does not allow the Power Conditioning to evaluate CVN 78 survivability in contested and
Subsystem equipment to be electrically isolated from congested electromagnetic spectrum environmentsHigh power buses mitng corrective maintenance on gou21ECESETA!
below-deck equipment during flight operations.

(U) Advanced Weapons Elevators (AWE) | (U) Recommendations
(U) While all 11 AWES have been installed, only 8 of he
the 11 have been formally delivered to the Navy. The (The Naw should
other three are installed, but ae stil the responsibilty 1. (CUI) Correct combat system shortfalls that
of the manufacturer. Therefore, only preliminary adversely affected ESSM and RAM effectiveness
reliability estimates are available to compare to duringCSSQTand Self-DefenseTestShip testing.the requirement of 932 hours between operational, (1) in he Mes sue requiredto assess the CYN
mission failure. Thiough the first 14,42 elevator = UF. Seeycycles, 68 operational mission failures were reported. ay
AWE system reliability will be critical as the Navy
completes delivery of the remaining three elevators 3. (CUI) Investigate the cause of CEC track gaps
and develops standard procedures for moving during CSSQT missile firings and implement fixes.
ordnance from magazines to the flight deck. 4. (U) Implement the recommendation contained in

DOT&E's FY20 report to complete Self-Defense(U) Dual Band Radar (DBR) ‘Test Ship test events.

(U) Through ISE 18, DBR demonstrated a reliability of 5. (U) Continue to improve availabilty and reliability
102 hours mean time between operational mission for EMALS,AAG, DBR, and AWE.failures. This is below the requirementof 339 hours. ¢ (1. plement major fixes to CIWS hardware andHowever, DBR was operational avalable 9 percent © (0)"PIemSa nndof the time, close to the 98 percent requirement. a
(U) Survivability 7. (U) Continue to characteriza the electromagnetic

spectrum environment on board CVN 78 and0) While shook tial data analysis is ongoing, he SOUCTESIREN,oh boatsOV76 and
Navy has already identified several survivability effectiveness and maintain safety. As applicable,improvement opportunities for the CVN 78 class Hr dt on a
against underwater threat engagements. Details will
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CVN 7810 modifythe designofCN79and ute 12.(U) Conduct a _ shorebased operational
carers assessment of EASR at Wallops Island, Virginia,

6. (0) Implement design changes to address Thi testing should evaluate EASRS contributions
survivability issuesidentified during the FSST. 0 ai traffic control and self-defense missions,

‘ as well as provide an early assessment of
9. (U) Complete validation of the MES 100s giectromagnetic interference andradiation hazardSupporting the LFTEE assessment, including concn

comparing the FSST data to relevant M&S
—, 13. (1) Update the CVN 78 platform TEMP to include

, ersecuriy testing on CVN 78 and testi
10.0) Continue to fund the maintenance availabilty crwe coment cyte an GUN 76-1 assess the

forthe current SDTS (e.g. Paul Foster)lo ensue ecteneos and sutabilty of the new combat
its readiness to support CVN 79 combat system syctcr with EASR
testing

11.1) Continue to fund the procurement and
installation of the necessary CN 79 combat
system elements on the Self-Defense Test Ship.

EOE LT i)
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(UYBPG 1000 - Zumwalt-Class Destroyer

(U) In FY21, the Navy executed three missile | Fu BE
exercises on the Self Defense Test Ship (SDTS) to
evaluate the DDG 1000s self-defense capability
and validate the DDG 1000 combat system
modeling and simulation (M&S) test bed. While
not enough data are yet available to provide a
preliminary assessment of DDG 1000 operational
LCC OTEEE ET EVEL ITY
missile testing highlighted limitations that may [3
restrict operational effectiveness in the air warfare | C <mission. The DDG 1000 IOTSE started in October [Pe a

2021. —— wm

| (U) System Description
(U) The DDG 1000 is a long-range, low observable, destroyer class ship intended primarily for forward deployedoffensive surface stk (0aSUW) missions. Secondary missions include. undersea. and surface. varie
dominance. The DDG 1000 is equipped with: 1) Modified AN/SPY-3 Multi-Function (X-band) radar that addsa volume search capability, 2) 80 vertical launch cell to employ Tomahawk Land Attack Missle, Sandan
Missiles (SM-2/SM-6s), Vertical Launch Anti-Submarine Rockets, and Evolved Sea Sparrow Missiles, 3) anintegrated undersea warfare system with a mid-frequency bow-mounted sonar, and 4) two Mk 46 30mm close-inaun systems.

| (U) Program
(U) The DDG 1000 is an Acquisition Category IC program. The President's Budget in 2011 truncated the DDG1000 class to three ships. The Navy commissioned USS Zurmialt (006 1000) n 2016 and USS Michael Meyooes(DDG 1001) in 2019, and expects the delivery of USS Lyndon B Johnson (DDG 1002) in FY24. The Navy is
updating the DDG 1000 Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) due to significant modifications to the DDG1000 operational requirements and warfighting concept of operations
(CUI) In 2019, the Navy changed the DDG 1000 primary mission to open-ocean 0aSUW, removing capabilities
for mine avoidance and amphibious warfare. The DDG 1000 Operational Requirements Document change in
June 2021 adds conventional prompt strike capability, removes capabilities for offensive underseawarfare,force protection against ballistic threats, and the advanced gun system.
(U) The DDG 1000 IOTSE started in October 2021 and will inform the Fleet of the DDG 1000's operationalperformance but not a Navy buy deccion
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|| "(U) Major Contractors | (U) Performance

+ (U) Bath ron Works - Bath, Maine. i
| + (WhRaytheoncompany-AndoverMassachusens, (1) Effectiveness
| + (U) RaytheonMissileSystems-Tucson, Arizona. ~~ (U) Not enough data are yet available to provide a

preliminary assessment of DDG 1000 operational
effectiveness. The DDG 1000 five missile events

| (U) Test Adequacy using SOTS highlighted performance limitations.
that may restrict operational effectiveness in the air

(U)InFY21, the Navy executed three missile exercises arg mission, Final assessment of DDG offensiveon the SDTS to evaluate the DDG 1000sself-defense ¢% 72 TEE CCUPRs un BF FER DOErte
capailtyand valdate the DDG 1000 combat foe lgid report following te compton ofthe ve

fest missile events.
(CUD Due to shipyard delays and persistent combat
systems integration faults affecting multiple warfare (UU) Suitability
areas, the test ship could not support the DDG () Not enough data are yet available to provide a
1000 IOTSE, initially planned for FY19. The Naw preliminary assessment of DDG 1000 operational
started OTA in October 2021, but the Navy must suitabily,
still develop a test strategy for the intended 0aSUW.
capability. Future testing, scheduled for FY25, will (UJ) Survivability
aof the conventional PromBt (1) rvivabilty assessments conducted thus arhave

ot been validated and do not reflect the ship as-built
(GUNTheNavyhas notplannedor funded anadequate Consequently, data are insufficient to_ adequately
ship survivability assessment against underwater assess DDG survivability in a contested environment,
threats, to include a demonstration of residual to Includea cyber-contested environment.
mission capability after such engagements, through
2 fulkship shock trial. Given the current schedule, 3
iesion aca acpment wi not be shock uated | (U) Recommendations
prior to intial deployment ofa DDG 1000 ship. (1) The Navy should
(U) The Navy has not yet modeled the ship as but 1. () Complete IOTSE prior to the first deployment
to support an LFTEE assessment, and has yet to aoc 1000 ship.
verify, validate, and accredit the intended vulnerability "
M8S needed to evaluate ship survivability against 2 () omnis OVA of fe at
airdelivered threats. Planned shipboard testing anadequateteststrategy for the delivered Oat
wil supplement some gaps in the capability of  Capabilty as soon as feasible.
survivabilty models and support the final survivability 3. (U) Schedule, fund, and execute the four remaining
assessment DDG 1000 SOTS tests.
(U) The Navy plans to start Failure and Recoverabilty  # (U) Complete development and validate the DDG
Mode testing on USS Michael Mansoor in 10FY22 tg 1000 combat system test bed, to include debris,
evaluate the mission systems’ capability to recover Missle, radar and electronic warfare models.
from system failures and effectiveness of damage 5. (U) Documentthe riskto the warfighter associated
control response. Development delays and required with incomplete component shock qualification
updates 10 the ship's combat system and auxiliary and lackoffullship shock trial.
systems have limited the opportunityto conduct this 6. (u) Complete validation of LFTEE MAS for the
Gang ship as-built and determine required mitgations.
(U) The Navy has scheduled cyber suvivabilty ~~ © identified imitations.
assessment for 3QFY22.
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(U)Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile Block 2

(U) In August 2021, the Navy conducted seven = 7
Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) Block 2 | |
liverire events from the USS Shoup (DDG 86). The || |
testing identified several deficiencies that the Navy 2
will need to address to mitigate the risk to meeting | -

operational effectiveness requirements prior to |
BLne i >
for 2QFY22. The final evaluation of ESSM Block | ! i
2 operational effectiveness, suitability, and 8
survivability will not be available until FY25 when
JR CT CIor re 1
to enable employment of full ESM Block 2
PE

| (u) System Description
(U) The ESSM is a short to medium-range, ship-launched, guided missile intended to provide defensive, hard-kill
engagement capability against anti-ship cruise missiles (ASCMs) as part of a layered defense of Aegis cruisers
and destroyers and SSDS MK 2 platforms, to include aircraft carriers and amphibious ships. ESSM Block 2
leverages Standard Missile 6 technology to reduce reliance on illuminator support and mitigate challenges
in missile sequencing that are inherent in high-density stream raids. Semi-active guidance (using shipboard
illuminators) is retained from ESSM Block 1 to engage stressing radar cross section threats and high-altitude
diving ASCMs. The ESSM Block 2 also features a new blast fragmentation warhead. The Navy intends the
ESSM Block 2 seeker upgrade to improve performance against stressing air warfare threats (including stream
raids) in challenging electromagnetic spectrum environments.

| (U) Program
(U) The ESSM 2 is an Acquisition Category Il program. The Navy expects to deliver the Test and Evaluation
Master Plan (TEMP), to include its LFT&E Strategy, for DOT&E approval in 2QFY22 in support of the fullrate
production decision scheduled for FY25. The Navy intends to evaluate ESM Block2 operational effectiveness
and suitability in two phases of IT&E to support the initial operational capability and full-rate production
decision, respectively. Phase 1 I0T&E, expected to be completed in 2QFY22, employs ESSM Block 2 with currentAegis weapon system capability, which cannot not exercise the full ESSMBlock 2 capably. Phase 1 10T8E
also supports development and validation of modeling and simulation (M&S) that the Navy intends to use in
Phase 2 I0T&E. Phase 2 I0T&E, expected to be completed in FY25, will employ ESSM Block 2 with an upgraded
Aegis weapon system, enabling the exercise of full ESSM Block 2 capability.
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(U) Major Contractor lethality M&S runs for score to adequately evaluate

| fence po ESSM Block2 lethal effects. The detals are classified
(U) Raytheon Missiles and Defense~ Tucson, Arizona. 51 wii be summarized in the Early Fielding Report

after the completion of Phase 110T&E.

1) Test Adequacy (U) Suitability
(U) In August 2021, the Navy conducted seven ESSM 1 IOT&E hasnot hlock 2 Ie fing events from the USS Shop (O06 oscsar ese of Eat
86) in accordance with the DOTRE approved Phase :

Block 2 operational suitability or identify any risks
110T&E plan. The Navy scheduled an ESSM Block 2

2 to meeting operational suitability requirements. The

firing event from the Navy's Self-Defense Test Ship in fing] operational suitabilty assessment will be based
1QFY22 and is on track to conduct M&S runs and a Gt

on data from all test events and fleet firings throughofbersecurty assessment in FY22 1 complete PhaSe ory compronon of ace vas.
1 10T&E. In accordance with the approved plan,

Phase 110TSE data willnot be sufcient to determine
Chasis actvaess and cousins say (SUVA
of ESSM Block 2, but will rather serve to inform ESSM e survivability assessment of

Bloc 2 capabilies and limitations n support of the Ina cyber-contested environmentwillbeprovided after
initial operational capability. Phase 2 IOTSE events the completion of theCyberVulnerability Penetration
are intended to provide sufficient data for an adequate Assessment and the _Adversarial Assessment
eteminationof opratoal effectiveness, suai, Scheduledn £22 lamed FOTEE esting il
andsurivabiy evaluste performance in the presence of a

Contested and congested electromagnetic spectrum
(U) From June 2019 to October 2020, the Navy environment
conducted warhead characterization testing and
limited single-fragment and multiple-fragment ground |
ethalty testing against ASCM target sumogates. | (U) Recommendations
The Navy intends to conduct M&S runs against a set

of secondary targets in 2QFY22 as lethality runs for (1) The Navy should:
score to complement the lethality data from ESSM 1. (U) Determine the root cause of the classified
Block 2developmental testing, I0TE flight tests, and deficiency identified in Phase 1 IOTAE and
0TEE Mes runs. implement changes prior to Phase 2 IOTAE

to mitigate the ESSM Block 2 risk to meeting

| (U) Performance operation effectiveness requirements.
2. (U) Complete the lethality M&S runs for score

and share all lethality data and reports with

(U) Effectiveness appropriate stakeholders to faciltate the final
(U) The Navy will need to address deficiencies lethality assessment.
identified in Phase 1 IOT&E to mitigate ESSM
Block2 isk to. meeting operational effectiveness
requirements. The Navy will need to complete the

ESSM pT 173
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(U)'E/A-18 Infrared Search and Track Block II

(U) Operational testing of the F/A-18 Infrared Search and Track (IRST) Block II, originallyplanned
JCE Ee7I
due to hardware and software delays. The [EI A fc
IRST Block Il program needs to resolve several
open deficiencies from previous IRST versions, 4
as well as those discovered during Block II
LET EEREETILT EET
to be operationally effective. The late delivery
CU CTE SE EEEe EY Sean
negatively affect suitability during IOTAE. The Reo ere
proposed schedule allows minimal time for ee
problem discovery and deficiency resolution prior EF -
to the planned start of IOT&E. BR li

| (u) system Description
(U) The ASG-34A(V)1 F/A-18E/F IRST is a centerline-mounted store consisting of a long-wave infrared sensor
that provides a passive fire control system intended to search, detect, track, and engage airborne targets at
long range. The IRST is intended to act as a complementary sensor to the AN/APG-79 fire control radar in a
heavy electronic attack or radar-denied environment. It is designed to operate autonomously, or in combination
with other sensors, to support the guidance of beyond-visuakrange air-to-air missiles, including the AIM-120
‘Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) and AIM-9X Sidewinder Block II.

| (u) Program
(U) The F/A18 IRST Block I sn Acquistion Category IG program intended to fed the IRST Block system tocarir-based F/A-18E/F SuperHometsquadions to mprove lethal and survivability in aisuperortymissionsagainst advanced threats. DOTRE approved the MilestoneC Test and Evaluation Master Flan n Way 2031
IOTE is scheduled to begin in 2QFY23 in support of the full-rate production decision scheduled forAugust
2023.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Gontrol ~ Orlando, Florida. Boeing Defense = St. Lous, Missouri.
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| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Suitability
| he Ne © (OTE between) The prototype. IRST Block Il systems currently

ob hi A 3 ondvasmt ot rondo sha beingutlized in developmental test are demonstrating
JOTGE plan to DOTEE fo approval. reliability well below the Navy's requirements.

‘Additionally, the prototype systems do not possess

| (U) In August 2021, the Navy simultaneously executed complete Builtin-Test functionality, which makes fault
developmental test events involving F/A-18E/F detection and troubleshooting difficult for maintainers

System Configuration Set H16, IRST Block Il, and and aircrew. The production-epresentative versions
E20 with Delta System Software Configuration 4 of the system slated for use in IT&E are scheduled

software during a Gray Flag exercise detachment to arrive in April 2022, with planned IOTSE software

at Naval Air Station Point Mugu, California. This delivery occurring two months prior to I0TSE start.

system-of-systems approach is likely to maximize Although this revised schedule provides additional
the effectiveness and efficiency of future operational opportunity for maintenance process maturity and
fost events, once IRST Block Ii hardware issues are reliably growth than orginally planed, the late
addressed and system software is mature and stable. delivery of production-representative software could

negatively affect suitability during IOT&E.

| (u) Performance (U) Survivability
" (U) The IRST BlockIl is intended to contribute to the

(U) Effectiveness survivabilty of the F/AIBE/F by providing target
tracks in a contested and congested electromagnetic

(U) The IRST BlockIlprogram needstoresolve several v i

‘open deficiencies from previous IRSTversions,aswell spectrum environment. This capability remains,eo vs sock I sevens POVYer, untested n an operationally representative
test with prototype systems, to be operationally svitonmen:

effective. Additional, the Navy must improve the  (U) The survivbilty of the IRST Block Il in a
Super Homet's operating software and correct  cyber-contested environment will be evaluated as
existing deficiencies to enable IRST to be an effective part of IOTEE.
contributor to aircraft fire control solutions. The

IRST Block Il prototype pod demonstrated tactically

Tolerant detention ranges agaist operationally | (U) Recommendation
relevant targets during initial developmental test
events. However, the Navy is stil developing the 1. (U) The Navy should address the known IRST

IRST and F/A-18E/F software to be able to translate Block ll and Super Hornet hardware and operating

these long-range targetdetections into stable system software deficiencies and continue to test
ere veneer amy Toa unproven capabilties in developmental testing

Navy continues to discover and fix deficiencies as the to prepare the system for IOTAE and adequately

program progresses through developmental test. The ae He operational effectiveness,

ability of the Navy and the contractor to fix the critical suitability, and survivability.
Issues on schedule is the most significant risk to a
successful OTAE.
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(U)E/A-18E/F Super Hornet

ee AE ee
(U) The F/A-IBE/F Super Homet program
experienced development challenges in the latest —
software update, System Configuration Set (SCS) a SZ zl
H16, which delayed the operational test for Block I bho oe |
aircraft by nine months to June 2021. Operational ( — “

RUS EE Ae ee ET.
Block Ill, is scheduled to begin in 2QFY22. The | Be
Navy expects to complete Block II and Block li Ne
SCS H16 FOTRE in 2022 to support a fleet release Fes ©
Pp rend

| (u) System Description
(U) The F/A-18E/F Super Homet, the U.S. Navy's principal power projection aircraft, is a strike fighter and
attack aircraft. It performs a variety of roles that include air superiority, fighter escort, suppression of enemyair defenses, reconnaissance, forward air control, close and deep ai suppor, day and night strike missions,
and aerial refueling. The F/A-18E is a single-seat version of the aircraft and the F/A-18F is a two-seat version.
‘The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet replaces the F-14 and F/A-18A-D, and complements the F-35C, as astrike-fighter
tactical aircraft employed by Navy carrier strike groups. The SCS is the higher-order aircraft language softwarethat the Navy historically updates on atwo-year cycleto further enhance F/A-18E/F capabllfies

| (u) Program
(U) The F/A-18E/F Super Homet is an Acquisition Category IC program. In 2021, DOTAE approved the Test andEvaluation Mastar Plan for the latest software update, SCS 16, covering both Block Il and Block Il arcraft.
DOTA approved the first phase of the Block Il SCS H16 Test Plan in May 2021. DOTS also approved a phasedentry into Block II SCS H16 FOTAE, requiring the Navy to seek DOTSE approval for subsequent phases as
‘software deficiencies resulting from developmental challenges are resolved. Operational testing of Block Il SCS
H16 aircraft began in June 2021, with fleet release expected in 3QFY22.
(U) The Navy is also leveraging productionofthe Kuwaiti Super Hornet to purchase Block ll aircraft that include
upgraded hardware, advanced cockpit displays, and improved networking capability. Boeing delivered the first
‘wo Block Ill Super Hornets to the Navy in 2021. The Navy also plans to retrofit existing Block Il aircraft with the
Block Ill upgrades. Block lll operational testing is scheduled to begin by 3QFY22.

(U) Major Contractors
+ (U) The Boeing Company, Integrated Defense Systems ~ St Louis, Missourt
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+ (U) Raytheon Company = Forest, Mississippi. (U) The Navy simultaneously executed developmental
. Woe c Aviation -Evendale, Ohio. est events involving F/A-IBE/F SCS H16, RST
aA Block Il, and E2Ds with Defta System Software

+ (U) Northrop Grumman Corporation ~ Bethpage, Configuration4softwareduringtheAugust 2021 Gray
Nowe Yeuk Flag detachment. Although no operational testing

+ (U) Lockheed Martin — Orlando, Florida. data were gleaned, his system of systems approachopr
is likely to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency
of future test events.

| (U) Test Adequacy

(U) The Navy started the Block 1 SCS H16 operational| (1) Perfo
testing in June 2021. In accordance with the lw fires
DOT8E-approved test plan, the Navy will collect data
against continuous response variables instead of (UU) Effectiveness
relying on binary response data to provide a More (past effectiveness evaluations concluded that
robust evaluation of Super Homet performance in ype Super Homet is operationally effective in most
all environments, while faciltating an assessment of greBSLOM & QOCSLOCE FETE LN
the capability improvements’ effect on performance. gai te new and enhanced F/A-1SE/F capabilties.
ompsiedt: proves SCS satesses The limited SCS H16 testing conducted thus far does.
(U) DOTSE approved the SCS H16 operational Not appear to change the SCS H14 effectiveness
cybersecurity test plan in May 2021, noting that evaluation. Final assessment of Block Il SCS H16
future terations of cybersecuritytest plans for the air Operational effectiveness will be published in the
system (bothair vehicle and logisitics support) must Block Il SCS H16 FOT&E report in 2022, after the
te more comprehensive. completion of operational testing.

(U) The Navyhasnot yet completed the long-standing (J) Suitability
onreemaPie (U) Past evaluations concluded thatthe Super Homet

Si is operationally suitable, even though the F/A-18E/F's
demonstrate that the active electronicallyscanned cy roarhasnotmet reliability requirements. While

seoraapetored ada eabiltyhasgradually Improved across FOTEE
pseu “ periods, it stil ails to meet the reliability requirement

9 established in the Operational Requirements
() A longstanding limitation to F/A-BE/F Document. Final assessment of Block Il SCS H16
operational testing has been the lack of a realtime, operational suitability will be published in the Block I
high-fidelity Kiliremoval system. The DOD continues SCS H16 FOTEE report in 2022, afer the completion
to Incorporate Open Air Battle Shaping into multiple of operational testing.
‘CONUS ranges and fighter aircraft, to include those
utilized by naval aviation OT&E. Efforts are underway (UJ) Survivability
to continue integration and updates to Open Air Battle  (U) The Navy is leveraging completed developmental
Shaping In H18 and all fulure F/AE/F software cylersecurty testing to. Inform the evaluation of

releases,whichwill addressthis imitation. Utization Block II SCS H16 survivabilly in a cyber-contested
of Open Air Battle Shaping wil enhance the realism environment. Additional SS H16. cybersecurity
of current and future high-fidelity AESA threat radar teging was delayed dus to hardware delivery and
emulators while providing critical data from open-air, resourceconstraints. The Navy has notyet adequately
missionleveltesting foruse i verification, validation, addressed previous cybersecurity deficiencies or
and accreditation of modeling and SIMUIatN  deyelopedacomprehensive roadmaptoinform future
solutions. cybersecuritytesting

F/A-18E/F cul x
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col ions 4. (U) Plan and resource endtoend testing| (U) Recommendatio employing multiple AIM-120 missiles.
{U) The Navy should: 5. (U) Continue to utilize more robust data collection
1. (U) Continueto improve the relabilyoftheAEs 21d analysis methods during operational testa events, to include aircraft instrumentation and

the use of continuous variables, in order to mre.2) Allocate adequate resources for planning aqequately assessF/A18capabilty inthe rapidlyand conducting comprehensive F/ABE/F  quqiing threat environment
cybersecurity operational testing and address
previously identified cybersecurity deficiencies.

3. (U) Incorporate Open Air Battle Shaping and
high-fidelity AESA threat radar emulators into
future test events, o include for SCS H18 FOTAE.
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(UMFEG 62 Constellation Class — Guided

Missile Frigate

(U) The Constellation Class — Guided Missile
Frigate (FFG 62) LFT&E program is currently |=
conducting Phase 1 survivability testing to support |
‘model development and validation. This testing,

along with completion of modeling and simulation 2

(M&S) plans and validation, expected in 2022, ,

supports an initial survivability assessment of -

the FFG 62 design. The Navy intends to conduct
PRCCEESRc)
program in 2QFY22. SRT -—

| (U) System Description
(U) The FFG 62 is a new multi-mission surface combatant intended to operate in complex operational

environments with capability to conduct air warfare, anti-submarine warfare, surface warfare, electronic.

warfare/information operations, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions. The FFG 62 will

be smaller and less capable than U. S. Navy destroyers and cruisers, but will have more offensive capability and
‘survivability than previous small surface combatants (e.g. Littoral Combat Ships).

| (U) Program
() The FFG 62 is an Acquisition Category IB Major Defense Acquisition Program intended to meet the Navy's
Small Surface Combatant requirement. The Navy approved the FFG 62 program to enter the acquisition
processatMilestone B on November 8, 2018. Having completed the statutory requirements, the Navy approved

Milestone B on April 29, 2020. Concurrently, the Navy approved the award of the Detail Design and Construction
contract for the first ship, with options for up to ten additional ships, and entry into the Detail Design and
Construction (Production) phase witha low-rate nial production quantity of twenty shipe. Th Navy intend to
conduct  Grical Design Review by March 2022, anddeliverthe ead shipbySeptember 2025
(0) In June 2020, DOTSE approved the FFG 62 Test and Evaluation Master Pla with the exception of the
strategy for testing ts anti-air warfare mission capability. The Navy and DOTSE are working together to develop
an adequate strategy to test this capability.

(U) DOSE approved the FFG 62 LFTEE Strategy in April 2020. The FFG 62 LITE Strategy includes fulkship
chock ral with the option of pursuing an MaS-based shock ial aterative. In coordination with the DOTEE,
the Navy will need to first validate M&S asadequate to address LFT&E shock trial objectives.

FFG 62 cul etl
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(U) Major Contractor operational assessment of the FFG 62 program in
(U) Fincantieri Marinette Marine Corporation ~ 222Marinette, Wisconsin (U) Survivability

(U) The Navy remains in development of the Detail| (U) Test Adequacy Design Survivabilty Assessment Report MES Plan foinclude verfication and validation plans for specific
anero MES codes following completion of the Phase |

in survivability testing. COVID-19 delayed classifiedDOTA pov tet pars, roving deat dota ty 0%, SONIDO dard lsdto suppor MBS development and validation even 0" [121Thesesos endto support thethough tis phase did not evaluate specific FFG 62 Depa ean, SurviablityA
structure.

; (U) The Navy compared the resus of the ExtendedQ) The first tests in the test program were a series pyiano Mulple Plate balisti tests to availableof Extended Distance utile Plate balls tess in Coo2 MUtbiePlatebaie tests toavaiablewhich fragment simulators and bullets wore fred at Sonne, "oe tecidues 0 assessMESan aay of ofset metal lates 0 record PENEiN,  poecrrnnis The remy w1eS Modification
wash, eskiusi mass, and sistvalor go0d correlation with existing penetration models
(0) The second test series investigated near-contact for some metic, but aso showed a need for MBSunderwater explosions against surogate ship improvement in others
SUCH in Which 3 Seis of Small CHUTES WOI6 (0 ere plosiondetonated in close proximity to stiffened metal platesEs tests isin progress. DOTAE expects a report in FY22.

| ) Performance | (U) Recommendation
1. (1) The Program Office PMS 515 should generate(U) Effectiveness the Detal Design Survivabilty Assessment Report

MES Plan and indidual MSS validation plans in(U) The Navy conducted no operational testing accordancewith the FFG 62 LFTE strategy.in FY21. The Navy intends to conduct an early
operational assessment of the FFG 62 program in
20Fv22.

(U) Suitability
(1) The Navy conducted no operational testingin FY21. The Navy Imends to conduct an early
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(U)HA 6 Flight 1 (LHA 8) Amphibious

Assault Ship

OR RTT AN WSUIE ETT
assessment, conducted from October 20 through EEE
November 19, 2020, indicated that the LHA 8 wel |
deck adds needed capability to launch and recover » y

surface connectors. The LHA 8 design, however, ne
includes several design features that could Ee
negatively affect operational effectiveness of the i
[TR TEC RTT adil
delivery expected in FY25. The survivabily of the
LHA 8 10 airdelivered and underwater threats will
remain unknown unless the Navy plans, funds, and :
executes an adequate LFTAE strategy. re

| (u) System Description
(U) The USS America LHA 6 class are large-deck amphibious assault ships intended to provide transportation

and operational support for deployed Marine Corps forces, to include the F-35B Joint Strike Fighter, the AV-88,

the MV-22, the CH-53, the AH-1, the UH-1, and the H-60 squadrons, as wel as the Marine Alr Ground Task Force
(MAGTF). The LHA 6 Flight 1 variant, LHA 8 and beyond, adds a well deck capable of deploying two Landing
Craft Air Cushion hovercraft. The LHA 8 will serve as the primary command ship and aviation platform for an

‘Amphibious Ready Group equipped with the Ship Self-Defense System, the primary control and decision system

that integrates air search radars, trackers, an electronic warfare system, and hard-kill and soft-kill weapons to

provide self-defense against anti-ship cruise missiles (ASCMs).

| (U) Program
(U) The LHA 6 program (formerly the LHA (R) program) is an Acquisition Category IC program. The Navy

completed the LHA 6 Fiight 0 [OTE in December 2017. From October to November 2020, the Navy and Marine
Gorpe sonductod an operational assessment intended to solicit flea operator foadback on tho LIA 6 Fight
1 design and its potential effect on operational effectiveness and suitability of the delivered ship. The Navy

‘expects to deliver a Test and Evaluation Master Plan revision for DOT&E approval in FY22, detailing the OT&E

and LFT&E requirements for the LHA 6 Flight 1. The first LHA 6 Flight 1 ship, USS Bougainville (LHA 8), is

expected to be delivered in FY25. The LHA 6 Flight 1 FOT&E will begin following ship delivery.

(U) The Navy agrees an unmanned test asset isrequired to adequatelyand safely test the self-defense capability
of LHA 8 against ASCM surrogates. The Navy committed to providing the resources required to retain this

capability via a planned maintenance availability of the Self-Defense Test Ship (e.q., Paul F. Foster), as well as.
the procurement and installation of th necessary LHA 8 combat system elements on thi test ship.
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(U) Major Contractors Services (CANES) and MAGTF autonomous
domains, enterprise services, Tier-2 systems, and+ (U) LHA 8: Huntington Ingalls Industries, Ingalls information security configurationsShipbuilding Division - Pascagoula, Mississippi. + (GUI) Lack of a dedicated space to instal Tier2

+ (U) Ship Self-Defense System: Lockheed Martin = network equipment for the landing force.
Moorestown, New Jersey. * (U) Readiness of LHA 8combat system to support

* (U) Enterprise Air Surveillance Radar (EASR): atsea OT&E of EASR electronic protectionRaytheon Missiles and Defense ~ Marlborough, capability.
i. (U) Additonaldetails are summarizedin the classifiedisare inthe caaaE asstreytheonMissiles and Defense~Tucson, Arizona. DAELIA 6FlGht| Opera

+ (U) Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC): ©" i
Raytheon - St. Petersburg, Florida. (U) Suitability

© (U) Surface Electronic Warfare ImprovementProgram Block 2 (SEWIP Block 2): Lockheed  (U) Not enough data are yet available to provide aSea preliminary assessment of the LHA 8 operational
suitability dueto the ship's stage of development. The
LHA 8 operational assessment could not measure

| (U) TestAdequacy reliability, maintainability, or availability of LHA 8.
Final assessment of LHA 8 operational suitability() The Navy and Marine Corps conducted an yi be published after the completion of the LHA 8operational assessment of the LHA 8 ship design  Forae.

between October 20 and November 19, 2020 in
accordance with DOTEEapproved test plans. During (1) Survivability
the three, 3-day events, subject matter experts inairy er Rin Navy has initiated the vulnerability modeling
design to identify risks that could affect operational Of the LHA Flight1 design, butnorelevant data are yeteffectiveness and sutabilty. The operational available to assess ship. survivability either against
assessment also informed operational testers on the kinetic or cyber threats.
required FOTAE scope and design.
(0) The Naw does not yet have wetted ea | (U) Recommendations
plan required to evaluate the survivabilly of the LHA 8 "
toair delivered or underwater kinetic threats. Tatarthous

1. (cu) Validate interoperability between ship
systems (e.g, CANES) and Marine Corps systems.

| () Performance 2. (U)Validatethe sufficiencyofmodified ship-space
following operational asaceament to support

(U) Effectiveness Marine Corps Tier-2 equipment.
(U) Not enough data are yet available to provide a 3. (U) Conduct land-based operational testingofthe
preliminary assessment of the LHA 8 operational  LHA 8 combat system to ensure the system is
effectiveness due to the ship's stage of development. mature enough for at-sea operational test of the
Operational assessmentofthe LHA8 designindicated platform, and test EASR's electronic protection
that the well deck adds needed capabilty to launch~~capabilty.
and recover surface connectors, but the following 4, (1) Continue to fund the maintenance availabiltydesign features could negatively affect operational forthe currentSelfDafenseTest Ship (s.9. Pouleffectiveness of the LHA Filght1 ships: Foster) to ensure its readiness to support LHA 8
+ (CU Potential interoperability issues between combatsystemtesting.

Consolidated Afloat Networks and Enterprise
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5. (U) Continue to fund the procurement and 8. (U) Develop an adequate LFTSE strategy to
installation of the necessary LHA 8 combat assess ship survivability of the LHA 6 Flight 1
systemelementsonSelf-Defense Test Ship. ships, Including the survivability of the ship to

6. (U) Develop FOTEE test plans informed by the lethal, underwaterthreatinduced shockeffects.
LHA 8 operational assessment.

7. (U) Evaluate all recommendations in the DOTSE
Operational Assessment report published in
‘September 2021.
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(UY) littoral Combat Ship (LCS)

(U) Preliminary assessments indicate that the Independence variant of the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS)
with the Surface Warfare (SUW) Increment 3 Nz EE
mission package (MP) is operationally effective, eadIRR |
[ETSI PCTS pis Sd
LIER TELCIEEEES TREE ET g
variants remain operationally unsuitable due to po ad
LETTE LEE EE EEEEEE oY |5
caused by propulsion failures. art 2
(CU) The LCS is not meeting survivability | \
requirements for selected Kinetic threat types, reerTT
aECCI I
cyber-contested environment is currently unknown. ||

| (U) System Description
(U) The LCS is a small surface vessel designed for operation in littoral, shallow waters while also capable ofopen-ocean operations. The LCS comprises two seaframe variants: the Freedom variant and the Independencevariant. The Freedom variant is a monohull design constructed of steel (hl) and aluminum (deckhouse) with
wo steerable and two fixed-boost waterjets driven by a combined diesel and gas turbine main propulsionsystem. The Independence variant is an aluminum trimaran with two steerable waterets chiven by diesel
engines and two steerable waterjets driven by gas turbine engines. LCS seaframes host and derive mission
capability from the SUW, Mine Counter Measure (MCM), and Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) MPs.

(U) The SUW MP derives capability from the following components:

+ (U) Two Mk 46 30mm guns
+ (0) MH-GOR or MH-60S helicopter
+ (U)MQ:8 Fire Scout unmannedairvehicle
+ (U) Two 11-meter rigic-hull inflatable boats
+ (U) 24 Longbow Hellfire missiles or Surface-to-Surface Missile Module (SSMM)

(U) The MCM MP derives capability from the following components:

+ (U) AN/ASQ-235 Airborne Laser Mine Detection System
+ (U) AN/AGS-20C mine hunting sonar
* (U) Knifefish Block | unmanned undersea vehicle (post MCM MP IOT&E capability)
* (U) AN/DVS-1 Coastal Battlefield Reconnaissance and Analysis (COBRA) Block1
+ (U) Airbome Mine Neutralization System
* (U) Barracuda Mine Neutralization System (post MCM MP IOT&E capability)
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+ (U) Unmanned Influence Sweep System (U) In FY21, the Navy tested the Unmanned Influence
‘Sweep System from the Independence variant of the

(U) The ASW MP derives capability from a combined Gg jn accordance with the DOTAE-approved testvariable depth sonar and multifunction towed array pion “Details are in the Unmanned Influence Sweep
to detect, classify, and localize a threat submarine, Gite yeYoel
and from Mk 54 torpedoes deployed from an
MH-60R helicopter to destroy threat submarines. (CUI) In FY21, the Navy continued hydrodynamic
“The LCS platform baselines also intend to include a testing of the variable depth sonar and multi-function
newly developed Light Weight Tow to improve LCS towed array following fin modifications needed to
survivability against an incoming threat torpedo, correct their dynamic instabilityathigher speeds that
but the Navy has yet to fund its development or will otherwise limit the available search speed and

installation operational effectiveness of the LCS with the ASW.
MP. Consequently, the Navy has not yet started the
operational testing on an LCS platform with the ASW.| (U) Program oe 9 D

(U) The LCS seaframes and its separate mission  (U) In Fv21, the Navy started evaluating the
packages are Acquisition Category IC programs. survivability of the full set of LCS variants and MP
Components of the mission packages are individual combinations ina cyber-contested environment. The
programs of record. DOT&E approved an update to Navy intends to conduct a Coordinated Vulnerability
Revision B of the LCS Test and Evaluation Master ang Penatration Assessment and an Adversarial
Plan (TEMP) in 2018 that accounted for testing of assessment for the following three combinations:
the three mission packages and the two seaffame 1) tha LG Freedom variant with SUW MP in 10FY22,
variants. Thisled to SUW MPIncrement 31testing that 3) the LCS Independence variant with ASW MP, not
supported initial operation capability of the SSMM in yet scheduled, and 3) the first available variant withMarch 2019 and a subsequentpurchase authorization  MCM MP, not yet scheduled. If posttest analysis
ofthe SUWMPIncrement3inAugust2019. The Na datermines that there are interface differences that
intends to update the TEMP to incorporate changes remained untested, the Navy will need to schedule
to previously identified testing required for the MCM uy to three additional evaluations identified in the
and ASW MP IOTSE in support of their beyond [ow Revision B TEMP to assess the survivabillty of the
rate production. The schedule for the TEMP update. remaining combinations of the LCS variants and MPs.10TSE, and production decision continues to fluctuate.
The Navy is under contract for all remaining builds of ~ (U) The LCS LFTEE assessment of the survivability
thetwo LGS seaframes. of both LCS variants against air-delivered and

underwater threats, and the lethalty of the SSMM
(U) Major Contractors ‘weapons, concluded in late 2019.
+ (U) Lockheed Martin and Fincantieri Marinatte

Marine - Marinette, Wisconsin. | (u) Performance
+ (U) Austal USA - Mobile, Alabama.
+ (U) Northrup Grumman — Falls Church, Virginia. (UJ) Effectiveness

(CUI) Preliminary assessment indicates that the
| (U) Test Adequacy Independence variant with the SUW Increment 3 MP is

. operationally effective, demonstrating the capabilty
(U) The FY20 integrated tests were sufficient 10 1 defeat small boats in a simultaneous attack
determine the performance of the SUW Increment 3 represented with the Navy's expendable high-speed
MPonthe Independence variant. Testresults showed maneuvering surface target. The capabilty against
significantly less variability in performance than more stressing operationally representative small
anticipated, enabling DOTEE to approve the removal bats with higher speeds could not be evaluated due
of two events and saving approximately $11 million in tg the imitations of existing surface targets. Testing

testresources. highlighted problems with the recommended radar
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mode, forcing the operators 1o shift to an aemate of seaframe reliability and availabilty. The SSMM,
radar modeduringtheir defense efforts against small part of the SUW MP Increment 3, experienced no

boats. reliability or availabilty failures during testing. The Mk
(CU Based on the modeling and simulation results, supinemasco CON 21
the SSMM, the Army-developed Longbow Hellfire
Missile, has a high likelihood of defeating targets  (U) Not enough dataareyet available to assess the
of interest at relevant engagement ranges. Details suitabilty of either the ASW MP or the MCM MP
will be provided in the SUW Increment 3 MP on the and their components. However, the relabilty and
Independence variant report expected to be published availabilty of the Unmanned Influence Sweep System
in20FY22. and the launch and recovery systems on the LCS
(GU Not enough data are currently available 0 promspeg © "he CPerational suabily of the
assess the operational effectiveness of either
the ASW MP or MCM MP and thelr components. i
Preliminary assessments nate that the Naw (1) S1rVIvabilitymust overcome the dynamic stabilty problems of (CU) Preliminary analysis indicates that the size
the variable depth sonar and muli-function towed Of the ships and lack of redundancy in mission
artay at higher speeds to reduce the risk to meeting SYstems prevent the ship from meeting survivabtyoptions effeciveness requirements. requirements for selected kinetic threat categories.

Not enough data are yet available to assess the
(U) Suitability survivabilityofthe LCSvariantswithany ofthe MPs in

y " a cyber-contested environment.(U) Both LCS seaframe variants remain operationally
unsuitable due to low reliability and availabilty |
caused by propulsion failures, detailed in the Lcs | (U) Recommendation
Independence variant with SUW Increment 2 report
in FY16 and the LCS Freedom variant with SUW 1. (UY The Navy should develop expendable and
Increment3report in 3QFY20. The Navywill continue~~ Credible smal boat target surrogates capable
10 measure platform reliability and availability during of achieving higher speeds to determine the

all remaining test events to determine if the most ~~ OperationaleffectivenessoftheLCSwith theSUW
significant reliability concerns have been resolved. MPin amore stressing operational environment

(U) Preliminary assessments indicate that the SUW.
Increment 3 MP is suitable, pending the resolution
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(U)Mk 48 Torpedo Modifications

(U) Based on the demonstrated performance in IOT&E, completed in September 2021, the Mk 48
torpedo with Advanced Processor Build 5 (APB 5) software is operationally effective and suitable.
The APB 5 torpedo provides additional capability 3
to acquire surface ships while maintaining the a i
previously demonstrated performance when |
acquiting submarines. The APB 5 torpedo is [I |
vulnerable in a cyber-contested environment. id | |

(CUI) In November 2020, the Navy started FOT&E Ae |
of the next torpedo variant, the APB 5+ torpedo. = |
Limited availability of test assets to support FOTRE |
NG Ry RE |
achieving initial operational capability in 4QFY22. | é

| (U) System Description
(U) The Mk 48 heavyweight torpedo is the only anti-submarine and the primary ant-surface ship weapon used
byU.S. submarines and designed to defeat all threat surface ships and submarines in all ocean environments.

(CUI) The latest improvement to the Mk 48 torpedo, the APB 5, is intended to improve the torpedo’s ability to
detect and classify a threat submarine and provide an alternate tactic for employment against surface ships.
A follow-on improvement, APB 5+, is intended to transfer targeting functions from the submarine combat
system tothetorpedo, improve the operator interface with the torpedo, andprovidethe torpedo with higher data
exchange rates.

| (U) Program
(U) The Mk 48 heavyweight torpedo was first fielded in 1972. The current, Mk 48 Mod 7 torpedo variant, a
shared development effort with the Royal Australian Navy, is an Acquisition Category lll program,first fielded in2008. The Navy has since made improvements to the MK 48 Mod 7 through incremental APB software releases
that may include minor hardware updates (e.g., upgraded processors and modified interfaces).
(GUI) The Navy stated APB 5 10TAE of Mi 48 Mod7 torpedoes in August 2016 with focus on tactics against
submarines and legacy tactics against surface ships but not the alternative anti-surface warfare (AItASUW)capably. This allowed the Novy to declare early operational capably in May 2015 for use agains Submarines
and legacy tactics against surface ships. To inform this decision, DOT&E published an APB 5 torpedoEarly
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Fielding Report in 2019. The Navy then expanded the for a follow-on variant, APB 6, could decrease by
APB 5 IOT&E in October 2019 to focus on evaluation approximately 50 percent.
f the A-ASUW capability and completed it inALi cay ” (CUI) The Navy isupgrading the Submarine-Launched

Acoustic Countermeasure Emulator (SLACE), a
(U) In 2020, the Navy started developmental testing mobile countermeasure surrogate, with the towed
of APB 5+. The Navy intendstosubmit the APB 5+ array threat emulator (TATE) to emulate modern
update to the TEMP for DOT&E approval in 1QFY22. threat countermeasures. The Navy may defer APB 5
The APB 5+ in-water FOTAE is scheduled for 20FY22 ~ SLACE testingto APB 6 torpedo testing, when TATE is
through 3QFY22. expected to be available.

(CUI) The Navy is at risk to achieving APB 5+ initial  (U) The Navy also conducted two integrated
‘operational capability in 4QFY22 due to the limited (developmental and operational) test events for the
availability of submarinesto support FOT&E. APB 5+ torpedo in November 2020 and March 2021

in accordance with a DOTAE-approved data collection
(U) Major Contractor plan.
(U) Lockheed Martin Sippican Inc. — Marion,

stsstat a: | (U) Performance

| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Effectiveness
(U) In September 2021, the Navy concluded the APB (CUI) Preliminary analysis suggests the APB 5 Alt-
5 IOTAE that started in 2018, resulting in 193 total  ASUW tactics provide operationally significant
at-sea torpedo firings as compared to the planned effectiveness against surface ships while
127. Specifically, in FY21, the Navy completed six maintaining previous performance using legacy
at-sea torpedo firings and 216 torpedo-simulated tactics. Anti-Submarine Warfare tactics improved
engagements in the Environment Centric Weapons performance against some combinations of
Analysis Facility (ECWAF). While the Navy executed scenarios and environments. A final assessment
66 more at-sea torpedo firings than planned, the of APB 5 torpedo operational effectiveness will be
Navy did not conduct the planned number of at-sea published in a classified IOT&E report in 2QFY22.
torpedo firings under certain specified conditions due
to: 1) limited availability of submarines to support (U) Not enough data are yet available to provide

testing in test locations with desired environmental 2 Preliminary assessment of the APB 5+ torpedo
conditions, 2) prioritization of Fleet events that operational effectiveness. Theintegratedtesteventsimied- dit clacton In some seanros, and 9 {NS fr demonstated thar APD 5 torpedo as
prioritization of free-play events. While testing was simplified operator controlof the torpedo.
not conducted in accordance with DOT&E-approved Ln
test plans, sufficient data were collected to assess (J) Suitability
operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability  (U) The APB 5 torpedo is operationally suitable
of the APB § torpedo in most scenarios. The Navy demonstrating adequate reliability, availabilty, and
committed to collecting data in untested scenarios maintainability.
in future test events since limited data from at-sea
torpedo firings in aspecific oceanenvironment could (U) Not enough data are yet available to provide
affect the validation of the ECWAF. The Navy intends 2 Preliminary assessment of the APB 5+ torpedo
10 conduct atsea torpedo firings in the required OPerationslsuitably.
ocean environment during the APB 5+ torpedo FOTSE i
in FY22. If the Navy is able to accredit the Ecwar  (U) Survivability
as a representative test environment against both  (U) APB 5 is vulnerable in a cybercontested
surface ships and submarines, at-sea torpedo firings environment. Specific vulnerabilities and their effect

iET) =) Mk 48
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on warfighting capability will be published in the 3. (CUI) Collect torpedo performance data with the
classified AP § torpedo IOTSE report in 2QFY22. SLACE surrogate countermeasure, upgraded with

TATE, in APB6testing.
i 4. (CUI) Ensure the availabilty of test assets to

| © Recommendations complete the APB 5+ FOTRE and support the
(U) The Navy should: inital operational capability scheduled in 4QFY22.
1. (U) Address the recommendations intheclassified

2019 DOTSE Early Fielding Report.
2. (U) Complete development and validation of

surface ship models in the ECWAF to support the
operational assessmentofthe APB 6 torpedo.
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(U) MK'54 Lightweight Torpedo Upgrades

Inéldding the High Altitude Anti-Submarine

Watfare Weapon Capability (HAAWC)

(CuI) The High Altitude Anti-Submarine Warfare Weapon Capability (HAAWC) is operationally effective,
‘demonstrating the capability to accurately deliver the Mk 54 torpedo, from 5,500 feet or above, to
the intended entry point, as assigned by the P-8A
combat system. The HAAWC is not operationally | Fl
suitable, and is vulnerable in a cyber-contested | N |
environment. The Navy expects HAAWC to enter | oY |
full-rate production in 2QFY22. ( A | || a
(CUI) The Mk 54 modification (Mod) 1 Increment 1 | 3 |
torpedo initial operational capability, scheduled for | |

4QFY22, isathigh riskduetothe limited availability — |
of test assets and range locations required to | .
complete IOTBE. The Navy completed eight i 4
torpedo firings in FY21, bringing the total to 33 of | a y

‘the required 86 torpedo firings conducted thus far.

| (U) System Description
(U) The Mk 54 lightweight torpedo is the primary anti-submarine weapon employed from U.S. surface ships,
aircraft, and helicopters. Surface ships employ the Mk 54 from surface vessel torpedo tubes as a reactionary
weapon against very close threat submarines and as a vertically launched anti-submarine rocket (VLA)
for offensive attack against threat submarines. The Navy developed the Mk 54 to defeat all types of threat
‘submarines in all ocean environments. When fixed to an Air Launch Accessory (ALA) wing kit, the Mk54torpedo
can also be released from the P-8A Poseidon from higher altitudes than conventional employment. This Mk
54 ~ ALA configuration is termed HAAWC. The ALA glides the Mk 54 down to an acceptable altitude and then
releases the torpedo to an intended torpedo entry point assigned by the aircraft's combat system.

| (U) Program
(U) The MK 54 is an Acquisition Category lll program first fielded in 2004. The Navy has since been developing
and delivering incremental modifications of the Mk 54 torpedo variants. In 2007, the Navy upgraded the sonar
array for the Mk 54 Mod 1 torpedo variant, as well as the torpedo logic, to provide a clearer picture of the
intended target within the undersea environment. The Mk 54 Mod 1 torpedo also incorporates the Advanced
Processor Bull § software that was developed and evaluated within the Mik 48 heavyweight torpedo program.
The Navy intends to deliver the Mk 54 Mod 1 torpedo in two increments: the Mk 54 Mod 1 Increment 1 is in
test, and the Mk 54 Mod 1 Increment 2 is scheduled to be delivered in FY26 with additional software-driven
features. The Navy started the Mk 54 Mod 1 Increment 1 IOT&E in December 2019 with the plan for reaching

initial operational capability in 4QFY22. The initial operational capability, scheduled for 4QFY22, is at high risk
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due to the limited availabiltyoftestassets and range| (J) Performance
locations required to complete I0TE. The Navy has lw A
not approved the Mk54Mod1 torpedoforuseinVLA. :

on i (VU) Effectiveness
(U) HAAWC entered Milestone C in December 2018. i
The Navy completed IOTEE in January 2021 in (U) Not enough data are yet available to provide
support of the fulkate production decision expected a Preliminary assessment of the Mk 54 Mod 1
In 20FY22. The Navy is updating the HAAWC 'orpedo operational effectiveness to intercept threat
software to address deficiencies identified in [OTE submarines.
The upgraded software, operational fight program (cy) 1 AG iso 5perationally effective. HAAWC
(OFF) 3.5 wil be evaluated in FOTSE, expected 0 03 gamonstrated the capabilty to accurately deliverstart in 20FY22. The Navy intends to deliver the 1 CUTIES 6Sapaiiivlo pocuibiel detier
FOTAE Test and Evaluation Master Plan in FY22 for yi 1c54Bd, om 8900 foo0 hot 0fe
DoTEE appro system. The Navy restricted HAAWC releaseto above

. 3,000 feet due to performance limitations below this(U) Major Contractors altitude, precluding the assessment of the HAAWC
+ (U) Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems —  elease at 1.500 feet, the Navys minimum altitude0 Fosboon ered Defers Syms - [eteaL1530ft he News mirsce
. . oR ~ release airspeed to less than 300 knots, precluding

{ih ivogeny Systems Corporation = Manassas, 4, agessment of HAAWG release at the maximum
2 calibrated airspeed of 340 knots within the intended

+ (Boeing Company- St. Charles, Missour. operating envelope. While the Navy cannot employ
the HAAWC from the full range of intended release

est Adequ altitudes, the available range of release altitudeslo giacy rows an snared Spuratorl copay Deets
(CUI In FY21, the Navy continuedtoexecute the Mk are summarized in the classified HAAWC IOTEEavy
54 Mod 1 IOTEE that started in December 2019. In report published in July 2021.
May 2021, the Navy conducted elght Mk 54 Mod 1
Increment 1 torpedo frings, bringing the otal to 33 (UJ) Suitability
of the required 86 torpedo frings needed to complete (1 prejminary assessment thus far has not

Ricci Jock Ag boii d highlighted any significant risks to the Mk 54 Mod 1’ YS i
significant challenges to obtaining fleet assets to Moc") OPeretionalsuftabilty requirements.
support operational testing of the Mk 54 Mod 1 (CU) The HAAWC is not suitable due to atorpedo, they stil project to complete Mk 54 Mod 1 demonstrated ALA reliability of 0.83, which isIncrement 1 10TAE by 4QFY22. below the threshold requirement of 0.96. The Navy

‘completed the root cause analyses and implemented
{U) In May 2015, the Navy executed the Mk 54 0ep'35 fixes intended to improve ALA reliably
Mod 1 Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration  yiece fyes yi be verfied in the HAAWC FOTAEAssessment and the Adversarial Assessment in (good oor "i OeJETS
accordance with DOTAE-approved test plan.
(U) In March 2021, the Navy completed Haawc  (U) Survivability
IOTSE. Testing, conducted in accordance with  (U) Mk54 Mod 1 is vulnerable in a cyber-contested
DOT&E-approved test plans, was adequate to environment. The specific vulnerabilities and theirdetermine HAAWC operational effectiveness, effect on warfighting capability wil be detailed in thesuitability, and survivabilty. Mk 54 Mod 1 IOTAE report intended to support the

Initial operational capabilty decision.
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(U) HAAWC is vulnerable In a cybercontested andmitigatetherisk to declaringinital operational
environment. The specific vulnerabilities and their capabilityscheduledfor 4QFY22.
effect on warfighting capability are detailed in the 5 _() Address all recommendations outlined in the
classified HAAWC IOTRE report published In July classified HAAWG IOTSE report.
20210 3. (U) Provide the HAAWC Test and Evaluation

| Master Plan for DOTEE approval prior to OFP 3.5
| (U) Recommendations FOTEE.

(U) The Navy should:
1. (U)Securethetestassetsand testranges required

to complete IOTE of Mk 54 Mod 1 Increment 1

hv cul Mk 54
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(U)MQ-4C Triton

(CUI) In December 2020, the Navy restructured o
the MQ-4C program to enable the delivery =
of incremental capabilities in support of the =
EP-3E retirement. The Navy intends to field
FEEV a$s)
intelligence (SIGINT) capability, as an initial — S——— =
operational capability in FY23. The contractor and
developmental test schedules have little margin for
contingencies prior to operational testing and the
FY23 fielding decision. J

| (U) System Description
(U) The MQ-4C Triton is a high-altitude, long-endurance intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance unmanned
aircraft intended to support global naval operations by collecting, processing, and distributing target track data,
signals intelligence, and imagery intelligencedatatofleet tactical operation centers and intelligence exploitation
sites. Commanders will employ the MQ-4C to provide persistent maritime surveillance to detect, classify,
identify, track, and assess maritime and littoral targets in support of surface warfare, intelligence operations,
strike warfare, maritime interdiction, amphibious warfare, homeland defense, and search and rescue missions.

| (U) Program
(U) The MQ4C Triton is an Acquisition Category IC program and a critcal component of the Navy's Maritime.
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and Targeting (MISR&T) transition plan to retire the EP-3E Aries Il
aircraft in accordance with the requirements in Section 112 of the FY11 National Defense Authorization Act
DOT&E approved Revision D of the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) in January 2017.

(CUI) The Navy declared early operational capabilty in January 2020 with the deployment of two MQC aircraft
to Andersen Ai Force Base, Guam.
(CUI) The Navy conducted an ad-hoc review of the MQ-4C Triton program in December 2020. The resulting
acquisition decision memorandum directed the program to restructure into an incremental development
approach. The first increment is designed to deliver SIGINT capability sufficientto support the MISR&T transition
plan. The Navy intends to field this increment as an initial operational capability in FY23. The unfunded follow-onincrements would deliver any remaining capabilites requiredbythe Capabilty Development Document. Updates
to the Acquisition Program Baseline, Acquisition Strategy, Capability Development Document, and TEMP are
ongoing,
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(U) Major Contractor amass, Ths imaged esi) os ended
t reduce risk to open air operational testing an

(U) Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems, Batlle gate limitations of SIGINT and cybersecurityManagement and Engagement Systems Division ~ ro ih
Rancho Bernardo, California. 2

U) Performance| (U) Test Adequacy lv
(U) Not enough data are currently available to provide

os uePass a preliminary assessment of the MQ-4C operational
a effectiveness, suitability, and survivability.

(CU The current schedule for the contractor and i
developmental test program provides little margin | (U) Recommendations
for discovery and correction of deficiencies before (U) The Navy should:
operational testing in FY23 intended to inform the
initial operational capabilty fielding decision. 1. (U) Restore more margin in the developmental test

schedule to allow for the discovery and correction
0die Fragen winlisndthe Sragated oy ofdeficiencies priorto operational testing.
period in the Air Combat Environment Test arEvalaton Feit ot Noval Af Satin Pause ive, 2 (SU),0onduet annegateest period inth Ar
Marland planned fr FYZ1 duefocost and schedule ima facily to mitigate the ik to open aiconstraints. The Air Combat Environment Test and 0STAT[S000 0 TlaetheJaklo
Evaluation Facility is an anecholc chamber with the
capability to simulate a variety of radiofrequency
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(UYMQ-8 Fire Scout Unmanned Aircraft
System (UAS)

] Aral
ET aieie i

(U) In April 2021, the Navy started the FOT&E of the = = y
MQ-8C Surface Warfare Increment but the test was |
delayed due to a Fleet-wide operational pause of
MQ-88 and MQ-8C flights from Navy vessels.

| (U) System Description
(U) The MQ-8C is a helicopter-based tactical unmanned aerial system designed to support intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance, surface warfare, and mine countermeasures payloads. The air vehicle is a
modified Bell 407 airframe intended to support Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) missions, but can also operate from
other suitably equipped ships.

| (U) Program
(CUI) The MQ-8 Fire Scoutis an Acquisition CategoryICprogram that entered MilestoneC in 2QFY17. The MQ-8C
has three expected increments of capability: the Endurance Baseline Increment, Surface Warfare Increment,
and Mine Countermeasures Increment. The Endurance Baseline Increment consists of a multi-sensor maging
System (AN/AAQ-22D BRITE STAR I) tht includes electo-opticalinfraed cameras, laser range fining, and
target designation. The Surface Warfare Increment consists of a multi-mode AN/ZPY-B active electronically
‘scannedarrayradar and the Minotaur Mission Management System intended to provide actionable radar images
and location data or pier side and land targets In he near shore environmen, as well as capabilty to detect,
track, classify, and localize maritime contacts. Follow-on Surface Warfare capabilty is projected to include
Advanced Precision Kill Weapons System Il guided rockets. The Mine Countermeasures Increment includes the
Coastal Battlefield Reconnaissance and Analysis II (COBRA ) system and a Data Mission Payload. The Navy
‘accepted 38 Endurance Baseline Increment MQ-8Cs and has no additional procurement planned.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Northrop Grumman - San Diego, Calfoni,
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| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Suitability
Not enough data are yet available to provide(U)InFY21, the Navy conducted land-based testing of

‘the Surface Warfare Increment that included overland 2proms, an of the Bren Joan
surveillance, intelligence gathering, and maritime Se o QC operational suitability as

search and surveillance. The land-based test phase ~~ €MPIOyed fiom an LCS.will inform the evaluation of the AN/ZPY-8 radar’s
abyto provide actionable racar images and location (J) Survivability

for overland contactsofinterest, aswellas the radar’s (CUI) During a September 2019 developmental test
ability to detect, track, classify, and localize maritime evaluation, the Navy identified MQ-8C vulnerabilities
contacts. in a cyber-contested environment that they intend to

resolve with a pending software release.(CUY In April 2021, the Navy started the Surface oo Porncing software release.
Warfare Increment FOTAE as employed from an LCS. (CUI) Cybersecurity testing and deficiency correction
The test was delayed due to a fleet-wide operational efforts continue. The Navy plans to conduct a
pause of all MQ-8B/C flights from Naval vessels CooperativeVulnerability andPenetrationAssessment
caused by recent Fleet mishaps with MQ-88/Cs and and an Adversarial Assessment following software
‘commonality between the MQ-8 variants. The Navy release in late FY23.

intends to resume FOTAE following restoration of
flight operations zans | (U) Recommendations

| (u) Performance The Nery shai
1. (CUI) Resolve problems leading to the operational

(U) Effectiveness pause of MQ-88/C operations from Navy vessels.
i 2. (U) Complete operational testing of the Surface(U) Not enough data are yet available to provide

 preiminary assessment of the Surface arora Mera Increment of MGC rr to deployment
Increment of MQ-8C operational effectiveness as oi

employed from an LCS.
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(U)Neéxt Generation Jammer Mid-Band

(U) The Navy Milestone Decision Authority approved the Next Generation Jammer Mid-Band (NGJ-MB)
toproceed through Milestone C without completing
the planned Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation |
Per ya

(U) The Navy needs to overcome several N a |
challenges to demonstrate the NGJ-MB's -
operational effectiveness and suitability as it a 4 any
proceeds to I0TEE. The lack of validated or > 3

ELEC ICRCTC CREE EE EL CREE EY
NGJ-MB operational flight testing present a
significant risk to NGJ-MB IOTEE. The Navy and
BC -_
resolve performance problems.

| (u) System Description
(U) The NGJ-MB is an airborne electronic attack system. It consists of two pods mounted under the EA-186
aircraft wings that integrate with the AN/ALQ-218 radio frequency receiver. Each pod contains four active
electronically scanned arrays, which radiate over a band of frequencies, and a ramvair turbine that generates
internal power. The NGJ-MB is the first of the three NGJ programs intended to engage multiple advanced
threats at greater stand-off ranges, compared to the legacy AN/ALQ-99 Tactical Jammer System.

| (U) Program
(U) The NG. is an Acquisition Gategory IC program being acquired in three separate acquisition programs:
Increment 1 (Mid-Band (MB), Increment 2 (Low-Band (LB)), and Increment 3 (High-Band (HB). These wil
eventually replace all of the legacy ALQ-99 Tactical Jammer System pods that have been developed and
fielded since 1971 on the recently-retired EA-6B Prowler and are currently flown on the EA-18G Growler. In May
2021, the Secretary of the Navy approved the NGJ-MB program to move past Milestone C, thereby authorizing
procurement of low-rate initial production (LRIP) pods. The LRIP pods are scheduled for delivery beginning in
September 2023. The first System Demonstration Test Asset (SDTA) shipset that supports IOT&E, scheduled
for 2FY23, will be delivered in February 2022. DOTEE approved the Milestone C NGJ-MB Test and Evaluation
Master Plan (TEMP) in November 2020.

(U) Major Contractors
+ (U) Raytheon Space and Airborne Systems - El Segundo, California.
+ (U) The Boeing Company, Integrated Defense Systems ~ St. Louis, Missouri.
+ (U) Northrop Grumman Mission Systems — Linthicum, Maryland.
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The Navy has aplan for validation, but hasbeen unable
| (U) Test Adequacy to collect the data necessary to validate the models.

(U) No operational testing has been conducted on the The operational test team determined operational test
NGJ-MB system thus far. For Milestone C, the Navy flights would need to begin in 3QFY22 to collect the
used a combination of ground-based testing, mostly necessary data for model validation and to have the
in anechoic chambers, and early developmental fight time to complete all planned operational test events
testing 10 assess NGJMB._ performance against by the planned end of IOTAE. The Program Office
the system specifications. Since the Navy did not stated that the SDTA pods will likely be delivered to
accomplish the planned early operational tests, they the operational test team later than 3QFY22, which
moved these tests to a Capabiltios Based Test and may not allow sufficient time to validate, accredit, and
Evaluation period just prior to IOTAE. If the tests are use the digital models to supplement the fight test
notaccomplished prior to IOTAE, then they will occur data. In addition, test data classification problems
during IOTEE and likely extend the planned IOTSE have prevented M&S personnel from analyzing the
schedule. data.
(U) The Navy is in the process of developing an (()) Suitability
incremental operational test strategy intended to
provide the data required for an adequate verification (CU!) The Navy needs to overcome several challenges
and validation of citicel modeling and simulation 0 demonstrate the NGJ-MBS operational suitability(M&S) needed to supplement NGJ-MB operational 35 It proceeds to IT&E. Preliminary analysis from
fight testing. This approach has been neither fully 118.3 developmental test flight hours estimate a
developed and vetted by the Navy nor approved by Mean flight hours between operational mission

DOTSE. failures well below the 23-hour threshold requirement.
“The Navy continues to develop corrective actions to

(U) In May 2017, the Navy conducted a Cyber Table mitigate relabily failures. The Navy reported amean
Top event for the NGJ-MEB, but has not yet completed timetorepairof 1.5 hours (90 minutes), satisfying the
a Cooperative Vulnerability Identification event requirementof 1.5 hoursorless.
Identified in the DOTEE-approved TEMP.

(U) Survivability
1 (U) Performance (U) No data are currently available to inform

the NGUJMBS sunvivabiliy in a cyber-contested
environment or take actions to address any identified(U) Effectiveness Varsities 3

(CUD The Navy needs to overcome several
challenges to demonstrate the NG.J-MB's operational i
effectiveness as it proceeds to IOTAE. As of | (U) Recommendations
Milestone C, the NGJMB system has achieved  (U) The Navy should:
coveral key. performance. parameters. While the
System can radiate over the required frequency 1. (1) Revise the NGJMB schedule as necessary
band, azimuths, and elevations, the Navy observed 10 ensure sufiient time for completion of the
system performance problems related to mulple~~ Shipbased testing, large-force exercises, testseffectiveness key performance parameters. The against advanced radar signal emulators, and
NGJ-MB design is not expected to undergo any major Other important test events needed to support an
hardware changes, so additional system development adequate IOTSE.
will occur mostly through software updates. The 2. (U)Develop and codify ts incremental operational
Navycontinuestotestthe system both in laboratories fight test strategy and demonstrate that it
andin fight. can provide information to support adequate
(0) The lack of validated or accredited digital models oarsrsvyongae”021 PeCESSEY
needed to supplement NGJMB operational flight
testing present a significant risk to NG.-MB IOTAE.
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3. (U) Obtain required security clearances for identify vulnerabilities in the NGJMB system
operational test and M8S personnel so they and allow the program to prioritize vulnerability
can access the test facilties and data needed resolution. This will facilitate more effective
to support the validation and accreditation of Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration, and
digital MS tools required to evaluate operational ~~ Adversarial Assessments during IOTSE.
effectiveness.

4 (U) Complete the Cooperative Vuherabilty
Identification event required in the TEMP to
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(U){Offensive Anti-Surface Warfare (OASuW)
[1 Eh]

(U) The Offensive Anti-Surface Warfare (OASUW) Increment 1 program continues the development
of missile hardware and software to increase
targeting capabilfes as an incremental upgrade I
to the currently fielded air-to-ground missile T >
(AGM)-158C Long Range Anti-Ship Missile|| | “
(LRASM). In March 2021, the program began |
developmental flight testing of the newest variant, | | > |
LRASM 1.1, in preparation for operational testing | | |
and the declaration of early operational capability
scheduled for FY23. In 4QFY21, the Navy also | \
announced the pursuit of a dual OASuW and | 4 | |
land strike capability in a planned modification to S
LRASM 1.1, scheduled to reach early operational |
EL 222

| (u) System Description
(U) AGM-ISEC LRASM, the weapon system for the OASUW Increment 1, is a longrange, conventional,
air-to-surface, precision-standoff weapon intended to be launched from the Navy's F/A-18E/F and the Air Force's8-18 aircraft. Once launched, LRASM uses an antjam GPS system to guide o an ital point and then employs
a radio frequency sensor and an infrared sensor to locate, identify, and provide terminal guidance to the target.

| (U) Program
(U) The OASUW Increment 1 began as an accelerated acquisition program to procure a limited number of
airfaunched missiles to meet the U.S. Pacific Fleet Urgent Operational Need generated in 2008. The OASUWprogram leveraged the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency LRASM Infative that was derived fromthe Joint Ai-to-Surface Standoff Missle Extended Range. As part of the OASUW Increment 1, the Navy funded
an incremental upgrade to the LRASM baseline, referred to as LRASM 1.1, to bridge the gap until an OASUW
Increment 2 program of record is established.

(U) LRASM 1.1 incorporates missile hardware and software improvements to address component obsolescence
and enhance targeting capabilities. The Navy intends to field LRASM 1.1 to operational units and declare early
‘operational capability in 1QFY23 before the last integrated test shot and the operational test phase. DOT&E
approved the LRASM 1.1 Master Test Strategy in January 2020.

(U) In 4QFY21,theNavy announced the pursuit ofamodification to LRASM 1.1, initially referred to as the LRASM©-2 and expected to be designated the AGM-158C2, intended to remove certain components to reduce unit
cost and provide both OASuW and land strike capability. The Navy plans to conduct an integrated test shot for
LRASM C-2 in 1QFY24 and reach early operational capability in 4QFY24.
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(U) The DOD continues to plan for OASUW Increment of the LRASM C-2 requirements and conceptof

2, with initial operational capability anticipated in operations, as well an adequate OT&E plan to support
FY28-30, intended to deliver long-term anti-surface their planned early operational capability declaration

warfarecapabilitiestocounterfuturethreats. in 4QFY24 and a subsequent fullrate production
2 decision. The Navy needs to ensure adequate M8S

(U) Major Contractor resources are available to develop and test the new

|) Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control ~  RASM G2andstrike capability.
Orlando, Florida.

| (u) Performance
| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Not enough data are curently avalabe to provide

" liminary assessment of LRASM operational
(U) Developmental flight testing of LRASM 1.1 2 Prel
components on a Sabreliner flying test bed began in effectiveness, lethality, suitability, and survivability.

March 2021 and is scheduled to continue through Developienisal Fight testing in 2021provided $9
January 2022. Integrated testing, scheduled to be that will be used to improve targeting algorithms,

executed from 2022 through 2023, will include test ‘which are iy! to have the greatest effect on missile

shots with inert warheads from F/A-18E/F aircraft at performance for both LRASM 1.1 snd LRASM C2.

‘shiptargets andmodelingandsimulation (M&S)-based

testing.” Operational testing scheduled for 2024 wil | (U) Recommendations
include shots (including one with a live warhead), an

MaS-based test event, and cybersecurity operational ~~ (U) The Navy should:

test events using a signal processorinthe-loop
lab environment. Live integrated and operational +oComplete the development and validation of

free-flight tests will provide validation data for the the M&S environment to facilitate the operational

Navy Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation effectiveness evaluation of LRASM 1.1

Force (COMOPTEVFOR) to accredit the Mg required 2. (U) Plan and execute an adequate LRASM C2
to assess LRASM operational effectiveness across (OT&Eto supportthe full-rate production decision.

the operational environment. COMOPTEVFOR will 3 () Ensure adequate LRASM 1.1 MS resources.
complete verification, validation, and accreditation of remain when LRASM G-2 M&S operational testing
the LRASM MES suite by the end of IOTBE. requirements are established.

(U)In2021, the Navy conductedtwosledtestsofinert 4. (U) Demonstrate end-to-end performance of
LRASM 1.1 warheads to assess proper function and the Electronic Safe and Arm Fuze, including the

‘survivability of the new Electronic Safe and Arm Fuze detonation of a warhead against a representative

against representative maritime target components. target as a risk reduction event prior to, or in

Analysis is ongoing to determine if the collected data conjunction with, the Operational Test Event
are adequate to demonstrate end-to-end warhead (OTE-2) lethality demonstration identified in the

performance. Master Test Strategy.

(U) No LRASM 0-2 aparationsl test activity occurrad in
2021. The Navy still needs to complete development

[en [= El
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(U)Over-The-Horizon Weapons
System (OTH-WS)

(CUI) In March 2021, the Navy conducted three of six planned Over-The-Horizon Weapon System
[CURT NR TER CE ERPSe REE :
a Littoral Combat Ship. In May 2021, the Navy = fled
attempted to conduct the remaining missions but PRE
a misfire experienced during the first shot halted PR ATSB,
the remaining operational testing, precluding a
preliminary assessment of OTH-WS operational
effectiveness and sutabilty. The Navy expects
to complete IOT&E in 3QFY22. The lethal effects
of the OTHWS are currently unknown and need
to be adequately evaluated to support the fielding
decision.

| (u) System Description
(U) The OTH-WS is a long-range, surface-to-surface missile employed by either the Littoral Combat Ship or the
planned guided-missile frigate, intended to engage maritime targets both inside and beyond the firing unit'sradar horizon. The OTH-WS is a stand-alone system consisting of an operator interface console, naval strike
missile, and a missile launching system, requiring minimal integration into the host platform. The OTH-WSreceives targeting datavia tactical communications from combatant platforms or aitborne sensors and requires
no guidance after launch. The U.S. Marine Corps will employ the naval strike missiles from the Joint LightTactical Vehicle-based mobile launch platform 5 a componentof a Navy/MarineExpeditionaryShip interdiction
System.

| () Program
(U) OTH-WS is an Acquisition Category , Non-Developmental item (NDI) program. In FY18, the Navy awarded
a firm-fixedprice contract to Raytheon Missile Systems to integrate the OTH-WS onto several Navy platforms.
Though the program entered MilestoneC in 3QFY21, the Navyhasyet to submit a Test and Evaluation Master
Plan to DOTRE for review and approval. I0T&E started in March 2021 and is intended to inform a fulk-rate
production decision currently scheduled for FY22. The full-rate production decision is expected to slip to FY23
due to the test event issue in May 2021

(U) Major Contractor
(1) Raytheon Missile and Defensa - Tucson, Arizona.
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| (U) Test Adequacy assessment of OTHWS operational effectiveness.
Based on the three live firings in FY21, the system

(CUI) In March 2021, the Navy conducted three of the demonstrated a potential to provide the Navy with the
planned six OTHWS live fire test events employed capabilty to defeat surface vessels over-the-horizon.
rom a Littoral Combat Ship at the Point Mugu Sea A final assessment of the OTHWS operational
Range off the coast of California. In May 2021, during effectiveness will be provided after the completion of

| the execution of the remaining three live fir test operationaltesting and required lethality testing.
events, the Navy experienced a misfire and halted
the remaining tests fo determine the root cause.  (U) Suitability
The test events were executed in accordance with a (Cul) The misfire during I0TEE also precluded a
DOTAE-approved IOTSE Plan. The Navy expects 10 prejiminary assessment of OTHWS operational
complete the remaining three Ive fir test events in Sari,” The Navy identified a failed component
Soe and implemented specific Inspections on the naval
(U) In August 2021, the US. Marine Corps fired two Strike missiles to prevent similar occurences i future
naval strike missiles during the Large Scale Exercise at {est events. The root cause of the failed component
the Pacific Missile Range Facility in Hawaii. The Navy Is still pending
authorized the assignment of those two operational shi
test assets to support this emergent need. The Nayy (1) Survivability
coordinated with the Marine Corps to optimize this (U) The Navy expects to execute a Cooperative

test opportunity and collect pertinent data in support Vulnerability and Penetration Assessment and
of the OTH-WS operational assessment. an Adversarial Assessment in FY22 to support

(0) The Navy and DOTE have not yet agreed to an Ue evaluation of OTHWS auniuabilty in a
adequate LFTE strategy required to. determine /°° fed environmen
OTH-WS lethality. The Navy has not approved funding
and has not planned or executed any lethality testing, | (U) Recommendations
precluding an assessment of OTHWS operational
effectiveness and lethality in support of the fielding (U) The Navy should:

pecan 1. (U) Fund, develop, and execute a DOT&E-approved
LFTEE strategy to determine the naval strike

| (U) Performance missle lethality in support of the operational
effectiveness assessment and the fielding

(U) Effectiveness decision.2. (U) Continue addressing February 2020 Early
(CUI) The misfire during IOTAE halted the remaining Fielding Report recommendations.
operational testing, precluding a preliminary
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(U)Ship Self-Defense System (SSDS) Mk 2
Integrated Combat Systems

(Cul) Preliminary analysis indicates that the Ship Self Defense ETCUNES SRY RV EE NRE)successfully detect and track anti-ship cruise £ al
missile surrogates, schedule engagements, and ly TET
fire weapons. Some of the missile engagements. osect Cowl |——] Engage
confirmed previously identified system — I Wo

rformance challenges. yi i go J5 i [eval a](U) The Navy needs to complete development of —
a T&E strategy to evaluate SSDS Mk 2 Integrated —
Combat System (ICS) performance on next Eo] oe E—
generation and in-service SSDS-equipped ships. =]
In addition, the Navy should continue to fund and CEC-Cooperative EngagomentCapaiityexecute planned repairs to the Self Defense Test EerormieShip (SDTS) and install the appropriate combat system A,
equipment on the SDTS to support adequate testing of | [LE Cte Sk EbPICA

| (U) System Description
(U) For amphibious ships and aircraft carriers, the SSDS Mk 2 is the core combat system control element
that integrates organic shipboard sensors, trackers, tactical datalinks, and weapons to provide a rapiddetect rack-engage self-defense capabilty against antship crise misses. The SSDS Mk 3 consists of
‘network of processors that host tactical programs, and hardware that provides an interface between SSDS and
all connected processors and external systems.

(U) The SSDS Mk 2 has six variants hosted on various surface ship classes: Mod 1 on CVN 68-class aircraft
carriers, Mod 2 on LPD 17-class amphibious ships, Mod 3 on Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD) 1-class amphibious
ships, Mod 4 on LHA 6-class amphibious ships, Mod 5 on Dock Landing Ship (LSD) 41/49 classes of‘amphibious
‘ships, and Mod 6 on CVN 78-class aircraft carriers.

(U) The Navy intends to upgrade all of the above SSDS Mk 2 Mods with new software and hardware known asthe Baseline 12" configuration. The Navy plans to deliver the SSDS Mik2 Baseline 12combat systems with LA
6 Flight 1 (LHA 8) ships (Mod 4), LPD 17 Flight II ships (Mod 2), and CVN 79 (Mod 6). The Baseline 12 combat
systems are also intended to be back-fit onto in-service ships with legacy SSDS configurations. SSDS Mk 2Baseline 12 wil integrate th following new and existing combat systom elements in various configurations

+ (U) SPY-6(V)2 and SPY-6(V)3 EnterpriseAir Surveillance radars (EASR)
+ (U) $PQ-98 horizon search radar
+ (U) SPS-48 and SPS-49 air search radars

+ (U) MK Tracker luminatorSystern
+ (U) Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC)
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+ (U) SLQ-32(V)6 equipped with the Surface + (U) CEC: Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems -
Electronic Warfare Improvement Program (SEWIP) St. Petersburg, Florida.

+ (U) Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) Block 2, 2A, + (U) SLQ-32with SEWIP Block1:General Dynamics
and 2B Advanced Information Systems - Fair Lakes,

+ (U) Evolved SEASPARROW Missile (ESSM) Block 1 Virginia.

+ (U) Close-In Weapon System + (U) SLQ-32 with SEWIP Block 2: Lockheed Martin
~ Syracuse, New York.

U) Program
1 W) Prog | (U) Test Adequacy

(U) Several Major Defense Acquisition programs
comprise the SSDS ICS on LHA 8, LPD 17 Fit I, and (1) In-service SSDS-equipped ships.
SN7ssve (U) The CVN 78 Gerald R. Ford-class Nuclear Aircraft
+ (U) SSDS—designated an Acquisition Category IC Carrier article in this Annual Report summerizes the

program in 2005 when the Navy transitioned to adequacy of the CVN 78 ICS testing conducted to
the Mk 2 variant that integrated the CEC date.

* (U) CEC Block 2-an Acquisition Category Ilprogram that achieved Milestone & approval in (U) The Navy did not allocate funding to conduct the
peratonaltsstcampfor LSD £1743ship classes

© Oo ck 2a ttn hg130008 Th
viogiehn thst complevdIOTSE 1 2016 Mk 2 have deployed with a combat system that+ (U) RAM Block 2/2A/28~an Acquisition Category completed 1 of 9planned operational tests.Il program; RAM Block 2 completed IOT&E in 2016.

+ (U) ESSM Block 1-an Acquisition Category Ii (U) Next-generation SSDS-equipped ships
Wogan Sgt completed VV inApi 2008 (U) The Navy agrees an unmanned sea-going test

+ (4) EASR— unique variants of the SPY-6 family  agget (e.g, SDTS) is requiredtoadequately and safely
of radars, which is an Acquisition Category IC tog: SSDS combat systems. The Navy committed

program that has not yet undergone I0TEE to providing the resources required to retain this
(U) In 2018, DOT&E approved revisionC of the SSD Capability via a planned maintenance availability
Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) which Of the existing SDTS (e.g. Paul £. Foster) as well as
encompassed FOTAE of MK2capabilty for inservice the procurement and installation of the necessary
ships. Inaddition totesting on CVN 78 and LHA 6, the Combat system elements on the SDTS,
“TEMP revision included FOTE test events for SSDS (U) In April 2021, the Navy announced that they did

Mk2 systems (retrofitted to replace SSS Mk 1) on no intend to update the extant SSDS Mk 2 TEMP to
LSD 41/49 ship classes. direct T&E of a fleet-wide SSDS Mk 2 upgrade and

. modernization program. Instead, the Navy proposed
(U) Major Contractors to develop a broader ICS test strategy across all
© ockheed Martin ~ Moorestown, New SSDS<auipped ships intended to encompass
(orang: Lockheed Martin = Moorestown NeW 55s and other ICS elements.  DOTRE concurred

with this approach. In May 2021, the Navy initiated
ots (a bandRadar: Raythech  avelopment of an 10S operational tet. strateay.

ae one ¥otems= TeWKSBUY,  iqugh December 2021,the Navy generated cost and
assochupens, resource estimates to execute some future testing,+ (U) EASR: Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems put these estimates are inadequate because the Navy

= Marlborough, Massachusstis. has not yet determined which ICS elements and their
+ (U) RAM and ESSM: Raytheon Missile Systems ~ associated test programs wil be Included In the test

Tucson, Arizona. strategy. Multiple combat system elements currently
lack developmental and operational test programs to
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inform the overarching test strategy; some estimates (1) Survivability
of required test assets, such as live missiles, have
been arbitrarily generated. Until developmental and (J) The Navy has not yet scheduled or resourced the
operational test strategies for SSDS Mk 2 and these SDS Mk 2 Mod 6 cybersecurity testing aboard CVNoir combat system lets ar determined, ha. 798 Und 1 he spc SSDS TEMP Revision
adequacy of ICS developmental and operational
testing is at risk.
© The Naw does nt hme a0 cpunins | (U) Recommendations
test strategy for testing of SSDS Mk 2 Baseline (1) The Navy should:
Toequipped ships intended to be upgraded with UT"
either variant of the EASR. Currently, the Navy does 1. (CUI) Address combat system issues initially
notintend to develop an EASR TEMP and has notyet identified on LHA6that persist on CVN 78.
determined how they will document for approval the 3. (U) Fund the modeling and simulation suitedevelopmental and operational testing required for roquired to support aseesament of the CVN 78
the ERSR variants on S308 ships. Probability of Raid Annihilation requirement for
(CUD The Navy has not yet determined if they wil have~~ Subsonic targets.
sufficient ESSM Block 1 missiles to support testing 3. (U) Continue to fund the maintenance availabilty
of CVN 78 and LHA 8, and fleet requirements. These for the current SDTS (e.g, Paul. Foster) to ensure
missiles, required for combat system testing in FY25 its readiness to support future combat system
and beyond, are no longer in production and will have testing.
tobetaken from fleet inventories. 4. (U) Continue to fund the procurement and

installation of the necessary combat system
1 (U) Performance elementson SDTS.

5. (U) Define the ICS elements to be included in the
(U) Effectiveness SSDSICS TEMP.

6. (U) Develop and resource adequate developmental
(U) The effectiveness of SSDS Mk 2 Mod 6 and the and operational test strategies for ll CS elements
CVN 78 Integrated Combat Systemisdiscussedinthe in the SSDS ICS TEMP.
CUN 78 Gerald R. Fordlass Nuclear Areraft Cartier 7. () Determine how operational testing for EASR
Caaddilaio variantswill be documented for DOTA approval.
(U) Suitability 00)Son hptemsSonBik 4

in o n(U) The suitably of SSDS MK 2 Mod 6 is yet to be cl 3deduate fo support both fleet a
determined. STS is not an adequate platform to
assess combat system suitability, and no operational 9 (U) Develop plans for addressing incomplete
testing has yet been conducted on board CVN 78. testing in the 2018 SSDS TEMP Revision C.
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(U)Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement
Pfogram (SEWIP) Block 2

(U) In April 2021, the Navy completed two days of operational testing against surrogate anti-ship
cruise missiles and targeting radars to evaluate the Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement

Program (SEWIP) Block 2 on CVN 78. Preliminary
assessment identified several shortfalls that could Se it

reduce operator situational awareness or cause Ja
unnecessary missile firings, degrading SEWIP a
Block 2 operational effectiveness. Preliminary i)
results also suggest that SEWIP Block 2 does not Yak x

‘meet its minimum threshold for system reliability. Is &¥ z

Not enough data are yet available to provide a at = hv

survivability assessment of the SEWIP Block 2 in «fv on

a cyber-contested environment. The Navy plans to = WV "
conduct operational testing of SEWIP Block 2 on pe
STs] CE
modified Aegis Combat System in FY22.

| (u) System Description
(U) SEWIP (AN/SLQ-32) is an electronic support system that detects, identifies, and tracks adversary anti-ship
cruise missiles (ASCM) and targeting radars. SEWIP (AN/SLQ 32 V6) Block 2 incorporates a new antenna

system, enhanced processing capabilities, and a High Gain High Sensitivity subsystem to improve battlefield
situational awareness. SEWIP Block2also added a Soft Kill Coordination System to improve decoy employment
and combat system soft kil integration.

| (U) Program
(U) SEWIP Block 2 is an Acquisition Category II program that entered Milestone C in January 2013. The Navy
completed SEWIP Block 2 IOTEE In 2016 and approved fulate production n 2016, SEWI® Block Il FOTSE
assesses system upgrades since IOT&E, examines combat system and decoy integration capabilities of the
Soft Kill Coordination System, and evaluates SEWIP Block2 integration with the DDG 51 Arleigh Burke class

and its modified Aegis Combat System, the Ship Self-Defense Combat System on CVN 78, and the Total Ship

Computing Environment combat system on DDG 1000.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Lockheed-Martin - Syracuse, New York.
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| (U) Test Adequacy ould reduce operator situational awareness or cause
unnecessary missile firings, degrading operational

(U) In April 2021, the Navy completed one phase of effectiveness:
SEWIP Block 2 FOTAE, a two-day operational test. (cu) SEWIP Block 2 frequently reports
aboard CVN 78dedicatedto SEWIPBlock2surrogate extraneous. contacts for the. radio. frequency
ASCM and targeting radar runs. Due to a delay in emitters it detects, referredtoas shredding. The
starting test and test equipment malfunctions, the Navy intends software fixes, known as builds, to
Navy did not complete all planned test runs in the mitigate shreddingand will evaluate these fixesin
DOT&E-approved test plan. In addition, only two the remaining phases of fest.
Lear aircraft were resourced to support the test, = no”
contbuting to the Imited data collection. Data (001)SSIPBlock2 misitentfod nenvedio
collected during an earlier developmental test and SEH
during ASCM profiles against the Navy's self-defensefoot ship. Tor VN 35. ate. being, evaluated to * (CUD SEWIP Block 2 exhibited problems with rack
supplement operational test data. The sufficiency of fCoftizying
these data to support the operational effectiveness (cu) preliminary results from SEWIP Block 2 on
and suitability of SEWIP Block 2 on CN 78 is Yet to GN 78 further indicate that the system will not
be determined. A final assessment willbe published meet its minimum thresholds for Probability of
in a classified FOTAE report for SEWIP Block 2 on Correct Classification and Probabilityof Detection for
CN 78 upon completion of tests. targeting radars.

(U) The Navy expects to test SEWIP Block 20n a DDG (y) The operational effectiveness for SEWIP Block 2
1000 class ship and on DDG 51 Arleigh Burke class on the DOG 51 Areigh Burke class and DDG 1000 will
with its modified Aegis Combat System in 3QFY22. remain unknown unil the completion of these phases
The Navy intends to evaluate the survivability of of Forge.
SEWIP Block 2 on a DDG 51 Arleigh Burke class during
Aegis cybersecurity testing in 1QFY23, (U) Suitability
(U) The Navy recently developed additional (U) Analysis of FOT&E data for SEWIP Block 2 on
threat emulations for targeting radars and more  CVN 78 is in progress, precluding a final assessment
representative stream raids. These added threat of SEWIPBlock 2 operational suitability. Preliminary
emulations, if effectively employed within the results and Fleet operational data suggest that SEWIP
test designs, wil more adequately inform system Block 2 does not meet its minimum threshold for
‘capability in the DDG 1000 and Aegis phases of the system reliability.
FOTEE.

(CUI) SEWIP Block 2 encountered the following
(U) SEWIP Block2with CVN 78testing waslimited to deficiencies that degrade operational suitability:
a subset of congested and contested electromagnetic display freezes, system crashes, and unscheduled
Spectrum environments due fo limited VN 78 warm and cold restarts. Further, the High Gain
availabiltyto support testing, requiring future phases High Sensitivity subsystem was not operable for an
of test to includeamore comprehensive and complex extended period of the CVN 78 underway prior to
electromagnetic spectrum environment. operational testing.

U) Survivabilit;| (U) Performance Ou y
(U) Not enough data are yet available to provide a

ff survivability assessment of the SEWIP Block 2 in a
(U) Effectiveness cyber-contested environment. The Navy plans to

luate the survivability of SEWIP Block 2 against(U) Analysis of FOTAE data for SEWIP Block 20n CVN ~~ &2
78 is in progress, precluding a final assessment of itso ‘threat during the DDG 51 Arleigh Burke class

SEWIP Block 2 operational effectiveness. Preliminary ~FOTSE test period.
assessment identified the following shortfalls that
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| (U) Recommendations 3. (U) Plan and resource testing of SEWIP Block
2 with a complex electromagnetic spectrum

(U) The Navy should: environment for remaining test phases.
1. (U) Continue to develop emulations for emerging 4 (CUD) Identify and resolve the cause of extraneous

threat ASCMs. tracks created by SEWIP Block 2 for single
2. WW) Siaure sulfient task tine Ts phoned for euenayariltets.

evaluating SEWIP Block 2 on DDG 1000 and
DDG 51 Arleigh Burke class ships to account
for unplanned test delays; the Navy should also
resource four Lear aircraft to support these test
events.
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(U) Tactical Tomahawk Modernization

ORRrR ra ee]
Weapon System (TWS) is operationally effective, | I |
LEE CP REC EEE
environment and the ability to communicate over || He]
ReCACULCONS 7 el]
Navy should correct the maior mission planning | | & = ares
and distribution with suitability and cyber | y fot
deficiencies, identified in the operational test, ol 4 cd Re
RLTer preEt HEE
the Fleet. Details are available in a classified TWS ¥ Es
[EE SEA]

| (u) System Description
(U) The TWS consists of three segments intended to provide surface combatants and submarines with
long-range, precision-guided, land attackcruise missile capability. The three segments include the All Up Round
(AUR), the Theater Mission Planning Center (TMPC) for mission planning and distribution, and the Tactical
Tomahawk Weapon Control System (TTWCS) for the initialization, preparation, launch, and post-launch control
of the missile.

| (U) Program
(U) The TWS is an Acquisition Category IC program. The current AUR, the Block IV variant, entered service in
2004 with a 30-year life cycle and 15-year recertification cycle. DOT&E approved Revision H of the TWS Test
and Evaluation Master Plan in 2018. In 2020, the Navy began a modernization and recertification of the AURto
extend the missiles certification another 15 years by replacing obsolete and expired components, upgrading the
communications systems to operate on the Advanced Communication Architecture, and providinga targeting
capability in a GPS degraded or denied environment. This modernized AUR is designated Tomahawk Block V.
The Navy is leveraging the overall TWS modernization program to support the development of the Maritime
Strike Tomahawk (MST), an anti-ship capability, and to introduce an advanced warhead design to improve TWS
lethality.

(U) Maijor Contractors
+ (Missile segment: Raytheon Missiles and Defense~ Tucson, Arizona.
+ (U) Weapon ControlSystem segment: Lockheed Martin Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.
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+ (U) Mission Planning segment: comparedtothe legacy system. Specifics on missile
.(U) Peraton, Inc. — San Jose, Calfornia accuracy and mission tasking response time are
tion Diiution System provided in a classified TWS FOTE report published

+ (U) Tapestry Solutions — St. Louis, Missouri Geter 2020
(Tomahawk Planning System). (cul) The Tomahawk Block V AUR demonstrated

+ (U) BAE Systems - San Diego, California sufficient accuracy in a GPSdenied environment
(Targeting Navigation Tool Set). and the capabilty to operate on the Advanced

Communication Architecture network. The classified
TWS FOTSE report highlights mission planning and

| (U) Test Adequacy distribution deficiencies that should be resolved
for to the introduction of the upgraded TWS Block(U) The Navy conducted operational testing on the  P"

TWS at the Washington Planning Center, Washington V 10 the fleet. The upgraded and modernized AURNaty Yard, Naval Surface Warfare Genter Dahlgren, Maintains the legacy AUR ethaly since the warhead
Virginia, Pacific Missile Test Center, Pt Mugu, emainedunchanged.
afar, and USS Chafee, (DDG 90), Pear Harbor, (1 ¢ oo
Hawai between August 2020 and May 2021 using (J) Suitability
fleet operators. The testing consisted of 3 live flight ~~ (U) TWS remains operationally suitable, meeting or
tests, 17 high-fidelity simulated launches, and 10 exceeding the relabilty and availabilty requirements.
mission planning events. Testing, conducted in There were no hardware failures during testing
accordance with DOTEE-approved test plans, was The Navy corrected the four identified software
adequate to evaluate the operational effectiveness deficiencies and demonstrated the effectiveness of
and sutabilty of upgraded andmodernizedTWS. the correctionsprior to the completion of the test.

(U) In FY21, the Navy also conducted a Cooperative ivabil
Vonerabity and. penetration. Assoosment and (U) Survivability
an Adversarial Assessment of the TMPC and (CUD TWS is vulnerable in a cybercontested
TTWGS fo assess ther sunivabilly in a cyber- environment. Thespecific winerabilties and their
‘contested environment. The Navy deviated from the effect on weapon and mission performance are
DOT&E-approved test plan by placing the Tomahawk detailed in theclassifiedTWS FOTSE report.
AUR and elements of the TMPC “off limits" due to
the concem of inadvertently damaging these test iea oepppa | (U) Recommendation
cyber sunvivabillty assessment of the TWS does not 1. (U)The Navy should resolve the major deficiencies
Consider some attacker profiles. identified during operational testing prior to fleet

release. Detailed recommendations are included
in the classified TWS FOTE report published in1 ©) Performance ER

(U) Effectiveness
(U) TW continues to be operationally effective.
Testing demonsirated no degradation in capably as
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(U) Mnfmanned Influence Sweep System (UISS)
Ingliding Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV) and
Unmanned Surface Sweep System (US3)

(U) Analysis of the Unmanned Influence Sweep System (UISS) IOT&E, conducted in FY21, is ongoing,
precluding an evaluation of UISS operational performance at this time. The UISS demonstrated the
CLERC EEE EERE ESTELAE - ere
the threat mines simulated in the test.

[CUR ERTIES EE EY TCE ET TET)
(LCS) launch and recovery systems experienced :
problems throughout testing, causing system =)
Be 2B
This prevented the Navy from collecting substantial eb f. 2 {iff
amounts of planned test data. The Navy expects 4Ed 3
to complete UISS IOTEE in early FY22 to support oF Te
a fulkrate production decision scheduled for April eT1 3
pLrra less a

| (u) System Description
(0) The UISS is a mine clearance system that activates threat mines as It passes by them, refered fo as mine
sweeping. The UISS includes an Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) that powers and tows the Unmanned Surface
Sweep System (US3). The USV operates along pre-planned tracks and uses a radar and camera surveillance
suite to provide a remote operator with situational awareness and the ability to avoid obstacles or other
watercraft. The US3 creates a magnetic field and acoustic noise to represent a target vessel, causing the threat
mine to detonate. The Navy intends for the UISS to clear mines within an assigned area, such as a sea-lane,
strait, choke point, or fleet operating area, enabling safe transit. The LCS is the primary host, but the UISS can be
employed from any appropriately equipped vessel, or from shore.

| (U) Program
(U) The UISS is an Acquisition Category Ill program intended to provide the only organic capability to sweep
‘mines after the Navy retires the aging MCM-1 class Mine Countermeasures Ships and MH-53E Airborne Mine
Countermeasures helicopters. The Navy completed an operational assessment in November 2019, informing
the decision to proceed with UISS low-rate initial production. The Navy expects to complete UISS IOT&E in early
F¥22 to support a fulbrate production decison scheduled for November 2022. UISS OTE contributes to theassessment of mission capabilty providedbythe Mine Count Measure (MGM) mission package on LGS, The
Navy further intends the USV component of UISS to support additional MCM capability with different payloads
that are in development.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Textron Systems Corporation ~ Hunt Valley, Maryland.
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| (U) Test Adequacy | (U) Performance
(U) In FY21, the Navy conducted the following test

eventstoevaluate theUISS: (U) Effectiveness
+ (U) Technical evaluation on LCS in October (U) Analysis of the test data is ongoing, precluding

2020 to gain Fleet operator proficiency and the evaluation of UISS operational effectiveness at
demonstrate launch andrecovery capability. LCS this time. The UISS demonstrated the capability to
crane problems prevented the intended launch sweep mines, successfullyactivating the threat mines
and recovery cycles. simulated in the test.

on inarlontons was (OU) The Navy did not rescve the mdeling and
Panama Clty, Fora. “The Navy eolleted Utes Simulation shortfall that resulted in inaccurate
ffecieness and rlbity data, but operations 159Pang parameter, as demonstrated in the
were shore-based and did not provide launch and lovermises: tpereticival assessment.
recovery data from an LCS. Lr

lity+ (U) Technical evaluation in ApriMay 2021 war (U) Suitability }
demonstrated launch and recovery capability from~~(U)Analysis of the test data is ongoing, precluding the
an LCS using Fleet operators. evaluation of ISS operational suitablya tis time.

* (U) Operational test in May/June of UISS (CUI) The UISS itself and LCS launch and recovery
conducting full mission profiles from an LCS systems experienced problems throughout testing,
off the shore of southern California. The Navy causing system unavailability and degraded mission
collected effectiveness and suitability data for performance. Maintainers demonstrated limited
UISS sweep of mine surrogates in both shallow capability to repair the UISS due to deficiencies
and deep fields, launch and recovery data fom jn maintainer documentation for operationaklevel
an LCS, and system maintenance. The Navy only repairs and additional repairs that required subject
conducted about half of the planned profiles in matterexpert intervention.
shallow water due to UISS maintenance issues
and target availability. (U) Underwater explosion testing data are not yet

+ (U) Cybersecurhty evaluation in September 2021, available to determine UISS operability following mine
including both a Cooperative Vulnerability and explosions caused bymine sweep operations.
Penetration Assessment and an Adversarial .
Assessment, of surrogates for the UISS and the (UJ) Survivability
LCS mission package computing environment  (U) Analysis of the test data is ongoing.
that were validated as equivalentto their low-rate precluding survivability evaluation of the UISS in a
production and delivered systems for the purpose  cyber-contested environment atthis time.
of this test. The Navy conducted the assessments.
at the Aberdeen Test Center in Maryland.

| (U) Recommendations
(U) The Navy has not conducted all planned testing,
and some of the conducted tests deviated from (U) The Navy should:
approved DOT&E-approved test plans. Analysis is hy
in progress to determine If the collected data are (U)Completethe analysis oftheadequacyof
sufficient to evaluate operational effectiveness, foing ee aa

SASos, tests in FY22 to close the data shortfalls
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required to credibly evaluate UISS operational 3. (CU) Correctthemodelingand simulationusedto
effectiveness. develop mission planning parameters.

2. (CUD) Continue to diagnose the root cause of 4. (CU) Continue to expand troubleshooting
UISS and LCS launch and recovery system faults documentation and repair capabilities of UISS
observed during ISS tests, and implement maintainerstoimproveUISSavailability.
and verify mitigation solutions to correct the
deficiency.
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(UYVH-92A° Presidential Helicopter
Replacement Program

(CUI) As demonstrated in IOT&E, the VH-92A is operationally effective for administrative lift missions
but not for contingency operation missions. The Mission Communication System (MCS) performance
LORE RC Re
beginning of contingency missions and did not [TEIN —
adequately support timely, continuous, and secure
voice and data communications. The VH-92A
is not operationally suitable because it did not :
meet the reliability, availability, or maintainability 3 a
threshold requirements. E x

a AR
(U) The United States Marine Corps intends to a=
APEST ar|
RACECICES EURO] . y
Ee RE

| (U) System Description
(U) The VH92A Is a fourbladed, duabpiloted, twin-engine helicopter based on the Sikorsky S92 medumift
helicopter, equipped with the MCS to enable simultaneous short- and long-range secure and non-secure voice
and data communications. The Marine Helicopter Squadron One (HMX-1) will use the VI-92A aircraftto conduct.
administrative lift and contingency operations intended to provide safe and timely, pre-planned or unscheduled,
transport of the President of the United States and other parties as directed by the White House Military Office.
‘The Navy intends for the VH-92A to be air transportable to remote locations via a single Air Force C-17 cargo
aircraft. The VH-02A will replace the legacy fleet of VH-3D and VH-60N aircraft.

| (U) Program
(U) VH92A is an Acquisition Category IG program that does not include a fulbrate production decision.
DOTEapproved the VH-92A Test and Evaluation Master Pan in 2015 and the IOTE plan in 2020 in support of

‘the United States Marine Corps declaration of initial operational capability and the White House Military Office's
'VH-92A Commissioning Program. The Navy intends to procure 23 VH-92A aircraft to replace 23 legacy aircraft.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Sikorsky Afcraft Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company= Stratford, Connecticut
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| (U) Test Adequacy (U) Suitability
(CU) The VH-92A is not operationally suitable(1) Operational, live fire, and cybersecurty testing » 3Ll a DOTgE-approveq because it did not meet the reliably, availabilty

test plans and were adequate to evaluate operational O'_ Maintanabily threshold requirements. MCSHectvencas, suitabiity, and sunivabilty of the Instability cabin interior flaws, frequent maintenance
kisi Wow inspections, and rear air-star door components

82 operated by! contributed to low aircraft availability. Since the
()  HMX1 conducted  IOTRE using completion of IOTAE, the Navy has been working on
production-epresentative System Demonstration addressing the MCS performance shortfalls. HMX-1
Test Article aircraft from February8 to Apri 16,2021 intends to assess and verify any improvements to
under the auspices of the Commander, Operational MCS performance during dedicated FOTSE in 2022.
Test and Evaluation Force. The majority of the i
operations took place in the National Capital Region (CUD The lack of an organizationaklevel MCSaing faces and landing zones routinely employed d13gnostic capablty at HMX-1 and time required to
oy cr IoTaE wae Ieleded a ree atontt  30E38 MCS components hampered the squadron's
deploymentto Joint Base Charleston, South Carolina, 2011 (0 maintain the aifcraft. The VH924 meetsOuing OTHE, AIX flow1909hoursand completed [equremerts for transport aboard G17A aicrat
18operational representative administrative lft ang 21d for Using G-130J or MV-228 aircraft to carry
contingency operation missions. ares, SPOR equicanent, sid personel heaselfdeploying

| (u) Performance (U) Survivability
(1) The VH92A survivability assessment against

(U) Effectiveness operationally relevant threats, to include assessment
} in a cyber-contested environment, is summarized in

(CU) The VH.92A is operationally effective for two classified annexes of the VH.92A IOTE report,administrative lft missions but not for contingency publishedinSeptember 2021.operationmissions. The poor MCSperformanceoften
delayed critical communications at the beginning |
of contingency missions and did not adequately | (U) Recommendations
support timely, continuous, and secure voice and |
data communications. Since the completion of (U)The Navy should consider:
I0TAE, the Navy has been working on addressing 1. (CUI) Improving MCS performance to support
ne Ses Mes Feige Seer Hat immediate andreliable communications.
intends to assess and verify any improvements to prorefon catered Fat mao33 2: (CUD Reviewing identified design and maintenance

features to Increase aircraft availabilty.
(CUD While the VH-92A provides for increased lift 3. (GUN) Continuing efforts to reduce effects of
capacity, range, and airspeed compared to 1egacy engineexhaust on landing zones.
aircraft, it did not demonstrate the desired power
margins to operate at the high gross weights and

high-densityaltitudes without decreasing fuel loads or
reducing the number of passengers. Engine exhaust
caused landing zone damage that limits the number
of landing zones from which HMX-1 can operate.
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(U)/AGM-183A Air-Launched Rapid Response
=o)

CR CL ET
Response Weapon (ARRW) program has not yet . LE
demonstrated the required warfighting capability. | / . :
The program conducted several developmental Y A,
ground and flight tests demonstrating adequate | /
interface integration with the B-52H aircraft, but f - Po
not the deconflition with the host aircraft. The |i
program is implementing corrective actions within
Absentee R- Oinf Ww.
Hardware and software problems have delayed — @; Beni
planned operational demonstration flights. NN es

| (U) System Description

(U) The ARRW is a conventional, boost-glide, hypersonic weapon consisting of a solid rocket motor booster,
a glider protective shroud, and a glider vehicle containing a kinetic energy projectile warhead. A standoff
air-to-ground missile launched from a B-52H aircraft, the ARRW is intended to attack high-value, time-sensitive,
land-based targets.

| (U) Program

(CUI) ARRW is a Section 804 Rapid Prototyping Middle Tier of Acquisition program leveraging lessons learned
from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency Tactical Boost Glide vehicle program. The program is
currently developing an Integrated Master Test Plan and an Operational Demonstration test plan for DOT&E
approval. After completion of the booster rocket flight tests, the program plans to proceed into all-up round
(AUR) testing (including live warheads) scheduled for FY22 and FY23. The Air Force intends to complete at
least one AUR test to determine if the system has reached an early operational capability state, before awarding
contract fo production. The Air Force intends to deploy a residual capabilty of up to four ARRWs in CY23.

At that time, the Air Force will consider transitioning the program from a Rapid Prototyping to a Rapid Fielding
program.
(U) The program fight test schedule could be delayed due to the limited number and availability of hypersonic.
flight corridors, targetareas, and test support assets. The program will be competing for these limited resources
with other hypersonic programs, including those being developed by the Navy, Army, and Missile Defense
Agency.
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(U) Major Contractors | (U) Performance
Lockheed Martin Corporation, Missiles and Fire
Control (LMMFC) Division, Orlando, Florida. Boeing (UU) Effectiveness
Aircraft Modernization and Sustainment, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. (U) Hardware and software problems have delayed

planned ARRW operational demonstration flights,
precluding an initial assessment of any risks to

| (U) Test Adequacy Gemonstrating he. ARRW. intended: operational
(1) The ARRW Integrated Master Test Plan consists rccurencas, , sedrements. i
mostly of developmental ground and fight teSKNG,  arcoteyine *in) ee and some Italy Ive Tra wasting. The A Fors (2lOHed the inal west _ineace
plans o execute an Operational Demonstration using. “4910% *oriied 2teat destined

aeray the softwarefor the production-representativemissile.
of test assets wil not allow a standard assessment eee, NON tests experienced two unexpected test
for operational effectiveness, lethality, suitabilty, and Svcs, Which required a redesign of the fin controlhiss system. The Ar Force validated al corrective actions.

in the final captive cary flight before proceeding into.
(U) InFY21, the program completed five instrumented booster flight testing.
a eo CE enor (CUD) The first booster test fights experienced anto demonstrate intial weapon-aircraft interface
integration, as wel as proper fit and mechanical ore cor cok en On Both attempts. During the
function of the weapon with the B-52H aitraft. The iro ay eyes ocean dd not separate from
ARRW program twice attempted fo execute one ofthe 4" ®~%Lbecsbse,besystemSeterinedtere was
three planned booster test fights with a simulated 3 'C_TCUEAr EU, Che A FoeRRISNenS
glider. The booster test fights are intended to ping tre second attempt, the missile experienceddemonstrate final weapon-irraft integration with 210 1hS601AamPL iemissle experienced
the producton-epresentative missile, the capabilty or WPCCtev i Rel Tatase om the
to launch the weapon inside the fight envelope, and 7c* 2",he Prevented the boos pion
proper performance ofthe booster rocket. Four AUR S019: 1*8011910@ 188s of the test asset, The Al
tests wil ensue upon the conclusion of booster flight +2"cc i CUTently conducting a Failure Review Boardly to determine the root cause(s) of the failure and

implement corrective actions to the missile system
(U) The ARRW program executed one successful before the next booster test flight. Although the
highspeed ground sled test to demonstrate Secondboostertestexperiencedanunexpected event,
wathead lethality performance against a variety of It did demonstrate the safe release and separation of
componentlevel targets. It continues to execute the Weapon system from the aircraft but was not able
ts series of six warhead arena tests needed to to demonstrate deconfiction with the aircraft. The
characterize the warhead fragment mass and Second booster test also validated the fin actuator
velocity distribution in support of the ARRW lethality corrective action.
evslsiion, (U) Lethality testing is ongoing, precluding an initial
(U) The Air Force plans to use engagementlevel assessment of ARRW warhead performance. Given
and missiondevel modeling and simulation (M&S) the limited number ofplanned test events, there srisk
to assess ARRW survivability against surface-to-air 10 demonstrating the ARRW lethal effects against the
missile systems, anti-aircraft-artilery batteries, and requiredtactical andstrategic targets.

airto-airmissiles
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(U) Suitability control, communications, and intelligence network
" n capable of detecting, tracking, and engaging multiple

(CUD The limited number of planned fight hours (iberCQ Lr,ri eeIke
and test assets (booster and AUR) will preclude an the ARRW.
adequate assessment of all operational suitability :
metrics for the ARRW system to inform early |
operational capability. I (U) Recommendations

(U) Survivability (U) The AirForce should:
(U) The engagement-levelor mission-levelsimulations 1. (U) Collaborate with the Office of the Secretary
have not yet been completed to assess ARRW of Defense stakeholders and the Armyand Navy
survivability in a contested environment. Pending hypersonic Program Offices to identify and
the verification, validation, and accreditation of the leverage common best practices, test corridors
MBS tools, the final survivability assessment should and infrastructure, test data management and
estimate the probability that a single ARRW will analyses, and M&S capability.
complet its mission given the capability of Various 5. () Verify, validate, and accredit all MES tools
carly waning radars, surface-to-air missile systems, intended to enable an adequate assessment ofantiairraftartlery batteries, and air-to-air missiles pw cerformance.
to detect and engage ARRW in various one-on-one .
scenarios. The final survivability assessment should 3. (U) Conductan adequate survivabilityassessment
also estimate such probability in the presence of of ARRW in acyber-contested environment.
multiple threat systems connected by a command,
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(UYAIM-120 Advanced Medium-Range

Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM)

(U) The Advanced Medium-Range Airto-Air | m ’ |
Missile (AMRAAM) Air Intercept Missile (AIM)-
1200 System Improvement Program (SIP)-3
continued operational testing in CY21, completing
eight planned missile flight tests. Assessment of

the AIM-120D SIP-3's operational effectiveness,

suitability, and survivability is pending FOTRE
‘completion and will be reported on in CY22. Ry

|

| (U) System Description
(U) The AMRAAM is a radar-guided, air-to-air missile with capability in both the beyond-visual range and
within-visual range arenas. Asingle aircraft can engage multiple targets with multiple missiles simultaneously
when using the AMRAAM. F-15C/D/E, F-16C/D, F/A-18C/D/E/F, EA-18G, F-22A, F-35A/B/C, and AV-8B aircraft
are capable of employing the AMRAAM. The AIM-120D i the newest variant nthe AMRAAM family of missiles,
and includes both hardware and software improvements over the AIM-120C3-C7. Four planned follow-on SIPs
will provide updates to the AIM-120D to enhance missile performance and resolve previous deficiencies.

| (U) Program

(U) The AMRAAM SIP-3 upgrade is a project under the Acquisition Category | AMRAAM program. DOT&E
approved the SIP-3 revisionofthe Test and Evaluation Master Plan in 2019. The Air Force and Navy plan to field
SIP-3 software following the completion of SIP-3 operational testing.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Raytheon Missiles and Defense ~ Tucson, Arizona.

| (U) Test Adequacy

(U) Between February 2020 and November 2021, the Air Force and Navy conducted integrated developmental
and operational testing and dedicated operational testing. Testing was conducted in accordance with the
DOT&E-approved test plan, and included eight planned missile flight tests. Seven flight tests were successful
and an earlier no-test was re-accomplished successfully.
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© ps 2simulation rasprs (U) Suitability
to quantify performance across the fliht envelope. 5

(U) Assessmentof the AIM-120D SIP-3's operational
Details wil be provided In the DOTAE report 19 be aby is pending FOTEE completion and will bereleased in 2022. idat
(U) The AIM-120 Cooperative Vulnerability and EL

| Penetration Assessment and the Adversarial (U) Survivability

Assessment are ongoing. Subsequent analysis and) The AMRARM' survivability in a cybercontested
reporting are expected to complete in CY22. environment will be provided in CY22 after the

completion of the DOT&E-approved Cooperative
Vulnerability and Penetration Assessment and| (U) Performance prisMito

(U) Effectiveness .
| (U) Recommendations

(U) Assessment of the AIM-120D SIP-3's operational
effectiveness is pending FOT&E completion and will (U) None.
be reported on in CY22. Given no recent upgrades to
the AIM-120D warhead,the AIM-120D SIP-3 maintains
the lethality performanceof the legacy weapon.
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(U)YAir Operations Center-Weapon System

[ORY A Rs 3
Operations Center-Weapon System (AOC-WS) — ”
Block 20 software, butts unlikely to be sufficiently BSA
mature to supporta full OT&E until FY23. The Air Ba PT 1

LR CEEeET rg IH
assessment requirement, revise an outdated Test |. = <a
and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP), and re-subrmit Se ox i
to DOTAE for review and approval in FY22. . = al

| (U) System Description
(U) The AOC-WS is a system of systems that incorporates numerous third-party, commercial off-the-shelf, and
Agile-developed software applications. It provides the Commander, Air Force Forces, or the Joint/Combined

Forces Air Component Commander with the capebily to exercise command and control of Joint of combined
air forces, including planning, directing, and assessing air, space, and cyberspace operations, as well as air

defense, airspace control, and the coordination of space and mission support not resident within theater.

| (U) Program
(U) The AOC-WS 10.1 (AN/USQ-163 Falconer) was a Major Automated Information System program or
Acquistion Category IAM when it completed initial operational testing in February 2005. Since FY19, the
Program Office delivered incremental updates via Agile Release Events (ARES) to both maintain and upgrade
the system, TheACS 10.1 TEMP, approved in 2011, is no longer current, and the Program Office expects to
update the TEMP in FY22.
(U) AOC-WS Block 20 started as a Defense Innovation Unit Experimental effort in 2017. The Program Office

transitioned it to sixMiddleTier of Acquisition Section 804 programs in FY19. The program intends to transition

all efforts to the Software Acquisition Pathway in FY22. As more Block 20 capabilities are developed, the

program will continue to transition AOC-WS from the fielded increment 10.1 to a hybrid configuration of AOC-WS
10.1 and Block 20 capabilities.

(CUI) Although the Air Force intends to phase out the superseded AOC-WS 10.1 software and hardware, it has
not yet establishedatimeline for this transition. There is currently no DOT&E-approved TEMP or test strategy for
AOGWS Block 20. In FY22, the Alr Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) intends to provide
a revised overarching test plan and the Program Office intends to update the 10.1 TEMP that allows for an
assessment of the continued evolution of 10.1 and Block 20 capabilities.
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(U) Major Contractors 1 (U) Performance
(U) Raytheon Inteligence, Information and Services

Dulles Vigil. Ait Force Le Gye Management (U) Effectiveness
Center, Detachment 12 ~ Boston, Massachusetts

(CU) AOCWS 10.1 upgrades are operationally
effective. Block 20 capabilites are deployed, but are| (U) Test Adequacy notyet mature enough to support operational testing.

(CUI) The Ai Force conducted three ARE upgrades itabili
ofAGS 10.1 in FY21. DOTE concurred with the dd . i
system performance risk assessments for two of upgrades are operationally
these and assessed them as adequate to support Sultable. Block 20 sustainment, maintenance, and
fielding decisions. The adequacy of the third ARE training processes are not mature enotigh to support
system performance risk assessment could not be operational testing
assessed prior to the start of testing because it was
wttteit fox evan, (U) Survivability

5 ul) The survivabilty of the AOGWS 10.1, Block(CU) AFOTEC conducted three capabilities and (Ct20 or their hybrid configuration in a cyber-contestedlimitations assessments and two observations of
Block 20 applications at operational AOCs during a ay oegy he oha » cur 5 r su
ts shih neon owed. chainris (e.g, the postureofthe Kessel Run software
observations provided the Ar Force with information ctor) along withts implications for the AOC-WS
10 characterize software maturity, inform IOTAE test M1SSion. arealso unknown.
planning, and support Program Office developmental
prioritization efforts. These events were consistent | (UJ) Recommendations
With the initial test strategy briefed to DOTE

The Air Force should:(CU) Some AOGWS sites are now a hybrid of T® u
AOCWS 10.1 and Block 20 capabilities. To date, 1. (U) Provide a Block 20 acquisition strategy with
there has been no operational cybersecurity testing estimated milestone dates. This is necessary for
of the entire AOC-WS, including Block 20 capabilties. test planning and compliance with DOD policies
Despite the deployment of substantial new content, governing Middle Tier of Acquisition and Software
there has been no operational cybersecurity testing Acquisition Pathway programs.
0f10.1sincethe last AOCWS 10.1 in 2018. Tomeet 2 () Submit a TEMP to DOTSE describing an
2 DOTAE cybersecurity requirement from February ~" approach to testing the AOG-WS configuration
2020, the Alr Force intendsto conduct2 COOperative that includes continued evolution of 10.1 andVulnerability and Penetration Assessment (CVPA) of ploci 20.
the AOG-WS in March 2022. The last CVPA of the
AOCWS occurred in December 2017. Since then, aBkisi ja ng vy
cybersecurity posture of fielded AOCs has been a configuration, in
modified 11 times by ARES and deployments of Block masaa mia ional risks toAOC mi suppor
itr prioritizationofremediation efforts.
(GUD The Air Force has notyet metthe long-standing 4, () Implementasolution to meet the long-standingrequirementtocollect andreportreliability, avallabilty, requirement to. collect and. report relabilty,
and maintainability data for the AOC-WS. The WS availability, and maintainability data for the AOC-10.1 cannot capture these data, so the Air Forcemade wa.
this 2 requirement for Block 20.

AOC-WS = pro
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(UYB452H Commercial Engine Replacement

Pfogram (CERP)

SQ :
(U) The B-52H Commercial Engine Replacement |. & y
LE FEN RTEE a
EEECUREU A CRAPO CSV ESSE | —
Lr EEEER UE EERE |£52 Sn TN o
initial test plans for contractor and government «Sas or fi Ce
assessments using digital system models. E 2= o

a aFR Saat

| (U) System Description
(U) The B-52H is a long-range, all-weather bomber that can carry up to 70,000 pounds of precision-guided or

unguided conventional and nuclear stores. Units equipped with the 8-521 conduct long-range, allweather
conventional and nuclear strike operations against ground and maritime targets in low-to-medium
adversary threat environments. The B-52H CERP replaces the legacy TF33 engines with more fuel-efficient,

commercial-derivative engines to increase system reliability and reduce sustainment costs. This upgrade will
also increase electrical power generation capacity and provide modern digital engine controls and displays.

| (U) Program
(U) B-52H CERP is a Middle Tier of Acquisition (MTA) rapid prototyping development program. DOTE approved
‘the initial B-52 CERP Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) in March 2020. In September 2021, the Air Force:
‘selected the Rolls Royce F130 as the commercial replacement engine.

(OUI n FY22, Bosing wil deliver the initial increment of the GERP digital design, known as the Virtual System
Prototype. The Virtual System Prototype wil be used to support infil performance analysis, production
process planning system support analysis, and eal raining activites, and inform the decision to transition 0
the second MTA phase in 40FY22.
(CUI) This second phase will focus on maturation of the digital model, leading to a potential FY24 decision to
ody two B.52 aicraft prototypes. These aircraft would be used fo conduet developmental testing and an
‘operational demonstration in FY26.

(CUI) Aircraft rapid prototyping test results are currently planned to support the Air Force decision to transition
fom an MTA progam to a Major Defense Acauision program af tne lowrate nia production decision
intencad to moti 11 B:52 acraft. The A Foroe i assessing options to complet tis wanaftion earlier m the
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acquisition cycle and will document such changes in 1
| acquisition program documents at the selected entry (U) Performance
| milestone. The IOTE is currently planned for FY28  (U) B-52H CERP is in the system design phase. In

and wil support a fullate production/modification  FY21, in advance of engine source selection, the
decision for the remaining 63 aircraft. Air Force developed initial test plans for contractor

and goverment assessments using digital system
(U) Major Contractors models. Integrated ground and flight test of the
(U) Boeing Defense, Space, and Security -St. Louis, MTA prototype aircraft is scheduled to begin in
Missouri. Rolls Royce North America-Defense  FY25, leading to an operational demonstration in
Indianapolis, Indiana. FY26. The I0TZE, designed to determine operational

effectiveness, suitability, and survivability in both the
conventional ‘and nuclear environments, is planned

| (U) Test Adequacy for FY2s.
(U) The B-52H CERP TEMP defines an adequate |
operational test strategy for the rapid prototyping | (U) Recommendation
program and IOTE. The Program Office is developing .2 B52 enterpriselevel cybersecurity strategy to + (U) The Air Force should complete developmentof
progressively evaluate cybersecurity vulnerabilities 8-52enterprise-level cybersecuritytest strategy.
across multiple modernization programs, including
B-52H CERP.
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(U)B452 Radar Modernization Program

(U) In June 2021, the Air Force completed the =
Milestone B acquisition decision and awarded |

a fouryear Engineering, Manufacturing, and | 2
LEERY REC CN: CE IEC >» 4&8
prime contractor. DOT&E approved the B-52 Radar - =
Modernization Program (RMP) Test and Evaluation
Master Plan (TEMP) in April 2021 in support of this.

Pr SICOR

| (U) System Description
(U) The 8-524 is a long-range, allweather bomber tha can cary up to 70,000 pounds of precision-guided or
unguided conventional and nuclear stores in an internal bomb bay and/or external wing pylons. Units equipped
with the B-52H conduct long-range, all-weather conventional and nuclear strike operations against ground and
maritime targets In low-to-medium adversary threat environments. The B-52H RMP will replace the legacy
APQ-166 radar with the modified APG-79 Bomber Modernized Radar System (BMRS). Replacementof the aging
legacy radar will increase system reliability and reduce sustainment costs. The BMRS will also provide new
capabiltes to track moving surface and ai targets

| (U) Program
(U) The B-52 RMP is an acquisition category IB Major Defense Acquisition Program. The Air Force approved the
inital acquisition strategy in March 2018 and rleased the development Request for Proposal in October 2019.
DOTSE approved the B-52 RMP TEMPin April 2021.
(U) In June 2021, the Air Force completed the Milestone B acquisition decision and awarded a four-year EMD
contract with Boeing as the prime contractor. Critical Design Review is planned for early 2022, followed by the
modification of two test aircraft.

(U) Flight test is scheduled to begin in FY23 to support an FY24 Milestone C/low-rate initial production decision
to modify 28 of the remaining 74 B52 aireaft A Fobruary 2021 USD REE review of he developmental test
strategy concluded that the program test schedule was high risk based on comparison to previous aircraft radar
development programs
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| (U) Major Contractor to determine operational effectiveness, suitability,

and survivabilty in both the conventional and nuclear
odSosing Defense, Space, and Sevurty ~ St. Louis, environments is planned for FY25. Based on a review

ssour. of previous aircraft radar modernization programs,
‘system development strategy, and preliminary design,

1 (U) Test Adequacy the developmental areas with highest potential
to affect operational effectiveness and suitability

(1) DOTEE approved the B52 RMP TEMP in April include radarsoftware performance, mission systems.
2021. The TEMP defines an adequate operational test integration, and radar cooling systems.
Strategy and necessary test resources for integrated
testing and IOT&E. The Program Office is developing :
a B52 enterpriselevel cybersecurity strategy to 1 (U) Recommendation
rogesily evaluateobeseWnbINeS 1. (heAorhou complet development of
B-52H RMP. a B-52 enterprise-level cybersecurity test strategy.

| (U) Performance
(U) B-52RMP is inthe system design phase. Integrated
ground and flight tests to characterize system
performance are scheduled to begin in FY23. I0T&E
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(U)YFAT5 Eagle Passive Active Warning and

Sdrgivability System (EPAWSS)

(U) F15 Eagle Passive Active Warning and ERT ORTT
Survivability System (EPAWSS) development |
continued in FY21 and the program successfully
completed Milestone C in December 2020. The Air
Force continues to integrate software, firmware,
and hardware fixes to improve performance and a. nl
address deficiencies uncovered in ground and flight | St
testing. The Air Force needs to complete an update a
BRC LIE CN VER PU =VRE)
support Decision Point (DP) 2 authorizing aircraft
retrofits and preparations for dedicated IOT&E in
FY23.

| (U) System Description
(U) The AN/ALQ-250 EPAWSS is a self-protection system intended to enable F-15 aircrew to detect, identify,
locate, deny, degrade, disrupt, and defeat air and surface-to-air threats during operations in highly contested
environments. EPAWSS replaces three functionally obsolete F-15 legacy Tactical Eectonic Warfare System
components: the AN/ALR:S6C Radar Waring Receiver, the AN/ALG-135 Internal Countermeasures Set, and the
AN/ALE-45 Countermeasures Dispenser Set. The EPAWSS radar warning function scans the radio frequency

environment and provides the aircrew with identification and location information on potential threat signals. If
necessary, the system can respond with countermeasures (jamming or expendables) to defeat a threat radar or
missle. EPAWSS Integrates with the AN/APG-82(V)1 radar and 15 mission computer

| (U) Program
(U) CPAWSS is an Acquisition Category IG program. The Af Force Service Acquisition Excoutive approved
Milestone DP 1 on December 1, 2020, authorizing the procurement of low-rate inital production airrat
retrofit kits and installation hardware. DP 2, scheduled to occur in May 2022, authorizes the start of fleet aircraft

‘modifications. DOT&E approved the Milestone B TEMP in 1QFY18 and is working with the Air Force to update

the TEMP for DP 2. Assuming authorization at DP 2, the Air Force plans to start retrofitting 217 F-15Es and

equipping all F-15EXs as they are produced (144 planned). The first operational unit will receive EPAWSS-

equipped aircraft in late CY23. The Air Force intends to start fielding EPAWSS on F-15€ aircraft in FY23 and

FASE aieraft in FY24.
(U) Major Contractors
(U) The Boeing Company ~ St. Louis, Missouri. BAE Systems i the major subcontractor.
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early developmental testing, and significant additional1(U) Test Adequacy rasta ows hv. en <oe, reg
(U) During FY21, the Air Force completed a series of further progress. DOTAE will submit an Operational

| developmental ground and flight test events as part Assessment report prior to DP 2 in 2qCY22 and will
of EPAWSS Integrated TE. Ground testing of an continue to monitor the developmentof the EPAWSS
uninstalled system at the Integrated Demonstrations program as the program prepares to conduct an
and Applications Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air IT&Ein 2QCY23.
Force Base (AFB), Ohio provided data to evaluate the
radar warning function against most radio frequency  (U) Suitability
emitters required by the system to engage in the (1) Not enough dataarecurrentlyavailable to assesspresence of backround amt The Av Face "070 Re GT le dees

ae ast8SePie or sulabiltyas proceeds0 OTE. Curenty, Ar Force
Ee ore SOYeMImen umount aicrews. and maintainers (with substantial Boeing
Spectral Test and Training Environment, Eglin AF8, assistance) operate and support EPAWSS during

Florida; the Advanced Threat Simulator System,Point Pigs tasting iid cordisconfrovided tielving snd
Mugu,California;andatestfacilityat Wright-Patterson prelisery dial sider Al Boies insist
AFB, Ohio. Installed system testing in the Benefield sve) denned pl jon Spfaoing he liABE& Antenna linereplaceable unit. The four antenna
AnechoicFacility at EdwardsAFB,California assessed py must be phasematched after the unit has

torwarmaoriceond teapots, as Wel been replaced, which i time-consuming. A potential
solution being implemented includes a redesign of

(U) The Air Force 96th Test Wing conducted fight the cables withabun phase adjustment, Ai Force
testing of the incremental software releases, caeh Maintainerswill evaluatethis redesignin CY22.
integrating new. capabilties with the hardware/
fimware and correcting defences. Operational 3A, orcpana copied one ofto
testers partichated in these developmental hs ne removal and replacement of each EPAWSSand will participate in the additional ground and IGN jn,replaceable unit and the adequacy of the

testing thatwill occur before DP 2. Testdata avalable tociiCal orders, Their report fs pending completion
EP holdbeadn0spp0° 2 fant. Seared ray tscmcco

only hardware failures; software failures. will be
(U) In August, 2020 and March 2021, the Air Force Included starting in 1QFY22.Hardwarefailure during
conducted two of the three planned developmental fight operations data to date indicate the system can
test cybersecurity assessments in the Boeing Potentially meet the required 24 hours mean time
Electronic. Systems Integration Lab. The last betweenunscheduled maintenance; however,thehigh
assessment Is planned for 10CY22. The Air Force Incidence of unscored software failure indications.
plansto conduct platform-level, on-aircraft operational In Prior software versions is a concern. Preliminary
cybersecurity testing later in C22. ‘assessmentof the EPAWSS operational suitability wil

be provided in time to support DP 2.

| (U) Performance (U) Survivability
i (U) Not enough data are curently available to asssss

(UV) Effectiveness the EPAWSS survivability in a cyber-contested
N 9 abl environment. The Air Force continues to improve

Ld Rs ay poration he EPAWSS cybersecurity posture by implementing
effectiveness as t proceeds to IOTE. SinceDP 1, the TySores silostased on be
Air Force has continued to mature the software and oceie
hardware to address the deficiencies identified during

EPAWSS cul 231
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| (U) Recommendations metrics, including contractual suitability metrics,
10 support DP2 and entry into I0TSE.

(U)TheAirForce should: 2. (U) Continue to plan and execute the F-15

1. (U) Score all failure indications (hardware and platform-level cybersecurity testing.
software) and track all operational suitability
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(U)F-15 Eagle Integrated Infrared Search and
fe

(U) The F-15 Eagle Integrated Infrared Search
and Track (EHRST) Legion Pod Block 1.5 is -
operationally effective, providing the F-15C a oi
new capability to engage airbome targets. The os -_-
eICEELT {
determine if the system is suitable for operational a
use and complete the cyber assessments to 0)
determine the survivability of the Legion Pod in A
a cyber-contested environment. The 53d Wing | re RiyaFeCETUS a
Headquarters, Air Combat Command to allow for i
operational use of EHRST Legion Pod Block 1.5
on F-15C Eagle aircraft

| (U) SystemDescription
(U) The EHIRST Legion Pod is a passive, long-wave, infrared sensor ‘system intended to allow the F-15C to detect,
track, target, engage, and employ weapons against enemy aircraft within its field of regard in a contested,
degraded operations environment. Its primary function is to generate precise tracking and targeting data in a
radio frequency-contested environment. The F-15C EMRST also complements the fire control radar to enhance.
F-15 effectiveness, lethality, and survivability.

| (U) Program
(U) The F-15 EHRST Legion Pod is an Acquisition Category ll program intended to procure 38 Legion Pods.DOTAE concurred with the Air Force on the F-15C EHRST Block 1.5 Risk Assessment Level of Test, dated May.
2020, resulting in a Level Il OTZE plan (a limited operational test) ‘adequate to evaluate the F-15C E-IRST Block1.5. The program has completed Block 1.5 development, and the Air Force started the fielding of the Legion
Pods to select F-15C combat squadrons in 4QFY21. The Air Force has not funded the follow-on Block 2 pod in
‘the FY22 budget submission. Due to the lack of funding, the milestone decision authority has not yet approved
‘the Milestone C decision, delaying the approval of the Milestone C Test and Evaluation Master Plan’for the Block
2effort.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) The Boeing Company ~ St. Louis, Missouri = F-15C Integration. Lockheed-Martin - Legion Pod development.
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t ac in the Legion Pod as having potentially high failure
1 (U) Test Adequacy Totes re wer nsuicin da to Gtrmine

(CUI) The Air Force 53d Wing conducted a Force the reliability of the Environmental Cooling Unit,
Development Evaluation from August 2020 to May Infrared Receiver,‘andInertial Measurement Unit. The

2021, during which 140 missions and 214 sorties Legion Pod experienced numerous problems. related

were flown with the Block 1.5 Legion Pod along with to connectivity with the Data Transfer Module, which
the F-15C Operational Flight Program 7.2. During the required the pilot to do ahard reset of the Legion Pod.

test, the Air Force 85th Test and Evaluation Squadron When this occurred in flight, the pilot's attention was

employedtwo AIM-9X Block II missiles cued from the diverted from the tactical mission to reset the Data

Legion Pod. Due to problems associated with the Transfer Module-to-pod connection.
AIM-120C and -120D missiles, the test squadron cid oo
not exectte a ive fire employment testing with those (U) Survivability
two missile types. In coordination with DOT&E, the (U) The 53d Wing conducted an incomplete

{estteamhas deferred hose ve fre teststo follow1 Cooperative Vlnerailty andPenetration Assessment
testing.TheLegion Pod Block 1.5 Force Development ong” pgversarial Assessment of the Legion Pod,
Sugluaion vist slesieity determine operational precluding an adequate survivability assessment of
ffectivensss, but not adequate to determine system 1c od nacyber contested envionment
‘suitability or survivability.

Recommel ions
| (u) Performance lv ndat

(U) The Air Force should:

(U) Effectiveness 1. (U) Plan and fund fight science missions to
d the operational envelope of the F-15 with

(CUI) The Legion Pod Block 1.5 is operationally expan: 8

effective, providing the F-15C a new capability to the installed Legion Pod.
engage aibome targets. The one effectiveness 2. (U) Continue to collect suitability data for the
challenge noted with the Legion Pod is an Legion Pod, to include the Environmental Cooling
angle-of-attack restriction imposed on the F-15 Unit, Infrared Receiver, and Inertial Measurement

when carrying the pod. Funding was not available Unit to determine if the system is suitable for
to perform the flight sciences missions required ‘operational use.

to clear the Legion Pod to basic aircraft limits. AS 3. () Investigate the cause of the Data Transfer
a result, the F-15C with the Legion Pod is limited in Module-nduced resets and providea correction in
angle-of-attack and unable to operate in the entirety a future release of the Operational Flight Program
ofthe aircraft's basic envelope, which could adversely or Legion Pod software.

rat ive abilaffect operationaleffectiveness and survivability. 4. (U) Plan, fund, and complete a cybersecurity

(U) Suitability assessment of the Legion Pod

(CUI) Operational suitability of the Legion Pod is

currently unknown due to the lack of sufficient data

collected during the Force Development Evaluation.

Testers. highlighted three Line Replaceable Units
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(UYE=16 Radar Modernization Program

= =ETN,|JSL EE TLI pt if
(RMP) fullrate production decision, scheduled |=" EN 5
in March 2023, is currently at risk due to the Air Ie . gi ni!
Force's insufficient coordination and funding for the | i TI 4
various hardware upgrades required to modernize |
the aircraft, as well as a failure to plan, schedule, | i Vd |
and resource an adequate APG-83 IOT&E through — nN IY
the F-16 Integrated Test and Evaluation structure. | 1 :
In March 2021, the Air Force approved the F-16 Ae
RMP to enter Milestone C. 1 3

| ) systemDescription
(U) The APG-83 Scalable Agile Beam Radar (SABR) Is a multifunction Active Electronically Scanned Array
(AESA) radar intended to replace the legacy APG-68 radar. It provides F-16. pilots with air-to-air and air-to-ground
situational awareness, high-resolution synthetic aperture radar mapping, fire control, and datalink support to
air-to-air missiles.

| (U) Program
(U) The APG-83 F-16 RMP is an Acquisition Category ll program. The program does not have an approved Testand Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). The Air National Guard acquired and is fielding 72 APG-83 radars with
initial capability to meet a U.S. Northern Command Joint Emergent Operational Need (JEON) for homeland
defense.

(U) This initial JEON fielding was not on DOT&E oversight and included Phase 1 and Phase 2 developmental
and operational testing of partial APG-83 capabilities and reliability enhancements. The JEON program was
originally planned for completion in July 2021 but was delayed due to production Issues, and may continue into2022
(U) The Air Force approved the F-16 RMP to enter at Phase 3 and Milestone C in March 2021 based on the JEON
Phase 1 and Phase 2. The F-16 RMP. which is on DOT&E oversight, intends to deliver full APG-83 capability and
begin purchasing up to 450 radars foractive duty Air Force F-16s. The Program Office is currently planning onmaking a F-16 RMP fullrate production decision in March 2023,
(U) Major Contractor
(U) Northrop Grumman Mission Systems ~ Linthicum, Maryland.
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and Test Plan, completion of IOTAE, and subsequent
| (U) Test Adequacy risofaptationa esting ese.

(U) The test adequacy of the F-16 RMP cannot yet
be assessed since the Air Force has not submitted a (U) Suitability

TEMPTestStrategy,oTest Plan forapproval. Todate, (i) Tne operational suitability assessment of the
there have been workingevel discussions between £16 rip is pending approval of an adequate TEMP
the Program Office, the Operational Test Agency, and ang Test Plan, completion of IT&E, and analysis of
DOTEE to develop an adequate test strategy and pan. gperational testing results.

(U) The Ai Force has not adequately resourced the abil
program nor submited a TEMP for approval that (U) Survivability
includes an [OTE and FOTSE plan with resources to (U) The survivability assessment of the F-16 RMP in
support operational testing. There is very high risk a cyber-contested environment is pending approval
to the F-16 RMP fullrate production timeline based of an adequate TEMP and Test Plan, completion of
on this failure to develop and resource an adequate  |OT&E, and analysis of operational testing results.
10TSE plan.

(U) Recommendation
| (U) Performance | 1. (U) The Air Force should develop and deliver an

h adequate TEMP and Test Plan for the F-16 RMP
(U) Effectiveness I0T8E to DOTAE for review and approval as
(U) The operational effectiveness assessment of the SON as possible to meet the fulate production
F-16 RMP is pending approval of an adequate TEMP decision scheduled for March 2023

px =] ECL
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(U)F222A - Raptor Advanced Tactical Fighter
Aircraft

(CUI) The F-22 Raptor Release 1 (R1) Force Development Evaluation (FOE) will need to address severalchallenges to meet operational effectiveness and suitability requirements. A major limitation to
delivering the originally planned F-22 R1 capability Pe RE ey gi
are Federal Aviation Administration restrictions that | I
prohibit the use of Link-16 transmit capabilities. | 5 Vi
The Multifunctional Information Distribution =A 35 CP
System/Joint Tactical Radio System (MIDS-JTRS) |+ Na :
Remote Radio Frequency Unit (RRFU) indicated ih ria =
some reliability problems, and the R1 Operational | | a | ah
Flight Program identified software CELA] 4
maintainability problems. A final evaluation of foi a
LLU CTE TIE TERTFo hs 2 4
should be available in early CY22 pending = " r
completion of the Phase 2 dedicated mission trials L /
and cybersecurity testing.

| (u) System Description
(CUI) The F-22A Raptor is an air superiority, fifth-generation fighter aircraft that delivers low observability tothreat radars, high maneuverabilty, sustained supersonic speed, and advanced integrated avionics. Unitsequipped with theF-224 conduct offensive counter-ar defensive counter-lr,and ited ground attack mission
in high threat environments. The latest hardware and software modernization efforts, termed R1, include initial
Link-16 transmit, Mode5 Identification Friend or Foe Reply, and a major hardware upgrade to install an OpenSystems Architecture interface and MIDS-JTRS. MIDS.JTRS enables F-22ALink16 tranamit and Mode 5 rely
capabilities. Selective identification Modes 1, 2, 3A, and 3C, and Tactical Air Navigation are all re-hosted on theMIDS.JTRS radio.

| (U) Program
(U) The F-22A Reptor started as a Major Defense Acquisition Program, with the first production aircraft fielding
in 2003. The Air Force has since been implementing hardware and software modernization efforts known as
capability “Releases” using rapid prototyping and rapid fielding acquisition authorities. The first such, program is.
the F-22 Raptor R1 FDE. The Tactical Link-16 (TACLINK) and Tactical Mandates (TACMAN) Test and Evaluation
Master Plans, approved by DOTE in 2018, provide the capstone test ‘strategy and concepts for the R1 FDE testplan approved by DOTSE in July 2020. TACLINK and TACMAN were originally planned as Acquisition Category
11 programs but will now deliver capability incrementally through the Section 804 Middle Tier ofAcquisition
(MTA) F-22 Rapid Prototyping and F-22 Rapid Fielding MTA programs. Since R1 only provides a fraction of
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the overall TACMAN and TACLINK capabilities, te Ar| (U) Performance
Force tasked the USAF Warfare Center, 53rd Wing to | ( )

execute the R1 FOE. ;
(U) Effectiveness

(U) Major Contractor (CU) F-22 R1 will need to continue to address
(1) Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company ~ Fort several challenges to meet operational effectiveness
Worth, Texas. requirements. Phase 1 testing identified areas of

concer that will continue to be assessed during
Phase 2 testing. A major limitation to delivering

| (U) Test Adequacy the orginally planned £22 R1 capabilty are the
Federal Aviation Administration restrictions that

(U) DOTEE approved the USAF Warfare Center F-22
Raptor R1 FDE test plan as adequate for evaluating Fro ie Use cy kita) bhbd 2 ops!
current R1 capabilities. The R1 test design is divided ionstau ess,abos re
intothree phases. Phase1 includesearly operational nk re
test supporttodevelopmental testing and operational software release. A final evaluation of the F-22 R1

testing with early, non fielding capabilties. Phase Operational effectiveness in mission-evel, advanced
2 includes dedicated operational testing during threat, and operationally realistic scenarios should

mission trial events, and Phase 3 includes post- UesuslstivhnsaloveeSas completion of tie
fielding monitoring. With limited F-22 developmental 23612 dedi rissiontisk.

testing resources, the early operational test support i
in Phase 1 supplemented developmental testing by u Suitability
providing necessary assets, generatinga significant (CUI) F-22 R1 will need to continue to address

“mount of additional data, and incorporating testing several challenges to meet operational suitability
in an operational environment for early R1 releases. requirements. MIDS-JTRS RRFU test configuration

R1 developmental testing was completed on hardware indicated some reliability problems while

August 16, 2021 with a total of 263 sorties and 308 the R1 Operational Flight Program identified software

fight hours. Software development included 14. stabilty and maintainability problems. MIDSJTRS
software drops (at an agile 4-6 week release cycle) RRFU production units were delayed due to
and over 3,600 hours of testing. During Phase 1 FDE, development and supply chain problems and Phase 2

operational test aircraft accumulated 286 sorties and FDE operational testing cannot be conducted without
332 flight he Wenn?‘employment id rolimion representative RRFUs. Any MIDS-JTRS

successful live drops of the Joint Direct Attach ardware, firmware, or software changes require

Munition, and live shots with the Advanced Medium- coordination with the US Navy MIDS Progra Office,
Range Airto-Air Missile and Air Intercept Missile which has led to production RRFU delivery delays.

(AIM)-9X Sidewinder. Phase2 FDE operational testing a.
startedin August 2021, and will include three offensive (UJ) Survivability
counter-air and two defensive counterair mission (U) The sunvivabilty assessment of F-22 R1 in a
tileersot neNadaTetardV0RAGE yorcontested envionment s pending completion

i is ar: fR1 i hed Y:
capabilities in an operationally representative threat SR ejbersauiyiastig, schedyledinieaty €Y22,

environment, and in the configuration Air Combat .

Command will release to the field. R1 cybersecurity 1 (U) Recommendation
testing focuses on the F-22 Integrated Maintenance

Information System and is due to complete in early 1. () TheAI Forceshould continueto resolve the
on identified deficiencies and imposed limitations to

‘successfully demonstrate the F-22 R1 warfighting
capabilty.
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(UYEamily of Advanced BeyondLine-of-Sight
Terminals (FAB-T)

(CUD In FY20,the US. Air Force and United States Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) started fieldingthe Family of Advanced Beyond Line-of-Sight —
Terminals (FAB-T) Command Post Terminal (CPT) »
prior to completion of IOT&E. IOT&E is ongoing. Ro PS | |
Available data indicated that the CPT provides an |
operational capability during peacetime day-to-day | |
and exercise operations similar to the legacy | Eo
CPT, but no data are yet available to evaluate | om, |
CCE EERECT EEESNETEtor a] ee r=] |FABT in threatrepresentative environments, | EN TEE |
RLSLEREETCETERAETEg | An I R. |interoperabily, ~ cybersecurity, and suitability iE J
shortfalls detailed in the December 2020 DOT&E | =EEEclassified early fielding report

| (u) systemDescription
(CUI) FAB-T consists of airborne, ground-fixed, and ground-transportable satellite communication (SATCOM)CPT configurations that operate over the Milstar and Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEH) satellic
constellation. The President, SECDEF, national leadership, Combatant ‘Commanders, and supporting Serviceswill use FAB-T to provide strategic nuclear and non-nuclear command, control, and communications (NC3)
‘through secure and survivable beyond line-of-sight SATCOM. The U.S. Space Force will use FAB-T to performsatellite telemetry, tracking, and commanding (TT&C) functions for the Milstar and AEHF constellation and tomanage assured and secure access for users of the constelation's vice and data resoures. USSTRATCOM,
U.S. Northern Command, and the Services will use FAB-T at fixed and mobile missile warning sites to provide
a survivable path for sensor data and to alert the United States and ‘military forces about integrated tacticalwarning and attack assessment (TW/AR) of incoming missil treats.

| (U) Program
(CU) FAB is an Acquisition Category IC Major Defense Acquistion program Intended to replace legacy
airborne and ground Air Force CPTs. DOTAE approved the Milestone C Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)
in 2015 and the IOTSE test plan in 2019. 10T&E began in October 2019 and is ongoing due to program andtesting delays. By 2019, the Air Force purchased all 84 required FAB-T CPTs under low-rate initial production
guidelines and before completing the IOTSE. In FY20, the Joint Staff, USSTRATCOM, and Air Force authorizedthe FAB-T Program Office to install FAB-T CPTs for early operational Use before the completion of IOTAE. TheFAB-T Program Office has installed 30 ground-ixed and transportable FABT CPTs across operational and
supporting sites, and the Services are installing the airborne configuration on E-4B and E-6B aircraftduringthei depot maintenance periods.  DOTAE issued a classified Early Fielding Report in December 2020 based
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on operational testing conducted on the ground-fixed| (UJ) PerformanceLm lv
(U) Major Contractor (U) Effectiveness
(U) Raytheon Technologies Corporation Missiles and (CUI) The operational effectiveness of FAB-T CPT in
Defense-Marlborough, Massachusetts. supporting the NC3, TTC, and ITW/AA missions

cannot yet be determined.  IOTAE is ongoing.
Preliminary analysis of data collected during Joint

| (U) Test Adequacy Staff and Service exercises and early operational
Te fon Use of the ground-fixed FAB-T configuration indicate

(ou)heSpaceFace ahTest arsEvaieton LTTCo provi nceroona cab
with the DOTE-approved test plan, but the following uring peacetime day-today and exercise operations
problems have deiayed IOTEE completion similar to the legacy Air Force CPT. Testing identified

5 some backwards compatibility, interoperability,

+ (CU) Delays in establishing FAB-T baseline cybersecurity, and suitability shortfalls discussed in

software the December 2020 classified FAB-T Early Fielding
+ (CU) COVID-19-elated protocols restricting Report.

tester access to key test events, assets, and data
collection opportunites (U) Suitability

+ (Cu) The late completion of depot maintenance (qu) The operational sutabity of FABT CPT in
Sn Srrshiihtere cele supporting the NC3, TT&C, and ITW/AA missions

+ (CUI) The late delivery and operational use of cannot yet be determined.
groundtransportable CPTs

LEU) The ote development and verification, (CU) Due to COVID resticted accessa aperationl
Validation, and accreditation (VVEA) of threat Sites, 4 TES relied on operational users to collect
modeling and simulation (MS). operational failure data and complete operator and

‘maintainer test surveys. The data provided by users

(GU) Because operational testing must include containedinconsistenciesthat4TESis resolving
operational networks on the SATCOM system of
systems and the Air Force did not provide dedicated (LJ) Survivability
FABT CPTterminals,4TES is relying on data collected

(CUI) The survivability of FAB-T in a cyber-contested

uring dytodayoprtonsandeerses0SBBON Cr agar nidr and mearer rts
aEennang STPIYING mited capablities Is aetaled in the

ras ot tarred December 2020classifiedFAB-T EarlyFielding Report.

FAB operations during several Joint Staff and (GU) The survivability of FAB-T communications in
Service exercises. Data collection and analysis from contested and scintillated electromagnetic spectrum

thoseevents are ongoing environments has not yet been evaluated due 10
(CUI) The 4 TES still needs to collect additional data on Latin bled Fed

the ground-transportable and airborne FAB-T variants ¢oyeion for the VV&A of threat scintillation M&S
and complete testing on all FAB-T GPT configurations y_ccc imei Saptember 2021
in the threat-representative environments for which

the FAB-T CPT is designed and must operate in during
wartime. The & TES is developing the threat Ma | (U) Recommendations
and currently expects to complete the VV&A of threat
surmogate M&S needed to conduct threat testing by 1. (U) The Ar Force and 4 TES should complete
April 2022. If thetimelineisupheld,4 TEScould finish development and VVEA of the threat

FAB-T testingby the end of June 2022. hardware-in-the-loop M&S needed for completing
the FAB-T IOTEE.

p20 (=) FAB-T
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2. (U) The Air Force and 4 TES should complete the correction of FAB-T deficiencies and to completeFAB-TI0T&E with user community support. testing of FAB-Tcapabilities delayed to FOTSE.
3. (U) The Air Force should update the FAB-T TEMP.

with the latest plan and schedule to verify the

FAB-T cul 241
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(U) Global Positioning System (GPS) Enterprise

(U) The U.S. Space Force successfully upgraded the current Operational Control System (OCS)

Architecture Evolution Plan with M-code Early Use (MCEU) and Contingency Operations (COps),
PECIIPR DER CIEL RCRCCR TEL)

Code (M-code) capability from the existing GPS | ....... Rs. p ie

PREEER EERIE REECE Cl] pa —, a. |

Il satellites for constellation sustainment. Ful | SAY |
control of modernized civil and M-code signals and —— oe |

navigation warfare functions, as well as improved Nt AE AS |
cybersecurity, continue to be delayed due to || €5F ES / ol
BreRESS ann SES
the next generation Operational Control System || rE
(0CX), along with delays in the fielding of M-code ||oo
capable receivers for use by the US. and allied
eae. el

| (u) System Description

(U) The GPS Enterprise is a satelite-based global radio navigation system of systems intended to provide
accurate and secure positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) information to. milfary and civilian users
worldwide. The GPS Enterprise consists of three operational segments: space, control, and user segments. The

‘space segment includes the GPS constellation of 31 satellites. The control segment (primary and alternate)

operates the GPS constellation; supports launches, anomaly resolution, and disposal operations; and tasks

navigation warfare effects in support of Combatant Commands. The user segment includes the Military GPS

User Equipment (MGUE) intended to modernize military GPS receivers, including the ability to receive M-code.

| (U) Program

(U) The GPS Enterprise consistsofmultiple programs pursuingawide range of acquisition strategies to advance

the space, control, and user segments:
+ (U) GPS Ill - Acquisition Category IC program entered MilestoneC in January 2011. The US. Space Force

has successfully launched five GPS ll satellites since 2018 and plans to launch five more by 2025.

+ (0) GPS Ii Follow-On Production (PS HIF) ~ Acquisition Category IB program, intended to provide enhanced
regional military protection signals and support for search and rescue services. The Air Force made the
GPS IIIF Milestone C decision in July 2020 based on the completion of Critical Design Review and prior

to development or testing of any GPS IF satelites. The firt launch is expected in 2026, followed by 21
‘additional GPS IIIF satellites over the subsequent decade.
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+ (U) Operational Control System (OCS) Architecture 1 Application-Specific Integrated Circuit hardware
Evolution Plan fielded two Acquisition Category lll obsolescence.
upgrades: M-code Early Use (MCEU) to command ~~, Operational Control (0 -ond conol core cae copy om mg © (UySpel Cored sytem(061)
existing GPS constellation (GPS IRM, GPS IIF, Milestone B in June 2017 (relieved of Milestoneand GPS I), and Contingency Operations (COPS), requirements) and is Intended 1 provide oi
ermy control of modernized civil and M-code signalsnd. navigation warfare funclons, as weGPS tlhe bing esas mabcosts SnornWA fron, an el

for operational constellation sustainment. Block 3F upgrade will allow OCX to command and
* (U) MGUE Increment 1 ~ Acquisition Category control GPS IIIF satellites. The U.S. Space Force

IC program entered MilestoneB in January 2017 plans to replace OCS with OCX in FY23 following a(relieved of Milestone C requirements). The successful IOTAEin January 2023.program is Intended to deliver Mode capabilt,ol atofrmanSTONY 1 DTH sped te GPE Ergon Toss an
degraded treat envionments. Ongaing delays Evaluation Master Plan (ETEMP) Revision B onof final software and hardware builds by MGUE AUGUSt 9, 2018 and the partial E-TEMP Revision C
Increment 1 vendors continue to cause delays to ON August 25, 2021. The Program Office continuesMGUE Increment1 lead platform tes schedules, {0 195 the GPS ETEMP to align space threatwhich increases the risk for platforms seeking to 'eduirements, address cyber testing, and enableimplement MOU. Gonseqieny he ey ong he concurrent delivery of OCX, MAUE Increment
Marine Corps decided not to field their respective 2 UPdraded Nuclear Detonation Detection Systemplatformswith the ground-based MGUE Increment Control system, GPS IF satellites, and OCX Block 3F.PR iOe
Circuit obsolescence and limited production, the nd testing through FY26. The next GPS operationalServices have tumed to commercially available,  t€5t is an OCX cyber assessment scheduled for lateMGUE-derived Mode receivers to continue 2022 followedby the initial operationaltestingof OCXmeeting PNT requramente. Those systomm wir In January 2023 and GPS Enterprise IOTEE Ioer n
undergo operational testing outside of the MGUE 2023: The MGUE Increment1 aviation/maritime cardIncrement 1 program af recind. will undergo operational testing in 2024 as integrated

onthe B-2 platform although,giventhe sundown plans*  MGUE rcrment 2 = Middl Tier ASSUSHON fr the i Force to tr the 5.2m the ary 2050program, intended to support low-power timeframe, any future schedule slips‘may warrant theapplications such as guided munitions and ir Force to select another platform to support the
hand-held devices, and address MGUE Increment planned integration of the MGUE Increment 1 card.

The GPS Enterprise Multi-Service Operational Test

TEE
me A —Ors Tl EeCopatitites ————— - dpa Copaops ay =Eres [en NP OPY Ap,oy ay, J frp
F210 Cont why. at A3 = Ca

wer ee des "Se!
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and Evaluation (MOT&E), designed to assess all three of the GPS Il satellite simulator at a Lockheed
third generation segments together, is scheduled for contractor facilty. Operational and cyber testing were:

2025. conducted in accordance with the DOT&E-approved
TEMP and test plans.

(U) Major Contractors
(U) Space Segment 1 (U) Performance
+ (U) Block IR/MRM/IIIF satellites: Lockheed

Martin Space Systems ~ Denver, Colorado (U) Effectiveness

{9BkIFsnl Soa,Nr 38 1, cs tc Eten Pin ges,
g MCEU, and COps, are operationally effective, enabling

(U) Control Segment the constellation to use both legacy signals and
© Mode signals. The GPS operators at the Master
) 00S: uockheed mer" Space SISEMS Control Station can successfully command andwision~ Denver, Colorado Control the GPS Il satellites as part of the full GPS

+ (U) OCX: Raytheon Technologies, Intelligence, ¢opgtgiation, allowing the OCS to produce a global
Information, and Services - Aurora, Colorado core M-code signal inspace usablebyM-code capable

+ (U) OCX 3F: Raytheon Technologies, Intelligence, receivers. While the U.S. Space Force demonstrated
Information, and Services — Aurora, Colorado the ality to employ both legacy (pre-M-code) signal

and M-code signals through MCEU, the lack of M-code
{pieSure MUR isang 1 3nt2 capable recelvers limits the M-code use by US. and

+ (U) MGUE Increment 1 and 2: alied warfghters
+ (U) L3Hartis Technologies, Inc. = Anaheim,
California (U) Suitability

+ (U) Raytheon Technologies, Space and  (U) The GPS Nl, OCS Architecture Evolution Plan
Aitbore Systems ~ El Segundo, Califoria upgrades, COps, and MCEU are operationally suitable.

+ (U)BAESystems-Cedar Rapids, lowa While operator surveys identified concerns with
(U) MGUE Increment 2 Handheld Device: initial training, documentation, and the user interface,

COps and MCEU are fully mission-capable. Future
+ (0 Technology Advancement Group = Dues, gporational tests will continue to focus on training,

Yigiria job aids, and technical order documentation.
+ () Raytheon Technologies, Space and

Aitbome Systems - El Segundo, Calformia (1) Survivability
PN BAR Systeras SCiwiarmnids Ne ()COps andMCEUarevulnerable na cyber-contested

environment. Despite the lack of specifically defined
| (U) Test Adequacy cyber survivability requirements, the GPS Enterprise

wil operate in’ a cyber-contested environment,
(1) 1n 2020, the U.S. Space Force Space Training and warranting an adequate cyber assessment of the GPS
Readiness Space Delta 12, 4th Test and Evaluation Enterprise, to include GPS vehicles prior to launch.
Squadron conducted operational and cybersecurity The Program Office continues to developa space
testing of the two upgrades to OCS, COps, and MCEU threat plan to adequately evaluate the survivability
atthe GPS Master Control Station at Schriever Space of the entire GPS Enterprise in a contested space
Force Base, the GPS AlternateMaster Control Station environment that includes kinetic engagements,
at Vandenberg Space Force Base, and the GPS cyber, electromagnetic spectrum fires, nuclear, and
monitoring and ground antenna facilty at Canaveral directed energy weapons.
Space Force Station. The 4th Test and Evaluation
Squadron also conducted cyber-esiliency testing

p27 Ul GPS
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| (U) Recommendations 3. (U) Plan to conduct regular Enterprise-wide

testing events leveraging existing exercises and
(U) The U.S. Space Force should: navigation warfare events to gauge the GPS

Enterprise's ability to rtthewarfighterusin coordination with DOTSE andrepute inSpa tains mancenyon: agencire TornY2 (Pant coues oTaEaTEr fom te
to standardize the characterization of the GPS Master Control Station to the Ahtemate MasterMode derived PNT performance of all DoD Control Station, during the GPS Enterprise IT&Esystems equipped with M-code capable GPS Of the space segment and OCX run control

receivers. ‘segment, to verify system survivability.
2. (U) Continue to plan to conduct operational 5: (U) Include cyber survivability requirements in all
5 of the GPS. Enterprise against curent OPSEnterprise acquisition programs to ensure the

and emerging space threats to assess its ability Enterprise is designed to respond to adversarial
to support DOD missions in a contested space threats.environment.
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(UYHH-60W Jolly Green Ii

—— i —-

(U) The Air Force is tracking several deficiency 79% |
reports that increase the HH-60W' risk to meeting 0 es
operational effectiveness and survivability 0\ P) A
requirements. There are no significant risks to the. EN
HH-60W demonstrating operational suitability in - A —

I0T&E. Delays in correcting deficiencies identified 1 5 } 3 i»

in developmental testing increase risk to the i 7 As
schedule for IOTE, initial operational capabily, : 1
PTEEEE = WMIPZE

ee =.

| (U) System Description
(U) The Air Force HH-60W Jolly Green Il is a new-build, dual-piloted, twin-engine helicopter that will replace
the HH-60G. The aircraft is designed to extend the combat radius without aerial refueling and conduct

an out-of-ground-effect hover at ts mid-mission gross weight. The HH-60W design is intended to enhance
survivability while units equipped with the HH-60W recover isolated personnel from hostile or denied territory,
day or night, in adverse weather, and n a full range of threat environments from terrorist to chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear. Commanders will also employ the HH-60W to support humanitarian missions, civil
Search and rescue, disaster reli, and medical and non-combatant evacuation operations.

| (U) Program
(U) HH-60W is an Acquisition Category IC program. DOT&E approved the LFTSE Strategy in April 2015 and

the Milestone C Test and Evaluation Master Plan in January 2020. DOTEE approved portions of the Air Force
Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) IOTAE plan to support prelOTAE test events because
challenges with several critical capabilities delayed the start of dedicated IOT&E. The program plans an initial

operational capabilty decision in May 2022 and the fullrate production decision in August 2022.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) Sikorsky Aitaft Corporation ~ Stratford, Connecticut.

| (U) Test Adequacy

(CUI) The HH-60W I0TEE is based on at least 24 two-ship mission scenarios in a variety of environmental,
threat, and mission conditions comprising up to 400 fight hours over a six-month period. Although AFOTEC

Pa cul HH-60W
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| planned to start dedicated IOTAE in July 2021, the recovery missions, the Ai Force is tracking severalprogram doesnot expect availabilityofseveral crucial deficiency reports that increase the HH-60W's riskoperational capabilities before February 2022. The to meeting operational effectiveness requirements,

Sige ee rae Poe support Spien idog! loss of the Sour capability of displayingsoftware modules for aircraft maintenance and instantaneous vertical velocity to the pilots. tg
cybersecurity testing (expected in November 2021), support precision flight maneuvers; the autopilotGAU-2 and GAU-21 external gun mount operational flight director's susceptibility to put the aircraft ntoiltary flight release with technical orders (expected unsafe fight conditions; and excessive vibration thatin January 2022), and radar waning receiver with degrades the accuracy of the GAU-S (crews can
‘operational military flight release and mission data also employ the GAU-21 as an altemative .50 caliberload (expected in February 2022). Furthermore, the weapon).
Link 16 tactical datalink will not be ready for testing
until late FY22. The program does not currently (UU) Suitability
ore ssimmes for th employment of the SAUTE (11) praiminary data from the first units sirrat
Gispenser act,Tramr Faves on feounlEMMERSUIES operations suggest the HHGOW should be able toeo me Alf Force may formally acceptthe cer’ mot operational suitabilty requirements, toSafety vik of using the countermeasures SSDRNSEr  juciuge reliant, availablity, and maintainabiwith the currently installed operational fight y byset wit . Cabin human factors demonstrations revealed somerowam sufware These deated COpSBILES ST roms with epioing av sews sesso oanaanthe Haedule ar i tes lo bibys seating, securing personnel in litters to the integrated
2 eg iy hei parstional capably ari 3 litter racks under ‘some conditions, and the possibility
productiondecisions. of inadvertently activating the hoist cable shear
(U) AFOTEC began collecting preliminary data on Mechanism. Human factors testing also identified
HH-60W operational performance during the 41st Several problems during manipulation of the external
Rescue Squadron's participation in the Red Flag gun mounts and supporting systems, some of which
Rescue exercise in May 2021 and has continued halted flight testingoftheweapons untilagun mountobserving training and familiarization operations,  "edesign improved its mobility.collecting data when operationally relevant. Analysis nis ongoing to determine what data will be acceptable (UJ) Survivabilityfor evaluation. AFOTEC also conducted the first of (GUI The program will need to mitigate deficienciesthree phases of cybersecurity testing from July to inthe countermeasures dispenser set and supplyAugust 2021. operationally representative software and mission

data load for the radar warning receiver to enable(U) The Air Force continued analytical efforts to . p‘ 2 dequate HH-60W survivability assessment inevaluate aircraft system-level vulnerability and forceprotection against Kine. hess, cio egy 3, Coe ener, Theprogam needs toweapons, electromagnetic, and chemical, biological, “ an byagainst kinetic threat engagements. While theradiological,andnuclear threats. TheAir Force plans armor is effective against the specification threattocomplete aninfrared signature analysistoevaluate iz 8 Spudho affactivenessofthe uetianas examseo U2E a1 operationally realistic ranges, it is not effective
i ”: against other commonly encountered operationally

relevant threats at most engagement ranges and| (U) Performance conditions. The armor also did not demonstrate
multihit performance equivalent to the currently

fi € r.(U) Effectiveness BAe
(CU) While the unit equipped with HH-GOW
demonstrated the capability to support personnel
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| (U) Recommendation
1. (U) The Al Force should update th test fielding,

and acquisition schedules to account for

developmental delays and allow for an adequate

assessmentofHH-60W operational effectiveness,

Satay and survabiny.

pL] cul LE
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(U)Jaint Cyber Warfighting Architecture
[@15"7)]

(U) United States Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) continues to define the Joint Cyber Warfighting
JTeSR TP Fe
governance has led to an ad-hoc alignment of [| B=
TEE efforts for the systems JCWA encompasses. |
CRE HETREATY Em
LENEEE RTEEL RCEen) | |
to JCWA operational effectiveness, suitability, or |  &
survivability. USCYBERCOM has not designated ( Pg DE
an Operational Test Agency to define and develop | cE ~B
metrics needed to conduct integrated JCWA-level | = & Oi 3
OTE. TAE strategies and processes are maturing, | ca .
but not fast enough to support initial delivery of | =:
CULES |

| (u) System Description
(CUI) JCWA is intended to integrate multiple systems, infrastructure, data analytics, and cyber warfighting
capabilityto enable the DOD's Cyberspace Operations Forces (COF) and Joint military operations. Itis designed.
to collect, fuse, and process data and intelligence to provide situational awareness and battle management at
the strategic, operational, and tactical levels while also enabling accessto a suite of cyber capabilities needed to
rehearse and then act in cyberspace. Given this construct, JCWA is also expected to illuminate cybercapability
shortfalls to guide the acquisition of both offensive and defensive cyber warfighting capabilites.

| (U) Program
(U) JCWA is not a program of record itself but currently encompasses the following four acquisitionprograms:
+ (CUI) Unified Platform (UP) is a Software Acquisition Pathway program as of July 2020, ledby the U.S.

Air Force, intended to provide integrated data processing capability and enable rapid distribution of cyber
information across missions, the Services, and Combatant Commands in support of timely and effective
cyber operations. To date, UP has fielded incremental data fusion features and capabilities across the
Services’ Big Data Platforms (BDPs) and taken control and oversight of USCYBERCOM's BDP.

+ (GUD Joint Cyber Command and Control (JOC2) is a Software Acquisition Pathway program as of October
2020, led by the U.S. Air Force, intended to improve warfighters' abilityto display and disseminate Commandand Control data and information securely across systems, data sources, and networks. It enables the
collaboration, security, workflow, and technical interaction needed to conduct cyber operations with joint,
interagency, intergovernmental, and multinational mission partners. In FY21, JCC2 took ownership of
numerous mission applications in preparation for a FY22 minimum viable capability release (MVCR) of
Situational Awareness and Battle Management and a FY23 JCC2 MVCR.
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+ (CUI) Persistent Cyber Training Environment 1
(PCTE) is led by the U.S. Army, intended to enable v)TestAdequacy

joint cyber operations training (Including exercises (CUI) In FY20, the JOWA Integration Office initiated the
and mission rehearsals), experimentation, development of a JCWA T&E strategy by establishing
certification, and assessments, as well as support multiple working groups to inform test infrastructure
the developmentofcyber capabiltes and tactcs, requirements and develop test scenarios based on
techniques, and procedures for missions that mission threads. The development of the JOWA test
cross boundaries and networks. The program strategy is still maturing and needs greater support

recently fielded version 3.0 and will continue to from USCYBERCOM and the Services to plan and
incrementallyfield PCTEfeatures and capabilities resource dedicated operational testing to validate

through FY23. COF mission thread effectiveness, suitability, and
+ (CUI) Joint Common Access Platform (JCAP) is survivabilityin supportofthedeploymentofcapability.

a Software Acquisition Pathway program as of In parallel each of the programs is developing T&E
November 2020, ledby the US. Army, intended to strategies independent of the JCWA construct, which
‘serveas acommoncyberfiring platform. may lead to inefficiencies and test inadequacies.

In FY21, the JCWA components conducted early
(CUI) USCYBERCOM relies heavily on the Services  program-evel T&E. In FY21, UP, JCAP and PCTE also

for acquisition of the programs that comprise JCWA. conducted early cybersecurity assessments. DOTEE
To guide these individual acquisition programs, informed and monitored testing conducted to date
USCYBERCOM established the JCWA Integration and will use the data in ts operational assessments

Office and the JCWACapabilities ManagementOffice. whereappropriate.

Both lack the authority or resources to effectively
manage critical JCWAevel activities. Each program (CUI) USCYBERCOM has not yet started the planning
has different release and deployment schedules, and  and_execution of any JCWAdevel operational or
there are no validated JCWA-level mission thread continuous adversarial cybersecurity assessment.

requirements or plans for an integrated JCWA-evel Such testing is necessary to minimize cyber
operational test. Moreover, interim authorities Vulnerabilities and characterize the effectiveness
10 connect and operete are made without proper Of program-evel and Joint Security Operations
cybersecurity risk assessments. Centers as each of the programs continuestorelease

Capability and mature cyber defensive postures.
(U) Major Contractors

(CUI) Each Service uses a multitude of contracts and 1 (U) Performance
contractors for the acquisition of UP, JCC2, PCTE and

do (U) Effectiveness and Suitability
+ (CUI) Accenture ~ San Antonio, Texas.

+ (CU) Anavation, LLC = Reston,Virginia. (Cun athough theServes have bag fedng
. ee capability, not enough datahaveyet been collected to
3 oo a tiga enable a preliminary assessment of the JOWAevel

operational effectiveness and suitability or the
+ (CUI Elastic - Arlington, Virginia. performance of its individual components. No data
+ (GUD Enlighten~Washington, DC. have yet been collected to validate interoperability
+ (CUI) Lockheed Martin - Bethesda, Maryland. acrossmissionthreads ornformCyber Mission Force
+ (CUI) ManTech ~ Herndon, Virginia tactics, techniques, and procedures and training,
+ (CUI) Netorian ~ Aberdeen, Maryland. 0 ”

(CUI) Northrop Grumman ~ Falls Church, virginia, (J) Survivability
+ (CUI)Red Hat -Raleigh,NorthCarolina. (CU) USCYBERCOM conducted no JCWAevel
+ (CUI) SimSpace - Boston, Massachusetts. cybersecurity OTEE, precluding an evaluationofJCWA
© (GU)Two Six Technologies- Arlington, Virginia, Ssion resilience in acybercontested envionment,

’ The UP, JCAP and PCTE programs have conducted

+ (SU) VMWsre~ Palo Alia, Cafforle. early cybersecurity assessments and are addressing

PE 1] IE
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the identified vulnerabilities, as well as taking major TAE strategy that synchronizes T&E of ongoing
Steps toenhancedefensivecyber capabiltes. programs of record and faciltates dedicated

operational testing at the JCWA-level to ensure an
; adequate evaluation of operational effectiveness,

| (U) Recommendations autabilty, and suivabity.
(U) TheDODshould: 2. (CU) In coordination with DOTAE, the National

Security Agency, and the Services, immediately
1. (U)Identify, resource, and empoweraJOWAdevel initiate. persistent Cybersecurity Operations to

acquisition management _ organization 0 enable continuous cyber assessment and hunt
coordinate the integration of JCWA capability. activities onall JCWAelements, JCWAcomponent
Lackof JCWA governance has resulted in adhoc ang Service-run BDPs, software factories, and

efforts tosynchronize TAEacrossthe architecture. other key supporting JOWA. infrastructure. fo
(CUI) USCYBERCOM should: ensure the cybersecurity of ongoing and future

COFmissions
1. (CUI) In coordination with DOTAE and the Services,

develop, resource, and execute a JOWAdevel
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(UYKE-46A Pegasus

(CUI) Air Mobility Command issued an interim|
capability release for the KC6A to support
limited operational refueling taskings in 2021,
but shortfalls in the Remote Vision System (RVS),

refueling boom,radar warning receiver (RWR), and em
Tactical Situational Awareness System (TSAS) [5 $n
prevent the completion of I0T&E and a fullrate ia Te
production decision until FY24. The Air Force |
Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC)

has completed 60 percent of effectiveness testing | = -
and 93 percentof suitably testing. a

| (U) System Description
(U) The KC-46A aerial refueling aircraft is a modified Boeing 767-200ER commercial airframe with military
and technological upgrades required to perform aerial refueling of tactical and strategic aircraft, airlift and
aeromedical evacuation, and to provide force protection against kinetic and chemical, biological, radiological,
and nuclear threats. Notable upgrades include a fly-by-wire refueling boom, centerline and wing pod refueling
drogues, a dual remote Air Refueling Operator's Station (AROS) enabled by an exterior RVS, additional fuel
tanks in the body, a boom refueling receiver receptacle, a 787 digital cockpit update, Large Aircraft Infrared
Countermeasures, a modified ALR-69A RWR, and TSAS. The KC 46A cargo bay is designed to accommodate
palletized cargo, aeromedical evacuation equipment, and rollon command, control, and communications
gateway payloads.

| U) Program
(U) The KC-46A Pegasus is an Acquisition Category IC program intended to be the first increment of 179
eplacement tankers for the fleet of more than 400 KC-135 and KC-10 tankers. DOTAE approved the
Milestone C Test and Evaluation Master Plan update in 2016 and the IOTE test plan in April 2019. In a
May 2020 memorandum, DOT&E communicated to the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition,
Technology, and Logistics that DOTSE will not submit an IOTAE report on KC-46A until operational testing of a
production-representative RVS is complete. The Air Force expects a corrected RVS version 2.0 to be ready for
operational testing in mic-FY24. Air Mobility Command issued interim capability releases for KC-46A refueling
taskings using its centerline drogue system in July 2021 and using the boom in August 2021.

(U) Major Contractor
(U) The Boeing Company, Commercial Aircraft, in conjunction with Defense, Space & Security ~ Seattle,
Washington.

252 cul KC-46A
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U) Te uac as already planned changes to the existing baseline
| (U) Test Adequacy (2.9. boomupgrades, WARP, and RVS upgrades)

(CU) I0T8E has been ongoing since May 2019.
In FY21, AFOTEC completed 60 percent of the
iectvanoss es. porn ascersance win he | (U) Performance
DOT8E-approved test plan; 16 percent are deferred,
pending long-term updates to the boom, RVS, Wing (UJ) Effectiveness
Aerial Refueling Pod (WARP), RWR, and TSAS i i
Completion of developmental esting of the WARPs (CUD Testing to date identified shortfals that require
should support operational testing in 2QFY22, and CorTection in acrial refueling,aeromedical evacuation,
Correction of boom actuator stiffness problems and Cargo operationsto mitigate therisk to achieving
should support operational testing in 1QFY24, operational effectiveness in IOT&E:
Aeromedical and cargo operations testing is nearly + (GUI) Air Mobility Command approved limited
complete. refueling operations with both boom (for B-52,

(0) During 10TEE, the Ar Force collected and Gro 2" Op HS40% aera) ane centre
adjudicated suiabilty data during over 9,660 fight (n0u(0%CR ER Mltel] CT
Hours on four test aircraft, exceeding the minimum gif ip the AROS functions that increase
planned 1.250 fight hours for IOT&E. Testing and octITS LLC EOE(0 onal
normal fight operations (21419 flight hours on 46 oheciveness m certain condiions. Refueling

aircraft) have accumulated ten times the required in jghying conditions that require the long-wave,
fight hours for an adequate suitability assessment, are a aha unt RG 20 In

ih25of 24specmaicnace demorsalons compete, Boomrusingof teAD sprohbited
review of the entire Pegasus fleet's maintenance data persBeoyi
19 lygules duuisions or the presser redesign. WARP capability will enter OTE in
(CUI) The KC-46A program completed continuous. FY22, but an observation from developmental
wave immersion electromagnetic pulse risk-reduction testing is that receiver closure-to-contact speeds
testing at Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire in exceeding 3 knots increase the likelivood of
November 2020 and passive system testing at Naval damagetodrogue baskets.
ArStation, Patuxent River, Maryland in August 2021. + (U) Aeromedical evacuation operations have
Active system and direct drive testing are scheduled progressed to the transport of actual patients,
3QFV22. during which AFOTEC observed minor problems

with loading patients and  administ
(CU) AFOTEC conducted cooperative cybersecurity imrmvanoum tide,
testing in October 2020 but was unable to adhere
to the test plan due to problems configuring the © 3g Code,borin Tass gm oy
military data network. AFOTEC also conducted part (10%Hee TsTARE & SAPRel BERRAl
of a cybersecurity Adversarial Assessment in July nbd
2021, which experienced similar problems with the On Pallet weight distribution,ard on cargo
Tritary doa network. Planing fo 2 son phase corngureions or ashore, itn
ofAdersaral Assessment scheduled (0 PY28 1 save wridond and delays n determing if
underway. proposed cargo ssafefor transportintheaircraft
(U) Future assessments will be focused on solutions and interfacing with cumbersome aircraft cargo
to flectwide maintenance and supply issues, as well management systems.
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(U) Suitability (CUI) The aircraft susceptibility reduction equipment
(CU) Because KCAGA is not yet meeting all ible Ghd does hot curently supportK-46
operational sutabity requirements, and is unable Tare8 SONIC Sen profems.
to meet mission taskings, there is moderate riskto golJnO1%E Ee€rTh accomplishedshit sottware
achieving operational suitability in IT&E: withtheTSAS and RW, but the updatedES Te
+ (U) The programs reliability growth plan wil likely currently undergoing troubleshootingteststo resolve

meet suitabilty requirements by 50,000 fleet fight further anomalies.
hours. The feet uitabilty metrics, collected so J+ (CUI) TheKC-46Als vulnerable na cyber-contestedfanre simiar to those observed on IOTGE test gnment. Speci vuinorabitios and er

effect on the mission wil be available in th+ (GU) The following suiabiity metrics do NOt caacifed IOTEE report anes. §Jotmet trol commie arlSY 3 Toe subi of KG46 in 0 cl
La onto ve. MCR) rmey threatiinduced environmentcannot be determined
percent, required 250. poroond; mamenanea iu the active system test, scheduled to be
man hours per flight hour (observed 14 percent, Sonpleten SRI, ASeaenateels piss
ied 4. percent), mean time. between, 16510 to date indicates the shielding integrity
rea Ca Sr Sy, an of the aircraft is good, with no obvious shielding

a ps et ras gaps. In addition,maintenanceoftheaircraft does
percent, required <1.3 percent). These suitabilty ~~ "°! 4°00 electromagnetic pulse hardness.
metrics limit KC-46A generation to meet mission
taskings. Factors most recently infuencing the | (U) Recommendations
ow operational availabilty and mission capability
rates include insufficient cargo configuration (U) The AirForceshould:
guidance, restrictive fuel tank inerting procedures, i
and relailty problems with the ausiiary power CUD Mody theRWR and TSAS design to improvetheas the aifcrew Interface and system performance to

Support survivability of the KC-464.+ (CUI) Operator surveys describe Type 1 training asinadequate to support the operation of multiple 2 (CU) Improve taining and technical data to
datalink systems. Training, technical data, and/~~ enable timely end repeatable. configuration ofor communications enterprise support shortfalls 4Taf data Systems such as the milary datalimit the aircrews’ ability to configure the miltary ~~ "etWork. TSAS, and Link 16 to support mission
data network, Link 16, and related data systems~~ "eadiness for netready taskings.
for mission operations (and cybersecurity 3. (U) Continueto redesign the RVS and the refusling
and survivabilty testing), which hinder aircraft boom to facilitate their readiness for operational
sunvivabilty and mission capability to support testing,scheduled in FY24,
netready taskings, and may inhibit the KC-46A
interoperability certification.

(U) Survivability
(CU) The KC46A needs to overcome several
challenges to meet some of its sunivabilty
requirements:
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(UYMassive Ordnance Penetrator Modification

(U1) Preliminary assessment indicates that the rs greys]
Large Penetrator Smart Fuze (LPSF) integrated = wx
into the Massive Ordnance Penetrator (MOP) is § a

effective, demonstrating the required capability ~ Ya
against low-fidelity subscale and full-scale targets. | 2 A ol
ROY TEER CUE E I CO |
tests anda final full-scale qualification event to |
determine MOP operational effectiveness. The |
Air Force delayed the fielding of the LPSF-enabled
MOP from FY22 to at least FY25 due to delays in >
constructing the required target surrogates. -

| (U) System Description

(CUI)The Guided Bomb Unit (GBUY57 MOP is a large, GPS-guided, penetrating weapon designed to attack Hard
and Deeply Buried Targets (HDBTS) such as bunkers and tunnels. The warhead case is made from a special

high-performance steel alloy, and its design allows for a large explosive payload while maintaining the integrity
of the penetrator case during impact. The GBU-57 warhead is intended to be more lethal than its predecessors,

the GBU-28 and GBU-37. The LPSF integrates and advances smart fuze capability into the MOP warhead,
providing increased probability of kill against HDBTs by minimizing the effects of target intelligence uncertainty.
The B-2 Spirit is the only aircraft n the Alr Force inventory programmed to employ the MOP.

| (U) Program
(U) The MOP was developed from an Air Force-led Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) as a SECDEF special interest
effort. The MOP transitioned to the Air Force as an Acquisition Category IC program in August 2017. The Air

Force established the LPSF QRC program in August 2018to respond to an Urgent Operational Need, validated in
July 2018, to integrate and qualify a smart fuze capabilfty into the MOP. This upgrade provides the capablyto
old additonal high-value HDBTs with limited threat intelligenceat risk.
(CUI) The Air Force was on tracktofield an LPSF-enabled MOP in FY22. Contracting award delays and significant
Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) target construction overruns in the HDBT Defense System Program

Element resulted in the Air Force Program Executive Officer for Weapons to pull funds from the full-scale LPSF
MOP testing and useitto bring the Advanced 5,000 Pound Penetrator weapon to production. Based on current

funding options, the LPS MOP fielding will be in FY25 or later.
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(U) Major Contractor | (U) Performance
(U) The Boeing Company, Defense, Space&Security =
St.Louis, Missouri. (U) Effectiveness

(CU) Preliminary analysis indicates that the| (U) Test Adequacy LPSF fuze as integrated into the MOP Is effective,
demonstrating required capably in a sled test and0) he Air Force conducted LPS GRC esting IN ggaing owfcelty subscale and fullscale targetsee ane DOTA approved Smart FUZING fi subscale tests andafinal fullscale qualificationNe orategy, dated December 2020. The GBUST qn mystbe executedto determine MOPoperationalMOP intendstocompete accuracy validation ropsin SreeUU 2€*EFE10 Serine HOPoperation)

Ssartesied SE emicent dig 105Y22 information necessary to effectively weaponeer the
(CUI) In December 2020, the Air Force conducted one ~~ GBU-57 with LPSF against real-world targets.
live weapon drop from a B-2 on a simple tunnel target .
at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico (UJ) Suitability
toevaluatethe inital LPSF design. The weapon fuzed (CUI) An assessment of MOP operationalsuitability

properly. cannot be determined due to the limited number of
(CUI In August 2021,theAi Force conducted one ive $2PoNS Used n the test program.
weapon drop from a B2 at WSMR to validate MOP BEN
performance and accuracy following a navigational (0) Survivability
Software and hardware changeonthe 5.2 (U) The survivability assessment of MOP in acontested environment is classified.(Cul) In FY21, the Ai Force completed 13 of 16 sled
tests to inform fuze design and modeling of LPSF |
system behavior. Testing was conducted at £gin | (U) Recommendations
Ai Force Base, Florida and Naval Alr Warfare Station
China Lake, California. (U) The Air Foree should:
(CU)Priorto funding cuts, delays with contracting 1+ (U) Revalidate the Urgent Operational Need
processes and internal test plan reviews for subscale~~ equiement for the LPSF GRC against legacy and
and fullscale targets at WSMR constructed by Pacing threats.
DIRA resulted in construction delays and cost 2. (U)Completethe LPSFtestingto validate the abilty
overruns. Target construction was also delayed by to meet Combatant Command requirements.
pandemicinduced supply and labor shortages and 3.) poelop and submit a MOP test plan forthe loss of priority status at WSMR when the Urgent~~ por approval to enhance communication andOperational Need was not revalidated. coordination between stakeholders and provide(GU The next phase of the program, curently  decisionmakers with better visiiity of the MOP
unfunded, intends to finalize smart fuze software, Program.
improve weaponeering tactics, and valdate through (\) DTRA should:
demonstration lowerrisk smart fuze capabilty
against a fulkscale, hightfidelity underground target. 1. (U) Evaluate and expedite contracting and testHighvfdelity full-scale testing is required to observe plan review processes to minimize delays to
performance during a multiweapon delivery and target construction.
validate the required effects in the mission space
of representative adversary HDBTs. The capabilty
must be demonstrated, because analysis alone on a
subscale levels insufficient to ensure that the GBL-57
With LPSF meets Combatant Command requirements.
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(U)Y'MH-139A Grey Wolf

OI ep
RE NE RR FU HE) I A at i Sa
JEETL TC LO See

a CL Een Se Pt
flight envelope restrictions on the aircraft that ra vs
will limit the aircrafts capability to perform (Oe,og Fa
basic flight maneuvers, if not mitigated. The a dc" 3
MH-139A program needs to address several i 3
additional challenges to mitigate the risk to »
meeting operational effectiveness, suitability, and -

survivability requirements.

| (U) System Description

(U) The MH-139A Grey Wolf is a dual-piloted, twin-engine helicopter based on the commercial AW139 with
‘added military capabilities in communication, navigation, identification, and survivability. The Air Force intends
for the MH-139A 10 replace the UH-TN to provide rapid transport capabilty for two primary commands.
(CUI) Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC) will ise MH-139A to support nuclear security missions by
enabling emergency security response to Intercontinental Balistic Missile (ICBM) launch facilities and providing
armed escort to ICBM convoy operations. Air Force District of Washington (AFDW) units will use MH-139A to

provide contingency response, continuity of operations, and executive transport for senior government officials
in the National Capital Region.

| (U) Program
() MH-139A is an Acquisition Category IB program. DOTAE approved the Milestone B Test and Evaluation
Master Plan in June 2018 and the Alternative LFT&E Strategy in May 2019. In April 2021,the program reported
an Acquisition Program Baseline breach to the service acquisition executive, requesting to delay the Miestone
Cfrom September 2021 to January 2023
(CUI) The MH-139A acquisition strategy relies on initial contractor flight testing to obtain a series of

civil supplemental type certification approvals before the miltary flight release required for goverment
developmental test. The supplemental type certification approvals continued toslip and are now estimated no
earller than December 2021

(U) Major Contractor
(U) The Boeing Company, Defense, Space & Security ~ Ridley Park, Pennsylvania.

MH-130A 1] PE
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| (U) Test Adequacy | (U) Performance
(U) The Air Force participated in contractor ground ,
and fight testing throughout FY21 at Duke Fiets, (U) Effectiveness
Florida, and at contractor facilties in Philadelphia, ’Parga tl pghan CU) MIH129 tne rif n grand
certification approvals,specification compliance, and Cdk fn Deane di tno
aiworthiness. The miltary ult of this phase of Crore, 1eSUictons, increase the MH-139A risk tobs meeting operational effectiveness requirements.

Limitations on operating airspeed, maximum weight
(CUI) The contractor introduced new operating and density altitude, and pitch and roll angles wil
restrictions in a document known as Critical Action  festrict operationally realistic flight maneuvers,Requirements ~ Expedite (CARE). These restrictions _ Including defensive weapons employment and threat
impose significant limits on the fight maneuver evasion. This constrained flight maneuver envelope
envelope of the aircraft. The Program Office is Will degrade the aircrew's ability to insert AFGSCWorking with the contractor on potential courses of tactical response forces and execute AFOW transport
action to remove or mitigate the restrictions, which Missions in confined areas. These limitations
may require additional changes to the schedule and T¢present a reduction in capabilty relative to both the
funding for expanded flight envelope testing and legacy UH-Nand thecommercial AW139.
eta lito analy (Cul) Concems persist from the FY20 annual report
(U) The 47th Cyberspace Test Squadron conducted _ €gardingthe effects of the cabin layout on supporting

Cooperative Vulnerabilty Identification developmental employment of aimed tactical response forcestesting on the aircraft and ground support equipment 2 Well as flight manual restrictions on takeoffs in
that will support adversarial developmental testing in Crosswindsornear obstacles. Interviews with AW139F¥22. operators identified risks to mission capabilty in

degraded visual environments and austere landings(U) The Ai Force Operational Test and Evaluation that restrict both AFGSC and AFDW missions. Egress
Center published three periodic reports in FY21 testing in October 2020 and weapons testing insummarizing the observations from contractor August 2021 reinforced concerns about cabinloadingtestingandsit visits to domesticand foreignmiltary, of security forces, weapons, and ammunition, asgovernment,andcommercial operators of the AW139 well as the aircrews physical abilty to employ thethat identified best practices as well as potential  extemallymounted crew-served weapons.mission capabily risks and mitigations.
(GUI) The 704th Test Group executed ive fir testing (1) SU12Dility
of the installed armor, aircraft structure against (CUI) The Program Office needs to address several
incendiary rounds for fire risk, and main and tal challenges for the MH-139A to be operationally
rotor blades at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland Suitable. As reported in FY20, expansion of theand Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio in accordance with  MH-139A flight envelope relative to the AW139

DOT8E approved test plans. Persistent problems in baseline (iespective of the new CARE restrictions)
acquiring information on aircraft components from May stress powertrain components and increase
the prime contractor and the aircraft manufacturer Maintenance requirements. The contractor-provided
continue 10 Cause delays in the live fire test program SkyFlight mission planning system is not compatible:
planning and execution. with the Joint Mission Planning System and may not

Support current AFGSC preflight procedures. Egress0) The Program Offic is developing plans (perform egtmg dante prablerswin siren som sestasinfrared signature and electromagnetic pulse testing that hinder some in-fight mission operations.10 collect data or evaluation of aircraft survivabily.

pi =] MH-139A
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(U) Survivability | (U) Recommendations
(CuI) The Program Office needs to address several Pr
challenges for the MH-139A to be survivable against Tire Program Office should
kinetic threat engagements. As reported in FY20, for 1. (U) Update the Test and Evaluation MasterPlanto
‘most expected engagement conditions, the cabin and reflect the new schedule.

cockpit armor did not provide the required protection () aiuate aircraft capabilty in degraded visualagainst the specification threat. The armor also did Yn:and austere AS 10TaE.not provide adequate protection against another
‘operationally-representative small arms threats at all ~~ (U) The Air Force should:

le it JesEe 1. (CU) Develop a plan to remove or mitigate the
(CUI) The contractor-proposed fuel cell design did not CARE flight restrictionstorestore the full MH-139A
meet the required military standard for qualification flight maneuver envelopeprior to I0T&E.

against small ams fire. The Program Office and». (Gli) Develop mitigation or comective action
AAFGSC are evaluating proposed solutions to correct plans for deficiencies that affect operational

Sivas requirements, including ground forces
‘communication, mission planning, and cabin
configuration.

MH-139A cul PE)
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(U)Pfesidential and National Voice

conferencing (PNVC) Integrator

(CR RES RUT SEs cH ran
identified any significant risks to demonstrating | CE,
PNVC operational effectiveness and suitability | | 7 i
as it proceeds to Multi-Service Operational Test | | Lo XA
and Evaluation (MOTSE), scheduled for 4QFY22. || 1/7 oy NR |
BRCiLCIE Ve
improved and expanded secure voice capability, | B SS 4 2 |
but the Air Force/Space Force need to accelerate | A> J) A
the development of threat-representative electronic | | aw : i
warfare jammer and nuclear scintilation modeling ||
ERE (VO WET RSET I =n |
an adequate evaluation of PNVC operational Sn sr
LECTUS

| (U) System Description
(CUI) The PNVC is part of the secure and survivable voice conference capability consisting of six terminal node

configurations supporting airborne, ground transportable, and groun-ixed nuclear command and control sites.
The Air Force intends for the PNVC to expand the number of voice conferencing networks and conference
capability, and improve voice quality while using the Extended Data Rate capability of the Advanced Extremely
High Frequency satellite communications system.

(GUI) The PNVC enables the President and senior national decisiommakers to conduct secure emergency
conferences addressing matters of national Importance, security, and nuclear command and control in all
operational environments:

| (U) Program
(GU The PNVC Integrator is an Acquisition Category I program intended to replace the existing Low Data Rate:
Survivable Emergency Conferencing Network (SECN) and SECN Digitization systems.

(U) DOTEE conditionally approved the Test and Evaluation Master Plan on August 30, 2021 supporting the
Milestone B/C decision, MOT&E, followed by a Limited Deployment Decision, Trial Period, and Operational
Acceptance.
(GU) The Ai Force has procured PNVC hardware and is installing the PNVC system at operational sites in a
configuration that allows ongoing government testing and operator training with the new system while using
legacy SECN systems for real-world operations. MOTAE is planned to start in 4QFY22 and will test ground-fixed,
ground transportable, and sitborns node configurations in benign, simulated nuclear scintilation, jammed, and
cyber environments

Pr [oT] PNVC
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(CUI) The 47th Test Squadron conducted Cyber (CUI) The Air Force's current nuclear scintillation M&S

Vulnerability Identification and ~~ Adversarial cannot produce nuclear effects that simulate the

Cybersecurity Developmental Test and Evaluation threat environment on both the terminal's uplink and
on PNVC ground and airborne node configurations downlink, and the Program Office does not have a

during FY21 threatrepresentative electronic warfarejammer. If not
addressed, these limitations will significantly affect

(U) Major Contractor MOTE adequacy. The Space Force s integrating an
) Raytheon Technologies Corporation Missiles and PINK and downlink atmospheric scintillation M&S

ona. into the ground terminal node configuration of the
PPNVC and developing an uplink and downlink jammer
test capability, but these developments are behind

| (U) Test Adequacy schedule and did not support planned developmental
testing

(CUI) The PNVC contractor and Program Office,

supported by the Air Force's 46th Test Squadron and g
£70 Cyber Test Squadrons, conducted developmental | (U) Performance
testing in FY21 to assess technical performance and
cybersecurity requirements on the ground, airborne, 1. eri lll
and transportable PNVC configurations. Testing (U) Effectiveness

assessed PNVC voice quality and conference (CUI) The PNVC contractor's testing and Air Force

management capablies in benign and emulated, 46th Test Squadron's developmental testing have
partially scintlated environments. not identified any significant risks to demonstrating

operational effectiveness as the PNVC proceeds
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to MOTEE, scheduled for 4QFV22. The PNVC (1) Survivability
attr Danis aig expanded (cu The Air Force 47th Cyber Test Squadron'sSAS caine, developmental testing has identified vulnerabilitiesaaSaSaas on a eratessurvivable voice capably. Developmental testing et couldaffect wt fg tl)

ified the PNVC system's voice communications,  CYPer-con oe Tie Droge» has been working on solutions to. mitigate theconference management functions, voice qualfy, "2% beenworkingonand Technical Performance Measures in benign genvironments, as well as in simulated partially
scintillated environments. 1 (U) Recommendations

(U) Suitability (U) The PNVC Program Office and Space Force
(CUI) The PNVC contractors testing and Air Force Should:
46th Test Squadron's developmental testing have 1. (cui) Aggressively support the integration of annot identified any significant suitability risks as the uplink and downlink atmospheric scintillationPNVC proceeds 0 MOTSE. The 46th Test Squadron Mgs into the ground terminal node configuration
collected system reliability, maintainability, and of the PNVC and ensureitis available to supportoperational availabilty data on laboratory assets © MoTaE,
support operational avslabity and telabity date 5 Cae sorctooment efors for the
piatislions, uplink and downlink jammers and ensure they are

available to support MOTE.
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(U)'Small Diameter Bomb Increment II

FAT eeREri Na
(CUI) The Small Diameter Bomb (SDB) Increment he é 1

Il program continued integration testing on |
the F/A-18E/F and started early flight testing

on the F-35. In FY21, the Navy executed four
F/A-18E/F missions with the SDB Il as part of
the quick reaction assessment, but all four were
unsuccessful, delaying SDB II integration on the

aircraft to FY22. EE .

A ER

| (U) System Description
(U) The SDB Il, also known as the GBU-53/B Stormbreaker, is a 250-pound class, air-to-ground glide weapon
capable of destroying moving targets in adverse weather. It uses deployable wings to increase standoff range
and is also the first Network Enabled Weapon using weapon datalink, allowing post-launch tracking and control
of the weapon via Inflight Target Updates (IFTUs). The new multi-mode seeker uses both a millimeter-wave
radar and an infrared sensor to operate in adverse weather using the Normal Attack mode. It also has Laser

Illuminated Attack and Coordinate Attack modes for maximum employment flexibility. Once launched, the SDB

II guides to a designated target cue, which is updated inflight via the weapon datalink until the seeker locates,
identifies (if able), and provides terminal guidance to the target.

(CUI) The SDB Il incorporates a multi-function warhead with blast, fragmentation, and a shaped-jet charge
designed to defeat armored and non-armored targets. The weapon can be set to initiate on impact, at a preset.

height above the intended target, or in a delayed modeto enable target penetration.

| (U) Program
(U) SDB Il is an Acquisition Category ID program intended to deliver capabilities deferred from SDB I. DOT&E

approved the SDB II Milestone C Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) in April 2015. A TEMP update

containing a cybersecurity strategy for Phase Il is expected in FY22. The Air Force fielded the SDB If on the.
F-15E in FY20 following completion of Multiservice Operational Test and Evaluation (MOTE) Phase|. The Navy

intends to complete the Quick Reaction Assessment and field the SDB on the F/A-18E/F in FY22. The MOTEE
Phase Il on the F-35 is scheduled to be completed in FY24. Specifically, developmental test and OTE of the
SDB Ii on the F-358 Is expected to take place in FY22, leading to an early operational capabilty declaration,
while developmental test and IOTEE on the F-35C is scheduled to start in FY23, leading o an initial operational
capability declaration and full-rate production decision.
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(U) Major Contractor resuling i the wespon seeker ooking in he wrong
location for the moving target. If no valid target is{) Raytheon Missite Givision ~ Tucson, Arizona. in the seeker fied of view it will impact at the last
coordinates provided to the weapon. A fourth test

| (U) Test Adequacy was also unsuccessful, and analysis of that event is
ongoing.

(U) SDB I testing in FY21 included developmental
test flight eo environmental/loads testing and (CUD The Navycorrectedthebombrack configuration[eiscr missionson the F358, enor by removing the component incompatible

with SOB Il and replacing it with a compatible
(CU) The Navy performed four F/A-I8E/F missions component. The Navy also released a new aircraft
with the SDB Il as part of the quick reaction OFP (H14+ version 2.7) that fixes the IFTU timingassessment between November 2020 and September problem by providing a time stamp when sending2021, but allfourwere unsuccessful. the IFTU message. The new OFP update also

eliminates spontaneous resets of the aircraft Stores
(Cu) Phase | cybersecurity testing conducted \tanggement Systeminflightandcorrectsother minorby the Air Force was inadequate to support SDB gafigiencies discoveredduring testing,Il survivability evaluation in a cyber-contested
environment. ~The test was limited in breadth and (CUI) The SDB ll demonstrated the expected lethality
depth, and the Ar Force used a non-production asset against target surrogates for legacy main battlenot accredited for its specific uses in cybersecurity tank, infantry fighting vehicle, antiaircraft gun,
testing. The extensive test shortfalls from Phase| surface-to-air missile target-erector-launcher, rocketneed 10 be addressed during planned MOTAE Phase launcher, and smal patrol boat targets. Lethality
Iitesting. against moder main battle tanks is unknown due to

alack of an adequate target surrogate.
| (U) Performance (U) Suitability

(Cul) SDB II is operationally suitable as employed by(U) Effectiveness the F-1SE. During F/A-18E/F integration the weapon
(CU) The SDB I is operationally effective as Nas been reliable, but aircraft OFP and equipmentemployed by the F-1SE, but the program has not 155Ues have resulted in fou filed tests and severalJot. demonarated successful tegration on the Cancelled missions, delaying successful integrationoy on the aircraft. The complexity of cryptographic

information delivery, loading, and mission planning,
(CU) Investigation of the first three unsuccessful including exclusion zone creation _ processes,F/AI8E/F missions showed that one mission failed continues to be a problem, with only modest mission
due to an incorrect bomb rack configuration that planning improvements incorporated Into the Joint
inducedanexcessive pitch rate upon separation. The Mission Planning System to date. These problemsweapon detected the pitch rate and activated logic to were frst identified during F-1S€ testingof the SDB Iperform a separation abort, during which the weapon The relatively high incidence of datalink unavailabilitytumbled harmlessly to the ground. Another weapon induced by these difficulties can significantly reduce
never entered the weapon datalink network (no effectivenessagainst movingtargets.
IFTUS generated) and impacted short of the intended
target. The miss was initially attributed to the lack (UJ) Survivability
of IFTUs but after another weapon, employed during (cu hesurvivabilityofthe SDB nacyber-contestedthe third mission, also impacted short of the target, gnjronment is currently unknown due to the lack ofa subsequent investigation revealed the F/A1BE/F qc UETEST SECEIY CRERON CL10Telack oFOperational Fight Program (OFF) was not puttinga pyale 1CFERRR OPAERDe wonder, The
required tme stamp on the [FTUs. Without the ime ¢yper specific assets outweighed the benefitsstamp, the weapon uses the time the IFTU is received
in place of the time the target location was marked,
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| (U) Recommendations 3. (CUI) The Program Office should evaluate SDB Il
AI lethaleffects against modern minbattletanks.

1. (4) The Navy should develop and fund an adequate 4, (ci) The DOD should continue to advocate for
MOTEE Phase Il cybersecurity T&E strategy © operationally suitable initiativestostreamline the
support an evaluation of SDB Il survivabilty in cryptographic information. delivery, loading, and
a cyber-contested environment. The Program » L
Se St wots me aeTr | usiar prossts, Sumer Webi melSte Solllipis Weapon Handing Guidelines and processes,

3 including National Security Agency-mandated
2. (U) The Navy and Air Force should streamline the~~ SPiitkey procedures, as well as occasionally

mission planningprocesstodecrease therequired Providing bad keys, adversely affect the ability to
timeline and increase reliability, particularly with~~ ©PIoY the SDB against moving targets.
regard to cryptographic data entry.
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(UyWide Area Surveillance
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(WAS) IOTEE in July 2021 and conducteda fulkrate | [ ) it
production decision for the Scorpion System | \ I
component of the WAS program in October 2021. | ge 4

NES

| (U) System Description
(CUI) The WAS program consists of two advanced sensors: the Stateside Affordable Radar System and the
Scorpion System, designed to provide complementary coverage volumes to detect and track a wide range of
low, slow, and other asymmetrical threats in National Capital Region airspace. CONUS Air Defense Sectors will
incorporate WAS data into the Battle Control System ~ Fixed command and control systems to support thehomeland defense mission

| (U) Program
(U) WAS is an Acquisition Category IC program. DOTSE approved the IOTAE test plan in October 2020. The Air
Force entered full-rate production for the Scorpion System component of the WAS program in October 2021.

(U) Major Contractors
(CUI) Raytheon Space and Airborne Systems - EI Segundo, California. Leidos, Inc. ~ Bowie, Maryland.

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U) The Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center completed IOT&E in July 2021 in accordance with the
DOT&E-approved test plan.

| (U) Performance
(U) The WAS operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability assessment is summarized in a classifiedWAS BeyondLow-Rate Initial Production report published in October 2021
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| (U) Recommendation
1. (U) Recommendations are included in the

classified WAS Beyond Low-Rate Initial Production

| report published in October 2021.
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(U)Missile Defense
System

(VU) The Missile Defense System (MDS) has
demonstrated a measured capability to
defend the United States, deployed forces,
and allies from a rogue nation's missile
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(CU) The Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) weapon system has demonstrated the capability to
defend the U.S. Homeland from a small number of ballistic missile threats with ranges greater than 3,000Kemer employing spl Comaasre: whe sispaned by te To chess of ies beens
‘System (MDS) sensors. Similarly, the Regional/ Theater MDS has demonstrated the capability to defend the U.S.
Indo-Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM), U.S. European Command (USEUCOM), and U.S. Central Command
(USCENTCOM) areas of responsibility from a small number of medium- or intermediate-range ballistic missile
threats with ranges less than 4,000 kilometers, and from representative raids of short-range ballistic missile
(SRBM) threats. While the need for realistic and updated threat representations, independently accredited
modeling and simulation (M&S), and the susceptibility of the Missile Defense System (MDS) to cyberattackConte 1 proant clones aos a dren 121 he ile Deterne gery (450 ocr
significant capabilities to the MDS:

* (CUI) GMD Communications Network (GCN) version 7A.0.2 to support GCN modernization, Long Range
Discrimination Radar (LRDR) data flow to the GMD Fire Control (GFC) via the Command and Control, Battle
Management, and Communications (C2BMC). and simultaneous operations of GMD In-Flight Interceptor
‘Communication System Data Terminals (IDTs) once GCN modernization is completed.

* (CUI) Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) 5.1.3.0 that added Sea-Based Terminal (SBT) Increment
2 Capability Upgrade (CU), Space Domain Awareness (SDA), midterm discrimination improvements,
functionality for engaging long-range ballisticmissile threats, designated engagement, and BMD engagement
control capabilities. Aegis BMD 5.1.3.1, fielded later in FY21, addressed a system-level issue affectingExagamens Supprt Sueno and Train and caved A tl some sever Hos mori
and reporting capability. Both Aegis SDA and sensor bias capabilities will not be fully realized until C28MC
Spiral 8.2-5 is fielded (scheduled not later than July 2022 to U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) andCANDOPACOM, essnon: 203 15 USELCO nd LBCENTCON.(CU Terminal igh Ate Ares Defense THAAD) erion'21 rrddsmater lsators
with the AN/TPY-2 (Terminal Mode (TM)) radars and allowed for global deployment of the THAAD versionS20chseveT1 myUSGAeon

20 ( Missile Defense
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+ (CUI) Patriot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3) Post-Deployment Build (PDB) 8.0.6 that was fielded for

USINDOPACOM providing a launch-on-remote capability using THAAD AN/TPY-2 (TM) radar data. When
paired with the previously fielded THAAD 3.2.0, MDS Capability Increment 5B functionality is complete.

+ (CUI) Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS) version 21-1 that upgraded hardware and improved software

subsystems. No logicalor physical interfaces between SBIRS and the MDS were changed.

| (u) System Description
(U) The MDA's MDS is a geographically distributed system of systems that relies on element interoperability
and wartghter teat fo somber capably and efficent uo of utded mselenercaptr ventory. The
Commanders of USNORTHCOM, USINDOPAGOM, USELIGOM, and USGENTGOM employ the MDS elements, as
‘available to them, to defend the United States, deployed forces, and allies against ballistic and hypersonic missile
threats of all ranges. The MDS consists of six weapon systems, a sensor architecture (terrestrial, maritime, and

global sensors), and a command and control element as shown in Table 1.

UNCLASSIFIED ~ Sn ey
Table 1. Elements of MDA's Missile Defense System

Homeland Hypersonic
e Global Regional/ Theater DefenseTyp Defense eglonal / Defense

To ee rrTi Tes| neers fo SHS oa eaexi,|rciecsmaee |wenn[msi |etn |BossesmateyDeAcOH | ochon ||mae tone eta. |
‘the midcourse segment ‘and hypersonic glide.STSCI | aa,ln15dyedres nd alorsSEN,|erningNe |MBM,and IN teats ung Quid Ieceptors in both | phase [er Jpr | a einoestagspop OP Pres
ee eanhopieco” |sable!Se|KatyPAC-3: DefendsUS.deployed forces and rial assets |Soy (ne 3110senseae [yonieeoY |moftesgatetee eteohmsen? |Eneeeestesean amen

(or

UNCLASSIFIED
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Table 1. Elements of MDA’ Missile Defense System
Homeland > HypersonicType Global Regional / Theater Defense ypDefense DefenseTeresi |COBRA DANE Upgraded |AN/SPY-1 Radar: band four face radar providing Aegis | Leverages HomelandandMartime|Ubandfue st phased. Iongange suveilance and ack uncons n aGaton to | Defence, ReonSevtors | ray radar add missle engagement support Theater Detenae, andGlobal sensors.UEWRS* Utiahigh |ANISPY-6(v)1 Radar: Being develope to rplace hefrequency ued ste |AN/SPY- radar on Aegis DDG 51 Fight I destiyers, hisPhasedaay radars. | Sandfourace radar wil extendAgi eat Getecion| anges and provide smulanecusbain missle and afSBC xbandmoblle | Gurtece ont

phasedararadar (5%) |
located aboard el. | AN/TPY-2 (FOM) Radar. bandsingle ace wansporable |pelscanon |raed arya.
pa LTAMDS®: C-bandthree-face multi-function, multi-missionLROR Sandtworace|radar trfacng wih 1505 andsupporting meroperabiyfedstephasedamay |WihPAGS.om. |

‘Global Sensors| SBIRS* Satelite constellation of infrared sensors. - —

BOA: Element hatcombines PIR servationst raidsmiss event and rack reports0CZOME.
[ SKA Networkofpace sensors providing terceptoriassessments.
| HBTSS: Networkofspace sensorsto detect and rack both bali and hypersonic treats, andprovid fre.| control aualtydat ta MDS sensors and waspon systems.
| Command and|G28MC: negating sement within the MOS providing deleate snd yraric pain, sual awareness,| Cantal | sensor rack management,engagement support and monitoring, dat xchange between laments, and networkmanagement. C2BMC alsodrectssensor asking or theANTTPY-2 (FM) aqas and BOA systems.
UnderMOA development UnderArmydevelopment. Under Navy developmen. +UnderSpace Forcesustainment operations
BMD - Salis Missle Defense BMOS Balla Miss DefenseSyste; BOA - BIDS Overhead Persistent fared Archie,C2BMG~Command and Coir, Gre Management, and Communications:CU -Capabiy Upgrade Fol - Forward52663 od:HO Ground-based Midcouse Defense: GP Ge Phase nacepior TSS Fypesonc and alseTiacng Specs sensorAMO grated Alt and Mise Defers; 5CS AMDBateCorman Syste:IBM - necontnata Salle Misa.Inc ncement; RBM - ntemedateRange Balltc isle LDR- Long Range Discrimination adr TAMDS-Lower Tie Atand Mise Defense Senso: MDA - MissleDefense Agency:MOS Miss Delon System (ry AMOS) WRB - Moa.ange als Missle PI - Overhead Parson fre PAC -PatriotAdvanced Copa,SOS Space Gace frre| rst;S07 SexBased Terminal. 5X ~ Se Based Xan: SKA- Spacebased kl AssessmentSM- Standard Mil:| RBM Shorang Salis Mise:THAD-Terminal FghAude Area Dotan UEWR- paradedSay Waring Rr| ¥6R and Radar -
reer———i——— ere ieeetemeeer UNSLARIED)

| (U) Program
(U) The MDS is a single Acquisition Category ID program that encompasses five of its six ‘weapon systems,
most of its sensor architecture, and its command and control element.” In 2002, the Secretary of Defense
granted the MDA special acquisition authorities for the MDS, which allowed it to use tailored processes and
milestones rather than those specified in the DOD 5000 series of acquisition instructions. The MDA managesthe MDS through a series of six program baselines (Schedule, Test, Technical, Resource, Contract, and

1. (U) The MDA recently updated the system title to the MDS, dropping Ballistic, to acknowledge the addition ofmaneuvering and hypersonic threat missile to ts missile defense charter
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‘Operational Capacity) and maintains responsibilty for integrating all elements into the MDS whether or not the
MDA developed the element. The MDA publishes the Test Baseline twice a year in an Integrated Master Test
Plan (IMTP) that corresponds to the MDA Program Objective Memorandum submission to the Department and
the President's Budget release to Congress. DOTAE approves each version of the IMTR, the latest of which was
dated October 2021. In FY21, the MDA:
+ (U) Awarded two contracts for the base period of the Next Generation Interceptor program with a period of

performance that runs through Critical Design Review. So far, the MDA completed Initial Baseline Reviews
and Technical Program Reviews for each contractor team. One contractor team completed its System
Requirements Review and the other team is scheduled to conduct their System Requirements Review in
1QFY22.

+ (CUD Initiated modernization of the GCN by fielding Software version 7A.0.2, which contained updates to
legacy hardware configurations, LROR data flow to the GFC via C2BMC, and simultaneous operations of
GMD [DTs.

+ (U) Awarded the regional GPI weapon systems Phase | contract, which includes initial GPI capability
development, concept development, studies and analyses, and technical requirements generation. Phase |
will culminate in a prototype demonstration not later than FY28.

+ (CUI) Addressed the aging AN/TPY-2 (FBM) radars concern with modernization efforts for the electronic
equipment units and refurbishmentof the cooling equipment units.

+ (CUI) Approved SBIRS version 21-1 (with upgraded hardware and improved software subsystems) for use
with the MS architecture without changing any logical or physical interfaces between SBIRS and the MDS.

+ (U) Supported USNORTHCOM with SKA capabilities in monthly communication exercises simulating Periods
of Heightened Activity. SKA capabilities and experimental interfaces may be required by USNORTHCOM
during real-world periods for hit assessment situational awareness.

+ (CUD Initiated a Hypersonic and Ballistic Tracking Space Sensor prototype demonstration phase through
FY25. Two vendors were awarded contracts to develop and produce a system prototype for launch in FY23,
which will be followed by a two-year assessment period. One contractor conducted its Technology Critical
Design Review in late FY21 and the other contractor conducted their Technology Critical Design Review in
early FY22

(CUD The MDA also plans to accept the LROR Configuration 1 from the contractor at the end of 1QFY22.
Developmental fight testing of LRDR Configuration 1 is being delayed one quarter to 4QFY22 due to FY22
test deconflction challenges, while operational flight testing is being delayed three quarters to 3QFY23. The
MDA intends to field LRDR Configuration 2, which contains many key capabilties, based on the Configuration 1
assessment of common functionality and Configuration 2 unique ground test and M&S,
(U) The Army is managing the PAC-3 and the Lower Tier Air and Missile Defense Sensor (LTAMDS) programs.
PAC is an Acquisition Category IC program. DOTSE approved the PAC-3 PDB 8.1 Test and Evaluation Master
Plan (TEMP) in FY20.
(QUI In FY21, the Army fielded PAC-3 PDB 8.0.6 to USINDOPACOM. The Army began PDB-8.1 developmental
test and evaluation in March 2021, with operational testing planned to startin April 2022.
(U) The LTAMDS is a Middle Tier Rapid Prototyping program expected to be designated an Acquisition Category
IC program at its Materiel Development Decision scheduled for FY23. DOTAE approved its initial TEMP in 2019,
with an update currently in process:
(U) The Navy is managing the AN/SPY-6(V)1 radar program, an Acquisition Category IC program. Its TEMP is
under development with anticipated DOTSE approval in FY22. Land-based component and functional testing is
ongoing, and an operational assessment is planned in FY23.
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(U) The Space Force sustains and operates three sensor types Integrated nto the MDS: COBRA DANE Upgrade,
five UEWR, and the SBIRS constellation. The Air Force has completed development and initial operational
testing for these sensors.

| (U) Major Contractors
UNCLASSIFIED

| Table 2. MDS Major Contractors

The Boeing Compal

Lockheed Martin Corporation
“his MD, AAMDS, Aegis SBT, AN/SPY- aca,LROR and GP though Phase|: Moorestown, New Josey(C2BMC: HaileAlabama, and Colorado Springs, ColoradoNGLAUR tough Cricl Design Review Humevile Alabama
SOIRS: Sunnyvale, Clforia
THAAD Weapon System, PAC-3 Command and Launch System, and PAG terceptor variants: Dalles, TexasTHAAD Interceptors: Toy bam

Northrop Grumman Corporation
Bl Booster Vehicles: Chander Arizona
GUD GN, LMS, and GEC. Humtoulle Alsbama
NGIAUR though Crcal Design Review Ghani Arizona
0A Boulder Colorar Cloado Springs Colorado; a Azusa, Cafona
HBTSS tough rotate Demonstaton Phase Redondo Beach, Calor, and Azusa, olfamia

Raytheon Technologies Corporation
GHD EX 5443/6 trcepors, and AMOS:Tucson,Arizona
PAGS round System and PAG-2 meceptor variants, AN/SPY-(V) radar, AN/TPY-2 ada, SEX rad, and EWR: Tewksbury,Massachusetts

| COBRA DANE Radar: Dues, Virginia
L3 Harris Technologies

HOOT. Melbourne, Ford
| TSS trough Prototype Demonstration Phase: Fort Wayne, Indiana
| Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laborato
[S60 Lowel aang
[AAMDS~ Aes Ashore Missle Defense System:AUR~ApRoun;BD ~ Baltic ise Defense; S113 Gallic WisseDefense yam. BOA+ BMS Overhead Persistent nrred Archer: EMC Command and Carrol, Btie Management,and Commincations: EX— xosimosgherc Ki Vehicle GO GMD Communications Network OFC Gra fe Comal(GMD-Groundbased idcourse Defense, GP - dePhase trceptorHBTSS-Hypersonic and Balle TackingSpaceSenso;IGT GM InFlo InefcetorCommicaionSystem baaTerminals WS Launch Managemen Syste LROR Lord RangeDiscrimination RadaTAMOSLowerTierA ndMissle Defense Sans: MOS Missle Defense System omery BMIoG).NGI Next Generation neceptor PAG - Patil Advanced Capabity SIRS -Space base nar Syst: ST - SenbasedTerminalSBX -SeaGasedband,SKA—SpacesbasedKil AssessmentSM - Standard Missle HARD Terminal HighAudeAveo Defense;EWR~Upgraded Early Waring Radar e

UNCLASSIFIED

| (U) Test Adequacy
(U) The MDA MDS test plan focuses on collecting the flight, ground, and cybersecurity test data needed for
contract compliance and operational capability declarations, as well as for the verification, validation, and
accreditation of associated M&S. The adequacy assessmentof the MDS test plan s based on the: 1) degree of
collected data, 2) breadthof tested batilespace, 3) extentof covered threat set, 4) completeness of cybersecurity
assessments, and 5) operational realism. The MDA conducted testing In accordance with the DOTSE-approved
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IMTP as affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the MDA delayed and modified

flight, ground, and cybersecurity test events across the MDS.

(CUI) The MDS test program is partially adequate because of the limited number of flight tests and test range
restrictions that limit the scope of flight tests. Moreover, some ground test M&S have not been completely

accredited by an independent source, and some cybersecurity testing has not been conducted prior to the
MDA making capabilities available to the Services and/or Combatant Commands for operational use. The

‘test program for BMD for the Homeland is generally less adequate than the test program for the BMD for the
Regional/Theater due to only two flight tests planned between the Redesigned Kill Vehicle program termination
and the Next Generation Interceptor first flight test (eight years). Additional details on test adequacy will be

published in a classified MDS Report in February 2022.
(U) Table 3 outlines the 17 flight, ground, and cybersecurity test events that the MDA performed in FY21. Test
limitations include any aspect of the event that affected operational realism and/or limited the quality of
information that could be extracted from the test.

cul

Table 3. FY21 Test Events
Mission Area| _TestDescription |Outcome| Test Limitations

Flight Test Patriot Weapon System-27 Event 1 (October 2020)

Global gional Thesar| The MDA,AryPEQMES, and |PAC-3 engaged one SREM target | PAG operational TTPa were
Defense Amy SMDG oercised hePAGS|wih bag MSE nerceptorsatan |modifiedtoexercisePACSlaunch

{aun emotecapabity using | extended groundrange The st |on THARD AN/TPY.2(TM) sens
THAADAN TPY-2(TW) sensor |Inerceplr launched negated he | dat. The THAAD batery cola
Gata. Ths demonstatonil |RBM. All phasesofmash fight not demonstrate engagement

| inform an USINDOPACOM Ugent | were nominal and n areement | coornation ih PAG. dv to
| Matar Rese andoupport |wi prefigh predictions. | ackof THAD neceptors being

he2016 NOAA tecpaanity locatedtohi test whch re
tequtement prohbled from White Sands

| VissiRange duet safetyemictons.
Flight Test Aegis Weapon System-44 (November 2020)

Tomard Defense |The MDA demonstrated Aegis | Ass GMD launchedoneShea | Du to reaver operational
BMD engageon-emote copobly |BockIAGudea maslithat | requirements,the MDAused a
Cag storedsensor Gat | negated the ICBM target. The | radar satin placeofan
anda ive SHS Block TA Gudea missleperiomed |AN/Tv (aN) radar or he
Sedmisie tosngegea | nominalperte design forvardbased senor Use of
Simple Cat naDefenseof |Data collected ako formed |ti eroltor rove casingTh aval sands sconro, |DOTEE sessment of sar |thi ot3 Aes MDIvel

| This test fulfilleda2018NDAA | DefenseofAlaska and other (element)testratherthata
requrement. USINDOPACOMregonaliheater |MDSIevel Gystem) test.
| scenarios. Theclassified test

feportpublishedinJune 2021Simmares th dia

Tactical Boost Glide-1 (December 2020)
Topersonic beans |The MDA and DARPA conducted |The MDA colcted daato | None

ajoint hypersonic missile ‘supportthedevelopmentofnew
Srenominclogy dts cllecton | senor, sensor detection and
nd racking exercise to form. |wracking igrhms, andMES
fore capapiy development. | valdaton.

ea
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Table 3. FY21 Test Events

Mission Area| Test Description Outcome Test Limitations
Sea-Based X-Band Radar Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration Assessment,

and Adversarial Assessment (December 2020)
Homeland Defense |TheMDA,BMS OTA, andthe | The tes identified potential Testing dd not include outsiderArmy's DEVCOM DAC and TSO | cybersecurity anddefensivecyber| threatpostures and XER did notperformed a limited CVPA and AA| operation concerns during ive | haveanoperational firewall inonthe XeR version 41 installed |attackvectors onthe XBR version | use. XERwas restricted fromon SBX exploringinsider and |41 radiating, which prevented

nearsiderthreat postures. Woattack vectorsfrom being.
executed. Realistic network rai.
was not flowing during the test.

Ground Test Integrated-21 Sprint 2 (March 2021)
HomelandDefense and |TheMDA conducted this test | Simultaneous operation of “The MDA reusedground test(GlobalRegional/Theater|toexamine MOS performance |AN/TPY-2 (FAM) CX30and |casesfrom previous testingDefense using split AN/TPY-2 (FBM) radar| CX 4.0 configured radars was | allowingforregression testing, |versions (CX 3.0 and 4.0) with | feasible for BMDof the Homeland | but differntscenario elements |‘C2BMC version 82:3 and GMD |and BMD oftheUSINDOPACOM |and settings imitedtestcaseGSversion 7A forthe BMDofthe |AOR. Testing of the CX 4.0 ‘comparisons. Some M8S used toHomeland and USINDOPACOM | software discovered some errors |supporttheevaluationwere notAOR missions. Spitversion | that the MDA corrected and accredited.

impliesradaroperationswith |verifiedin follow-on testing.
CX3.0 and CX4.0configured
radars simultaneously.

At-Sea Demonstration-1 (April 2021
GlobalRegonal/Theater| The MDAconducted an Aegis | Aegis BMD detected, tracked, and|The simulated MOC and C2BMCDefense. BaselineC21 (BMD 5.1.3) | reportedon25 resident space | test siteswerenotoperationally| AN/SPY1 radar Space Domain |objectsduring 12 racking events | representative.

| Awareness mission providing | based on C28MC SOA tasking| ‘sensortracking of resident space | received. Findings on tasking
objects. Thistest informed protocolswil inform warfghter
developmentand verification of |TTPs.

radarperformance and
(C2BMC/Space C2 interfaces for
mission tasking

cul
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|MissionArea| _TestDescription | Outcome | TestLimitations|
Formidable Shield 2021 (May 2021)

“GiobalRegional Theater| Denmark, France Germany, | Testing demonstated Ive and | Firing sh locationswerefxed
Defense | Great Bian, ay Netheriands, | simulted interceptsofSRaM | andlaunchtimesweredisclosed

Norway,Spain andthe Unted | and MRBM targets. AUS. Aegis | to parliipating assets ue10
Statesconducteda NATO BMD ship usedacue sentby |ange safety requirements
exercise nograting nheater | dissimilarweapon cystom
‘Aegis BMD baselinestosupport |1calculate an SM3 fring. |
‘ common tactical picture. Four | solution or thefrst time. The |
‘events were executed including |test demonstrated cross-AOR |

| xo and endoatmospheric | coordination of ai-to-surface
Simulatedandere Jotsurfaceosurface, surface:
engagementswith information |tai and excatmospherc
ansfer over USEUCOMINATO | interceptor fires between
operational networks. These | disagoregated forces separated
events supported the acqiion |b over 1,000 nautical miles
program mandate or S3 SLEP |

| atacollectionevery woyears. |

Flight Test Aegis Weapon System-31 Event 1 (May 2021
GlobalRegional Theater| The MDAexecutedan Aegis BNO inlalzedwoSW | None.

Defense AntSip Baltic Missle Block IAmissiles without ssue
endo-amospheri engagement | and launchedthesalvo against
Using wo BMD-confgured SW | theMRBMheat nominally. An

| Block 1 guided misaes against |interceptwasnotachieved. |
a Single MRBM threat. The |The MOA has inated Faire
demonstrationwil form Aegis | Review Boord0 determine
SET increment development. | the roocauseof the missed

| inrcapt.

Flight Test Aegis Weapon System-33 (July 2021)
GlobalRegional Theater| The MDA excited a Protection | Aegis BMD lized four So |Sip heading was ited during

Defense ofForcesAshore (South Korea) | Block IAmissileswithoutissue |the engagement or optimum
endo-stmosgherc engagement | and launched twosas against | umiator coverage. Iumintor
sing four BMD.confgured SNH6 | two SRM threats nominally. |optimizationsoperationally
Block A uided missiles agaist |One ircept was achieved and | relevant.
raidofwo SREM threats. This | one Intercept was not achieved.
operations! estwil norm Aegis | The MOA has nated Failure
STincrement development. | Review Boardto determine

therootcauseofhemissed |
intercept. |

Hypersonic Air-Breathing Weapon Concept-4 (July 2021)
HypersonicDefense |The MDA andDARPAconducted |The MOAcollecteddatato Nore.

ajointhypersoic missile support the development of new
Phenomenologydatacolcton |sensors senordetection and
nd racking exerciseto form | wrackingalgorithms, and MAS
fur copay development. | validation. |

|
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Table 3. FY21 Test Events

Mission Area Test Description Outcome Test Limitations
AN/TPY-2 Radar Hardware-in-the-Loop Cooperative Vulnerability and Penetration Assessment

(July 2021)
GlobalRegional Theatr | The MOA, BVDS OTA, and the | The test denied potential |Testing 4dntincludeoutsiderDefense Army's DEVCOM DAC performed |cybersecurtyconcerns onthe | threat postures. The HWIL2 mited CVPA On the ANITPY-2 |ANITPY.2 (aM) radar version | network rchtecture presented(FBM) radar version CX 40using | CX 4.0 several differences compareda HWIL laboratoryrepresentation othe operational systemsider and narsider threat architecture and externalpostures were explored Interfaces coud notbeassessed.Net defenders dd ntparticipate

during he assessment and
realsi mission aff was notflowing on the network. TheMBS representations were notaccredited forthir Intended useincpersecuty testing

gis Weapon System Controlled Test Vehicle-04 (August 2021)
GlobalRegional Theater| The MOA demonstated the |The testmet the of four test | ing ship locationswere fredDefense upgraded SMS Block 1A objectives; MOA corinuesto andlaunch tmes were disclosed‘Guidance Electronics Unit against | assesstheSWA3 Block IA guided| to paricipatingassets duetoa simulstedtargettomeetts | missile performance. The MDA | range safety requirements.fightperformancerequirements. |and Newhave natedajonThe upgraded uni wil enable. | Failure Review Boardto determineForeign Miltary Solesof the SW-3| he root causeof an anomalyBlock IA guided miss 0 Japan. | experienced during th testAdditionalthe SM-3Block || TIA uided missile ws flown |na igh lttude, high aude,

and longtimeo ight scenario
| for natural space envionment
| assessment |

Ground Test Integrated-21 Sprint 1 (August 2021)
Homeland Defense and | The MOA conductedthis test |Sqnificant data were collected |A single est case requiredGlobal Regional/Theatr | toassess THAAD version 4.0 | or ntisl HAAD-MSE tegration|Aegis playback dats arginatingDefense capabiies in USINDOPAGOM, | capailty, THARD remote romprevious testing to provide| including the intial THAAD-MSE | launcher capabity and support | system evel evidenceoffaes to

| integration capability, THAAD | for PAC-3 launch-on-THAAD. AN/TPY-2 (FBM) radar versionromoto launcher capability, and | Dota arc atl bing osseased, but|CX 4.0 found I GTI21 Spe2Support for PAC launchron- | intial ess suggest sutabilty | testing. Some MASusedwereTHAAD. The tes also provided | shortflls associated wth THAAD| not acceded.Gata to support an assessment | version 40 sofware. The MOAofAN/TPY.2(FM) radar verified the AN/TPY-2 (FEM) radarcapablfesinUSNORTHCOM and| version CX 40 sues dented
USINDOPACOM scenarios, and | during Ground Test Integrated21anassessmentofIneroperailty|Sprin2were fixed.|Between he MDS and SeiRs

| version 21:1

cur
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Table 3. FY21 Test Events
Mission Area | TestDescription |Outcome| Test Limitations
Ground-based Midcourse Defense Weapon System Booster Vehicle Test-03 (September 2021)

Homeland Defense | The MDA conductedabooster |The GHDbooster flew a ANMDwas used o simuiate
‘vehicleflyoutto exercise2-stage | nominal2stage engagement- tactical EKVontopofthebooster
Soostercapaily and 3/3stage. | ereseate waft 33 | venice. The GMD LMS was
Selectable fre control sofware. |computedby he LMS. The | used oexercisethe 2. 3tage
Thi test was 3 companentievel | MU wasdeeretotheproer | selectable softwarethrtan
demonstration Winans MD. | elaase pon and separa fom |th operational GMD Fits Convo

| clementTwo stage booster | heboosterwihowt recontact | component| Capabity wil great reethe |
GD batlespace

Terminal High Altitude Area Defense Weapon System Controlled Test Vehicle-01
(September 2021)

GlobalRegional/Theter|The MDA demonstatedTHAAD |BohMSE interceptors
Defense. ‘controloftwoPAC-3 MSE. |self-destructedshortlyafterrareptorsagainstasimisted | unoThe MOA andArmy have

Sei iveat Thistestvetied |tateda lure Review Board
THAADverson40softare |Geemineheootcause ofte
Using THARD recontolcan | anomaly
Compute engagementsons,
Comminicaewihhe PACS
MSElaonchr andcontolthe
MSEinercepiors.Thistest
demonstrated THAAD
Sotaefense whowt requiinga
Colocaed PACS batey
informing an USNDOPACOM
Urgent MenRelease andSupportingheTENOAS. |
neropersy requrement

At-Sea Demonstration-2 (September 2021)

‘GlobalRegional/Theater | The MDAconducted an Aegis. ‘Aegis BMD detected, tracked, and | None.Sefonse Baseline SC23@MDS1.4) |reporedonS2resident space |AN/SPY1 radr Space Domain | objects ding 15tacking vets |
vareness mission povdng |basedonCZBMC SDA tasking
Sensorvackingofresent Space | eceved. Findingsontasking |
objects. Thistest informed ‘protocols will inform warfighter
development and verfcatonof |TPs
radar performance andCainespace C martacesforreson tasking
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Table 3. FY21 Test Events
Mission Area| Test Description Outcome Test Limitations

HypersonicAir-Breathing Weapon Concept-5 (September 2021
Fypersonc Defense | TheMDAand DARPA conducted |MOA paricpaton was Imied (as | None.afin hypersonic misale planed)to overhead daa flowingphenomenology data colecton | to C2BMC Enterprise Sensors2nd racking sxerisoinform | Laboratory.four capably development
AA Adversaial Assessment; AOR AaofResponsibly,SMO~ Baliatic Missle Defense; BMD ~ Bala Missle DefenseSystem; BOA- BMDSOverhead Persistent Infrared Archtectue; C2~Command nd ContrCZ8MG- Command andGono, BattleManagemert,and Communications,OPA~ Coaperative Vunerabiiy and PenetrationAssessment, DARPA Defense Aduancedesearch ProjectAgency:DEVCOM DAC - Combat Capabies Development Command ata and Analysis CantarOTE-Dvectr|OperationalTest and Evasaton: XV~ xo-stmospherc Kil Vehic, FE - Forward BasedMode:FIT Fh TestTHAAD Weapon|SystemFY - Fiscal Year, GMO - Groundbased Midcourse Defense, GS - Ground Systm; HL — Hardware th-Loop;| ICBM = nercontinentl Baltic Missi; LROR~ Long Range Discrimination Radar MS -Launch Management Syste: || MS Modeling and Simulato; MOR- Missile Defense Agency: MDS— Mish Defense System; MMU - Mass boda Un
| MOC - Maritime Operations Center; MRBM — Medium-Range Ballistic Missile; MSE - Missile Segment Enhancement; NATO — NorthAan TreatyOrganization; NOAA- National Defense AuthorizationAct OTh -Operational TesAgency PAC - Patot AdvancedCopabliy; PEO MaS~ Program Executive Officeisles nd SpaceSIRS - Space aasd Infrared SystmSOT Se asecTerminal S8X - SeaSased X Sand. SOA - Space Domain Awareness, SLEP- Servic Lis Extension rogram, SiStandard Mise:SHDG~Space and isa Defense Command; SBM -Short Range Baltic Mise THAAD-Temina High Aude Ares DefenseTM =TerminalMode;TTP ~Tactic, Techniques, and Procedures, USEUCOM~US. European Command;USINDOPACOM- 5IndoPacific Command; USNORTHCOM US. Northern Command 6 - x and Radar

~ cul

| (u) Performance
(CUI) The need for:1)realistic and emerging threat representations, 2) independently accredited M&S to credibly
assess MDS effectiveness, and 3) the survivability of the MDS in a cyber-contested environment continue to
present significant challenges across all MDS elements.

+ (CUI) Discriminating the threat reentry vehicle from all the other objects in a sensor's field of view is the
most challenging technical problem for the MDS to include an assessment of that discrimination capabilty
in a realistic threat environment. The rate of adversary threat development is currently faster than the pace
of flight test target and ground test threat model development. Realistic and up-to-date representations of
threat scenes are critical to the assessmentof MDS performance.

+ (CUI) While the MDA and the MDS Operational Test Agency (OTA) continued to make progress in FY21 by
increasing the number of OTA-accredited models and mitigating model limitations, the MDS-level ground
tests are still not sufficient due to unaceredited threat representations; lack of a performance-suitable
PAC-3 model; limited referent data and postflight reconstructions; and large model limitations that
significantly affect assessments at the MDS level (e.g. imprecise Aegis BMD interceptor fly-out models,
unrealistic and inconsistent representations of debris). In addition, distributed ground tests do not provide
statistical measures of effectiveness. The MDA AllDigital M&S venue currently in development will allow
for higher-fidelity M&S and the ability to execute a much larger number of runs with statistical parameter
variation.

* (CUI) The MDS is a large system of systems witha potentially extensive cyberattack surface. While the
MDA and the MDS OTA made progress in cybersecurity T&E efforts, there is still no standard approach for
implementing cybersecurity and cyber-esiliency across the individual MDS elements. T&E planning is often
disjointed among MDA directorates and program offices.
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(U) Ballistic Missile Defense for the Homeland
(U) With the support of the full architecture of MDS sensors, the GMD weapon system has demonstrated the
capability to defend the U.S. Homeland from a small number of ballistic missile threats employing simple
countermeasures and with ranges greater than 3,000 kilometers.

(U) Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD)
(CUD The MDA conducted the first fight test of a three-stage Ground-Based Interceptor booster operating in
a two-stage mode, which demonstrated nominal performance per ts design. The option of not firing the third
stage enabled the release of the exo-atmospheric ill vehicle earlier to provide enhanced “shoot-assess-shoot”
capabilities. This option also significantly enlarged the battlespace for defense of the Homeland.
(CUI) Extrapolation of GMD performance, from the limited fight test events to more complex scenarios,
requires more ground testing with BMDS OTA-accredited MAS. While GMD MES continues to improve, it
remains insufficient to support quantitative effectiveness and lethality assessments. Threat models for GMD
assessments lag behind current operationally realistic threats with respect to countermeasures, debris, raid
sizes, and electronic attack.
(CUI) The MDA uncovered Ground System (GS) 7A and GS 8A vulnerable in a cyber-contested environment.
The MDA identified and mitigated two significant cybersecurity vulnerabilties applicable to the GM BVT-03 flight
test. This is the first example of a cyber technical risk being addressed during an MDA fight test and is the
pathfinder for future fight tests of all MDS elements.
(CUDThe U.S. Strategic Command discovered vulnerabiltes in a nuclear eventinduced environment, specifically
against an electromagnetic pulse event. The MDA has implemented several architecture recommendations,
‘many of which were common across DOD installations to mitigate the identified vuinerabilties.

(U) Upgraded Early Warning Radar (VEWR)
(CUD The MDA approved software version UR 19-18 for connection to the MDS at all five UEWR sites. UR
19-18 removed a system limitation regarding sensor cue processing and implemented upgraded maintenance
software. The Space Force installed this software at the Beale UEWR site for an operational rial and determined
the software did not meet Space Force availability and reliability criteria. The new digital processor/sighal
processor did not failover to its standby mode as designed. The Space Force retumed the Beale UEWR site
to ts previous software configuration (e.g, UR 19-14) and returned UR 19-18 to the System Program Office
for repair. Root cause analysis is underway and retest of corrected software willbe required. Additionally,cybersecurity testing of UEWR 19-18 has been delayed fora minimum of five months.

(U) Sea-Based X-Band (SBX) Radar
(U) The SBX radar went through an extensive maintenance period in FY21, designed to enable long periods of
operational availabilty. Sutebilty analysis indicated a requirement to replace the SBX radome. Consequently,
the MDA initiated a radome replacement program and the contractor has produced the first roll of the radome
base cloth. Delivery of base cloth for the entire radome, engineering analysis, and other repair material
production is anticipated by the end of 2FY22.

(U) Long Range Discrimination Radar (LRDR)

(CUD Initial installation and checkout of LROR Configuration 1 in Clear Space Force Station, Alaska, is ongoing.
In FY21, the MDA verified communications, signals, and power connections to Array 2. MDA completed low
power testing and calibration on Array 2 and continued with the LRDR Equipment Shelter shielding effectiveness
testing. Additionallythe MA installed Array 1 and Array 2 radomes and completed array shielding effectiveness
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testing, as well as testing of array weather seals. Array 1 high power testing is anticipated in 1QFY22. A
subscale version of the LROR array performed well during high altitude nuclear survivabty testing. The LRDR
and C2BMC Spiral 8.2-5 Operational Mission Suite demonstrated its first communications and radar data play
back capability.

(U) Ballistic Missile Defense for the Global Regional/Theater
(U) The Regional/Theater MDS has demonstrated capability to defend the USINDOPACOM, USEUCOM, and
USCENTCOM areas of responsibilty from a small number of medium- or intermediate-range ballistic missile
threats with ranges less than 4,000 kilometers, and from representative raids against SRBM threats.

(U) Aegis BMD
(CU Aegis BMD has demonstrated a capability to intercept non-separating, simple-separating, and
complex-separating ballistic missiles in the midcourse phase of fight with Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) guided
missiles, although flight testing and M&S have not addressed all expected threat types, ground ranges, and raid
sizes. While inprior test events Aegis BMD demonstrated a capabilityto intercept select ballistic missiles in the
terminal phaseofflight with SM guided missiles, in FY21, the two SBT Increment 2 flight tests both resulted
in missed intercepts. The MDA has ongoing Failure Review Boards to determine the root cause of the missed
intercepts. The loss of key M&S verification and validation data from these SWH6 tests will negatively affect
the assessment of operational effectiveness. The MDA demonstrated the feasibility of an Aegis BMD ship to
intercept a simple intercontinental ballistic missile-class target with an SM-3 Block IIA missile, as long as the
firing ship receives forward-based radar data of sufficient quality.
(CUI) In FY21, the MDA fielded Aegis BMD 5.1.3.0, adding SBT Increment 2 CU, SDA, mid-term discrimination
improvements, functionality for engaging long+ange ballistic missile threats, designated engagement, and
BMD engagement control capabilities. Aegis BMD 5.1.3.1, fielded later in FY21, addressed a system-level
issue affecting Engagement Support Surveillance and Tracking, and delivered Aegis initial active sensor bias
monitoring and reporting capability. The MDA will not fully realize Aegis SDA and sensor bias capabilities
until C2BMC Spiral 8.2-5 is felded (scheduled not later than July 2022 to USNORTHCOM and USINDOPACOM;
December 2022 to USEUCOM and USCENTCOM)
(CUI) The Navy expects Aegis Flight il destroyers with Baseline 101to enter initial operational capability in 2024.
The MDS IMTP does not include intercept light testing until 2026, precluding an assessment of the operational
effectivenessof Aegis Flight Ill BMD capabilities with certainty until the MDA and the Navy conduct intercept
flight testing and high fidelity MAS studies with accredited models.
(CU All fielded Aegis BMD variants have demonstrated sufficient reliability, with operational availabilities that
exceed the specification. SM-3 reliability cannot be assessed with confidence due to the relatively small number
of lve firings and the lack of additional ground test data fromfight representative venues for all sections of
the missile. SM-6 variants have predominantly been reliable during previous BMD and antk-air warfare flight
tests, but conclusions from the two FY21 Failure Review Boards may affect that assessment. While MOS-evel
ground tests have routinely shown that inter-element coordination and interoperability need improvement for
engagement efficiency, the Formidable Shield 2021 campaign demonstrated Aegis BMD interoperability with a
number of NATO allies over the USEUCOM and NATO operational networks.
(CUI The MDA has conducted limited testingof Aegis BMD survivability, including in a cyber-or nuclear-contested
environment

(U) Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)
(CUD FY21 testing demonstrated THAAD’ ability to send track and discrimination data for an SRBM target to
PAC-3 in support of a PAC-3 firing solution. THAAD also demonstrated the ability to compute a firing solution
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and communicate with a PAC-3 MSE launcher connected to the THAAD Fire Control and Communications
sub-system. The MDA fielded THAAD version 3.2.1 addressing the software issues materiel release limitations.
‘with the AN/TPY-2 (TM) radars. This release also allowed for global deployment of the THAAD version 3.2.0,which previously had been restricted only to USINDOPACOM locations. Details about THAAD's demonstrated
effectiveness against short-range, medium-range, and intermediate-range ballistic missile threats fromprevious.
testing willbe summarized in the classified FY21 MDS report
(GUI) Since FY16, the THAAD launcher, particularly its 3-ilowatt generator, has demonstrated poor relabilty in
flight testing. THAAD and PAC-3 have not demonstrated engagement coordination in an operational flight test
‘with overlapping defended areas. Detailed suitability analyses based on FY21 testing is ongoing.

(CUD Previous cybersecurity testing of THAAD 3.0 in FY18 identified findings regarding THAAD's cybersecurity
posture against nearsider, insider, and outsider threats. THAAD 3.2 and THAAD 4.0 provided electronic.
protection upgrades,butthe MDA has not fully tested THAAD against electronic attack. The MDA has notfully
tested THAAD against chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear attack.

(U) Patriot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3)
(CUI) PAC-3 has comparable or improved effectiveness against threat missiles and aircraft compared to thePDE-7.0 providing additional capability over previous PAC-3 missile variants, especially at higher altitudes
and longer ranges. The Army fielded PAC-3 8.0.6 launch-on-remote capability using THAAD AN/TPY-2(T™)
radar data. When paired with the previously fielded THAAD 3.2.0, MDS Capability Increment 58 functionality
is complete. PAC-3 PDB-8.0 suitability is similar to PDB-7.0 suitability, with a continuation oflong-standingshortfalls in reliability and training and new problems in human-systems integration. PAC-3 survivabilityimproved between PDB-7.0 and PDB-8.0, bu t stil has some survivabily and cybersecurity shortfalls
(CUI) The MDA conducted two MDS ground tests with representations of PAC-3 in 2021, both of which used thenew Battalion Simulation being developed by the Army. The Army has not provided sufficient verification and
validation information to accredit the Battalion Simulation for performance assessments.

(U) AN/SPY-1 Radar
(CUI) Aegis BMD demonstrated the capability to detect, track, and report on resident space objects based on
SDA tasking received by C2BMC during two at-sea demonstrations. AN/SPY-1 radar performed as designed
‘while tracking 77 resident space objects during 27 tracking events. These tests helped sailors refine tactics,
techniques, and procedures for their emergent SDA mission.

(U) AN/SPY-6(V)1 Radar
(U) The AN/SPY-6(V)1 radar prototype at the Pacific Missile Range Facility continues to track all classes of
ballistic missiles, as available, during MDS flight tests. The collected data will inform development andmaturationofthe radar.

(U) AN/TPY-2 (Forward-Based Mode (FBM)) Radar
(CUD TheMDA executedanAN/TPY-2 (FBM) radar electronic protection test designed to verify new functionality,
but conducted it with radar scene representations that were not accredited. Full validation and accreditation of
the threat scene presented to the radar is necessary to adequately evaluate this functionality.

(U) Hypersonic Missile Defense
(U) Leveraging three partner flight tests, the MDA collected data throughout FY21 to inform future.sensors,sensor detection and tracking algorithms, and MES validation.
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(U) Global Sensors and Command and Control
(U) Almost every test conducted by the MDA included global sensors, as wel as sensors unique to Homeland
and Regional/Theater Defense to acquire, track, and report on observed objects. C2BMC is a force multiplier

that globally and regionally integrates and synchronizes autonomous sensors, weapon systems, and operations
to optimize MDS effectiveness. C2BMC is an integral part of all system ground and flight tests, which verify

“nd exerciseall current and future MDS capable. Additional details wil be publishedin a separate classified
CoBMG report in FY22.

| (U) Recommendations
(U) The MDA should:

1. (CUI) Increase the fidelity and rate of target and threat model development to keep pace with the real-world
threats.

2. (CUI) Emphasize independent accreditation of M&S used in ground tests for performance assessments, and.
‘ensure M&S can adequately represent current threat missile capabilities, electronic attack, countermeasures,

debris, and realistic raid sizes.

3. (U) Conduct the required operational cybersecurity assessments on all MDS elements and implement fixes,
specically
+ (U) Consider conducting technical working groups with cyber experts and DOT&E before/after each

cyberascurty assessment to dentiy data Gap, review tetrequirementsofocus future testing, ensure
posttest analysis thorough andwelldocumented, and define whaconstitutesacyber.secure system

+ (U) Ensure that 1) cybersecurity principles are included in element design, 2) comprehensive cyber
TAE plans are created and included in the IMTP, and 3) developmental and operational cyber testing is

completed prior to capability delivery to the warfighter
4. (U) Conduct detailed test planning for LRDR Configuration 2, including fight testing.
5. (CUI) Address therootcauseofthe SM-6 missed intercepts andrepeat flight testing to assess SBT Increment

2
6. (U) Conduct intercept flight testing with an Aegis Flight Ill destroyer and accredited high-fidelity M&S

anblyses prior to declarationof iil operational capably
7. (U) Ensure the availability of a high-fidelity ground test venue to provide reliability data for all SM-3 guided

missile variants
5. (CUI) Improve th relabilty of the THAAD launcher.
9. (U) Demonstrate engagement coordination between THAAD and PAC-3 elements in an operational scenario.

10.(CU Complete THAAD survvabilty testing nan electoni attack environment.
11. (CUI) Develop autonomous engagement coordination between elements to full integrate MDS combat

capability and optimize guided missile/interceptor inventory usage.

(0) The Amy should:
1.) Continue to develop the PACS Battalion Simulation 10 address current shortfalls in supporting

Performance assesements
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(U)YCyber Assessment
Program

(U) In FY21, DOT&E resourced assessment
teams, cyber Red Teams, cyber intelligence
support, and other subject matter expertise
to plan and conduct 45 assessments
of operational networks, systems, and
missions during Combatant Command
(CCMD) and Service exercises.
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(U) FY21 assessments included persistent cyber operations, advanced cyber operations, assessments of
emerging cyber technologies, to include offensive cyber capabilities, and special project assessments. Table
1 provides a comprehensive lst, with major exercises being Global Thunder 21, Global Lightning 21, Mobility
Guardian 21, Pacific Fury 21, Pacific Sentry 21, Judicious Response 21, Combined Command Post Exercise
212, Trident 21-3 and 21-4, and Copper Ring 21.

(U) To improve the readiness for these exercise assessments, DOTSE continued to expand Cyber Readiness
Campaigns, which are designed to help the Combatant Command (CCMD) or Service improve and assess
operationaklevel cyber operations and decision-making. Cyber Readiness Campaigns use a CCMD exercise
as the capstone event to assess cyber warfighting in a realistic mission context. Precursor Cyber Readiness
Campaign events include cyber-stimulation events, table-top exercises, range-based exercises, and other events.
(that include full-spectrum threats) to credibly and comprehensively assess the abilty of an adversarytodeliver
mission effects and impact U.S. operational decision-making. DOTSE works with cyber defenders during these
events to dentiy critical problems and help improve defenders’ capabilities
(U) DOTAE analyzed CCMD and Service exercises from FY14 through FY20 to identify strengths, deficiencies, and
trends in DOD defensive capabilities. The analysis resulted inthe following observations and recommendations.

(U) There is no cyber defense without cyber defenders. In conflict with an advanced adversary, DOD missions
will not succeed without effective cyber defenses. Cybersecurity must be built into system design, and the
human defender should be included early on in cyber defense engineering and programmatic priorities
for both system usability and training. Cyber defenders can and should include dedicated mission defense
teams, system users, response-action teams, commanders, and network operators, all of whom should be
trained and equipped to fight though cyberattacks to complete ciitical missions. DOTAE cyber assessments
and operational tests continue to show that where systems or networks are actively defended by well-trained
personnel in environments employing Zero Trust concepts, Red Teams emulating cyber actors have difficulty
degrading critical DOD missions.

(U) The DOD continues to develop and field cyber technologies, such as endpoint security systems and
offensive cyber capabilities, without adequate programmatic support or operationally-realistic threat testing.
Current DOD acquisition practices avoid the funding of dedicated program offices; sich offices would help
ensure the effectiveness of cyber technologies and that cyber operators are prepared with the degreeoftraining
commensurate with kinetic warfare operators. Lackof trained and resourced program offices is a root cause of
many cybersecurity problems DOTE discovers in the field, such as insecure system design, inadequate training
of cyber defense personnel, and insufficient test planning and conduct. DOD development of cyber defenses
continues to lag behind our adversaries’ growing offensive capabilities, and critical DOD missions remainat isk
of disruption from adversary cyber actions.

(U) With DOD missions at risk, DOTSE recommends that warfighter exercises place increased emphasis
on raining in contested cyber environments. Although all exercises that DOTAE participates in include a
DOT&E sponsored Red Team, exercise authorities seldom permit warfighters to experience representative
adversarial cyber effects because of the risk of degrading other training objectives. The net result of this
limitation is a false sense of confidence by warfighters and leadership alike: failure to train in realistic cyber
environments leaves warfighter skills and playbooks immature, and they will be unable to quickly detect
yberattacks or perform effective response actions.

(U) DOTEE is engaging with the Joint Staff to promote the inclusion of realistic cyber stresses in every
major training exercise. A cyber “fight through objective” will provide warfighters and network defenders the
opportunity to experience the spectrum of cyber threats and effects, and allow them to improve thelr defenses,
detections, and resilience.
(U) DOTE assesses that DOD cyber concems increasingly mirror those in the commercial sector due to
increasing DOD reliance on commercial products and infrastructure. Asa result, cyberattacks and vulnerabilities
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in the commercial sector also affect the DOD's cyber posture. The FY21, SolarWinds attackers used novel
hacking techniques to gain accesses to commercial networks and erase signs of their presence, enabling
months of enduring access for research, exfiltration, and preparations for future operations. The DOD must
prepare for these types of attack, and confirm the adequacy of preparations with cyber Red Team assessments.

(U) DOTEE relies on Serviceled cyber Red Teams to emulate nation-state threats during exercises and
operational tests. DOD Red Teams, however, are stretched thin by high demand, and do not have the resourcesor personnel needed to routinely emulate sophisticated near-peer attacks. The cyber Red Teams need additionalresources, as well as automation capabilties to ease thelr workload. DOTE wil continue to urge the DOD to
‘address critical Red Team capability gaps to improve CCMD assessments and cyber operationaltesting.

(U) The DOD increasingly uses commercial cloud services to store highly sensitive, classified data, but current
contracts with cloud vendors do not allow the DOD to independently assess the security of cloud infrastructure
‘ownedbythe commercial vendor, preventing the DOD from fully assessing the security of commercial clouds.
Current and future contracts must provide for threat-realistic, independent security assessments by the DOD of
commercial clouds, to ensure critical data is protected.

(U) Advances in artificial intelligence (Al) and machine learning will likely add new warfighter capabilities and
cybersecurity challenges. The DOD plans to deploy Al capabilities tothe CCMDs in FY22, and DOTEE has begunengagement with the Joint Al Center, the DOD Chief Data Officer, and supporting elements who are part of the
Al and Data Accelerator Initiative. DOTAE will expand future assessments to help ensure new Altechnologiesare secure.

I (U) Program Activities

(U) Persistent Cyber Operations
(U) Persistent cyber operations provide cyber Red Teams with longer dwell time on DOD networks toprobe
selected areas and portray more advanced adversaries. As opposed to one- to two- week exercises ortests,
long-duration activities offer Red Teams time for stealthier cyber reconnaissance to identify cybersecurity
weaknesses and access points that might otherwise go undetected. After obtaining accesses, Red Teams can
continue more stealthy operations to move laterally or escalate privileges. These activities ‘may identify subtler
and more pervasive vulnerabilities, and provide more realistic training for cyber defenders.

(U) In FY21, DOTAE resourced such operations at six CCMDs, but due to the limited availability of planners and
‘operators, these operations were more “part-time” than persistent. Requests for such activities expanded at
the endofthe fiscal year, to include networks supporting Ballistic Missile Defense and the global Department of
Defense Information Network (DODIN); persistent cyber operations resources will have to continue to grow to
adequately evaluate the DOD cybersecurity posture.

(U) Advanced Cyber Operation Team
(U) DOTE resourced an advanced cyber operations team to augment cyber Red Teams with specialized cyber
expertise and assist in the portrayal of more advanced adversaries. The advanced cyber operations team
‘supported persistent cyber operations activities and the development of newcybertools and:tactics, techniques,
‘and procedures (TTPs). During FY21, the advanced cyber operations team supported:
+ (U) Cybersecurity testingof the F-35
+ (U) Assessments of offensive cyber operations capabilities
+ (U) Assessment of Zero Trust architectures in Microsoft Software-as-a-Service environments
+ (U) Assessments of military aircraft transponders and critical aircraft systems
+ (U) Assessments of industrial control systems
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+ (U) Development of enhanced Red Team capabilities
+ (U) Stand-upof a new Red Team location in Maryland

+ (U) Expansion of Red Team accesses via persistent cyber operations

+ (U) Review of evolving cybersecurity architectures and defensive measures

(U) Demand for advanced cyber operations support continued to grow in FY21, and DOT&E expects requests for

this support to continue into FY22, with efforts subject to available cyber expertise.

(U) Assessment of Offensive Cyber Capabilities
(U) DOTAE continued collaboration with offensive cyber capability developers and testers, helping to integrate

more operationally realistic elements into assessments of these capabilities, including more representative

environments, systematic variation of operational conditions, and inclusion of a thinking opposing force.
Programs often overlook these critical elements because they focus on expediting development and delivery.

without completing rigorous OTE.

(U) Engagement with the Intelligence Community
(U) DOTEE's collaboration and integration with the Defense Intelligence Agency continues to prove critical to

‘our CCMD-focused assessments and OT&E events, and will remain so in the coming year. We continue to

face challenges in conducting threat-representative cyber assessments, due in part to information-sharing
challenges originating from multiple communities within the Department.

(U) Special Project Assessments
(U) DOT&E performed the following special assessments in FY21 in collaboration with USCYBERCOM, the

DOD Chief Information Officer (C10), Joint Forces Headquarters DOD Information Network (JFHQ-DODIN), the
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, and the Department of
Energy Sandia National Labs:

+ (U) Zero Trust architectures in software-as-a-service environments.
+ (U) DOD Office 365

+ (U) Usability of mid-tier defensive cyber operations tools

+ (U) DISA Internet AccessPointthat connects the DOD Information Networksto the commercial Internet
+ (U) Intemet Protocol version 6 implementation
+ (U) Nuclear command, control, and communications

(U) Special assessment methodologies and outcomes were shared with requesting organizations and will

inform the broader CCMD and Service Cyber Readiness Campaigns,aswell as cybersecurity OTE of acquisition
programe.

| (U) Assessment

(U) The DOD continues to develop and field cybersecurity technologies, such as endpoint secur systems and
network monitoring tools, without adequate programmatic support or operationally-realistic threat testing. DOD

Components often fail to provide dedicated program offices and adequate funding to support the development
and fielding of cybersecurity technologies. The lack oftrained and resourced program offices is a root cause of
many cybersecurity problems DOT&E discovers in the field, such as insecure system design, inadequate training

of cyber defense personnel, and insufficient test planning and conduct. In order to improve its cybersecurity
posture and avoid costly cybersecurity technology failures, which DOT&E too-often encounters during our

cyber assessments, the DOD must ensure that cybersecurity technology development is always conducted by
well-resourced program offices; this should include cyber engineering expertise and cyber defense expertise of
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‘the highest caliber. Moreover, training for cyber operators should be commensurate with the degree of training
provided to kinetic warfare operators, and should include routine exercises against realistic cyber threats.

(U) There is no Cyber Defense without Cyber Defenders
(U) DOTRE analyzed CCMD and Service exercises fromFY14through FY20 to identify strengths, deficiencies,
and trends in DOD defensive capabilities. The analysis showed the importance of defending each phase of a
cyberattack, especially the phase during which an adversary maneuvers within a network or system to find theirobjective. DOTAE found tht this phase presents unique detection challenges for cyber defenders. DOTEE also
assessed emerging technologies that promise to increase defender visibility to such attacks. These include
DOD's Office365 cloud-based environment and the Zero Trust Architecture model, discussed below.

(U) Zero Trust Validation Events
(U) In FY21, DOTAE took part in the DOD's implementation of Office365 and executed 15 cybersecurity
assessments to inform decisions by senior leaders in DOD CIO, DISA, and U.S. Cyber Command on various
aspects, options, and risks associated with the DOD's 0365 employment. These assessments indicated that adata-centic secrity model implementing Zero Trust principles mproves protection of DOD data. Furthermore,
given the proper tools, manning, and training, the Zero Trust model can help cyber defenders actively defend
mission-critical cyber terrain and enable improved cybersecurity over traditional perimeter-based defenses.

(U) Remote Assessment of Security Stack Usability
(U) DOTEE, in collaboration with a DOD Security Operations Center, conducteda usability assessment of the
NIPRNET Joint Regional Security Stacks in FY21. For this project, DOTAE developed a methodology to remotely.
collect usability information from DOD network defenders. DOTE intends to share this methodology with the
test communityto promote more rigorous and routine collection ofusability information on fielded systems.

(U) Collaboration with Commercial Sector to Assess Cybersecurity of
Infrastructure Supporting DOD Operations
(U) DOTRE observed increasing instances in FY21 where critical elements or even the whole of a DODcapability
reside in networks or infrastructure deemed proprietaryby the commercial sector, such as commercial clouds.
Contractual language often prevents adequate operational test and evaluation of commercial networks andinfrastructurewithinthescopeofOTEE, resulting in incomplete evaluations. In th case of cybersecurty testing,
independent assessments by DOD Red Teams are essential to assessing the security of DOD's data within thecommercial infrastructure; contracts need to permit such assessments for the DOD to be able to understandhow wel critica mission data Is protected
(U) Several major defense and commercial contractors have recently indicated willingness to allow DOT&E
and select DOD Red Team personnel to collaborate with their contractor Red Teams on joint assessments of
key elements residing on commercial networks and infrastructure. While not equivalent to independent OT&E,these collaborations represen positive frst steps to remedy the current barrios to more complete OTEE and
assessment of the myriad networks and capabilities that support all DOD missions.

(U) DOD Ability to Portray Advanced Cyber Threats
(U) In FY21, DOT&E conducted an assessment highlighting the gaps between the cyber capability of advanced
threats, as reported by the intelligence community, and the existing DOD ability to emulate such capabilities
during cybersecurity exercises and assessments. The most frequent gaps included insufficient time on
network for cyber aggressors, limited toolsets, deficiencies in TTPs, unrealistic rules of engagement, and lack
of end-to-end planning for a coherent cyber threat campaign. DOD Red Teams do not have the capacity or
automation tools to routinely emulate sophisticated near-peer attacks. Such limitations preclude an ability to
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stress systems, networks, and warfighters during CCMD exercise assessments and during OTSE to the extent
‘expected ina real-world conflict.

(U) Internet Access Points
(U) Interet Access Points (1APs) are intended to provide a protected security boundary between the Internet
and NIPRNET. DOTSE supported a JFHQ-DODIN assessment of the DISA IAPS, sponsoring a DOD Cyber Red
Team to conduct operational realistic attacks agains the IAPs 10 assess their cybersecrlly capabiltes
DOTA provided findings and recommendations, and DISA is developing an implementation plan for a number
ofthe recommendations.
(U) Aircraft Combat Identification
(U) DOTEE, with the Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force, analyzed the mission effects from
degraded Transponder Combat Identification (T-CID) at the Norther Edge 2021 exercise. Working with DOTSE,
the Air Force Life Cycle Management Center conducted a cybersecurty rsk-eduction of Mode § Level to
demonstrate capabilities and effects from an adversary manipulating T-CID messages, and the Air Force Joint

Test and Evaluation Program Office assessed air surveillance mission risk from T-CID-based capabilities and

developed comesponding TTP.

(U) Artificial Intelligence
(U) Advances in Al and machine learning will likely add new warfighter capabilities and cybersecurity challenges.
During FY21, DOT&E led a team of cyber analysts at the request of the DOD CIO to develop machine learning

tools and TTPs for the analysis of DOD network traffic data. The DOT&E team analyzed extremely large data

sets using these techniques, allowing a deeper reviewof the technica data than previously possible using only
human capabiies. These fools supported unique cybersecurity analyses and the identification of previously
undetected problems. DOT&E briefed the results to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the DOD CIO, and

mission partners.

(U) Assessments of Offensive Cyber Capabilities
(U) The DOD continues to develop offensive cyber capabilities without formal operational testing to ensure

auch capabilies will work when used against an adversary. Although DOTEE's Cyber Assessment Program
is conducting operationally realistic testing against a small subset of critical offensive cyber capabilities, there
are many more offensive cyber capabilities being developed in multiple DOD Components with no such testing.

‘This risks such capabilities failing to work when needed, and lowers commanders’ confidence in the capabilities.
The DOD should ensure offensive cyber capabilities are always operationally tested prior o thei fiekding

(U) Endpoint Security Tools
(U) Endpoint security s a critical component of cyber defense-in-depth. For enterprise endpoints, the selection
of the endpoint tools has been mandated through DOD CIO policy (e.g., Host Based Security System) with the
DOD Components needing exceptions to policy to adopt alternative solutions for their networks.

(0) FY21, DOTE conducted an assessment of Microsofts Defender for Endpoint (MDE) as part of the US,
Navy's proposed architecturefo the enterprise Office36S. The positive cybersecurity results of tis assessment
informed the DOD's decision to use MDE on all Navy endpoints.

| (U) Way Ahead and Recommendations
(U) DOTRE will continue to increase the realism of our assessments to accurately assess the warfighter's ability

to sustain missions in environments contested and degraded by an advanced cyber adversary. Ready access
10 talented cyber workforce and advanced tools remain essential, and DOTEE will continue to advocate that
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the DOD establish a well-resourced pipeline of cyber talent from academia, federally funded research and
development centers, national labs, and the commercial sector. Overarching recommendations and assessment
objectives for FY22 are discussed in the following subsections.

(U) Increase Emphasis on Defenders
(U) The DOD should refocus its cybersecurity efforts on cyber defender personnel, instead of focusing primarily
‘on the technology associated with cyber tools, networks, and systems. Such a focus necessarily encompasses
not only the technology, but the doctrine, organization, and training needed to ensure cyber defenders can
effectively use technology to thwart cyber adversaries’ attempts to disrupt DOD missions. All personnel
performing DOD missions ~ including commanders and system and network operators ~ shouldbetrained and
equipped to recognize and help fight through cyberattacks commensurate with the degree of training provided
to kinetic warfare operators. This will require the development of, and training for, new technologies capable of
identifying potential cyberattacks to system operators and mission commanders. Such “cyberattack warning”
technologies must be developed in order to identify and react to cyberattacks on mobile platforms such as
aircraft, ships, and combat vehicles. Critical DOD missions should always be supported by trained teams
dedicated to providing cyber defense for those missions.

(U) Independent Assessment of Cloud Infrastructure
(U) DOTSE will continue engagement to improve collaboration with commercial cloud providers in understanding
and identifying the cyber risks from commercial cloud infrastructure to DOD critical missions, and ways to
mitigate these risks.

(U)The DOD shouldrenegotiate contracts and establish requirementsfor future contracts with commercial cloud
providers that enable the DOD to perform independent and threat-representative cybersecurity assessments of
cloud infrastructure which hosts critical DOD capabilities.

(U) Operational Testing of Cyber Tools
(U)The DOD shouldoperationally test cyber capabilities, such as endpoint security tools, prior to their wide-scale.
deployment to assess their cyber vulnerabilities, operational effectiveness, usability, and interoperability with
other tools. The DOD should also assess the effectiveness and usabilityof existing endpoint security tools to
help understand current returns on investment.
(U) Adequate testing of cyber capabilities will require operational environments for both on-premises and
cloud-based architectures, with up-to-date catalogs of threats and malware, fielded versions of the endpoint
systems, and well-planned tests. Rigorous testing would allow the use of new malware with existing software
to determine how well a current defensive cyber tool reacts to zero-day vulnerabilities. Such an infrastructure
‘would also allow for DOD Cyber Red Teams to aggress candidate systems to discover unknown vulnerabilities,
defensive cyber experts to fine-tune configurations, and cyber instructors to develop training materials and
approved TTPs for selected systems.

(U) Implementing Presidential Directive on Zero Trust
(U) DOTE will continue supporting Zero Trust efforts with rigorous assessments across the DOD as the Federal
‘Government responds to the May 2021 Presidential Directive to adopt Zero Trust architectures.

(U) Cyber Assessment Support to the ADA Initiative
(U) In May 2021, the Deputy Secretary of Defense launched the Artificial Intelligence and Data Acceleration
(ADA) Initiative to expedite deployment of Al-enabled technologies to the CCMDs, starting at the end of FY21.
In FY22, DOT&E will proactively work with these teams to identify opportunities to assess the cybersecurityof
‘these technologies in conjunction with the assessment activities that DOT&E already performs at the CCMDs.
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(U) Increase Assessment Realism for Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO)
Capabilities
(U) DOTE has placed the Joint Cyber Warfighting Architecture on the DOTE oversight list. OTAE of the Joint
Cyber Warfighting Architecture will provide the opportunity to assess many smaller OCO capabilties not on
oversight. DOTE will coordinate with U.S. Cyber Command and the Service developers of CO capabilities to
increase involvement and test the realism of OCO capabilities and tools not covered under formal OTE.

(U) Full-Spectrum Cyber Assessments
(U) Cyber operations increasingly involve interactions with the other warfighting domains (ai, land, sea, space)
and electromagnetic spectrum operations. DOTAE will increase focus on the following uring CMD and
Service assessments:

+ (U) Cyber-physical systems such as industrial control systems and aircraft transponders
+ (U) Cyber-electromagnetic spectrum operations that use the radio frequency itself to cause cyber effects
+ (U) Cyber operationsattactical levels for better integration into military maneuvers in other domains

(VU) Evolve Persistent Cyber Operations to Campaign Mindset

(U) DOTAE plans to evolve and mature persistent cyber operations to a campaign mindset conducted by a team
of specialists to better capture the evolution of cyber actors, from criminal groups to nation-state adversaries.
By integrating a campaign-planning element that integrates intelligence and other support components into
persistent cyber operations, DOTSE plans to strengthen the persistent cyber operations concept to better
portray advanced cyber threats and expand persistent cyber operations to additional CMDs, as resources
permit. DOTE is developing a cyber campaign pilot partnership with the Ai Force.

(U) Mission Assurance Assessments via Wargames
(U) DOTAE intends to offer cyber wargames to the CCMDs and Services as a complementary approach to
assessing their cyberspace capabilities and processes. DOTSE will tailor each wargame using the applicable
cyberspace terrain, participating cyber units, adversarial objectives and tactics, and overall scenario to enable
stakeholderstoexplore cyberspace decisions and their relationship to improved mission assurance.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Table 1. Cybersecurity Assessments in FY21

Event Type Acquisition Programor Typeof Event
Physical Security Assessment (2 Events) |'USSPAECOM, USTRANSCOM

Cooperative Network VulnerabilityAssessments (3 Events)USINDOPACOM, USNORTHCOM, USTRANSCOM
‘Assessments of Network Security Stimulation Exercises, ondTable Top Exercises (10 Events)USAFRICOM (2, USGENTCOW (3) USEUICOM (2, LSSOUTHCOM (2, USSTRATCOM:

| Assessment of Mission Effects during Exercises (12 Events) || cyberAssessment USAFRICOM (2), USNDOPACOM, USSOCOM (2), USSPACECOM, USTRATCOM (3, |
Progrem Events US Alr Force, US Navy (2), USFK |

Assessment of Cyber Fires Processes or Offensive Cyber Operations (4 Events) |USINDOPACOM |
Assessment of Special Capabilities and Projects (8 Events) |Cyber Red Team Tools, SME Case Studies, DOD 0365, 00D SOC Usablty Study,USCE ZT Pilots, and USH MDE Assessment

Assessments Employing Persistent Cyber Operations (6 Efforts)USCENTCOM, USEUGOM, USINDOPACOM, USNORTHCOM, USSTRATCOM, US. Ar Force
USAFRICOM ~ U'. Affce Command, USGENTGOM ~ US Gental Corman, USGYBERGOM - US. Cyber Gormand;USEUCOM - U.S. Eufopean Gommand, USF ~ US, Forces Korea; USNDOPAGOM ~5 Indo-Pacific Command,USNORTHCOM - US: Northern Command; USSOCOM ~ US: Special Operations Commend: USSOUTHGOM - 5. SoutherCommand;USSPACECOM~ U'. Space Command; USSTRATCOM ~ US. Satie Command USTRANSOOM US. TiansportatonCommand
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(U) Center for
Countermeasures

(U) The Center for Countermeasures
(CCM) executes testing of the operational
effectiveness of countermeasures (CM)
employed by a range of U.S. DOD and
foreign weapon systems.
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(U) The Center for Countermeasures (CCM) accomplishes its mission by operating and deploying mobile test
equipment capableof simulating an array of adversarial threats throughout the country. The transportabilty of
COM test tools and personnel provides the requisite test agility and efficiencyforthe DOD to develop and field
warfighting capabilty at operationallyrelevant speeds. It minimizes the deployment of aircraft and Program
Office staff to test locations, preserving their schedules and resources. In FY21, CCM: 1) executed 30 test
events supporting the successful evaluation and deployment of upgraded missile warning systems and CMs
to combat theaters, 2) provided high threat environments for pre-deployment traning, 3) equipped DOD test
ranges with joint instrumentation required to expedite the development and fielding of directed energy weapons
(DEWs), including directed energy (DE)-based CMs, and 4) leveragedprojectarrangements with Alies to advance
the testing and evaluation of countermeasures.

(U) CCM Expedites the Development and Fielding of Countermeasure
Systems
(U) In F¥21, to keep pace with the advancing threat and expedite testing, development, and fielding of
countermeasures needed to dominate and survive in an increasingly complex, multidomain environment, CCM
continued to upgrade the following test infrastructure and capabilites:
+ (1) The Joint Mobile Infrared Countermeasure Test System and Multi-Spectral Sea and Land Target

Simulator - dual-band, infrared (IR), and ultraviolet (UV) simulator emitters used to replicate threat missile
plumes. Upgrades to missile simulator emitters include improved bandwidth and processing capabilites to
adequately represent the threat and evaluate advancedmissilewarning sensor (MWS) systems and directed
infrared countermeasures (DIRCMs). The first upgraded simulator is expected in FY22.

+ (4) The Towed Airborne Plume Simulator (TAPS) = an airborne-towed body that generates a plume to
simulate the IR temporal characteristics of a threat missile approaching an aircraft. It can also approximate
the spectral and spatial behavior of threat missiles, simulating the movement of a threat in different
backgrounds to more adequately evaluate aircraft MWS. CCM is executing the following TAPS projects to
support the use of this capabillty for otorcraft testing and further increase its capabilites:
+ (U)ThePhase 1 TAPS Helicopter (TAPS-Helo) project to testthe TAPStowing stability undervarious fight

conditions and verify that the tow payload had no adverse effects on aircraft operation. Development of
the TAPS Helo is expected in FY23.

+ (U) The Towed Optical Plume Simulator (TOPS) project focused on replacing the pyrophoric, fuekbased
burner subsystem of the current TAPS with solid-state, optical emitter sources to simultaneously emit
energy in two independently-controlled IR bands and one UV band. The Critical Design Review was
completed in September 2021

+ (U) The Joint Standard Instrumentation Suite (JSIS) ~ a suite of instrumentation used to collect missile
plume and hostile fire threat signatures, and Time-Space-Position Information data during iv fire events.
These data are used to improve threat signature models developed by the Missile Space and Intelligence
Genter used to support MWS and CM development and evaluation. The JSS baseline was developed from
FY13 - FY18. JSIS 2.0 began in FY19to add the capability to collect missile atitude data by FY23, needed
to increase the fidelity of common threat models. JSIS Final Operational Capability Block 1, currently in
progress, will provide additional radiometric imagers in emerging electromagnetic spectrum bands that the
current JSIS baseline does not contain. It will improve the capability of measuring IR radiation generated
from the missile throughout fight and is expected to be completed by February 2022. JSIS Blocks 2 and
3 intend to provide all remaining JSIS instrumentation equipment requirements, including radiometers,
spectrometers, and tracked imagery to complete the JSIS site. CCM continues to generate threat missile
plume signatures required for open-air missile simulator testing and validation of signature modes.

+ (U) The High Power Portable Range Threat Simulator - a ruggedized, deployable, ground-based, openioop
radiofrequency (RF) threat radar simulator designed to provide open space emulation of threat radar signals
‘and full threat modulations. It currently utilizes a legacy signal generator that GCM is upgrading to replicate
new, high-fidelity threat radarsignals. Upgrades are expected to take effect in FY22.
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(U) In FY21, CCM used unique capabilites, generating more than 17,000 missile plume signatures, to execute
19 total tests that supported the expedited development and fielding of eight Quick Reaction Capability, Urgent
Operational Needs Statement, and Joint Urgent Operational Needs Statement CM programs as well as 11
tests that supported hardware and software upgrades of fielded systems against single and multiple IR-guidedthreats. Testing includedthe following:

+ (U) Advanced Threat Warner (ATW) and Common Infrared Countermeasures installed on Army rotary wing
aircraft, demonstrating readiness for fielding

+ (U) Large Aircraft IR Countermeasures (LAIRCM) Next Generation System Processor Replacement (LSPR),
in direct support of ongoing Navy efforts to improve aircraft survivability of fixed-wing aircraft

+ (U) Department of the Navy LAIRCM ATW Processor Upgrade Flight Test, as an initial evaluation of the
software performance capabilities

+ (U) Common Missile Warning System and Common Infrared Countermeasures as integrated on the AH-64Eand UH-60M,to evaluatetheir effects on aircraft surivabiy
* (U) Limited Interim Missile Warning System, to determine its effectiveness in support of a fielding decisionintendedtoincrease the suviabilty of the UH-60M, CHL47F, and AH.64E
+ (U) Distributed Aperture Infrared Countermeasure, in direct support of ongoing Air Force efforts to improve

the survivability of tactical HH-60G rotorcraft

+ (U) LAIRCM system upgrade performance, in direct support of ongoing Air Force Life Cycle Management
Center efforts to improve survivability of C-5M and C-130J strategic transport platforms

(U) CCM Provides the Threat Environment for Pre-Deployment Training
(U) In FY21, CCM provided its unique test capability - a missile plume simulator, an instrumented‘man-portable
air defense surrogate system, and the Portable Range Threat Simulator - to support the following two training
exercises by providing data to the trainers to develop and refine their tactics, techniques, and procedures,
enhancing their survivability potential in a combat environment:

* (U) US. Army Special Operations Aviation Command Validation Exercise, where the aircrews executed
electronic warfare (EW) threat identification, CM deployment, and evasive maneuvers. CCM helped validate
the combat capabilities of the Battalion staff and aircrews.

+ (U) Joint interoperability training exercise (Neptune Falcon), designed to evaluate aircrews’ CM ‘employmentcapabities ina realistic threat environment. Thi jon nteroperabilty lrge-force exercise was conducted
by aircrew planners and staff ina realistic, contested, and near-peer environment. The training included
combat search and rescue activities for the A-10 Combat Air Force and the CV-22 Air Force‘Special
Operations Command aircrews with the latest IRCM technology on a high-fidelity electronic combat range.

(U) CCM Enables Credible T&E of Directed Energy-based CMs
(U) DEWs have been emerging as a capability that could be integrated with kinetic fires to counter more
advanced adversaries. In FY21, CCM made significant progress in equipping the DOD with tools and methodsneeded to adequately test and evaluate the effectiveness and etal of DEVS and DEbased CMs. Specrical,com:
+ (U) Supported the development of a credible Mobile High Energy Laser Measurement system, in partnership

with the Test Resource Management Center and the High Energy Laser Systems Test Facility, White Sands.
Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico, intended to evaluate the lethal effects of DEWSs. ‘Specific advances
include:

+ (U) Target boards capable of directly measuring the High Energy Lasers (HEL) performance while
stationary and while mounted on an inflight, operationally-representative cruise missile and smallunmanned aerial systems.

+ (U) Diagnostic suites capable of imaging, characterizing, and measuring the HEL as it is propagated inan open-air environment
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+ (U) Led the development of the HEL Remote Target Scoring (HRTS) system, in coordination with the
Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation, to enable the tracking and scoring
of a variety of targets during HEL engagements, including light boats, rocket-arillry-mortars, unmanned
aircraft systems, and subsonic and supersonic cruise missiles. The HRTS system will extend CCM and
WSMR testing capabilfties with two such systems by FY22.

+ (U) Introduced four interim instrumentation suites in FY21 to support DEW rapid acquisition programs. These
instrumentation suites were developed to collect the necessary data to adequately characterize the HEL
beam, track target trajectory, collect environmental atmospheric conditions, and provide calibrated target
imagery to determine HEL lethality against aerial munitions in both land and maritime conditions. CCM
conducted various tests in FY21 that successfully demonstrated the instrumentation suites’ capabilites.
Further development of instrumentation to complement these capabilities are ongoing and expected to be
completed by FY22.

+ (U) Supported DE High Power Microwave (HPM) effectiveness testing in collaboration with the WSMR
Survivability, Vulnerability, and Assessment Directorate. CCM operated the HPM threat simulators
and supported the effectiveness of ground combat vehicle assessment in the presence of congested
electromagnetic spectrum environments.

+ (U) Participated in nine DE and Counter-Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems test events.

(U) CCM Leverages Allies’ Support to Advance T&E of IR and RF Threat CMs
(U) In FY21, CCM supported the execution of the Australia, Canada, Great Britain, and U.S. Aitborme EW
Cooperative T&E Project Arrangement intended to advance EW T&E capabilites, resulting in:

+ (U) An exchange of RF CM modeling& simulation (VS) plans between the four member nations.
+ (U) Advances in plans to execute a demonstration of integrated aircraft survivability equipment T&E

methodologies using the Redstone Test Center Aviation Systems Test and Integration Laboratory, including
amanin-heloop fight simulator.

+ (U) Advances in the development of MES evaluation capabilities required for combat aircraft survivability
assessment within complex threat environments. This work focused on the four nations’ joint development
ofa core architecture, the System of Systems Architecture Design, which allows the integration of multiple
evaluation tools and provides a larger scale (battlespace-wide) synthetic evaluation capabilty. Specifically:
+ (U) The nations will develop and integrate complex Airborne EW scene generation tools. Significant

progress has been made both with the System of Systems Architecture Design integration of a
Canadian-developed electro-optical scene generator, as well as the development and integration of a
parallel, complex RF scene generator.

+ (U) The United Kingdom will execute a series of tests for the development of two new Airborne EW T&E
MES capabilities in FY22, with remote participation by the other three nations. It will deliver a combined
electro-optical and RF synthetic test at a high-lovel fidelity

+ (U) Canada will execute a series of tests to demonstrate an improved level of electro-optical/IR and RF
fidelity in Airborne EW system of systems MAS, with remote participation by the other three nations.

+ (U) The U.S. willleaddevelopment and testingof multiple new Airborne EW T&Ecapabilities,incorporating
inputs from the other three nations. Starting in FY22, the U.S. will hold a seriesof annual tests focusing
on the requirements, capabilties, and tools needed for RF CM technique evaluation at the system of
systems level
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(U)dntérnational Test and
Evaluation Program

(U) The International Test and Evaluation
Program (ITEP) enables bilateral and
multilateral agreements between U.S.
forces and Allies which are critical for
expediting the development and fielding
of advanced warfighting technologies,
and supporting T&E infrastructure and
capabilities.
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(U) Bilateral and multilateral agreements between U.S. forces and Allies enable the planning and execution
of cooperative TEE projects, transfer of necessary test equipment and materials, exchange of T&E-relevant
information through working groups, and reciprocal use of test facilities.

(U) The United States continues to hold 11 bilateral agreements, as well as 2 multilateral agreements, to include

the Multinational Test and Evaluation Program (TEP) Memorandum of Understanding with Australia, Ganada,
Now Zealand, and the United Kingdom, an theTransatlantic MTEP Memorandum of Understanding with France,
(Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom, signed in January 2021. The addition of other NATO partners to the
Transatlantic MTEP is under discussion. During FY21, discussions also continued with two other prospective
international partners to establish new bilateral agreements with those nations.

(U) In FY21, in support of the International Test and Evaluation Program (ITEP) mission, DOTAE reviewed and
approved 14 agreements/memoranda, summarized in Table 1. Table 1 lists all agreements/memoranda signed
in FY 21, and if applicable, the time and location of associated test plans or events.

Table 1. IT&E Documents in Effect in FY21
Entry into

IT&E Projects Force/Effect | Test Dates FEAy
Date ons,

The Transatantic Mulinatonal Test and I Test acties willbe
Evaluation Program Memorandum of danz0,2021 | MOUWILEIR Jan 1,| getaled in projects
Understanding (MOU) under the MOU
‘Advanced istbuted Modular Acquistion N
Sie (MAD mstmenttonpant| 0ct26,2020| SUBMENU | png, Germany
and Material Transfer Arrangement (EZMTA) o

Sky Sabre System Reciprocal Useof Test —— White Sands Missile
Facilities (RUTF) Project Arrangement (PA)* Ney e Sila Range, New Mexico

Fight Test Working Group Terms of Reference, | poe; 2050 | ACWW continuing
Amendment one b through 2023
Heterogeneous Moliphase Reactive Blast Suffield Research
Cooperative TBE Cooperative TBE Project Dec4,2020 Ongoing | Centre Ralston, Alberts,

Arrangement = Canada
28th Engineers Regiment Chemical Biological
Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive (CBRNE) | Duguay Proving
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TPs) Sites Wea 1BFRoR E21 Ground, Utah
RUTF PA and Annex A"
‘Annex 81 the RUTF Concerning 2600 Dugway Provingae | rosea |wan | Rl |
ET

Testing was delayed Naval Research Lab,
due to the coronavirus Washington DC or

Shon atorsOptom Tet TGRUTE | 107031 | Covoto pnd | Nero
ands expectedto | MarineCorps Base
continue n2022 | awl,Oahy, Howail

Naval Air Warfare
18 Software Upgrade TAE RUTF PA Jn142021 | WiTAwgS2021 | Center Chinalake,

Calformia
TAE of the German Bundeswehr CBRNE Za Dugway Proving
Defense TTPs RUTF PA* Sun 16,2621 Suitswn Ground, Utah

* Test Completed UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
Table 1. IT&E Documents in Effect in FY21

Entry into
IT&E Projects Force/Effect | Test Dates Jostacy| wala ons

TREof the Australian SagiopuntinsEnginee Regiment CBRNE Defense . Dugway Proving
Explosive Ordnance Disposal TTPs RUTF PA Sep280ates hon Ground, Utah
andamexh

Noval ArWarfare
High ntensty Radiation ied Testing on the _ Center Avera Divisio,HYSea Sep2,2021 | p30 -Novs, 2021 |ComerAvra Div

Vanand
The Pret

Agprovalin Principe for the Strategic Agreement remains
|Development Planning and Experimentation epr620z| lobenegotiated|Andoya Test Range
for National Advanced Surface-to-Air Missile B16, Consequently, the test Facility, Norway
System Bipermentaton RUTF PA San date hasyet 56

Geterminee
* Test Completed UNCLASSIFIED

(U) The Transatlantic Multinational Test and Evaluation Program
Memorandum of Understanding
(U) The Transatlantic MTEP Memorandum of Understanding was signed in January 2020 to prescribe the
general provisions that will apply to the initiation, conduct, and management of TEP activities detailed in
Separate Project Agreements, Equipment and Matertal Transfer Agreements (ESMTA), and Working Groups
Terms of Reference. These TEP activities will be between participants, authorized in accordance with the

national policies and procedures, from France, Germany, Italy, and/or the United Kingdom.

(U) Advanced Distributed Modular Acquisition System (ADMAS) Instrumentation E&MTA
(U) The ADMAS E&MTA between the U.S. and Germany enables the Army's T&E Command to transfer the

ADMAS instrumentation and software tools
to the Bundeswehr Head of Robotics RED at
Koblenz. The transfer is valid for three years,
and will enable Germany to standardize test
procedures, data analysis techniques, and T&E

‘methodology for the testing of autonomous
robotic. vehicles and associated technology.
Due to the global coronavirus pandemic, the
Army was not able to iniiate the rans of the
equipment or personnel n FY21, as planned. «Ti =

(U) Sky Sabre System RUTF Project ir
Agreement

(U) The Sky Sabre System project agreement (u) Figure 1. American and UK personel stingupthealowed heUnited Kingdoms Ministry of Defence Sky Sabresystemfortesting at White Sands Missle
(UK MOD) to leverage U.S. Army personnel and Range.
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facilities at White Sands Missile Range to test the vertically-launched Sky Sabre integrated Ground Based Air
Defence system prior to declaring its Initial Operating Capability. Through this agreement, the UK MOD received
data on threat detection, threat prioritization, weapon allocation, and threat engagement, as well as post-launch
analytical support to evaluate the system's capability (Figure 1).

(U) Flight Test Working Group Terms of Reference
(U) The Flight Test Working Group was established to identify and study future collaborative efforts intended
to increase the effectiveness of joint weapons systems T&E through the harmonization of T&E requirements,
investment strategies, and activities on specific T&E issues of mutual interest. Specifically, the Flight Test
Working Group focuses upon the adoption and establishment of interoperable flight test instrumentation
architecture to allow contributing participants to collaborate on flight test programs.

(U) Heterogeneous Multiphase Reactive Blast Cooperative T&E Project Agreement
(U) The Heterogeneous Multiphase Reactive Blast Cooperative T&E project agreement between the U.S. andCanada supports a series of tests over a three-year period between the U.S. and Canada atthe Suffield Research
Center, Alberta, Canada. The purpose of this agreement is to develop, test, anddeploy diagnostics developed
for heterogeneous multiphase reactive blast based on a series of explosive charges.

(U) 28th Engineers CBRNE TTPs RUTF Project Agreement
(U) This project agreement with the UK enabled the development and testing of the partner defense TTPs against
CBRNE threats. The U.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground, Utah hosted the tests, providing threat-representative
scenarios to support the evaluation of the operational effectiveness of new detectors, Personal Protective
Equipment, and decontamination equipment in an operationally representative environment. Tests alsoincluded the firing of various weapons by soldiers n protective clothing to evaluate thei potential effects on
mission effectiveness.

(U) Annex B of the 28th Engineers CBRNE Defense TTPs RUTF Project Agreement
(U) Under this Annex to the aforementioned project agreement, the UK sought to enhance and improve current
TTPs and develop additional TTPs for operational gaps identified by the 28th Engineer Regiment during previous
testing.

(U) Flight Test Aegis Weapon Systems-31 (FTM-31) RUTF Project Agreement
(U) A High-Power Phased Array Radar was employed at the Pacific Missile Range Facility to observe the target
vehicle for the Missile Defense Agency's (MDA) FTM-31 flight test. The radar successfully tracked the targetvehicle as planned. Resultant data will support and improve threat characterization.

(U) Electronic Warfare Operational Test 2016 RUTF Project Agreement
(U) The Electronic Warfare Operational Test 2016 enables the United States and Canada to continue the at-seaTEE of the electronic warfare suites fitted in Canadian Navy ships. This testing was postponed due to the
global coronavirus pandemic and is expected to be conducted in Hawaii, where the U.S. will simulate anti-ship
missiles to validate the Canadian Softkll Syste.

(U) CF-18 Software Upgrade T&E RUTF Project Agreement
(U) The CF-18 Software Upgrade agreement enabled Canada to test the upgrades to their CF-18 Hornets at the
U.S. Naval Warfare Center, China Lake, California in July and August 2021. This T&E validated and verified the
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upgraded software and the CF-18' ability to intercept radar signals, identify signal sources, prioritize emitters,
and provide defensive action against threat weapon systems.

(U) T&E of the German Bundeswehr CBRNEDefenseTTPs RUTF Project Agreement

(U) This agreement enabled the German CE=—q er N
Bundeswehr to develop and test their defense =
TTPs against CBRNE threats. The U.S. Army Rl AS
Dugway Proving Ground, Utah hosted the tests, >
providing threat representative scenarios Ppé
to support the evaluation of the operational :
effectiveness of new detectors, to include mass aly -
spectrometers, multi-gas measuring devices, a a
radiation detection devices, Personal Protective / Eas
Equipment, and decontamination equipment full
in an operationally representative environment |Hhf=! J
(Figure 2). Tests also included the firing of 1 <
weapons with soldiers in protective clothing to (ENE Pa
evaluate their effects on mission effectiveness. » vy
Tests also assessed post-attack reconnaissance ( pro LF
after an Improvised Explosive Device attack in i
snk asi of new radios and communications 0 Figire:2, Gorman Bidoawehe GERNE Testing

SquipRie] at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah

(U) TRE of the Australian Special Operations Engineer Regiment (SOER) CBRNE Defense and
Explosive Ordnance Disposal TTPs RUTF Project Agreement

(U)Thisagreement allows the Australian SOER to conducta ful range ofevaluated CBRNEmission requirements
at multiple Dugway Proving Ground, Utah locations. Execution of TTPs will address Australian DOD SOER
tactical operational needs and management of situations involving CBRNE threats and home-made explosives.
The goal is to enhance and improve current TTPs, as well as develop additional TTPs for operational gaps
identified during this T&E effort.

(U) High Intensity Radiation Field Testing on the CC-295 Kingfisher RUTF Project
Arrangement

(U) The Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Maryland will provide High Intensity Radiated
Field T&E support to Canada’s Department of National Defense. This will include use of test facilities, set-up.
and operation of test equipment, and data collection, to include equipment readings, pictures, and video. This.
‘will be a five-week full-scale test.

(U) Approval in Principlefor the Strategic Development Planning and Experimentation (SDPE)
National Advanced Surface-to-Air Missile System (NASAMS) Experimentation RUTF Project
Agreement

(U) This Approval in Principle will allow the U.S. Air Force SDPE office to implement an experimentation effort
with the following primary objectives: 1) examine the utlity of the NASAMS to provide o layered-defense
capability for Base Defense against cruise missile threats, and 2) demonstrate the abily of the NASAMS to be
integrated in U.S. armed forces Battle Management Command and Controlsystems for Base Defense missions.
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(U) Airborne Electronic Warfare Cooperative T&E Project Agreement
(U) This agreement was established under the MTEP Memorandumof Understanding in 2016 and is therefore
not listed in the annual FY21 Table 1, but this important multinational effort is ongoing, and is expected to
continue through at least 2026. FY21 activities and plans for the coming year under this agreement are
described in detail in the Center of Countermeasures section of this annual report.

(U) Integrated Air and Missile Defense (AMD) Testing RUTF Project Agreement
(U) This major project agreement was signed in
2016, and is therefore not included in the annual
tableabove. However test eventsunderthe IAMD.
RUTF occur every two years, to include the most
recent Formidable Shield 21. The IAMD project
agreement allowed the U.S. Navy to test its
maritime IAMD system in the Formidable Shield
21 exercise at the UK's Hebrides Test Range
that included 11 nations and 16 ships. This
testing included employmentofground-aunched
supersonic low altitude targets and ballistic
missiles. Formidable Shield 21 witnessed the ;
first ever use of a Pathfinder Zombie short range
ballistic missile target (Figure 3), provided by the 0
Missile Defense Agency. Additionally, the US. -
provided two Medium Range Ballistic Missile
Target presentations. These tests demonstrated
the potential for conducting launch on remote
engagements wherein target data are passed ~(U) Figure3. U.S. MDA-providedPathfinder Zombieshort
from one ship to another. The Formidable Shield ~~ "2nge ballistic target launch from the UK MOD Hebrides
exercise seriesprovides the most comprehensive Re:
opportunity to evaluate IAMD capability in
the Atlantic area of operations. This year's event was the most complex IAMD testing yet conducted in the
Formidable Shield series. Itis anticipated that future events wil continue to increase in complexity.
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(U)doint Aircraft Survivability
CLE

(U) The Joint Aircraft Survivability Program
(JASP) develops cross-Service aircraft
survivability solutions and evaluation
methods needed to dominate the
multi-domain battlefield and mitigate U.S.
aircraft losses in combat.
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(U) JASP products support: 1) weapons
tactics schools, air operations, and training, 2) BySecDet Priothy. ByDOTAE S&7 Priority
operational and live fire test and evaluation of| ogrer of rm
aircraft systems, 3) aircraft combat damage|su NWN ED
reporting, and 4) transition of technologies| i=, AEN WEEE Nig
to the battlefield intended to improve aircraft| [VES ln
‘survivability and force protection. Linge? 4 non ThE

(U) Specifically, JASP: Bie bol
+ (U) Advances the capability and credibility of )

joint aircraft combat effectiveness tools used
in combat mission planning, training, and (U)Figure1. JASP FY21 funding by SECDEF
‘weapon schools to support the development and DOTZE S&T priorities
of air combat tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TPs).

+ (U) Manages enterprise-level modeling and simulation (M&S) tools required for credible evaluation of aircraft
effectiveness and survivabily

* (U) Supports the Joint Combat Assessment Team, which collects and analyzes U.S. aircraft combat damage
‘and losses to develop the requirements for joint aircraft survivability solutions that provide force protection
and remedy operational shortfalls.

+ (U) Leverages advances n science and technologyto develop innovativesurvivability enhancement features.

(U) JASP Advances the Capability and Credibility of Joint Aircraft
Combat Effectiveness Tools
(U) In coordination with the Joint Technical Coordinating Group
for Munitions Effectiveness (JTCG/ME), JASP develops and YA
maintains the Air Combat Effects Library that serves as a joint ZN
suite of Service-based data and models used for modeling 0
air-to-air, surface-to-air, and air-to-surface engagements and the <LI
resulting aircraft survivability and lethality. JASP supports this| RE
library with the delivery of data and models, to include shooter NONE
detection, target tracking, aircraft performance/kinematics = EP
(threat and friendly), weapon trajectory/shot logic, pilot logic, and
standardized threat models. ek ks
(GUI) JASP also supports the development of theJoint-Antiair  (U) Figure 2. JAAM Dog Fight Example
Combat Effectiveness (J-ACE) tool used by over 4,000 users
across 360 sites to conduct combat effectiveness analyses, which underpin air combat TTP development
and training. J-ACE is an umbrella product consisting of models such as the Joint Anti-Air Model (JAAM), the
output of which is shown in Figure 2. JAAM simulates the kinematic engagement of multiple U.S. (blue) and
enemy (red) platforms, including their missiles and weapons. The aero-performanceofthe blue and red aircraft
is calculated by BlueMax. The resulting damage effects analysis is conducted using the Endgame Manager to
generate probability of kill estimates. J-ACE connects to test and training debrief tools through the use of an
Application Program Interface. In FY21, the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectiveness,
in coordination with JASP, completed the J-ACE v5.4, adding or updating 10 aircraft and 16 missile inputs,
updating Endgame Manager, and adding the TSPI PSe format. Work continued on the nex! generationof J-AGE
V6.0, which willfully implement the Air Combat Effects Library.
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(CUI) SLATE (Survivability and Lethality of Aircraft in Tactical “a
Environments) is another natable model that provides FACE with ||eam] J |
capabilities to assess weapons effects in an advanced, contested ’
electromagnetic. spectrum environment. SLATE also provides the
acquisition and RDT&E community the capability to assess aircraft —
survivability against the full spectrumof threats, including surface-to-air IGE x
missile systems (SAMS), air defense artillery (ADA), and air-to-air MS
missiles (AAMs). In FY21, JASP advanced SLATE by maturing aero | -
performance and radar detection modeling of rotary wing aircraft, air Lz Py ran]
defense artillery gun modeling, and environment modeling capability for
the low altitude battlespace as shown in Figure 3. The inital version of (u) Figure 3. SLATE Helicopter, ADA
SLATE will be fielded in early FY22. Gun, and Low Altitude Environment

Modeling Example
(U) JASP Manages Enterprise-level M&S
Tools Required for Credible Evaluation of Aircraft Effectiveness and

Survivability
(U) Through tri-Service configuration control boards, JASP continues the management of major M&S tools used
to estimate air combat effectiveness and survivability against an array of operationally representative kinetic
threats. The toolsets include the air-to-air combat simulation Brawler, the surface-to-air engagement model
Enhanced Surface-to-Air Missile Simulation (ESAMS), SLATE, and the vulnerability analysis code Computation
of Vulnerable Area Tool (COVART), along with its supporting penetration and fire prediction codes Projectile
Penetration, Fast Al Target Encounter Penetration, and the Next Generation Fire Model (NGFM).
(€U1) In collaboration with the Inteligence Community, JASP continues to improve the representation of the
contested electromagnetic spectrum environment in these tools. For example, to implement electronic attack
capability into SLATE, the National Ground Intelligence Center developed a pulse descriptor word level model of
an adversary ground-to-airradar jammer undertheir Threat Modeling and Analysis Program that will be validated
by the intelligence center prior to its release in SLATE.

(CUI) In FY21, JASP initiated the Machine Assisted Exploitability Simulation for Testing Resilient Operations
(MAESTRO) project to improve the survivability evaluation of U.S. aircraft against cyber threats. The project
is focused on developing capabilities to automate the characterization of systems’ cyber space, quantitatively
predict weapon system vulnerabilities, assess the effectiveness of systems’ capability to detect cyber threats,
and develop common vulnerability and exposure data for non-commercial software and system components.
This effort, in collaboration with the Air Force, Army, and Navy aviation cyber survivability communities, will
provide M&S tools and data standardization to develop and evaluate aircraft survivability in a cyber-contested
environment.

(U) JASP Supports the Joint Combat Assessment Team to Collect

and Analyze U.S. Aircraft Combat Damage and Losses
(CUI) In FY21, JASP continued to enable aircraft combat damage incident reporting and aviation combat injury
analyses through the Joint Combat Assessment Team and the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
(USAARL). In FY21, the Joint Combat Assessment Team completed three combat damage assessments
supporting operational forces. The USAARL supported the related analysis of aircraft combat injuries and
documented all reported CH-47 Chinook combat injuries in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring
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Freedom. USAARL also completed analysis of combat injury trends across the UH-60 Black Hawk, AH-64
Apache, and CH-47 Chinook helicopters to guide future personnel survivabily investments.
(CUI) Toenable combat incident reporting and data sharing across the DOD, Services, and Combatant Commands,
JASP transitioned the Combat Damage Incident Reporting System to the National Ground Intelligence Center

Table 1. DOT&E Oversight Programs Supported by JASP Tools

bop | Acar g
Acquisition Program Component| BCAT 5

pons | sew |w| T[TT]
A120Advanced Medium Range AtoAr(armenieotr| wee|@|x||[[|

[ForceNexGenerationacoomiance |mobos|w[x[x[|
[om ororamesmateote | ewe | ow|x | x| x|x|rere | ee|e|]System
[Fismaredseachanatock |mre|v |x| [TT
pose | meow[wee[Tx[x|
[v2 rors ew|r| | Tx
72 Gapabity elne |acroee | [TT1
Program

[uteongRangerss arcana | my | wee|| x[x|

i EEEENrat System (UAS)
rewsvouws | wee|eTT TT[x|
dota mere|e |x| x|x|

wrssaamwor | wre [|w|[xx]
MV-22Joint Senices Advanced Vertical it
Aircrat-Osprey

for SIPRNET hosting. In coordination with the Naval Air Systems Command, JASP demonstrated automatic
collection of time-sensitive threat incident and engagement data to address a gap in the timeliness and
completeness of combat incident reporting. Table 1 details DOTEE oversight by acquisition program and DOD
component supported by JASP tools.
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Focus by Spectrum Focus by Function
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(U) Figure 4. JASP FY21 Susceptibility Assessment and
Reduction Projects by Spectrum and Function

(U) JASP Leverages Advances in Science and Technology to

Deliver Innovative Survivability Enhancement Features

(U) Threat Detection and Countermeasures

(U) In collaboration with the OSD and Service organizations, JASP develops countermeasure techniques and
matures technologies to defeat advanced electro-optical/infrared and radio frequency guided threat systems,
‘the distribution of which is shown in Figure 4.

(U) Electro-Optical/infrared Spectrum
(CUI) In FY21, JASP assessed the current U.S. countermeasure effectiveness against a high priority
electro-optical/infrared guided threat and completed the first directed infrared countermeasure system flight
test from a rotary wing aircraft against this threat. The Navy and the Army are using these data to inform
future system requirements and countermeasure technique optimization. JASP also finished the development
of a specific foreign threat, man-portable, air-defense system digital model to facilitate a more comprehensive
‘operational and live fire test and evaluation of U.S. countermeasures against this category of threats.

(CUI) In FY21, JASP also initiated two projects to improve aircraft situational awareness using electro-optical/
infrared sensors against advanced missile threats. In the first, JASP collected the missile radiometric launch
data from three different missiles to evaluate the innovative use of missile warning sensors in 2 non-standard
operational scenario. In the second, JASP collected available two-color infrared missile warning sensor data for
training and testing of advanced machine learning algorithms to improve missile warning sensor detection and
classification of advanced threats.

(U) Radio Frequency Spectrum
(U) In FY21, JASP continued the development and demonstration of digital radio frequency memory (DRFM)
technologies. Specifically, JASP completed the initial hardware-in-the-loop demonstration of an advanced
technique against system with advenced electronic. protection features. Concurrently, JASP adpted
these technologies/techniques to a different category of advanced radio frequency threats and completed
test planning for a FY22 flight test. In coordination with the Intelligence Community, JASP also completed
integration of an electronic attack capability into a particular threat system model, which provides the Services
a unique capability for development of countermeasure techniques.
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(CUI) InFY21, JASPcompletedathree-year collaboration with the Army to advance a low size, weight and power
modular Active Electronically Scanned Array needed to keep pace with advanced adversary electronic attack
techniques. JASP advanced this technologyto a technology readiness level of 5, positioningit to transition to a
program of record. This antenna array, covering frequencies of 2 GHz to 18 GHz, with a total scan of 60 degrees
in azimuth and elevation, allows advanced jamming capabilty for the size, weight, and power constrained rotary
‘wing aircraft and small(er) unmanned aircraft.

(VU) Force Protection
(4) InFY21, JASP continued to develop and test technologies that improve the protection of aircraft aircrew and
passengers against persistent and emerging threats. These efforts also collected the prerequisite test data
needed to develop and validate vulnerability and lethality MAS tools. Specifically, JASP:
+ (U) Developed a firemitigating mist control additive for Polyalphaolefin Oil avionics cooling fluid to reduce

the vulnerability of aircraft to onboard fires. Testing to validate the additives effectiveness is ongoing. If
proven effective, JASP will investigate the possibilty of applying the technology for other common aircraft
flammable fluids.

+ (1) Continued the development of a methodology to optimize self-sealing fuel bladder fabric design for
crashworthiness and revised fuel bladder qualification procedures (and test fixtures) to improve fuel cell
test quality and assessment credibilty. The self-sealing and crashworthiness capabiltyof ful cel bladders
‘commonly used to improve rotorcraft safety and survivability are a continuing triService concern.

+ (CUD Assessed the effect of relevant emerging directed energy weapons imadiance on baseline and
high energy laserhardened aircraft components, identified the most promising hardening solutions for
maturation, and quantified the mission benefits of such hardening on operationally relevant metrics like
increased time-on-station. This effort also provided data enabling a more credible survivability assessment
of US. aircraft againstadversaryhigh energy lasers.

+ (CU Tested a spaced armor, demonstrating its capability to stop a 12.7mm projectile at up to 40 percent
reduction in area density over the legacy armor for the same significant, unguided threat to aifcraft and
occupants, particularly in low altitude operations. This innovative technology considerably improves the
options available to programs and commanders to protect personnel and fight critical components.

+ (U) Constructedatestsetup that will provide validationof composite jointshear analysis under threat-nduced
hydrodynamic loading. JASP also continued validation of a rapid structural vulnerability assessment tool
providing a new capability to evaluate structural vulnerability earlier in the aircraft development lifecycle.

(U) USSOCOM Collaboration
(U) In FY21, JASP partnered with the United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) Program
Executive Office — Fixed Wing (PEO-FW) to synchronize the efforts and support the PEO-FW mission through
cross:Service awareness and collaboration on aircraft survivability technologies and methodologies. This
Cooperation led 10 several technical developments with the potential for future transition, including reduced
Weight armors, advanced missile warning sensors, and radio frequency and infrared countermeasures.

El 1 JASP
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(U) Joint Technical Coordinating
Grgupfor Munitions Effectiveness

(U) The Joint Technical Coordinating Group
for Munitions Effectiveness (JTCG/ME)
program develops validated weaponeering
tools derived from the policy-approved
Joint Munition Effectiveness Manuals
(JMEMS).
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(U) Combatant Command strike authorities rely on weaponeering tools developed by The Joint Technical
Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectiveness (JTCG/ME) program to estimate and optimize the type and
number of U.S. weapons required to achieve the desired lethal effect against a range of strategic or tactical
targets while mitigating risk for collateral damage, to include civilian casualties. Current Joint Munition
Effectiveness Manual (JEM) products include:
1. (U) The Digital Imagery Exploitation Engine (DIEE) tool, used to geographically locate and characterize the

target, weaponeer the target using JMEM Weaponeering Software, and then estimate collateral damage
effects using the Digital Precision Strike Suite Collateral Damage Estimation (DCIDE) tool.

2. (U) Weaponeering tools capable of estimating lethal effects for directed energy weapons (DEW), cyber, and.
electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) fires.

3. (U) The Joint Anti-Air Combat Effectiveness (-ACE) tool used in combat mission planning, taining, and in
‘weapon schools to support the development of air combat tactics, techniques, and procedures (discussed
in the Joint Aircraft Survivability section of this report).

(U) In FY21, the JTCG/ME program assumed the management role of the Joint Live Fire (JLF) program
to facilitate the development of adequate LFTE tools, methods, and infrastructure required for credible
development of both JMEM products and LFT&E programs. Examples include: 1) development of new test data
collection methods, 2) advancement of verification, validation, and accreditation of modeling and simulation
(MS) tools, 3) advancement of the use of machine learning to automate T&E, 4) development of a survivability
and lethality data management strategy, and 5) advancement of survivabilty/lethaliy analysis in a contested
maritime environment.

(U) Combatant Command Strike Authorities Require Credible

Weaponeering Tools

(U) JMEMSs are used daily by the warfighters [ores ldr.c
in’ direct support of operations, mission iil HRN
planning, and training. The user base includes |All [roelVic
approximately 26000 spanning all Services [oes CnC
across tactical, operational, and strategic (U) Figure 1. JMEM User Base
objectives, as detailed in Figure 1.

(CuI) An example of the use of weaponeering tools can be seen in Figure 2, which demonstrates the lethal
effects of U.S. strikes against Iranian backed militias on the Irag-Syria border. To achieve such lethal effects,
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(CUD Figure 2. U.S. Airstrike ~ Iraq-Syria Border
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JMEM products were used to characterize the target and determine the type and number of weapons required
to achieve such an effect.

(U) Specifically, the DIEE is the tool that enables users to plan and execute this type of event by seamlessly
performing the following Advanced Target Development steps: 1) geographically locate and characterize the
target, 2) weaponeerthe targetusing JMEM Weaponeering Software and performtarget coordinate mensuration,
and 3) estimate collateral damage effects using the DCIDE tool. In FY21, JTCG/ME updated DIEE to further
improve the accuracy and efficiency of all three steps:
* (U) In collaboration with Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and Security and Joint
StaffJ2Targets, JTCG/ME enhanced theJoint Targeting Intelligence processby developing, enhancing, and
standardizing the intelligence database (e.g., building location and composition, target functions) in support

ofthe Joint Targeting Cycle.
+ (U) Incorporated new user interfaces to increase JMEM Weaponeering Software tool usability, which

provides a series of weapon system characteristics, delivery accuracy, and target vulnerability data
needed to estimate the final aimpoint, delivery conditions, and number of rounds on target to achieve the
desired lethal effects. JTCG/ME included new weapon and trajectory data to keep pace with technology
development by accounting for enhanced capabilities for target defeat, and implemented an approved
software development environment for continuous JMEM evolution. To maintain consistency with the
latest National GeospatiaHinteligence Agency mensuration methods, JTCG/ME updated both Mensuration
Services Program and Common Geopositioning Services.

+ (CUI) Enabled data-based updates to the authenticated collateral effects radii tables, reducing their error
‘margins, advanced the collateral effects library mitigation tool to increase the efficiency of collateral effects
analysis, enhanced risk estimate distances calculations used by DCIDE to determine friendly force risk
estimates, and provided assistance with reachback support for current operations. DCIDE' enables the
usertorapidly step through the collateral damage processbyproviding the imagery, no-strike list, population
density tables, and weaponeering data to generate collateral effects estimate levels that can range from one
to five. DCIDE provides lethal radii graphics to aid in the decision making for strike approval authority.

(U) JTCG/ME Advances the Capability and Accuracy of

Weaponeering Tools
(U) JTCG/ME continues to advance the capability and accuracy of weaponeering tools to respond to Combatant
Command needs as they are challenged with the increased complexity and dynamics of the multi-domain
operational environment. JTCG/ME upgraded existing capabilities to increase the effectiveness of kinetic
strikes and developed new capabilities to enable deliberate and dynamic strikes using cyber, EMS, and DEW.

(U) Increasing the Effectiveness of Kinetic Strikes
(CUI) Kinetic threat lethal effects are complex phenomena that need to be adequately characterized to credibly
predict their effect on the target of interest. Similarly, targets of interest are complex and the lethal effect
predictions largely depend on our understanding of the target vulnerabilities. InFY21, JTCG/ME made progress
in improving the ability of the DOD to accurately characterize the lethal effects of U.S. weapons. Specifically,
JTCG/ME leveraged the multi-year, Enhanced Weaponeering and Collateral Damage Effects (CDE) test program
initiated by the JLF program to quantify the lethal effects of weapon burial and building debris that were
identified as shortfalls in the weaponeering and CDE methodologies.

(CUI) Figure 3 demonstrates the effects of a MK 84 general purpose bomb buried in in-situ soil, whila Figure
4 demonstrates the lethal effects of a MK 83 Munition against a 50 50° Reinforced Concrete Masonry Unit

1. (cul) Complies with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) policy for “No-Strike and the CDEMethodology” - C.CSI 3160.01 and CJCSI 3370.01 - “Target Graphic Standards”
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Structure. These and similar data sets areusedtoverify and validate high fidelity M&S
toolsused topredict fragment massandfragmentvelocitydistributions frombuilding

a structures, crater ejecta, and the Weapon for various soil configurations. These
predictions mustbe credible sincetheyare the foundation of fast runningengineering
‘models used by DIEE and DCIDE to estimate weapon lethal effects and collateral
‘damage, and to refine CDE tables. In FY21, under the Enhanced Weaponeeting and
CDE test program, JTCG/

“ ME conducted nine tests fo [presen
— further the understanding PY i
(U) Figure 3. Buried MK Of bomb burial and re!

84in-situsoll building debris effects on i i
noncombatant personnel. Sy 5%OR ca)

(CUI) JTCG/ME also leveraged the Advanced Warhead I en i 7
Characterization project and the Small-Scale Blast
program initiated by the JLF program to improve the ~(U) Figure 4. MK3vs. Reinforced Concrete Masonry
pedigree of weapons data. Specifically, in FY21, the Structure:
program explored advances in science and technology and utiized emerging diagnostics tools (computed
tomography imaging, digital image correlation, x7ay, photon doppler velocimetry, pressure measurements, and
optical fragment tracking) to support efficient data collections and high-fidelity model validation for Hellfire ROE
and BLU-134 munitions. Figure 5 shows optical tracking data overlaid on laser scan data for visualization of
fragment distribution from Hellfire RIE tests at Sandia National Labs.

(U) In addition, JTCG/ME leveraged the small-scale blast test
program initiated by the JLF program to provide a tailorable

al RN scale target model (shown in Figure 6) that will be used to
. Ee | efficiently collect larger volume and higher fidelity lethality data.. ! iz InFY21, the Ai Force Research Laboratory Munitions Directorate
Hayy AB 740 ||completedthe design andfabricationof the 1/9th-scalestructure

3 $ ze while planning 18 blast tests that will be used to update, verify,
rs gE and validatetheblasteffects (Blastx) MS.

(U) In FY21, the JLF program initiated the Multiphase Blast
Explosive (MBX) weapon system test program to update

eee Satna methodology for MBX lethal effect estimates used in
low-collateraldamage munitions such as BLU129/B and

Focused Lethality Munition. In coordination with JTCG/ME, ES
enhancements to enable optical characterization of fragment PL
dispersion in flight tests are being developed to adequately hd hee”
evaluate emerging hypersonicweapons. “uw 2 CT

(CU) In FY21, JTCG/ME identified a significant shortfall in
the DOD weaponeering tools and their ability to support the
warfighter with credible and timely lethal effects estimates Bush &
against adversary maritime (surface and subsurface) targets. (1) ou Ce Soi TC
Current weaponeering capabilties and data sets are either A
insufficient or non-existent for conventional surface, subsurface,
and unconventional smalkboat threats, which are capable of conducting attacks against U.S. and partner ships
in the competition phase, or major combat operations. To provide an initial response, JTCG/ME leveraged the
Maritime Survivability and Lethality Test program initiatedbyJLFto pursue acohesive, enterprise-wide strategy
that seeks to improve efficiency, collaboration, knowledge sharing, and analytical techniques across maritime
organizations. With additional funds, the program will plan collaborative test programs that procure data to fill
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‘those gaps and improve current analytical tools and methods required to support the delivery and fielding of
‘such weaponeering tools. This effort will not only increase weapon systems’ lethality against foreign maritime.
platforms but also deliver the capabilty that will support th feking of more survivable ships and submarines
tothe US. Navy.
(CUI) The most comprehensive effort used to verify, validate, and advance the effectiveness of weaponeering
tools is tied to a multi-year effort intended to improve the Battle Damage Assessment (BDA), initiated by JTCG/
ME. The primary benefit of the BDA program is to enable credible post-strike analysis to ensure Commander's
intent has been achieved in accordance with Chairman of the Joint Chisfs of Staff Manual 3162.02 “Joint
Methodology for Battle Damage Assessment.” To meet this intent, JTCG/MEcontinued to collect all BDA data
to not only analyze strikes and inform reachback support, but also support weaponeering tool verification and
validation, training, and expenditure analysis. Specifically, in FY21, the BDA team developed automated data
collection tools and collected data products for over 8,000 strikes. As part of the IL6 Microsoft Azure Cloud
architecture developmen, the BDA team took ther first steps inthe development of virtual machines to provide
efficient scalability andagility to enhance processing performance.

(U) The BDA effort also offers a foundation for advancement of the T&E data management strategy that will
support not only weaponeering tools, but aso the acquisition community. In FY21, the JLF program funded an
effort to evaluate a framework capable of consolidating available and future LFT&E data in support of a range of
data mining and data analytics intended to more effectively inform requirements, performance evaluations, and
development of evaluation/test tools. The DEVCOM Data Analysis Center performed a requirements analysis
through stakeholder surveys and interviews in the development of a requirements definition document. A
potential course of action is to utilize the Cloud Hybrid Edge-to-Enterprise Evaluation and Test Analysis Suite
2s a prototype data storage capabily. Access to a comprehensive data storage capably is important to the
success of artificial intelligence (Al)/machine learning efforts requiring large formatted data sets. An example
of this has been demonstrated through another JLF intiated program: the machine leaning to optimize
armor/anti-armor performance. Effort is focused on leveraging Al and machine learning to optimize armor
system designs and the evaluation of their effectiveness against a range of Kinetic energy threats. The Army
Research Laboratory, in coordination with the Aberdeen Test Center, continues to create a robust, scalable,
armor performance database for use by “to be developed trained algorithms that can predict kinetic threat
engagement outcomes at a fraction of the cost of a full-scale live fire test and optimize armor and anti-armor
solutions.

(U) Enabling Multi-Domain Superiority with Directed Energy Weapons,
Cyber, and Electromagnetic Spectrum Strikes
(U) JTCG/ME has made significant progress in supporting the warfighter with weaponeering tools intended to
integrate kinetic and non-kinetic fires for optimized mission and lethal effects while mitigating collateral effects
‘to both noncombatants, infrastructure, facility, and equipment.While JTCG/ME has focused on the development
and fielding of separate weaponeering tools that can account for DEW, cyberattacks, and EMS fires, it has alsoinitiated the plans to provid an architecture fo a single JMEM capabl of estimating the appropriste number
and types of both kinetic and non-kinetic weapons required to achieve superiority in a multi-domain operational
environment.

(U) Directed Energy Weapons
(U) In FY21, JTCG/ME has continued the development of validated Joint Laser Weaponeering Software (JLaWs)
‘and High-Power Microwave (HPM) Weaponeering Software (HPMWS) tools designed to enable the Combatant
Gommands to estimate lethal effects on the target of Interest using DEW (elther high energy lasers (HEL) or
HPM). Specifically, JTCG/ME conducted solid state laser weapon demonstrator testing against Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle and other targets and materiel to collec citca cata that were used to verify and validate JLaWS:
This tool was provided to USS Portland (Figure 7) to collect HEL operator feedback that wil be used to further
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advance JLaWs utlity, establish HEL reachback support, and continue to
advance the development of colatera sk toolsfor HEL. As a result, JTOG/
ME supplied USS Portland with JLaWS-developed target cards.

© To advance the [IE— ]
development and [EE D 1
filding of HPMWS 8 -.

Wi) Sigur. US Petend (example system shown [WS : {
igure7. USS Portland in Figure 8), JTCG/ ara mn iTesting Sold State Laser ve Seneioned Hot i

ital fects data sondards and nic ons rere RE -—
to characterize target vulnerability, M&S tools. required a ;
to estimate lethality and collateral damage effects, and _— |

probabilistic risk assessment tools. While DEW tools are 1
being developed in parallel with kinetic tools, they are still |
leveraging existing JMEM architecture to enable future re
integration of these capabilites. (U) Figure 8. HPM Epirus developed

anti-drone system
(U) Cyber
(U) In FY21, JTCG/ME continued the development and fielding of JMEM tools intended to estimate cyber
effects. The Cyberspace Operations Lethality and Effectiveness (COLE) tool is the foundational product,
which enables commander operations decisions through advanced analytics used to adequately visualize,
plan, evaluate, and assess the full spectrum of cyberspace activities (Figure 9). In FY21, major contributions.
included fielding across multiple security domains, supplying probability of effects of cyberattacks while
accounting for target configuration uncertainty and data gaps, enabling characterization and visualization of
‘weapons and targets in a dynamic operational environment, and providing access to intelligence data support.
These COLE efforts were used to deliver the Machine Assisted Exploitability Simulation and Testing for Resilient
Operations (MAESTRO) tool used for assessment of fielded U.S. platforms in a cybercontested environment.
MAESTRO enables automated early discovery of system vulnerabilities that can be used to inform and refine
cybersecurity TRE. Additionally, JLFinitiated the Cyber Automated threat Discovery and Vulnerability Evaluation

(U) Figure9. COLE Network Characterization ~ Notional Data
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Reinforcement (CADAVER) tool, also underpinned by COLE methodology. Its intended to leverage Al/machine
learning to allow identification of potential vulnerabilies to mitigate cyberattack access points through
automated/semi-automated means. Combined, these programs ensure warfighters have the necessary tools
10 assess cyber effectiveness/vuinerabilty using tr-Service approved data standards and streams. Leveraging
technology and lessons eared of these three programs provide consistent, credible data and methodology for
both offensive and defensive cyberspace operations.

(U) Electromagnetic Spectrum Fires
(4) Combined with DEW and Cyber JMEM, EMS Fires JMEM enables PPR
targeteers and mission planners to adequately respond in a multi-domain ry
operational envionment. EMS JMEM will estimate lectioni attack eo
(EA) effects and the ability of the warfighter to effectively prosecute A
adversary targets In contested EMS environments. An lustration of EMS wr A
representing range of radiation frequencies used to transmit information |g ~
wirelessly is shown in Figure 10. EMS JMEM will allow mission planners =
t0assess weapon and combat effectiveness in the presence of adversary~~ (U) Figure 10. Depiction of
EA (ie. GPS denial and ts effect on kinetic weapon guidance systems). EMS deployment
Tt will also estimate the effects of friendly EA capabilfies against adversary targets (e.g, jamming). In FY21,
the EMS JMEM development efforts resulted in an inital weaponeering guide, development of data standards,
mission area analysis for EA effectiveness, and the reviewof the Mission Planning GPS Analysis Services model.

(U) Weaponeering Tools Support Interoperability with U.S. Allies and Partners.
(CUI) In FY21, JTCG/ME supported the delivery of weaponeering tools, data sets, and training to coalition
partners in support of current operations under Foreign Miltary Sales agreements. This included the release of
weapon effectiveness tables, collateral effects radii tables, and advanced target development capabilfies to key
coalition partners to minimize collateral damageand reduce civilian casualties. These efforts rectly supported
the Presidential Conventional Ams Gontrol Policy to build partner capacity and prevent civilian casualties. A
second effort supported information exchange forums via information exchange annexes with several coalition
partners. These exchanges facilitate collaboration on methodologies and efforts of mutual interest in the
areaof weapons effectiveness and collateral damage estimation. A final effort supported standardization of
weapon characteristics and interoperabilty by providing coalition partners with the updated JTCG/ME Weapon
Test Procedures Manual, which will augment international test operation procedures.
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(U) The Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E)
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(U) The Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E) Program considers emerging technologies and the increasingly
‘complex and dynamic, joint, multi-domain operational environmentto develop solutions intended to enhance the
United States’ operational effectiveness, suitability, and survivability in combat. The Services and Combatant

‘Commands (CCMD) help identify critical challenges that need to be addressed in their areas of responsibilityTor SaRThpaperatons. Tye TTSE Bram provdnscpomtiort om avs
evaluation management and expertise to develop, test, and validate joint solutions, including agile warfighting
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTF), concepts of employment (CONEMP), and concepts of operations.
(CONOPS). In turn, Services and CCMDs provide leadership and support to the planning and execution of JTRE
projects and their successful transition to the warfighter. The JTAE Program focuses on joint requirements
that cannot be economically or effectively maintained within each of the individual Services and CCMDs. Given
Tr increas Integration awd depandnaes of platorm. network, and command am contol sclchons cross
he domaine, JTAEs mission ang unique focus on system of ystems esting is becoming increasingly atioa
to the Department's strategic objectives, to include modernization. JT&E test techniques, workforce talents,
and reach-back are essential to the adequate evaluation of the effectiveness of operational plans across the
Comoe
(U) In FY21, the JTSE Program managed 3 Joint Tests and 10 Quick Reaction Tests (QT). A Joint Test
averages about two years in duration and is preceded by a six-month Joint Feasibility Study. QRTs provide a
quicker responsetourgent joint needs but must focus their objectives to execute within the shortened, one-year
schedule. The JT&E Program also managed one Special Project that was fully resourced by the CGMD sponsor.

| (U) Joint Tests

(U) Joint Integrated Fire Control - Directed Energy Weapons for Air Defense
(JIFC-DAD)
(U) The advancement of adversaries’ ballistic and cruise missiles continue to threaten U.S. interests. U.S.
Indo-Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM) J8 recognized the benefits of emerging technologies, specifically
rtaraweap RW Cova Elonaapaen SHwh vente Tn i. ok over
and coalition partners. When employed with existing kinetic systems, DEW may enhance area air defense
capabilities and enable commanders to effectively, affordably, and rapidly defeat massed attacks. In January
2051, TE ited the JFGDAD Joint Test to delet a valcated CONEMP tra optimizes the tegration of
DEW ith kinetic weapon systems and providesa layered defense of cic sets gang! amix ofwartimea
threats. The first field test is scheduled for early 2022.

(U) Joint Interoperability through Data Centricity (JI-DC)
) COMDS atic more thm 40 independent, misslo pases rmtworks ncuron delly speralons, esuitng

significant resources and complexity to manage multiple computer systems, networks, and associated
infrastructure. The DOD Chief Information Officer and U.S. Central Command J6 recognized the benefit of

having a data-centric environment that can consolidate operations with coalition and multi-national partners

onto a single network. In February 2019, JTSE initiatedtheJI-DC Joint Test to optimize, test, and evaluate the
effectiveness of such a data-centric network currently developed by U.S. Central Command. The joint field tests
focused on the ability of U.S. and coalition warfighters to effectively employ data-centiic procedures and share
information with authorized targeteers in the development of targeting packages. The procedures developed

within the JIDC project are expected to be implemented across multiple CCMDs and adapted for the Joint
Staff Joint All Domain Command and Control concept. The JI-DC project should demonstrate that data can be
effectively, efficiently, and securely shared using a data-centric network. It should also provide warfighters with
confidence that the data are accessible to authorized recipients only.
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(U) Recovery Enhanced by Synchronizing Capabilities to Unify Effects
(RESCUE)
(U) Personnel recovery operations will face a challenge in the increasingly complex multi-domain, anti-access/
area denial environment. The Joint PersonnelRecovery Agency recognized that current doctrine and TTPs need
10 be updated to deploy, assemble, and operate joint forces with acceptable risk in a contested environment so
as to provide effective and timely support to personnel recovery. In January 2021, JTSE initiated the RESCUE
Joint Test to develop new TTPs that integrate and synchronize information-related capabilities with traditional
kinetic fires. _ Specifically, such TTPs leverage information operations, miltary deception, public affairs
engagement, the use of national assets, interagency coordination, and space-related capabilfies. The RESCUE
TTP demonstrated the benefit of integrating these capabilfies into the joint planning processes during a risk
reduction event at Marine Forces Special Operations Command Raven Exercise in October 2021. The primary
field test to demonstrate the execution of personnel recovery using the updated TTPs is scheduled for Keen
Edge Exercise at USINDOPACOM in January 2022.

| (U) Quick Reaction Tests

(U) Assessment of Joint Maritime Mining on USINDOPACOM Operational
Plans (AMMO)
(U) Maritime mining is a low-cost and effective means to deny an adversary access to geographic locations
and delay their action. U.S. adversaries have advanced their integrated air defense systems and substantially
increased rik 10 the warfighter when deploying mines.  USINDOPACOM J8 recognized the nee to develop,
test, and validate a joint CONEMP to maximize the wartime effect of both legacy and advanced maritime
mines, given the increased risk i their deployment. In April 2021, JTE initiated the AMMO QRTthat wil utilize
advanced modeling and simulation to develop a CONEMP for near-term and legacy mine capabilties intended
to maximize operational and strategic effect within USINDOPAGOM operational plans and minimize risk to US.
forces and coalition partners. The AMMO GRT is scheduled to complete the first table top exercise in January
2022, while the second is planned for Spring 2022. The AMMO QRT will provide critical updates to the Office ofthe Chief of Naval Operations N81 Capabilties Based Analysis for Maritime Mining.

(U) Integration of Joint Optimization for Electromagnetic Spectrum (EMS)
Superiority (I-JOES)
(U) Joint forces are critically dependent on the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) across all domains and
functions. To achieve EMS superiority, USINDOPACOM J8 recognized the need for validated cross-functional
TTPs that integrate intelligence, electromagnetic warfare, and spectrum management at the component level.
In April 2021, JTBE initiated the JOS QRT to develop component-evelTTPs that: 1) incorporate EMS targets
and collection requirements nto joint targating or collection cycles, 2) integrate EMS operations into the joint oir
tasking cycle, and 3) develop component EMS operations plans to feed the CCMD and Joint Task Force Joint
Electromagnetic Spectrum Operations. The RJOES QRT will complete the fist field test during the Keen Edge
Exercise in January 2022.

(U) Joint Basin-Scale Communications (J-BASC)
(U) US. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) recognized an emerging communications technology that could
be integrated within the existing architecture to meat a citcal join force ned. In April 2021, JTSE initiated the
JBASC QRT to develop, test, and evaluate the new communications CONOPS that considers this technology.
Planning is underway for field test activites scheduled in January and May 2022. Details are classified.
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(U) Joint Discreet Adversary Strategy Defeat (J-DASD)
(U) USSTRATCOM J8 recognized the need to apply tailored deterrent strategies for specific adversaries by
integrating the full spectrum of U.S. military capabilties, both nuclear and conventional, with elements of U.S.
national power. In April 2021, JTBE initiated the J-DASD QRT to develop and test CONOPS that specifically
addresses the following areas: 1) integration of strategic deterrence action, 2) development of deterrence
options, 3) degrading potential impact of threat actors, 4) executing deterrence operations ina timely manner,
and 5) reducing the risk of deterrence failure. The J-DASD QRT will conduct two field test events during
USSTRATCOM exercises to collect measurements for the entire messaging processes.

(U) Joint Integrated Network — Korea (JIN-K)
(U) USS. Forces Korea are updating their near realtime, oint/coaliton integrated air-ground common operational
picture. Theupdate will enhance integration and distributionofsensorand targeting data to mobileand command
post sites throughout the theater of operations. JointStaffJ6 recognized the need to develop new TTPs that
optimize the benefits of this update and deliver the required joint capabilities within the Mult-Domain Resilient
AirGround Operations Network. In January 2021, JTAE initiated the JIN-K QRT to develop, test, and validate
such TTP. The JIN-K QRT wil conduct field tests in Spring 2022. The validated TTP will enable warfighters to
effectively utiize available data within a common operational picture and retain real-time situational awareness
from the tactical through strategic levels. Further, the TTP will reduce bandwidth consumption and directly
contribute to projection of combat power.

(U) Joint Interagency — 5G Radar Altimeter Interference (JI-FRAI)
(U) In March 2020,the Federal Communications Commission reallocatedthe3.70 3.98 GHz frequency spectrum
to 56 C-Band applications. The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment
and USS. Transportation Command recognized the need to determine the effects of 5G C-Band interference
on miltary, US. Coast Guard, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, and Civil Reserve Air Fleet-partner aircraft
radar altimeters (RADALT). In April 2021, JTE initiated the J-FRAI QRT to provide an initial assessment of
56 interference on selected military RADALT systems. The initiative is using military RADALT as a use case to
support current and future operational avionics testing, mitigations, and standards development. The J-FRAI
QR will assess 56 interference risks, mitigations, standards, conditions, and future test resource requirements
by leveraging Service-funded bench test results and conducting improved operatorin-the-loop bench testing,
overthe-ar testing, and operationally realistic 56 interference fight tests. The initial phase of testing
commenced with enhanced bench testing scheduled for December 2021. The final two phases of testing are
scheduled to occur in FY22 and will deliver a Combined Test Methodology with procedures for evaluating 5G
Interference on RADALTs and other avionics.

(U) Joint/Interagency - Ground/Air Transponder Operational Risk
Reduction (JI-GATOR)
(U) Multiple transponder systems (across aviation and ground-based services) broadcast data such that
commercial services can collect and display those data to any end user. Aviation is dependent on broadcast
‘modes such as Automatic DependentSurveillance Broadcast for navigation, air traffic control, and fight safety.
Headquarters, U.S. Air Force A3, and North American Aerospace Defense Command — U.S. Northern Command
recognized that the open, unencrypted design of Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast could create
operational security issues for miltary, U.S. Coast Guard, and U.S. Customs and Border Protection aircraft and
introduce vulnerabilities affecting air surveillance accuracy and air surveillance system availability. In June
2019, JTAE initiated the JHGATOR QRT to develop, test, and validate joint and interagency TTPs intended to
mitigate vulnerabilities in aviation transponder data confidentiality, integrity, and availablity. JTBE completed
the field tests in May and July 2020. TTPs enabled operators to configure their systems to restrict unwanted
transponder emissions/tracks and interpret the data in theai traffic control environment, improving operational
security, ai traffic control, and air surveillance. These TTPs accounted for the differences between air traffic
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control system hardware configurations in the DOD and interagency aifcrat actoss a range of ar traffic control
environments.

(U) Joint Interagency Net-Centric Cross-Domain Risk to Operational Cyber
Systems (JINX ROCS)
(U) The Eastern Air Defense Sector and Western Air Defense Sector rely ona range of transponders and
associated datalinks that underpin air defense awareness and control in support of the homeland defensemission. DOTAE recognized the need to evaluate the cyber risks to the Easter AI Defense Sector/Western
Air Defense Sector architecture, system, and information. In April 2021, JTSE initiated the JINX ROCS QRT to
develop, test, and validate time-critical TTPs to detect, respond to, and recover from cyber interference withinthe data stream and architecture, as well as a means to optimize available sensors to support these activities
The first field test series began at Eastern Air Defense Sector Headquarters in December 2021, with completion
scheduled in February 2022. The JINX ROCS QRT is scheduled to conduct the second field test at Arctic Edge
in April 2022. Testing will validate the TTPs needed for air defense sector operators to maintainbattlespacesituational awareness na cyber-contested environment.

(U) Joint Littoral Fire Support Coordination (J-LIFE)
(U) The joint warfighter requires doctrine to deconflict, coordinate, and integrate attacks that include newlyfielded capabilties and emerging technologies. USINDOPACOM Ja recognized the need for an effective
doctrine that minimizes the risk of fratricide, reduces duplication of effort, and assists in shaping the operating
environment for land-based fires into the maritime domain. In January 2021, JTE initiated the J-LIFE QRT to
develop and validate TTPs to update existing joint and Service doctrine in support of the U.S. Marine Corps’
Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations and U.S. Army's Multi-Domain Task Force. To meet theseobjectives,
the J-LIFE QRT conducted an observation event at Project Convergence in October 2021 and is scheduled to
utilize a U.S. Pacific Fleet Battle Problem exercise to conduct the first field test in January 2022.

(U) Joint Sustainment in the Littorals ~ Fuel and Water Distribution
(JSL-FWD)
(U) Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations require forces to continue to distribute fuel and water in anevolving anti-access/area denial environment.  USINDOPACOM J recognized the need for joint CONOPS to
enable flexible and resilient logistical supply and sustainment to maintain operations in such anincreasinglycomplex and dynamic environment. In January 2021, JTE initiated the JSL-FWD QRT to develop, test, and
validate a joint CONOPS for agile, scalable, and expeditionary fuel and water distribution that connectsexisting
tactical fuel and water distribution systems ashore to locations beyond the high water mark via an over-the-shore
connection. The JSL-FWD QRT is scheduled to conduct field tests in early 2022.

| (U) Special Projects

(U) Joint ~ Rapid Alerting for Survivability and Endurability (J-RASE)
(U) Electromagnetic pulse is an evolving threat to critical U.S. infrastructure, including strategic command,
control, and communications (C3) systems, requiring the need for timely notification and protective procedures
to prevent damage to such systems. USSTRATCOM recognized the need for an enterprise solution to endure
and sustain operations that support the deterrent capability of the joint force. In October 2019, JTSE initiated.
the JRASE Special Project to develop, test, and validate TTPs focused on Improving C3 system and logistics
survivability during an electromagnetic pulse alert notification. The J-RASE team completed two field tests
demonstrating the effectiveness of the operationally realistic processes for rapid notification of forces andsupporting agencies to intate actions to enhance the survivabilty of their C3 systems and manage ther units’
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capabilitytoendure and sustain operations ina degraded, contested communications environment. The J-RASE
TTP improves the joint warfighters' abilty to rapidly prepare for an attack, initiate protective measures, recover
quickly, sustain, and endure while continuing to meet current operational requirements.
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(U) Test and Evaluation Threat Resource
Activity (TETRA) is a joint duty activity
between DOT&E and the Defense
Intelligence Agency (DIA) established
in 2000 to ensure that OT&E and LFT&E
programs and warfighter training are
adequately informed by the latest and
emerging intelligence data.
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(U) Test and Evaluation Threat Resource Activity (TETRA) is comprised of Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
analysts responsiblefor supplying authoritative and timely intelligence assessmentsofthecurrent and emerging
muli-domain threat environment. Specifically, TETRA: 1) generates products that include intelligence-based
analysis of current and emerging threats, 2) facilitates the acquisition of foreign materiel needed for testing
or development of threat surrogates, 3) oversees threat surrogate verification and validation to include threat
modeling and simulation (M&S). and 4) leverages emerging science and technologies to project expected threat
capabilties.

(U) TETRA Executes Intelligence Analysis to Support Credible OT&E and

LFT&E
(U) In coordination with the DIA and the Services Intelligence Production Centers, TETRA conducts independent
intelligence research and analysis to generate products required to adequately define scenarios for the
evaluation of U.S. weapon systems against operationally representative threats and targets. Most notable
products include assessments of order of battle, threat Concept of Operations, and tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs) to be used against U.S. systems. TETRA also supplies the TSE community with threat and
target signatures and characteristics, as wel as the status (availabilty, verification and validation) of threat
surrogates required for an adequate OTE or LFTAE program. For example, inFY21, TETRA:
+ (U) Updated emerging technology threats and changing adversaries’ TTPs of tactical, operational, and

strategic significance to our US. ground forces and programs under oversight
+ (U) Defined small boat design characteristics, operational performance, signatures, order of bale,

technology trends, and swarm attack tactics against multiple naval air and surface programs to enable
adequate evaluation of the operational effectiveness of naval strike warfare.

+ (U) Supplied intelligence assessments of ballistic missile and counter-space threats to inform testing of
ballistic, hypersonic, and cruise missile defense systems

+ (U) Collected and analyzed event data and open source intelligence to supply cyber threat-specific data and
cyber threat intelligence support

(U) TETRA Facilitates Acquisition of Actual Foreign Threats
(U) OTE and LFTAE programs rely on the availabilty of actual, foreign material, threat systems to either test
our systems against the real threat/target or reverse engineer the threat/target to support the development of
threat/target surrogates (either physical or models). In the absence of the actual threat, TETRA supplies the
best available intelligence data on the threat/target characteristics and capabilities critical to the development
oftarget/threat surrogates.
(U) To secure actual systems for intelligence analysis and use in operational testing, TETRA works directly
with the Joint Foreign Materiel Program Office, overseen by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence. In coordination with the OTSE and LFTEcommunity,TETRA suppliesaprioritized and coordinated
list of foreign materiel required for upcoming operational and liv fire tests to inform Intelligence Community
collection opportunities. The Joint Foreign Materiel Program is a critical link between the T&E community,
Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Department of State that increases the visibilty of TE requirements in
support of operationally representative testing and warfighter training. Foreign materiel requirements span all
warfare areas, and TETRA is currently monitoring and coordinating over 100 acquisition efforts. The demand
for a wide array of foreign man-portable air-defense systems (MANPADS) continues to be high for: 1) the
development of MANPADS surrogates to enable adequate testing of countermeasures (as discussed in the
Genter for Countermeasures section of his report), 2) representative missile seekers and software for use in
hardwarein-the-loop laboratories, and 3) LFTE to test the vulnerability of U.S. weapon systems when engaged
by such a threat. Foreign antitank guided missiles have also been in high demand to support the testing of the
evolving Active Protection System employed by ground combat vehicles. GPS jammers have been in demand
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for testingof GPS-guided weapons, and very high frequency (VHF) radars have been required for programs such
as the F-35 due to longer acquisition range and low probability of intercept.

(U) While TETRA works with the T&E community to develop the foreign materiel priorities for T&E programs,
there is a critical need to advance the acquisition process of foreign materiel when they become available.
Foreign materiel acquisitions are usually lengthy and unpredictable, making it difficult to identify appropriate
year funding, resulting in missed opportunities to acquire such systems when they do become available. Ano-year or nom-expring dedicated funding linefo foreign materiel acquisitions would mitigate this shortfall,
(U) TETRA Supplies Accredited Threat and Target Models and Surrogates
(U) In the absence of actual, foreign threats, which could be difficult to acquire, TETRA supports the TRE
«community with intelligence data and analytical expertise required to develop and accredit threat and target
surrogates, either physical replicates or M&S. In accordance with DOD Instruction 5000.61, and in coordination
with Intelligence Production Centers, TETRA leads DOT&E's Integrated Technical Evaluation and Analysis of
Muttiple Sources (ITEAMS) projects that evaluate options to build threat-representative simulators and‘modelsfrom intelligence, open source, and industry data. TETRA also develops and continues to maintain the ThreatSystems Database, which catalogs threat assets available for the T&E community. [TEAMS projects are critical10 adequate OTAE and LTE.
(U) TETRA is also responsible for the threat surrogate verification and validation process to assess the
uncertainties of the threat surrogate compared to the actual threat system that the ‘warfighter would encounter
in combat. To accomplish this, TETRA leads the Threat M&S Working Group Enterprise developmentof common
and authoritative threat models, delivering a threat surrogate verification and validation report, documenting
the comparison of the threat representation to intelligence data, noting the differences, and explaining the
potential effect of those differences on test adequacy. Threat model development efforts are oftenstove-piped,proprietary, and single use. TETRA ensures threat MAS is based on an enterprise management process that
provides developmental and interoperability standards to enable data correlation with threat models across theaE spectrum.
() In FY21, TETRA provided threat intelligence, validation expertise, and oversight for more than 17 Joint
and Service threat representation validation efforts, including the Navy's Integrated Digital Acquisition RadarEnvironment Upgrade; the Next-Generation Jammer to develop a method to validate and certify the radarelectronic attack countermeasure tool; and the M&S gaps and verification, validation, and accreditation in
support of Ballistic Missile Defense System ground testing. TETRA also continued the. development, validation,
and delivery of 10 radio frequency and 10 infrared high-priority threat models, as well as two high-fidelity,
closed-loop, electronic warfare-capable, emulative threat models: 1) Laboratory Intelligence Validated Emulators
(LIVE) and 2) CommonHigh-Assurance Internet Protocol Encryptor Interoperable Manager for Efficient Remote
Administration (CHIMERA).

(U) TETRA is also managing the Advanced Satellite Navigation Receiver effort intended to develop anext-generation, six degrees of freedom, Time-Space-Position Information Satelite Navigation Receiver test kitthat provides high-idelty and accurate GPS and inertial measurement unit instrumentation characteristios that
operate in a highly dynamic environment. This effort meets the needs of new and upcoming near-peer missile
autopilots, guidance, and M&S requirements identified in intelligence community and T&E reviews.

(U) TETRA Keeps Pace with Emerging Threats and Targets
(U) TETRA focuses on projections of future technology and intelligence mission data availability to createthe most adequate representation of threat system cheracteristics and performance. Artificial intelligence,
machine leaming, deep learning, and neural network capabilities are toolsets that TETRA intends to pursue and
use to analyze variances in the threat characteristics to quickly identify design space parameters responsible
for variances in weapon performance. This approach is Necessary to enable the DOD to meet the challenges
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outlined in the 2018 National Defense Strategy given the emergence of the contested space environment and

‘technologies such as cognitive electronic warfare (EW) systems.

(U) DOD cognitive EW systems are rapidly developing and will soon become intrinsic to DOD ai, land, sea,
and space combat systems, supplying advanced EW self-protection and electronic attack capabilities to next

generation DOD platforms. DOD cognitive EW systems will heavily rely on artificial inteligence and machine
learning techniques with the cognitive capability required to defeat advanced threat systems. Adversary threat
systems are also projected to increasingly use cognitive capability. TETRA has been charged with leading the
effort of identifying cognitive EW system T&E challenges and recognizing the need for a standardized, reusable

cognitive test environment, U.S. and foreign cognitive threat models, and common cognitive tool sets that can

be used across a range of developmental and operational T&E activities. These efforts will significantly affect

test capability by providing a radically increased adoption of M&S early in the developmental test cycle, which

will be a necessity for operational testing of complex cognitive systems.
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UNCLASSIFIED
DOTRE Oversight List as of September30,2021

+ 120mm Advanced Multi-Purpose (AMP), XM1147, + Air Operations Center Weapon System
High Explosive Mult-Purpose with Tracer Modifications

| Ewe) «Air Warfare Ship Self Defense Enterprise.

I 30mm Multi-Function Munition (MFM) + AirLaunched Repid Response Weapen |

+ 7.62mm Advanced Armor Piercing (ADVAP), + Amphibious Combat Vehicle (ACV) Family of

mise Vehicles (FoV)
+ Abrams MIA) SA, MIA2 SEP; APS + AN/AQS:20X Minehunting Sonar and Tow Vehicle
+ AC1304 (al variants) |

+ Acoustic Rapid COTS Insertion for SONAR + AN/TPQ53 Counterfie Target Acquisition Radar |

+ Advanced Airborne Sensor + Armored Multipurpose Vehicle (AMPV) |

+ Advanced Anti-Radiation Guided Missile- + ArmoredTruck-Heavy Equipment Transporter |
Extended Range (HET)

+ Advanced Arresting Gear + Army Contract Wiiting System
+ Advanced Field Artlery Tactical Data System + Army Mobile Wheeled Howitzer (AMWH)

(AFATDS) Version7 + Assault Breaching System Coastal Battlefield
+ Advanced Pilot Trainer Reconnaissance and Analysis System (all
+ Advanced Threat Detection System vas)
+ AEGIS Merizetion eseline Upgrades) + Assured Positioning, Navigation, and Timing

+ AEH -Advanced Extremely High Frequency + B21 Long Range Strike Bomber
(AEH) Satelite Program + B52 Commercial Engine Replacement Program

+ Aetosol and Vapor Chemical Agent Detector (CERP)
|+ AGM-114L LONGBOW HELLFIRE Air to Ground + B-52 Radar Modernization Program (RMP)
| missile B61 Mod 120i Extension Progam Talkt |

| + AH-64E Apache Remanufacture/New Build Assembly

Missile + Barracuda Mine Neutralization System
+ AIM-260A Joint Advanced Tactical Missile + Bigsky
+ AIMSX Block I Sidewinder + Bradley ECP; MOD; APS
~ Air and Missile Defense Radar (AMDR)/ AN/SPY- + Cannon Delivered Area Effects Munitions

6 (C-DAEM) Amor (Inc1) |

+ Air Force Integrated Personnel and Pay System + Cannon-Delivered Area Effects Munitions
(AF4PPS) (C-DAEM) Dual Purpose Improved Conventional

+ Air Force Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Fuze: Munition (OPICM) Replacement (inc 2)
Modernization + Capability Set 21 Integrated Tactical Network -

+ Air Force Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul feapia Faking
Initiative (MRO) + CH-47F Modernized Cargo Helicopter

| Air Force Next Generation Air Dominance + CH-53K King Stallion

UNCLASSIFIED
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DOTA&E Oversight List as of September 30, 2021
| CMv:2 dint Senics Advanced Vertical Li + Enterprise Air Surveillance RadarAferaf- Osprey - Carrer Onboard Delivery (COD) ved sea Sparrow Missle Block 2 |" Sclumbia Claes SSBN-inchurg SUPPOSESrategic Seite Commanications. |

+ Extended Range Cannon Artillery (ERCA)+ CommandPost Computing Envir |
| (XL© Con camemssscry SA
+ Consolidated Afloat Networks and Enterprise aHii + F15 Eagle Passive Active Warning Survivability

y System+ Cooperative EngagementCapabily (CEeras Sngasmenk Capatiiy (080) + F15 Infrared Search and Track |+ CYN78-GeraldR. Ford-Class Nuclear Aircraft
| carer - Faser
|* DDG 1000 - Zumwat-Class Destroyer and + F16 Radar Modernization Program| associated PARMS + F22- RAPTOR Advanced Tactical Fighter Aircraft+ DDG 51 Flight I and associated PARMS + F-22 Capability Pipeline
+ Deep Space Advanced Radar Capability + F-35- Lightning Il Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)
| Defense Enterprise Accounting& Management Pragrem| system + FamilyofAdvanced Beyond Lin-o-Sight
+ Defense Enterprise Office Solution (DEOS) Totutgls
+ Defense Medical Information Exchange (Mix) ~~ * Family of Advanced Beyond Line-of-SightTerminals Force Element Terminal+ Defense Security Assistance ManagementSystom (DSAMS BLK I) "Family of Medium Tactical Vtiles A2 (ITV

2| Deliverate and crisis Acton Planing andExecution Segments (DOAPES) nt 38 + FFG(62) Guided Missle Frigate
+ Digital Modernization Strategy (DMS) - Related ~~ * Future Long Range Assault Aircraft MTA |Enterprise InformationTechnology Initiatives + Future OperationallyResilient Ground Evolution |+ Distributed Aperture Infrared Countermeasure Rapid Prototype+ Distibuted Common Ground System - Army + Future Vertical Lift (FVL) Future Unmanned

(ocGs-A) Aircraft System (FUAS)
Distributed Common Ground System-Navy + Geosynchronous Space Situational Awareness(OCSN) Boganbob Healthcare Management System + Global Gommand & Control System - JointModernization (DHMSM) free). + Global Positioning System (GPS) Enterprise |20 Advanced Hi£20 Advanced Hawkeye Seu

+ Electio-Megnetic Airraft Launching System 5. + Global Positioning System ll+ Electronic Warfare Planning and Management !Tool (EWPMT) + GPS lil Follow-on Production
|+ Enhanced Polar system + GPS Next Generation Operational Control System| Block 3F

3 UNCLASSIFIED
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l= DOTA&E Oversight List asof September 30, 2021

| + Ground Based Strategic Deterrent + Joint Assault Bridge (JAB)

+ Ground/A Task Oriented Radar + Joint Battle Command Platform (JBC-P)

Guided Multple Launch Rocket System Family of + Joint Biclgical Tactical Datecton System |
|" Wiuiions Including Aemative Warhead (WW), Join Cyber Waring Architecture-Jon |

Unitary; Extended Range (ER) Cyber Command and Control

+ Hammerhead Encapsulated Effector Program + Joint Cyber Warfighting Architecture- Unified
Handheld, Man pack, and Small Form Fit Platform
(including Handheld and Manpack components). Joint Light Tactical Vehicle Family of Vehicles

+ Heavy Dump Truck + Joint Operational Medicine Information Systems

+ HH-60W Jolly Green I! «Joint Regional Security Stack (JRSS)

High Mobility Artilery Rocket System (HIMARS) . KC.46A Tanker Modernization

+ entifcation Friend or Foe Mark XA Mode 5 all. Key Management Infrastructure (KM1)

duvaicpment aud legen piagame) AP + Large Displacement Unmanned Undersea Vehicle
+ Identification Friend or Foe Mark XIIA Mode 5 (al ow * ees

development and integration programs) - Army al
+ Identification Friend or Foe Mark XIlA Mode 5 (all .

development and integration programs) - Navy + WAG FRRO pnd sssouated FARMS

+ Improved High Explosive Dual Purpose 40mm + LHAS Fit and associated PARMS
| Cartridge + Light Amphibious Warship |

| improved Turbine Engine Program (TEP) + Limited Interim Missile Warning System |

+ Indirect Fire Protection Capability Increment 2- + Littoral Combat Ship (LOS) Anti-submarine |
Intercept (IFPC Inc 24) Warfare (ASW) Mission Package

+ Infantry Squad Vehicle (1SV) + Littoral Combat Ship (LS) Mine-ry
+ Infrered Search and Track countermeasures (MCM) Mission Package |

+ Integrated Air and Missile Defense : oN EyradSurface Warfare

+ Integrated Personneland Pay System-Armj
frets ero am pay SyemAy + Littoral Combat Ship (LCS), Freedom and

Independence Variant Seaframes
+ Integrated Strategic Planning and Analysis .
toot + Logistics Modeization Program (Restructured)

+ Integrated Tactical Network (TN) - Rapid + Long Range Hypersonic Weapon (LRHW)
Prototyping + Long Range Stand Off Weapon

+ Integrated Visual Augmentation System (IVAS) + Lower Tier Air and Missile Defense Sensor
Rapid Prototyping + LPDI7FIN

+ Integrated Visual Augmentation System Rapid + M8BA2 Heavy Equipment Recovery Combat
Fielding Uilty Lift Evacuation System

+ Javelin Antitank Missile System-Medium + ManeuverShort Range Air Defense:

+ Joint Airto-Ground Missile (JAGM) + Massive Ordnance Penetrator Modification
+ Joint Airto-Surface Standoff Missile + MH139A Grey Wolf
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I DOTRE Oversight List as of September 30,2021 =
+ milCloud + Next Generation Operational Control System+ Miltary Global Positioning System (GPS) User + Next Generation Overhead Persistent Infrared| Equipment Increment 1 Space |+ Miltary GPS User Equipment Increment 2 + Next Generation Squad Weapons-ire ControlMiniature Serial Interface Rapid Fielding (NGSW FC RF)| Miltary Persone Data system + Nuclear Planning and Execution System |[+ MINIATURE AIR LAUNCHED DECOY-NAVY + Offensive Ant-Surface Warfare Increment 1+ Mission Partner Environment (MPE) {Long Range Ants-Ship Missile)+ MK 48 ADCAP COMMON BROADBAND + Offensive AntiSurface Warfare, Increment2 (Air ||| Smee ni Sarceoey |[+ MK$4 torpedo/MK 54 VLAMK54 Upgrades + Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle ||| Including High Aitude ASW Weapon Capabilty = over The Horizon Weapon System| tinano) + Paladin/FASSV Integrated Management (PIM)+ MK21A Reentry Vehicle + Patriot Advanced Capability 3Jt Mable Handheld Computing Environment (M/ + Precision Guidance Kit Family of Fuzes |Lr repr an + Precision Strike Missile (PrSM) |lie fustestsd ispswar + Presidential and National Voice Conferencing+ Mobile User Objective System Caron

+ Mounted Mission Command- Software + Protected Tactical Enterprise Service ||* MQ25 Stingray + Protected Tactical SATCOM || Mascon + PublicKey nfastructre(PC) no. 2[+ M:8 Fire Scout Unmanned Arcraft system + RAGATT Weel Brotet
+ Mult-Function Electronic Warfare + RQ:7B Shadow Tactical Unmanned Aircraft || + Multi-Functional Information Distribution System System
+ Multiple Launch Rocket System + SBIRS-SpaceBased Infrared System Program+ Multstatic Active Coherent (MAC) System + SF-Space Fence

| + MV-22 Joint Services Advanced Vertical Lift + Ship Self Defense System (SDS)|| Hactatteospry + Ship to Shore Connector* Naval integrated Fire Control - Counter Alf (MFC. mal rameter Bom Increment I
oA) From theals + SOCOM Dry Combat Submersible Medium |+ Navy Conventional Prompt strike: (ocsM) || Nowy Maritime Maintenance Enterprise Solution. erprotection systemTechnical Refresh

+ Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) Survivable+ Navy Personnel and Pay System and Endurable Evolution (S2E2)+ NewWanior + Space Command and Control System+ Next Generation Jammer-Mid-8and + Stand In Attack Weapon
| + Next Generation Jammer Low Band + Standard Missile 2 (SM-2) including all mods

BELT 3 UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
DOT&E Oversight List as of September 30, 2021

I Standard Missile -6 Block IB + Theater Medical Information Program-Joint |

|+ standard Missile sseriéht 2

y Stryker Family of Vehicles to include all variants + Third Generation FLIR

(including NBCRV) + ThreeDimensional Expeditionary Long-Range:

+ submarine Torpedo Defense System (Sub TDS) Rass:
including Next Generation Countermeasure + Tranche 1 Transport Layer
System (NGCM) + Trident I (0-5) SearLaunched Ballistic Missile
Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement Program. U-60M Black Hawk Helicopter
lockbiwia + UH-60V Black Hawk Digital Cockpit

+ Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement Program
ee + Unmanned Influence Sweep System (UISS) |

i include Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV) and
+ Surface Mine Countermeasures Unmanned Unmanned Surface Sweep System (US3)

Undersea Vehicle (SMCM UUV) oe
+ Sunvivable Aitborne Operations Center E48

te sum Dfaralons Contes + VH2A Presidential Helicopter

Tories Tomalawk Moderation nd Shanved © Vila CIRss SEN 774 and sesuciatud PARMS
Tactical Tomahawk (Maritime Strike) (includes + Weather Satellite Follow-on (WSF)
changes to planning and weapon control system). Wide Area Surveillance |

i tam co pe neeno
Oiler Stabilized, Discarding Sabot with Trace. |

+ Teleport, Generation Ii |
I Terrain Shaping Obstacles (TSO)

| |

UNCLASSIFIED
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Table 3. FY21 DOT&E TEMPs and Test Strategy DocumentsApproved"

re ——sryaree+Anon nce 50 stsoon sepn EU kr os Fes +Popol of Tos rdSatslnNos 173, Foon or ve mired SxchndTacks (557[Aravaps sores eines |[Amn i(UPTaEons ||552 RadarModemazaton Proton GWPYVS 3 TEMSsprora —]
| Ballistic Missile Defense Systems (BMDS) Integrated MasterTest Plan (MTP),v2.1 .

n[tS eh 90 onvon ser) ||aSerrof PPAeoiAreer||Integrated Strategic Planning and Analysis Network(ISPAN) Increment 5 (Inc 5) Mission. Planning and Analysis System |]Hrmt
Next Generation Jammer- Low Band test and Evaluation MasterPlan TEIN 1829 1Next Generation JammerMi an Test a Evasion Master lon (Ewe Tem 1626 —i EtoeOe rommSm Sgro mm at Or[ocsams sortTeron |ER Sha veTe brn0 rs | |est

[esseseG rE on Ro]
Sr | |StrategyfortheStryker 30mm Lethality ECP inSupportof Conditional/Full MaterialRelease (CMR/FMR)
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Table 3. FY21 DOTRE TEMPS and Test Strategy Documents Approved’

rom
Sfocs SopUndersea (USV Gormbat System(NSE5018) Tes and Evlaton Master Plan (TEM) Ute
pre
40.205 Tot sd vlvton Master Pan (TEP) Rev | :
Teta Evin Masa Pan Sporn MilestoneGenfore Jot aiogica Tactal secon Sym
(JBTDS), ACAT Il, 4 June 2020.

tine1s 2d Generation Forward Lain irrd GGEN FL) istons 4) Test and Eaton ost Plan TEHP)
enter eele Follow Microwave (WSF) Mision MS 8) Tet and Evlaten asa lan TEMP)
1. LiveFire test strategiesmarkedwith * UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED Table 4. DOT&E Live Fire Test and Evaluation Strategies/

Management Plans Approved

verTent and Evan Stegfor he Jon lle fects Wasp Sytem (MEWS)
Penetrating CounterArAtemateLiveFireTest Plan Approval ~ UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED Table 5. DOT&E Test Plans Approved

0FOTBETstln. esis ret
avanced Tracking sndLaunchAnas Sytem (ATLAS) Operational syEvaiton (0) lan Approval (Tet stars in Dec 2020) |
emiaAssesment (4) Tot Plan TP) for he AN/TPO-53 Courter FeTaget Acquiton radar
aniaesas (3) Tot lan (1 for he SikesCommonRemotely Operated espn Satin avin GROWS.)
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)

‘Aegis Advanced Capability Build 16 (ACB 16) Baseline 9.2.2 Integrated Test C383 Data Collection Plan (OCP)

“Aerosol VaporChemicalAgent Detector (AVCAD) Chemical Biological Radiological Contamination SurvivabilityDetailedTest Plan

porofha M52 Ssfce Wate ncremen Rada Follow an Operator Test nd Evan Tst Plan COMGPTEVEOR 960
(P5071) Ser Goro. dated Agr 2021 -
red olippose Vehicle AMPY) Cooperate Vilnrablty and PenetrationAssessmentCVPR) TesPlon
amy Gonractig Syste (AHS) Cooprte Vlnraityand Penerston Assessment (OVPA) lan Approval
Salt MisterSyma (MES)gdasTet Pn (MTP), 721
Chest Opeatona Tet and Evaluation (OTE) est an orappro
VY223 hives Assesment (8) ad Cooperative Vlncaly and Penetration Assessment (CVPR)test pan
Cooperative Vlniably and Penetaton Assessment (CVPR) Tet pln 17)oe AN/TPO-53 CounterFcTage cain
Rada yom
‘Cooperative Vulnerabilityand Penetration Assessment (CVPA)Test Plan (TP) for Joint Biological Tactical Detection System (JBTDS)

raevineasiny and Penson Assessment (CPA) Tet lan (TF) fa Command Pos: Campuig Enianment
orement1

ve ines and Pension Resesament CVPR) Tet Pla (TP foro Eectoi Waroe Planing and Management
Too (wp)
Compra Valnaablity ndPenevaion Assesment (CVO) Tost ln (17) ori GHH7F Cargo elope (8ock
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UNCLASSIFIED Table 5. DOT&E Test Plans Approved
Covperstue Verilyand eneaton Assesment OVP) Tet Fan (TP)for he tyrCorman arly opted WengeSion avn (CROWS) Erne Charge rapaeaCooperate Varsity and PeneatonAssen(OVP)Tet Pia (17) for 4 JaveinGide GSpa aieosUhightCommand ome om
CooperateViral and Poneto essa: (OVP) TestnFforhe gtedVilAtisy (745)CompreVlnand Peston Assam (GVFS) Tet ln (7 for agtad Personnel and Poy onsen:ores nese
CoopeateWineryPeres Asessnt (OVP) TestPn (7 for he Gis Taran Shaping GtaG53)08ToSe(8) Syn
Coops Vleablty Penson Assesment (OVPA) Test Plan forthe Ary rated Ar and Wisse fess AV) sytoSealed Tes Pan rhe Lvs Ager eos Test DevelopmentalTes OpraoniTe (7/07) ate otBloupaTocDetectionSystem BTS)US.Amy Tost and Esuston Goma Prec embersoeonr ame’eta Test lan or he Oprtonal AssessmentoftheSiar Coron ately persed Weapon stonriGROWS]Engineering Change Paposa ECP), US. Army Test snd EvationComposn Pres er sorsrarmnameDisrbuted Common round Syste aw (OCS)Cerscuty Test Plan
OryCombatSubmerable (005) CyberSubTet Pan
Ory ombatSubmersble (0G) tl Opratonl Tot snd Evaluation (OT2E Ter Pian
EvolvedSeaSpa isle (55M) Block 2 ntl Opecatona Tt and Evan ras 1 Ts PioFIATBEFSoftware Confisraton Set (505) 1 Test pla prorat
22 agate Mlntenanc formationSystem Test Cooperative Vinerabiy and Pentaion AssessmentTo FiKC:Obsecuty Toot PanAs
LA 9) VereinofCretonofoeitney (G0) Test PlanApr rrpastoral Test lan (O79) orth 120m XMT147Advanced ipuposs vanced WilipaossAP 07 ETAT:| ioosrese

| Soratona Tost ian 75)for he imxntod Ased Posiorio Navigonan Tring SymesGratiotesos GAPSON SETCHENOA
Opertoa Tes Plan (OT) forh Elctoni Waras Planing and anagem Tool IRI Gpraons Tet SprainsToETO)2001 OLEwES
OperationalTest ln OTP)for th fay Saad Vette il Operational Ts (9107) 2021STATOVOTHOperational Test ln (OT) ortheaSd VehicleLiUses (5 LT) Us. Army Test and EvanGomer GE)Spratt et lnTF orte il Manewr Shor Fang A Defra stom Oeaionai sessmart (SHOWS 0)E2000AMDSHORARZISZ an charaAves0TomneyOpeatoral Test ln(OT) or te netted Personnel nd Pay ystemsArmy (PPS) naman else 30 Cad Uo Teo
Operational Test Plan (OTP)forthe JointBiologicalTactical Detection. ‘System Operational Assessment (JBTDSOA) 2021-0E-MSS-SETS Ass T "Graton! Tout Pl (78) orn Jolt accor vaneless bevlpmara Tespater Tosk OV G70) 22705VES ris —,—Operations Test lan(OTP) for he MovrtedAssad Postion, Navigation, and isn (PT) Sys idUs TmtOpsstonl Test lan (OT)Oficilsaoor Mblle Protected Fsponer (APFLimited UrTt7)OperationalTest lanfor HARD SofwareVersion 40 Cybersecurty Assessment
Operational Test ln forthe Command Post Computing Enment ramen
Operation! Test ln Load Radi Manpack Rao pean Tor
Public Key Infstucrs (BK) Increment2FOTAE Pla prot
Suto econ Warf Inprovemen: Program (EWI) Block FOTSE est pon UNCLASSIFIED
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enonfoteDevelopmental TestOperatioalTes OT/0T) a the Jon Bilge Tactal Detection System (JTS)
Tomehowk OT-12GybarecurtyTet Plan

manned fluenceSweep Sytem (US) Test Plan(Tetbegins 30 November)
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| STATEMENT

| BY

RAYMOND D. O'TOOLE, JR.

ACTING DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

BEFORE THE

SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE

READINESS SUBCOMMITTEE

APRIL 28, 2021

| Raymond D. O'Toole, Jr.

Acting Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E)

Office of the Secretary of Defense

Chairman Kaine, Ranking Member Sullivan, and distinguished Members of the Committee ~ |

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the performance of Department of Defense (DOD) acquisition
programs and acquisition reform. This is my first appearance before this Committee and its an honor to be
here to testify with Ms. Stacy Cummings, who is performing the duties of the Undersecretary of Defense for
Acquistion ahd Sustainment, and Ms. Shelby Oakey from the Governmont Accountability Office

DOTAES Role and Perspective

As specified in Title 10 of the U.S. Code, DOTAE provides independent oversight of operational and live fre
Lest and evaluation of DOD acquisition programs. Test and evaluation (TEE) is critcal to the acquisition
Drocess: It assessesa systems operational performance and identifies system issues, offering program leads.
the opportunity to correct them before the final acquisition of fielding decision is made.

DOTEE is tracking 234 acquisition programs across the Department, which does not account for highly
Classified programs. Among the competing priorities of program cost, Schedule, and performance, DOTAE is
foosed on delivering an authoritative assessment of system performance in combat. To do this, we ensure

| that the test is conducted in operationally realistic and representative conditions with trained operators, in
UNCLASSIFIED
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|rougesay system configuration, and with representative threats; and hat th tet s comprehensive| hough o capture the factors tha may affect credibe assessment of operational effectiveness, stably| Survivability, and/or lethaity in theater. Our findings inform acquisition decisions and help our military forces |understand good and bad aspects of their systems performance so that they can plan and execute thesmission within that context. For programs under DOTAE oversight, we provide our assessment of the results| of operational testing to the Secretary of Defense and Congress, in accordance with Tile 10,

Attributes and Practices That Promote Program Success
Every acquisition program is unique but somekeyattributes can hel influence whether a program succeeds,including technical complexity and maturity, resource availability, contract strategy, and the skills of the| government and contractor personnel associated with the program. Based on DOTE' evaluations of 5| wide range of DOD programs, | offer three insights on how acquisition program managers can achieve better|outcomes and provide timely deliveryofthe required capabilty. Program managers should understands 1) thevalue of TSE, which is critical to determining mission performance; (2) the value of integrating developmentaland operational TRE, which enables earlier discovery of problems; and (3) the value of credible modeling and,simulation (MAS) toaugment and enhance, and in some cases replace, traditional iver testing. [willilustate |these insights with few examples from acquisition programs that have either embraced these principles or

Understanding the Valueof TRE
A good program must start with a realistic baseline of cost, schedule, and performance to ensure enoughmargin to adapt as the program evolves. In this balancing act, operationally realistic T&E Is essential iunderstand the performance of the unit equipped with that system. TE is the only way to demonstrateSystem performance, to include mission effectiveness, suitability, survivabilty, and lethality, prior to fieldingWhen conducted early in a programs development and when adequately resourced across the acquisitioncycle operationally realistic T&E offers a unique opportunity for the program office to not only identifybualso solve problems before the system matures. Early problem discovery may allow the program to better| manage cost and schedule later in the process, when retrofits and problem solutions become more complex,expensive, and time-consuming to implement. Most importantly “fixing” problems early in the TEE process| mitigates the risk of discoveries in operational test, the field, o, worse, combat.
The Amphibious Combat Vehicle program serves as a good example of prudent planning and the benefits|of early, operationally realistic testing. The program office understood that TSE would identify problems,|provided the resources required to Solve those problems, and was well-positioned to respond to probleme.discovered in early, developmental and limitedusertests that supported a successful Milestone C acquisitiondecilon. Early understanding and correction of deficiencies led to improved operational performancedemonstrated in a successful Initial Operational Test and Evaluation, which supported an informed fullrate|production decision.
On the other hand, the KC-46A aerial refueling tanker program was years late in delivering test aircraft to theA Force due to several reasons, including inadequate schedule margin for early identification of deficienciesthrough TSE, followed by failure to rapily develop and demonstate deficiency solutions. Fortunately theKC46Aprogram has improved. Lastyear,thevendor shiftedfromapostionof‘what's goodenough’towhat'sthe best we can do", spurring development of a new remote visual system design critical for unrestricted airrefueling. So far, it appears that the new subsystem — which is based on significant research and excellenttechnologies will contributeto the tankers eventually fufiling ts primary mission.

UNCLASSIFIED
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As cybersecurity threats become more ubiquitous and sophisticated, DOD's acquisition and T&E communities

ey te saree cybersecurity more comprehensively. Unfortunately, some programs do no properlyoln
| for cybersecurity assessments. More critically, due to poor system hardening against dynamic cyber threats,

riven by lack of workforce cyber capacity, talent and tools within the program office, virtually none of the

arasess 120 wrvalgistlanbeets
A good example of recognizing the importance of cybersecurity is the Ground-Based Strategic Deterrent

|(GBSD) program, which is the replacement for the Minuteman Ill Intercontinental Ballistic Missile program. To

| ensure an effective cyber defense for GBSD, the program manager is funding an integrated Mission Defense

Team to provide overall security for the program, including cybersecurity, physical security, and nuclear safety.

The program manager started bulding this team in parallel with early development of th rest of the program:
This early cybersecurity capability, coupled with early cybersecurity testing, increases thelikelihood that cyber

defenses val bo reac o protect the GBSD program when it is deployed, although future GBSD cybersecuty |
testingwil demonstrate the effectiveness and any potential shortfals of this approach.

| understanding the Value of Integrated Test and Evaluation

Integrated test and evaluation (ITE) begins with collaborative developmental, live fire and operational

“and execution during early phases of the acquisition program. Involving operational testers and|

fhe intended system users in the earliest stages of program development and test planning helps to set the|
tian for succesful operational test, o discover mission-elevant problems early, and to reduce the
cost of fixing problems. When adequately planned and resourced, integrated T&E can increase T&E efficiency

by eliminating unnecessary test redundancies, and enable leveraging of data and lessons leamed across the

acquisition cycle.
The AIM120D Advanced Medium-Range Airto-Air Missile program has directly benefited from early
developmental and operational test integration. The test teams ensured AIM-120D test shots were

relevant and useful for both developmental and operational test, shortening test timelines and mitigating

the possibility of transferring undiscovered operational utility risk to the user. Despite initial delays due to |

| aoa! changes. the AINA 20D team has established an efficient and collaborative test bate thythm that
has generated significant improvements, accelerating the fielding of better capabilitestothe warfighter |

While Integrated testing continues to produce T&E eficiencies, i currently represents only a smal portion
of overall TSE activites within DOD. Moreover, much of the success of integrated testing is attributed to
individual programs’ establishment of integrated test teams. DOT&E has been working with USD(R&E) to

advance the integrated T&E concepts, policy, and guidance needed to further leverage the potential benefits;

additional changes may be necessary to fully support integrated T&E implementation. For example, effective

integrated TEE requires mission-relevant, testable requirements that canbe assessed inthe context of mission

esteoughot the acquisition cyclo, rather han just technical specification requirements. Integrated
TEE also requires sharing T&E-relevant data across the acquisition cycle; to do so, DOD must improve data

Selleaion processes, nsttumentation, access to contractor data, and data storage approaches. While current
collection and storage practices do not routinely facilitate such sharing of deta, to include advanced data

analysis and analytics, many programs achieve this in a more ed ho fashion.

The Armored Multi-Purpose Vehicle (AMPV) program exemplifies the value of data sharing, even in its current

manual instantiation. Data sharing between the test teams and the program office has been exceptional

AMPV's testers understood the performance requirements and their rationale early, which allowed them

fo 300pe the test arly, 26 a result, the final contract included test assets necessary to support all phases
* testing. The exchange of data during operational tests also enabled the program to understand the

lL UNCLASSIFIED
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| significance ofthe problems identified by the Army Operational est Genter and DOTSE in earlier operational || ‘T&E, which they were then more inclined to fix.
|

Understanding the Value of Credible Modeling and Simulation
Modeling and simulation (M&S) is necessary for development, integration, and mission-level evaluation duefo the complexity of the systems DOD is acquiring, the increasing importance and difficulty ofrepresenting |complex operating environments, and the growing sophistication of our adversaries’ weapon systems. To| have confidence in MES based evaluations, we must ensure that each MES environment 1s supported byan independent and agile verification, validation, and accreditation (VV8A) process. that uses eradible aryrelevant data for accreditation.
The Tomahawk Weapon System (TWS) program recognized the value of adequately validated M&S anddeveloped an M&S representation of the shipboard TWS computer and communication architecture.Theprogram office committed to recurring validation of this M&S capability with live flight data, allowing Mas10 be used to evaluate operational performance with high confidence. This resulted in the reduction of flight |time and associated resource expenditures, which translated to significant cost savings compared toa test|program that would have employed only live testing.

In some cases, independently accredited M&S provides critical supplemental data to evaluate asystem's.performance. For example, safety limitations preclude testing manned Navy surface ships’ self-defense.capability against some anti-ship cruise missiles. An adequate test campaign to evaluate variouscombat,radar, and weapon systems againstthese threats requires live test data, a capable unmanned asset to supportthis live testing, and accredited M&S. The Navy currently does not have a well-defined strategy or funding to |provide any of these three capabilities, creating an unacceptable risk in our ability to evaluate theoperationaleffectiveness and survivability of future ships in combat.

fisuie Acquisition Framework
|

|The Adaptive Acquisition Framework consists of six Acquisition Pathways recently developed by USD(A&S)for use by DOD program managers. DOTSE, in coordination with USD(R&E) is developing the TRE guidancefor the Adaptive Acquisition Frameworktoenable the T&E community to support the six Acquisition Pathwayseffectively without compromising th ably to characterize effectiveness, sutabilty, survivabilty, and ethltyof our weapon systems.
My assessment of the effectiveness of the Adaptive Acquisition Framework is based on Middle TierofAcquisition (MTA) and Software Acquisition Pathway programs. The MTA Pathway has been ‘widely adoptedby program managers and DOTRE curently oversees 28 MTA programs. Per the explanatorystatement |accompanying the FY21 appropriations act, USD(ASS) and the Service acquisition executives have approved‘certain acquisition programs to use “prototyping or accelerated acquisition authorities.” In accordance withthe samo legislation, DOTAE is assessing the avalable test strategies for these programs for apprommetanennand risk to test execution.

|
The Services use the MTA Pathway for a wide rangeof systems and warfighting capabilfies. In some cases, |the MTA programs modestly upgrade an existing system. In other cases, MTA programs, such as theFutureLong-Range Assault Aircraft and the ORCA (Extra Large Unmanned Undersea Vehicle/XLUUV), provide| advanced new capabilities via emerging technologies. Approximately 75 percent of MTA programs are used| for rapid prototyping while others are used for rapid fielding.
The agile acquisition approach utilized by some MTA programs exacerbates some existing acquisitionchallenges. For example, MTA test strategies frequently lack well-defined resources to plan and execute
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operational testing, or to train operators, maintainers, and cyber defenders. Some lack the rigortypically

| required to demonstrate operational effectiveness, suitability, survivability, and lethality. Certain MTA

programs have wisely incorporated integrated test approaches with rapid testixtest cycles but doing so

i begun to stress the Service operational test agencies and developmental test organizations, toinclude

aeeS anenty sv ot ost.to. or rans or he continuous eve
| of effort and reporting required by such approaches.

While DOTS fully supports the MTA concept of faster acquisition and fielding in order to get capabilty to
| warfighters more quickly, MTA programs still need to be positioned to assess and demonstrateoperational

re yma oon and rtd, nd htsEpnd ats me
[petomance teom shoneeran. An adequate option! demonataton, a an
a ma nected prone ah appartunt 10 Ty beforyay wih
the operational user behind the proverbial wheel ~ before the initial production or fielding decision is made

theaperitifhe tel rose 2SLST |
emerging technologies mustbecharacterized, if not quantified, in the context of the. actual capability delivered

to warfighters and their ability to win and survive wars.

Test and Evaluation Authorities, Responsibilities, and Capabilities |

It is important that the same rigorous oversight DOT&E provides be applied to the earlier developmental TSE |

phases of a program. Certain acquisition programs have a strong DOTSE presence, with DOT&E providing

oversight for 234 acknowledged programs. In contrast, USD(A&S) is the Milestone Decision Authority for

11 programs, providing oversight across the entire acquisition cycle. USD(R&E) providesDevelopmental

Test, Evaluation and Assessment oversightof 11 programs, in accordance with previous Deputy Secretary of

Defense guidance. Because initial ‘operational testing represents a fraction of the overarching T&E program,

and tends to occur at the end of a system's development cycle, there is an opportunity for AZS and REE to

provide more and earlier TRE oversight. This is especially true if we expect to take full advantage of adaptive

Sauistion, integrated testing, and early deficiency discovery and remediation, al of which can lead to faster |
| ret loss costly development of more effective and survivable systems
program offices, in an effort to balance cost, schedule, and performance, are sometimes drawn to truncating
developmental testeffortsto maintainscheduleor cost objectives. Developmental testing may be cut: short, or

OD aswelharder 0 kop th program ming
forward. This recently occurred in the Bradley A4 Engineering Change Proposal program. Developmental

testing had discovered indications that the system was overcharging turtet batteries but the Army did not|

{dently this as fault or safety hazard and did not address i. Later in the program, operational testing
identified a significant safety issue; the system overcharged the turret batteries and released hazardous toxic

ides irfcantase esrtesper uECHIGEDheveers
‘this problem from persisting until soldiers were. exposed to a safety hazard during operational testing.

As discussed above, acquisition outcomes could be improved if the T&E ‘community were positioned to more

effectively leverage the benefits of integrated T&E. To support that, contracts should be negotiated to require

operationally relevant, ‘mission-level goals during developmental test, rather than focusing only on technical

Checifcation compliance. In addition, as the use of integrated T&E expands, it would be helpful to codify in
the law, and otherwise enable inclusion of, operational test representatives in decisions regarding execution

of developmental and integrated test events. On several occasions, DOT&E had intended to obtain data via

integrated T&E or simply to use developmental test data, only to see. the test event canceled without input

= yee
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|The T&E community plays large role in assuring test adequacy and shepherding programs to operation! |test success and, ultimately fielding. As a resul, the T&E community needs to be equipped with stato-of the| erttools and capabiltes to meet emerging needs and the needs of the future. Earlier thie year, DOTAE ad ou| a Science and Technology Strategy to provide a basic framework 10 guide T&E modernization and to keep up |with changing weapon system capabilties ~both ours and that of our adversaries. The strategy comprisesfive focus areas. |
[he ret to ava software and cybersecurity TEE. We are finding cyber issues and vulnerabilties innearly every program we oversee. Given the volume and complexity of cybersecurity and software testing Itis clear that people-centrio T&E approaches are not sufficient. Instead, the T&E community needs automated |solutions for both testing and continuous monitoring of system cybersecurity and software. This needs to be| fortified by a workforce trained and equipped to combat cybersecurity threats
| The second focus area is next-generation T&E capabilties. The quality of TSE and ultimately vertghtng|capably depends on the quality of TEE tos, infrastructure, and processes. DOD's TSE enterprise |[oe be able to adequately assess emerging capabiiies and threats, such as systems using artifcial |intelligence, space-based systems, and directed-energy and hypersonics programs ~ and must mirror| teakworld environments and scenarios. DOTS recently commissioned the National Academies of Scienco, || Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) to assess DOD's TSE capabilfies and capacity, and to provide actionable || recommendations to shape the Department's investment strategy over the next ive to 10 years. |
| The third focus area is more widely instituting the Integrated TSE fecycle. DOD can make TAE more effective,and likely more efficient, by mitigating the adverse effects of traditional contractor, developmental, and|operational test silos. The segregated, serial approach should be replaced with a process thatintegrates |all test phases -from contractor testing to developmental testing to operational testing - within amission || onsuck. Tis wi eqie avanced vole or methods for designing test events that collect data thatsatisfy both developmental and operational needs across the acquisition cycle. As partofthe integrated TEElifecycle, we also must institutionalize inclusion of the intended users and testers In development of system| specifications and contract requirements to ensure that they are operationally relevant and testable.

| The fourth focus area is digital transformation. T&E must respond to industry's and adversaries’ adoption ofdigital technologies and capabilties. TSE needs automated, even Aenabled, data collection and analysts[oa We 5 must bul esi shared ~ yt cersaure daa repotoris for ter data nays andanalytics. In addition, mor programs should incorporate credible digital twinning in their design and testing || efforts. We need to prioritize the development ofsophisticated modeling environments that undergo costars| refresh and continuous agile verification, validation, and accreditation, as well |
| The final focus area is workforce expertise and partnerships. T&E of complex technologies requires| cutting-edge expertise. The abit to attract more talent to goverment service and to obtain consistent,on-demand access to experts from academia and industry is key. Equally important are more structured.|dnamg og Han RE 2 mr
+ appreciate the invitation to be here today and | would welcome the opportunity to meet in person or virtually || with any member of the committee or your staff to talk further about the value of operational testing to the[DoD scquistion process |

| |
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STATEMENT

BY

RAYMOND D. O'TOOLE, JR.

ACTING DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

BEFORE THE

HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE

TACTICAL AIR AND LAND FORCES SUBCOMMITTEE

JULY 13,2021

ON

FISCAL YEAR 2022 BUDGET REQUEST OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FOR
FIXED-WING TACTICAL AND TRAINING AIRCRAFT PROGRAMS

Raymond D. O'Toole, Jr.

Acting Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E)

Office of the Secretary of Defense

Chairman Norcross, Ranking Member Hartzler and distinguished Members of the Committee, | appreciate the
opportunityto provide an update regarding ongoing F-35 operational test and evaluation activities and relevant
test and evaluation Infrastructure and resource challenges. As requested,| will also provide an overview of
my role, participation, and actions during formulationof the fiscal year (FY) 2022 President's Budget.
The Department of Defense conducts operational test and evaluation in order to determine a system's
operational effectiveness, including lethality, operational suitability, and survivability. The objoctive is to inform
warfighters and decision-makersof a system's capabilties and limitations prior to ts use in the field. DOTEE
provides independent, unbiased oversight of operational test and evaluation to ensure tha itis adequate and
realistic, and that credible conclusions ae drawn from OTSE data
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F-35 Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) |

|
Testing CompletedTo Date |
The F-35 is nearing the end of a multi-year initial operational test and evaluation (IT&E) program. To date,|
the test team has completed: cold-weather trials; actual weapons employment, which included bombs and|

| missiles; cybersecurity testing of air vehicle components and the Autonomic Logistics Information System|
(ALIS): deployments to ships and austere environments; and testing that compared F-35 performance to
that of fourth-generation fighters against traditional and more contemporary threats currently used by our|
adversaries. Open-air test missions evaluated the roles of offensive and defensive counter-alr, including:|
cruise missile defense; suppression/destruction of enemy air defenses (S/DEAD); offensive counterair; |

| reconnaissance; electonic attack; close ir support; forward ai controkaiborne; strike cortrol and armed|
| reconnaissance; combat search and rescue; anti-surface warfare; and air-to-surface attack, in higher-threat|
| environments, in two-, four- and eight-aircraft missions. During the S/DEAD triels, the F-35 faced robust,|
| realistic surface-to-air threats represented by Radar Signal Emulators (RSES) |
| The only remaining element of the IOT&E program is 64 trials in the Joint Simulation Environment at Naval Air|
| ‘Station Patuxent River, Maryland. These trials wil include all three variants.
| The Joint Simulation Environment (JSE) ||
| As I noted earlier, the purpose of OTSE is to determine operational effectiveness, suitability and survivability. |
| The USE is essential to assessing these factors for the F-35 because there are no other means, other than
|actual combat against peer adversaries,totest t against the dense, moder, surface and ai threats we expect|
|itto face. Fora variety of reasons, open-air testing is not feasible for this mission set and these operational|
‘scenarios, which are fundamental to achieving a credible, comprehensive, accurate evaluation of the F-35. |

| Constructing the F-35 JSE has proven tobe a significant challenge. The JSE team is making steady progress |
| in developing this complex simulation venue, and | am heartened by the independent technical assessment, |
| completed by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, the Camegie Mellon University Software Engineering|
Institute and the Georgia Tech Research Institute in May 2021. This independent report concluded that the|
3s is feasible as envisioned. The keys to bringing the JSE to fruition are sufficient financial and human|

| resources and strong support from all stakeholders. From the DOTE perspective, it is essential that the JSE |
| undergo a rigorous verification, validation and accreditation process that, among other elements, utilizes data |
|collected during open-air flight testing. We must be able to trust that JSE results are truly representative. |
Effectiveness

|
As IOTEE is ongoing, DOTRE has no formal information to share at this time. However, | would be happy|
to meet with members of the committee and your staff, in an appropriate venue, to discuss our classified
preliminary observations. 7
Suitability |
In calendar year 2020, several key suitability metrics continued to show signs of slow improvement. Yet,
‘operational suitabilityofthe F-35 fleet remains below Joint Strike Fighter Operational Requirements Document |
(ORD) thresholds in some areas. Maintenance data gathered though February 2021 from the US. fleet ofal |
three variants show that the F-35A is not meeting, and the F-358 and F-350 are not projected to meet, the|
full set of ORD reliability and maintainability requirements for mature aircraft. The F-35A has accumulatedthefight hours designated for maturty (75000 hours) and terre DOTAE assessed f against she fll ORD|
requirement. However, the F-358 and F-35C have not yet reached their thresholds (75,000 and 50,000 hours,|
respectively) and thus were assessed against interim goals.
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Fleet availabilty also continues to fall short of program goals. Data gathered through the end of May 2021
show that the 12-month fleet average availability is below the program goal. DOTAE found that mission

|capability rates for the U.S. fleet fel just short of the target value, while fullmission-capable rates were short
[ote target.
| survvaity
‘The program has collected all live-ire and electronic attack survivability data needed to complete IOTAE.
Other aspects of survivability will be assessed through the JSE trials.
As with all platforms, cybersecurity is a ritcal factor in F-35 survivabilty. The JSF Operational Test Team and
other supporting test teams have conducted several cybersecurity test events on the Autonomic Logistics
Information System (ALIS), F-35 training systems, integration and reprogramming labs, and actual air vehicle
components. Cyber test teams conductedenterprise-wide testing on the latest release of ALIS availableatthe
time, version 3.5.0, in July and October 2020;thefinal cyber tests of ai vehicle components were completed
in April 2020. The results show that some vulnerabilities identified during earlier testing periods have not yet
been adequately mitigated.
F-35 10T&E Report
OTE findings will be summarized in the beyond low-rate initial production (BLRIP) report, which DOTAE
will deliver after testing in the JSE is completed. The report will include the F-35A and A-10C comparative
evaluation results, which detail F-35A capabilities in close aif support, combat search and rescue, and forward
air controlle-airborne missions. As | already noted, IOTSE resus are classified; DOTAE would be happy to
discuss our final conclusions with you in the right venue when the BLRIP report is finished.

Other Topics

F-35 Block 4
The current F-35 Block 4 development process, referred to as Continuous Capability Development and
Delivery, or C202, is not delivering capability as scheduled. The Joint Program Office intended for C202 to
field a new software increment, known as a “minimum viable product” (MVP), every six months. To date, the
process has not worked well. The first version of each increment has frequently been deficient. As a result,
each increment has required more extensive developmental fight testing and multiple subsequent iterations.
to fix deficiencies. This, in tum, has reduced the time available to conduct adequate operational testing.
Additionally, software changes intended to introduce new capabilties or fix deficiencies instead introduced
stability problems that adversely affected certain existing F-35 functionality.
DOTSE has concluded that the six-month C202 cycle is not sound. Each MVP increment comprises mission
planning software, mission data, ALIS, joint technical data, flight series data, raining simulators, and other
support capabilities. While individual components are tested, a final MVP configuration receives minimal, if
any, testing as a complete package prior to fielding. As a result, significant problems are being discovered
during OT events, which often are not in sync with the six-month C202 cycle, and in the field. To ensure
platform effectiveness and pilot safety, DOTAE believes dedicated OT of each final MVP package is necessary
prior to installation on the F-35.
Toimprovethe quality andtimelinessof software development, in November 2020, theAssistant Undersecretary
of Defense for Acquisition and the Director of Defense Research and Engineering jointly chartered a Systems.
Engineering Tiger Team (SETT) focused on generating corrective action recommendations to manage F-35
program risk, schedule, cost, progress, and outcome expectations. DOTSE contributed to this effort, with
a rigorous, technical evaluation of the status of current laboratories and modeling and simulation (M&S)
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capabilities required for the C202 effort. In parallel, F-35 program executive leadership requested an|
independent software review, which recommended steps for improving theoverall software quality and delivery|
timeliness. DOTEE expects these initiatives will provide a more stable software product for operational test|
and evaluation and fully supports them. |

| Remaining F-35 deficiencies and modeling and simulation (M&S) plans also are a concern. Initial Block|
4 development focused on addressing deficiencies that the 35 program has cared since befor the
System Development and Demonstration (SDD) phase was completed in April 2018. The Block 4 plan calls|
for remedying deficiencies while simultaneously developing new capabities. The overall number of open|
deficiencies ~ more than 800, to include eight Category | deficiencies has not changed significantly since
SDD because testing continues to discover new issues. The program tends to depend more heavily on
M&S in Block 4, compared to the SDD phase. Unless the program establishes rigorous internal processes,
provides funding, and drives contractual performance to support development and enhancement of required
MBS capabilities, this reliance on M&S likely will negatively impact efforts to resolve the deficiency backlog.

DOT&E remains concerned about the availability of the test infrastructure and resources required to execute |
the approved Block 4 test and evaluation programs, as well. The Services and F-35 JPO OT representatives
have developed a tail-by-tail accounting of current and future OT aircraft, and identified the necessary
‘modifications to OT aircraft and the required instrumentation. Additional work and funding are required to
address these and other test-enabling and infrastructure requirements, such as the U.S. Reprogramming Lab |
for mission data, data sharing networks and storage systemsfor the test teams, and JSE upgrades. Currently,
these requirements are not fully funded, programmed, or scheduled to be completed in time to support Block
4's DT, integrated DT/OT, and dedicated OT activities.

Adequate Block 4 operational testing will also require mission-evel evaluations, which wil ely on Open Al
Battle Shaping (OABS) instrumentation, threat radar emulators, and updates to the JSE. As proven during
F-35 IOTEE, the OABS capability is essential to assess accurately complex mission trials. Updated threat
radar emulators that match modernair defense radars are necessary to evaluate warfighting capability. While
the Department has provided some funding to acquire new emulators, more resources are needed to upgrade
current emulators, procure additional new radars, continue funding OABS systems, and expand JSE for each
Block 4 capability release. All of these capabilities also will be required to test a range of other emerging DOD
programs and to train our warfighters.
DOTSE expects F-35 sustainment and modernization to be achallenge. The F-35 fleet will comprise multiple
hardware and software configurations, al of which will require continuous updates and continuous testing
to ensure operational effectiveness, suitability and survivability. The department's already stressed T&E
infrastructure and personnel will be strained even further. Already, development and testing of the currently
fielded hardware and software system-of-systems that comprise ALIS have been hampered by software
immaturity and inadequate test infrastructure. This type of problem could become more common without
sufficient T&E capacity and capability investments. The transition to Operational Data Integrated Network
(ODIN) is not expected to address this concern as Initially ALIS software Is to be used on ODIN.

Next-Generation T&E Capabilities
Our tactical air warfighting capability largely depends on the quality of the T&E tools, infrastructure, and
processes used to identify and mitigate any performance shortfalls prior to employment in combat. DOD's
T&Eenterprise must beabletoassess adequately emerging capabilities and replicatethreats, such as artificial
intelligence-enabled systems, advanced sensors and shooters, space-based systems, and directed-energy andHypersonic weapons ~ al of which contribute to the complex, dynamic multhdorain operational piotrs on
‘which commanders and warfighters rely. Improvements to both the live and synthetic domains that support
operational T&E and training are therefore imperative for mission success and national security. We must
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modernize ourrangestoenable operationally relevant testing of fourth fifth, and, eventually, sixth-generation
platforms in operationally representative environments. This may include expanding the Navy's Fallon Range
Training Complex, and other facilis, to support both test and training requirements. It certainly vil require
greater investment in TAE instrumentation, data storage and analysis tools, threat replication, and human
expertise. In 2020, DOTSE commissioned the National Academies of Sciences to assess the adequacy of
ranges, infrastructure, and tools to accommodate future technologies anticipated to arrive between now and
2035. When those reports are ready, DOTEE will share them with Congress and the Secretary of Defense to |
help inform investment decisions.
Fiscal Year 2022 Budget Request
In accordance with the FY21 Defense Appropriations Act, DOTAE worked with theDeputy Secretary of Defense |
and the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) Chief Financial Officer (OUSD(C)) to budget
‘appropriately for greater oversight of programs using Section 804 acquisition authorities of rapid prototyping
authorities. As you know, the FY22 budget request included $12 Millon for DOTAE's Section 804 oversight
activities. The department intends to review the resources necessary to support this congressional oversight
mandate when it builds the FY23 budget and Future Years Defense Program. DOTAE will continue to work
with all DOD stakeholders to fund tis effort appropriately in the future, in accordance with H.R. 133-119.
DOTEE participated in the review of the FY22 President Budgers led by the Office of the Director of Cost|
Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE) and OUSD(C). The process re-evaluated existing decisions with
a focus on avery small number of issues, none of which directly affected the responsibilies of his office

|Moving forward, it is important that the Department continue to emphasize the critical role of test and
| evaluation in delivering warfighting capability. Operational and live-fire test and evaluation assess a system's
| operational capability and identify performance issues, offering programs the opportunity to correct them
| before the final acquisition or fielding decision is made. The Department needs to continue to enable:
| adequate T&E, which requires additional resources to modernize TSE ranges, laboratories, virtual and M&S
environments, tools, infrastructure, and methods. In coordination with the Office of the Under Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering, DOTAE has identified several TSE infrastructure gaps that warrant the
Departments attention. Notable shortfalls exist in the areas of space; electromagnetic spectrum; hypersonic,
nuclear and directed-energy weapons and threats/targets; modeling and simulation; autonomous and artificial
intelligence-enabled systems; and digital modernization. Some of these gaps have been partially addressed
in the FY22 budget request but many shortcomings remain. Also, we must ensure that programs have the
tight amount of resources and time to prioritize and execute robust TEE, then apply and test all necessary
fixes prior to deployment.
Unfortunately, unlike our adversaries, who continue to make strong investments in thelr TE infrastructure,
in some instances we are moving in the opposite direction. For example, smaller dedicated test squadrons
would introduce risk to adequate evaluation of weapon systems in operationally relevant environments; that,
in tum, poses risk to the warfighter and DOD's mission success. DOTAE urges the Committee to continue to
emphasize the value of T&E and allocation of the resources necessary to deliver combat-credible weapons at
the speed of relevance.
Again, | appreciate the invitation to be here today. | would welcome the opportunity to meet in person or
vitually with any member of the committee or your staff o talk further about the F-35 and next-generation
tacticalair test and evaluation requirements and challenges.
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
WASHINGTON

JAN 18 202

MEMORANDUM FOR Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, 1700 Defense
Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301-1700

‘SUBJECT: Amy Response to Fiscal Year 2021 Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation Annual Report

1. Thank you for the opportunity to include the Army's comments in the Director,
Operational Test and Evaluation (DOTSE) Fiscal Year 2021 Annual Report, This is the.
Department of the Amy response.

2.1 appreciate the thoroughness of the DOTAE report as well as the coordination
between DOTAE and the Amy. There has been significant progress in addressing
manyofthe system level issues contained in the report. Additionally, the Amy provides
the below insights from the Service-level.

a. The Army is actively modernizing to ensure we continue to provide a threat-
informed most capable Amy to the Joint Force. Correspondingly, the Army remains
focused on ensuring that effective capabilities are employed to test and evaluate
emerging technologies. The Amy's Test and Evaluation (T&E) community has already
initiated actions to provide our workforce with more advanced skills, modernize test
capabilities, and invest in future capabilies to address many of the technologies
identified in this report.

b. The Amy acknowledgesthe importanceof the oversight role of the Officeof the
Secretary of Defense activities; however, the Army believes the management and
execution of test capabilies to address new technology challenges is best retained at
the Service level thereby appropriately aligning authority responsibility, and resources.
For emerging capabilities such as Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning and Robotics,
we look forward to DOTEE level policy to enable Service level executionof T&E.

c. The Amy is very pleased with the Department's recognition of the T&E challenges
for Chemical and Biological Defense (CBD). The Any would like to emphasize that
adequate and predictable funding continues to remain an additional challenge for CBD.
T&E modernization.
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SUBJECT: Army Response to Fiscal Year 2021 Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation Annual Report

4.Welookforwardtoworkingwithyourofficeonimplementingtherecommendationsat
theServiceleveltoensurewecontinue to provideeffectivecapabiltiestoourSoldiers

in supportofthe Joint Force. Thankyou for your continued supportofAmy programs
and our Soldiers.

5.Mypoint of contactforthis action is Ms. Laura Pegher, 571-256-0438or
laura i.pegher.civ@army.mil. Zn

%E. Wormuth

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

24 IN a2

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

SUBJECT: Departmentofthe Navy Commentsonth Fiscal Year 2021DOTA Annual Report
Pursuanttoyoure-mail dated December 14, 2021 requesting DepartmentoftheNavy

commentsonthe FY2021 DOT&E Annual Report, the following is provided:

+ Littoral Combat Ship (LCS): The report notes low reliability and availability due topropulsion issues. The Navy is addressing LCS Freedom variant propulsion issues
through Combining Gear (CG) redesign, installation and performance verification.
After the successful performance verificationofthe CG, LCS 21 was accepted and
delivered to the Navy in November. LCS Independence variant propulsion reliability
is being addressed by Strike Team systems engineeringand logistics efforts.
Improvements to maintenance, and design have been implemented resulting in
increased availability on recent deployers.

+ CVN 78 Gerald R. Ford Class Nuclear Aircraft Carrier: Thereport notespooror
‘unknown reliability of systems eritical for flight operations. The Navy has
implemented improvements that have steadily increased operational availability
through the Post Delivery Test and Trials period. Operational availability increases
include the Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System from 82% to 90%, the Advanced

ArrestingGearfrom76% to 87%,andtheDualBandRadarfrom 95% to96%.Asof
December 2021, all 11 Advanced WeaponsElevatorswere turned over to theNavy.
The report also states that CVN 78 Full Ship Shock Trial (FSST) results identified
several design shortfalls not previously discovered by modelingand simulation or
component-level testing. The results of FSSTare underreviewand will bepublished
in 2022. To date, no design shortfalls have been identified.

* F-35 Joint Strike Fighter: The report discusses the statusofBlock 4 mission systems
software. The program continues to update the Continuous Capability Development
and Delivery (C2D2) process to improve software developmentand software quality.
In 2021, C2D2 delivered ‘multiple weapons capabilities including ASRAAM B6,AIM%.3, CATMLISACI amg ht exirnal go Pod amo. So posmam hded 7
significant software releases comprising 15of the 39 Block 4. «capabilities for the TR-
2 hardware suite, including Auto Ground Collision Avoidance System, advanced
Electronic Warfare expendables, GBU-54/38 Laser Joint Direct. Attack Munition, and
United Kingdom's SPEAR Capability 1.

1 appreciate DOT&E's coordination with the individual program offices. Over the years,
theNavyhas voiced concern about the classificationofthe DOT&E Annual Report. DOT&E's
developmentof two reports with different and appropriate levelsofreleasability based on
program security classification guides should reduce the riskofdisclosureof critical unclassified
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SUBJECT: Departmentof the Navy Commentsonthe Fiscal Year 2021 DOT&E Annual Report

information to our adversaries from official sources. Thank you for this opportunity to comment
on the Fiscal Year 2021 DOT&E Annual Report.

Meredith Berger
Assistant Secretaryofthe Navy

(Energy, Installations and Environment)
Performing the Dutiesofthe

‘Under Secretaryofthe Navy

Copy tor
ASN (RD&A)
PCD/PMD ASN (RD&A)
DASN (RDT&E)
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FR SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE4 % WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

SUBJECT: Departmentof the Air Force Response to Fiscal Year (FY) 2021 Director,
Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) AnnualReport

| appreciate the opportunity to review the FY21 report. Holistically, this report reflectsan accurate statusofoversight programs in the Department of the Air Force (DAF) and identifiesthe challenges and opportunitiesofresourcing the DepartmentofDefense test enterprise. TheDAF has also provided clarifications and amplifying information for your consideration in thefinal report.

It is important 10 notethe statusof test and evaluation (T&E) resources not mentioned in
the report including the ongoing DAF and Under Secretary of Defense (Research andEngineering) Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) investments in T&E infrastructure thatsupport the hypersonic and nuclear modemization efforts. While not addressingal shortfallscited in the report, these funds are providing continuous improvement to the T&E infrastructurewithin current program and budget priorities. For example, AF/TE in coordination with TRMChas begun addressing long range corridor shortfalls and hypersonic wind tunnel issues cited inthe report. In addition, the DAF is addressing the range instrumentation needs for hypersonictesting via the OSD-funded SkyRange program. These efforts, in various program phases, are ontrack to address shortfalls by FY26.

The DAF looks forward to continuing the partnership with DOT&E required to meet the
test needsof Airmen and Guardians now andinthe future.

KENDALLFRAN tooocee
KILA00BS437SSEan
Frank Kendall

eo
AFICV
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